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Abstract.
This research has been carried out in conjunction with Chapeltown and Harehills
Assisted Learning Computer School (CHALCS) and local schools. CHALCS is an 'outof-hours' school in a deprived inner-city community where unemployment is high and
many children are failing to meet their educational potential. As the name implies
CHALCS provides students with access to computers to support their learning.
CHALCS relies on many volunteer tutors and specialist tutors are in short supply. This
is especially true for subjects such as Advanced Level Physics with low numbers of
students. This research aimed to investigate the feasibility of providing online studyskills support to pupils at CHALCS and a local school. Research suggests that
collaborative learning that prompts students to explain and justify their understanding
can encourage deeper learning. As a potentially effective way of motivating deeper
learning from hypertext course notes in a Virtual Learning Environment (VLE), this
research investigates the feasibility of designing an artificial Agent capable of
collaborating with the learner to jointly construct summary notes. Hypertext course
notes covering a portion of the Advanced Level Physics curriculum were designed and
uploaded into a WebCT based VLE. A specialist tutor validated the content of the
course notes before the ease of use of the VLE was tested with target students. A study
was then conducted to develop a model of the kinds of help students required in writing
summary notes from the course-notes. Based on the derived process model of
summarisation and an analysis of the content structure of the course notes, strategies for
summarising the text were devised. An Animated Pedagogical Agent was designed
incorporating these strategies. Two versions of the agent with opposing 'Affectations'
(giving the appearance of different characters) were evaluated with users. It was
therefore possible to test which artificial 'character' students preferred. From the
evaluation study some conclusions are made concerning the effect of the two opposite
characterisations on student perceptions of the agent and the degree to which it was
helpful as a learning companion. Some recommendations for future work are then made.
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Chapter 1: The Research Context, Aims and
Methodology.
1.1 Introduction: The Need for Virtual Learning Environments.
Widening participation in education is of global importance. The current
knowledge-based society, fuelled by enonnous technological advances, for example in
Infonnation

and

Communications

Technology

(ICT),

Biotechnology

and

Nanotechnology, can not be maintained without a workforce capable of understanding
the complexities of life in the Twenty First Century. However, there are still great
deficiencies in the balance of the knowledge commodity both between nations and
indeed within national communities. Thus, in the interests of participation and
productivity world citizens must be empowered through education otherwise they run
the risk of subjugation, worthlessness and ultimately poverty.

'Flexible learning' where students can, for example, study at a distance enables
people to participate in new learning experiences who previously had been excluded, for
example perhaps on the basis of unfavourable geographical or economic factors. This
flexible learning must take place under a whole new set of personal circumstances.
Potential students, particularly mature students, may be located in disparate countries or
may only be available during 'unsociable' hours. There is therefore a need to provide
facilities that accommodate this new Educational ethos and corresponding approaches.
Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) adopted in colleges, Universities and in the
commercial training sector are used as tools that can help deliver flexible learning and
so work towards this goal of widening educational access. VLEs provide course
materials, usually accessible around the clock, integrated communication tools such as
chat and bulletin boards and a host of features that support the learner.

New technological approaches to education require new associated pedagogical
approaches. Collaborative Learning is based upon a view that knowledge is socially
constructed (Cole & Wertsch, 1996; Crook, 1998; Vygotsky, 1978) rather than
constructed in individual cognitive isolation. In this view students participate in learning
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communities through shared goals, artefacts and associated communications.
Improvements in learning occur as a result of exchanging knowledge or experience with
our peers, ideally in situations where we each have overlapping but not identical areas
of expertise, knowledge or experience to share. However, to date, VLEs designed for
this approach suffer from the Achilles heel of the need for peers or tutors with which to
collaborate. Obviously such availability is dependant upon precisely the set of
circumstances that the flexible learning approach seeks to address, such as differing
time zones or unusual working hours. One possibility for overcoming this weakness is
to provide artificial peers or tutors with which students can collaborate in the absence of
human collaborators. Hence the work presented here has been greatly influenced by
Chan's (1996) vision of the Global Social Learning Club in which the student is placed
at the centre of a wide variety of learning resources including not only conventional
texts and the tutor but both artificial and human companions, peers and outside experts.
The need for such artificial Study Companions is driven by the need to widen access to
collaborative styles of learning when human peers or tutors are simply not available.
Furthermore, it is proposed that through the use of personalisation of these Companions,
for example in terms of their 'affective' qualities as realised in behaviour and
appearance, the resultant collaboration is enhanced through an increase in student
motivation and reward.

Chapeltown and Harehills Assisted Learning Computer School (CHALCS), the
context for this research, is a case in point. CHALCS was established in 1987 after a
period of civil unrest in this inner city district of Leeds in the UK. Poverty, crime and
poor housing, indicators of social exclusion, led to Educational problems (such as
truancy and under-achievement) in the community. CHALCS hoped to address these
social symptoms through enhanced educational provision. However, CHALCS' tutors,
who are in the main volunteers, are in short supply resulting in a 'waiting list' for pupils
to gain entry to CHALCS. Therefore, through discussions with staff at CHALCS it was
felt that a VLE might be able to alleviate some of these access problems to CHALCS'
facilities and thus widen access and increase the flexibility of provision in line with the
arguments presented above.
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Three of the key areas which CHALCS addresses are those of Science, IT and
Literacy. Through consultations with staff it was decided to implement a VLE which
would address all of these areas. An exemplar Advanced Level Physics course would be
developed in a little supported area, Astronomy and Optics. Through the use of this
VLE and suitable training of both pupils and staff those involved would also gain an
understanding of IT and New Technologies like the Internet, particularly those relevant
to Education. Finally, the project would champion the emerging policy of integrating
key skills within pupil's learning, particularly those related to deeper reading for
understanding and effective note-taking felt to enhance learning and hence
employability. Reading for effective note-taking is considered to be a key componeDt of
literacy and is already the subject of a literacy programme at CHALCS. The specific
aim was to encourage pupils to practice the key skill of summarising learning materials
presented to them (in the specific example case the Physics course notes to be contained
within the VLE). Summarisation was chosen as it is an exemplar key skill required

.

during the initial' Acquisition' stage of the proposed pedagogical approach (see section
2.1.2). To motivate students to engage constructively with the learning materials
students would collaborate with an artificial Study Companion, employing affective
qualities, and in this process create their own summary document of the Physics VLE
material.

It is proposed that the affective qualities of the Study Companions do not have to

rest on complex Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques to be appealing. That is, the
Companions will employ mostly 'design-based' affective behaviours or 'affectations'
(Barker, 2003), enabling the use of readily available and supportable technologies that
schools might realistically use. In addition the hope is that students motivated by the
companion will engage more deeply with the reading for understanding and the
summary note-taking task.

1.2 The Background and Context of the Research.
This research takes place within the kind of contexts alluded to above, that is, a
global view of educational provision and a more local view of community reform.
Inevitably both of these viewpoints, concerned with the necessity of Virtual Learning,
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attract attention from traditional political and social reformists. Federal European and
National Governments have spearheaded campaigns to encourage school participation
in the Networked Learning opportunities provided by ICT including such initiatives as
the European Netdays and the U.K. National Grid for Learning. Such initiatives are
aimed at widening school access to ICT and raising teacher awareness of positive uses
of ICT to support learning.

1.2.1. The National Grid for Learning.
The National Grid for Learning (NGfL) :

"is a Government initiative to help learners and educators in the UK
to benefit from ICT. It is a vital part of the Government's commitment to
the creation of a connected learning society in which learning is increasingly
accessible and adapted to individual needs ... The NGfL is intended to
increase and widen access to learning opportunities for everyone in both
formal and informal learning environments such as schools, colleges,
libraries, homes and workplaces."
(BECTA, 2001)

Indeed, over £1 billion has been earmarked by the Government to fund ICT in
schools during the period 2001 to 2004 under the NGfL initiative. The NGfL is a
strategy comprising of the three key elements of infrastructure, content and practice.

'Infrastucture' is concerned with providing the hardware, networks and
associated services necessary to sustain the initiative such as the provision and
management of ICT equipment, see www.managedservices.ngfl.gov.uk. Further
initiatives in this key element include 'Computers for Teachers' which offers subsidies
for teachers towards the purchase of a personal computer, 'Independent ICT
Procurement Advisory Service' OPAS) - an independent source of advice on purchasing
equipment and 'Building the Grid', a source of help on planning, procurement and
practice.
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'Content' is concerned with encouraging the development of suitable resources
and ensuring their availability. It is realised in the form of the NGtL portal. This portal
covers all sectors of the educational infrastructure including Schools, Further and
Higher education, Lifelong Learning, Career Development, Libraries and Museums,
Community

Grids,

International

Networks

and

Government

Agencies

(see

www.ngfl.gov.uk). As well as providing links to other web sites the NGtL also provides
resources and advice for both teachers (e.g. the Virtual Teacher Centre,
www.vtc.ngfl.gov.uk) and pupils or students alike. Furthermore, all sites linked from
the NGfL portal must pass strict criteria, the so-called Ground Rules, which maintain
standards such as accuracy and legality and are enforced by the watchdog organisation
GridWatch. Additionally, it is intended to implement an initiative, Curriculum Online,
to provide digital resources for teachers and learners targeted specifically at the National
Curriculum. A further award has also been established, the New Opportunities Fund
(NOF) Digitisation award, to develop digital content suitable for Lifelong Learning.
There are also further initiatives developing resources for teaching and learning targeted
specifically at Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales.

The final key element in the NGfL strategy, 'practice', is concerned with
ensuring that the infrastructure and content can be used to their best advantage through
proper training of the people for whom it is intended. The NOF programme targets
teachers and school librarians (£230 million) and public librarians (£20 million) by
providing training in the use of ICT in education.

The NGfL is manifesting in Leeds as the Leeds Learning Network (LLN), see
Appendix B and www.leedslearning.net The LLN provides the following key features:

1.

Content - access to local, regional and commercial content as well
as schools' own internet and intranet sites and staff and pupil web
space;

2.

Security - web and email filtering plus secure authority-wide
networks;

3.

Integration - seamless integration of school and LEA networks;
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4.

Access - free, unlimited, high speed access within reasonable limits
plus remote access for teachers and access to the authorities other
networks, e.g. museums, libraries and administrative departments;

5.

Support and Guidance - on-line technical support and single point
of contact as well as access to experts in, for example, web design;

6.

Low Cost - help in the form of initial grants with no connection
cost during the day and low costs after 6pm;

7.

Ease of Use - information and training on the LLN.

It can therefore be seen that this city-wide network has the potential to increase
individual and group participation in the local, national and globalleaming communities
through electronic means thus supporting the ideal posited above of widening of
educational provision both within the city of Leeds and beyond. In this current climate it
can be seen that since this research began, there has been increased interest in
developing appropriate models of educational use of ICT in schools (particularly the use
of the internet for learning and the development of IT literacy across the curriculum)
which make the focus of this research particularly timely.

1.2.2. Enhancing Citizenship Through Key Skills.
The UK Government is keen for the working population to posses a number of
key skills which will better equip them for life in the Twenty First Century.

"Key skills are intended for everyone, from pupils in schools to
Chief Executives in large companies. Key skills are the skills most
commonly needed for success in a range of activities at work, in education
and training and life in general. They focus candidates' attention on where
and how they are using skills for the purpose of improving the quality of
their learning, work and performance."

(QCA,2002)

Table 1.1 summarises the current categories of these skills. These skills are seen
as essential to enable people to fully participate within the work force and society at
large including participation in Lifelong Learning and hence widening provision of
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education. The key skills initiative was piloted across two hundred centres including
schools, training organisations, workplaces and colleges of further and higher education.

Key Skills Units
Communication
Application of Number
Information Technology

Example
Contribute to discussions, summarise information
Tackling numerical problems and collecting, recording,
interpreting and presenting results
Search for and select information, plan, interpret and
present information from different sources
Organise tasks to ... support co-operative working
Help set targets and plan how these will be met

Working With Others
Improving Own Learning
and Performance
Identify problems & come up with ways to solve them
Problem Solving
Table 1.1. Key Skills Enmples (DfEE, 1999)

From September 2000 a new key skills qualification addressing Communication,
Application of Number and Information Technology was introduced at five different
levels of proficiency. It is available, for example, as part ofGNVQ's, A Levels, Modem
Apprenticeships, New Deal participants, Degrees, Doctorates, NVQs etc. As the DfEE
states:

"Key skills enable people to be competent and confident in
communicating both orally and in writing; applying number - tackling
numerical problems and collecting, recording, interpreting and presenting
data; using IT; working with other people; being able to improve on their
own learning and performance; and problem solving skills."
(DfEE, 1999)

As previously stated, summarisation is highlighted in the key skills
Specifications under the 'Communication' module. The proficiency expected of
students on courses varies depending on the level of their study. It was intended to
initially instruct CHALCS students encountering this skill, possibly for the first time
formally, to Level 2 of the key skills specifications. To elaborate, Level 2 of the
Communication module states the following Learning Objective:
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"In assessing the candidate's performance, evidence must show that

she or he is be able to select relevant material, identify accurately lines of
reasoning and the main points from both text and image, and summarise the
information to suit her or his purpose."
(QCA,2002)

The aim in our exemplar case study is for the students to be able to construct their
own notes for subsequent revision purposes as well as to encourage deeper engagement
for understanding the Physics material.

1.2.3. The Research Context: Chapeltown and Harehills Assisted
Learning Computer School.
As mentioned in the introduction CHALCS was founded in 1987 as a possible
answer to some of the problems facing this inner-city area of Leeds. The area faced riots
and civil unrest during this year leading to a government task force being established to
address the problems. CHALCS aims to address the Educational problems born of the
underlying social problems such as vandalism, drug abuse and dysfunctional families
inherent in Chapeltown and Harehills. Table 1.2.shows the aims ofCHALCS.

1. Provide computer facilities and activities which will develop and enhance the
educational potential and performance of young people (particularly in English,
Mathematics and Information Technology) from the Chapeltown and Harehills
districts of Leeds.
2. Encourage a supporting role for parents and parental groups to the CHALCS
activities and to local schools.
3. Provide support for the work of local schools and a suitable environment for young
.
to do their homework and out of school
4. Help raise the expectations and aspirations of both parents and children for a better
future.
Table 1.2 CHALCS Constitutional Aims
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Category

Chapel
Leeds
England
Allerton
and Wales
Total population
18,206
715,402
52,041,916
7%
Lone parents (with dependant children)
11.1%
6.5%
11.4%
9.8%
9.2%
Health 'not Rood'
Unemployed
5.1%
3.3%
3.4%
67%
91.8%
91.3%
White
5.9%
2.1%
Pakistani
1.4%
5.0%
1.7%
2.1%
Indian
11.2%
0.9%
1.1%
Black Caribbean
31.4%
30.9%
29.1%
No Qualifications
Table 1.3. Demographic Comparison of Chapel Allerton Ward with Leeds City
Authority District and England and Wales, National Census, 2001
(Source: National Statistics website: www.statistics.gov.uk Crown copyright material is
reproduced with the permission of the Controller of HMSO)
Table 1.3 highlights some of the demographic factors affecting the Chapel
Allerton ward of Leeds (where CHALCS is situated) in comparison with the Leeds
Metropolitan district and England and Wales. As can be seen the area is notably multiethnic with a high rate of unemployment, poor health and single-parent families in
comparison to the rest of the city and England and Wales. These factors contribute to an
atmosphere leading to educational difficulties both at home and school.

An inspection carried out by (OFSTED, 1999) of 48 inner-city and rural schools
sought to highlight the relative performances of pupils in both primary and secondary
education in the four ethnic minorities of Bangladeshi, Black Caribbean, Pakistani and
Gypsy Traveller. In addition the report analysed schools' strategies for raising
attainment, their policies on race relations and the extent of LEA's assistance. A further
34 schools were visited who had had some success in minority ethnic pupils' education.

One conclusion of this inspection was that subsequent practice may take the
form of extra-curricular activities such as IT clubs or sports clubs. The practice could
also involve an increased pastoral element and head-on tackling of racial stereotyping.
The report also highlights the need for improved links with parents, such as home visits
and with the community at large. e.g. the local mosque or local businesses. In the light
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of these recommendations we can now examine the role of CHALCS in an inner-city
community.

Students attend CHALCS on a voluntary basis during the evenings and at
weekends. It is independent of the local education system in tenns of funding but it's
students obviously are very much a part of that system, coming from surrounding
schools such as Chapel Allerton, Allerton Grange and Notre Dame.

Appendix A contains an overview of the CHALCS organisational structure. It's
Director is responsible for the overall running of the organisation whilst the Deputy
Director administers the day-to-day tasks. Apart from the secretarial contingent most of
the staff, i.e. tutors, are appointed on a voluntary basis. They are experienced tutors
nonetheless and are well motivated. For example, the A Level Physics tutor is in fact a
Research Fellow at the University of Leeds and is dedicated to helping his students
through their examinations and onto University or Employment.

CHALCS has a well-documented positive image in the community. It is housed
in a building, TECHNORTH, which also contains various small technologically based
businesses such as training and business support. It encourages the public and media to
examine its practices, for example at Open Days. Also, given the nature of CHALCS'
history and current national relevance, Members for Parliament are occasionally invited
to inspect its achievements. In addition other initiatives have used CHALCS as a venue,
for example, the European Internet awareness initiative, Netdays.

Mohammed (1996) carried out a case study of pupil's abilities in learning
Science Topics at CHALCS. One of his key conclusions relating to this work was that:
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"CHALCS Science-like materials and instruction are effective in
encouraging interest, attitudes and participation which get students involved
in science. The problem of effectively linking this to improved performance
in the school science curriculum, and classroom, remains. The use of
electronic support, focused on school tasks under the community schools
concept could help to achieve this objective ... "
(~ohammed,

1996)

A later study by Ravenscroft and Hartley (1998) supported this hypothesis:

" ...the links with schools may be strengthened. At the moment the
pupils make the link via their learning activities, and this may be a useful
basis

(aided

by

electronic

communication)

to

strengthen

inter-

communication with schools."
(Ravenscroft & Hartley, 1998)

Thus both sets of researchers suggest that the communication with these more
traditional schools could be improved with the introduction of ICT. This would imply
that the technology helps to foster a more holistic learning community independent of
racial or economic background and location in the city. As can be seen this notion has
formed part of the rationale for the work presented in this thesis which introduces a
VLE at CHALCS (Barker, 1999a) where students can communicate across city and
indeed country boundaries and thus learn collaboratively. However, to enable true
integration between schools and CHALCS obstacles in terms of organisation and
infrastructure would need to be overcome to enable students to access school work from
CHALCS and CHALCS work from school. In reality this is likely to be some years
away. The focus of this work, therefore, has been the introduction of the VLE to
CHALCS and the use of the VLE by individual CHALCS students. The VLE was also
piloted with a local school but it was not possible to develop a collaborative programme
between the local school and CHALCS within the time-scale of the project.
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1.2.4. The Research Inspiration: The Global Social Learning Club.
A pivotal inspiration for this research is the vision of a Global Social Learning

Club proposed by Tak Wai Chan, extending his fonner ideas of Social Learning
Systems which are "environments where mUltiple participants, either computer

simulations or real human agents, work at the same computer or across connected
machines, taking various roles via a wide range of activity protocols" (Chan, 1996).
The 'activity protocols' include cooperative learning, competition or peer tutoring, for
instance. Hence the Global Social Learning Club widens the Social Learning Systems
vision to include the possibilities provided by the Internet and other modem ICT
opportunities.
This vision of Chan's builds upon his earlier doctoral research concerning
building artificial or Virtual Learning Companions (VLCs). Chan states ''the goal of the
learning companion is to stimulate the student's learning through collaboration,
competition and demonstration" (Chan & Baskin, 1988). Learning Companions are
based upon a social constructivist view of cognitive development initially proposed by
researchers such as Vygotsky (1978). Cban in particular refers to Vygotsky's Zone of

Proximal Development or ZPD (see section 2.2.1) which briefly refers to the difference
in performance of a learner (apparent development level) when they work with a more
capable peer as opposed to working without such a companion. However, Cban expands
Vygotsky's framework to include collaboration with a VLC which he calls the ZPDVLC. That is, the difference in learning occurring when a student collaborates with an
average human peer as opposed to with a VLC. Although Cban states the need for a
weak Turing assumption such that given a sufficiently low bandwidth of
communication a student cannot detect that their collaborator is a VLC. Furthermore
and fundamental to this thesis Cban points out that "having a VLC in the network can
enhance the availability of synchronous learning since the VLC is always present"
(Cban' 1996). That is a VLC can lead to widening educational provision because it is
available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
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real
teachers
primary learning
material

cognitive tools
realleaming
companions

communal
database

student

secondary learning
material

virtual personal
learning assistant

virtual learning
companions

Figure 1.1 tudent-Centred learning environment (adapted from Chan, 1996)

igure 1.1 shows Chan's Student-Centred Learning Environment, a model
which see the tudent at the centre of a range of learning supports. These systems
comprise of many elements that supplement the networked learning experiences of
students. Extending thi concept of leaming environments the Global Social Learning
Cl ub provide a vision in which the student is part of a wider networked community
exi ting to support all of their Educational needs. This is in keeping with the aims of the
National Grid for Learning and more locally the Leeds Learning Network (although
the e initiative have not yet embraced the notion of artificial learning companions as a
component of learning networks).

To full reali e han' vision of a Global Social Learning Club, and in line with
the objective of widening access we also require the Virtual Learning Companions that
provide collab rative as i tance when humans are not available. This will be discussed
further in chapters 5 and 6.
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1.3 The

Research

Aims:

Effectively

Learning

from

Artificial

Companions.
As we hall ee in Chapters 3 and 4 it emerged from initial questionnaires,
observations and interviews that:

1.

HAL

wanted online support for Physics to help develop the

subject (at present there are small and irregular numbers of students
studying physic in part due to low student confidence in prerequisite skills and the shortage of tutors at GCSE A level);
2.

a se ment of student help requirements indicated a need for tuition
in effective note-taking;

3.

an evaluation of

pecific needs in this area by Pilot work

investigated the potential utility of an Agent-based approach;
4.

ba ed on the e results it was decided to develop Agents to support
note-taking in Astronomy and Optics.

onsequently, the aim of the research are set out in Table 1.4.

RCSCHrch Aims
1. To design a pedagogical model to support both students and tutors
working within a VLE in line with Chan's Global Social Learning Club
2. To evaluate existing VLE design tools and to implement the pedagogical
model as far as possible with a particular selected VLE instantiated with
materials and tasks to support an area of the curriculum appropriate to
CHALCS
3. To evaluate the potential of this instantiated VLE for supporting the
development of key skills within this area of the curriculum
4. To consider key skills in this curriculum area which might benefit from
the addition of Agent-based support to the VLE and, focusing on one
such skill, develop an exemplar Learning Companion to support it
5. To trial the Learning Companion to suggest Agent design characteristics
which may prove motivating and effective in assisting students to learn
from the VLE material
Table 1.4 The Research Aims

In the HALC context the key skill which emerged as the most suitable for the
development of Agent-based support was that of summary note-taking for the reasons
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stated above. Summarisation is a useful first step in the 'acquisition' stage of the
pedagogical framework (see section 2.1) in the fonn of revision notes for instance.
Summarisation also complements the current literacy initiative at CHALCS by
encouraging pupils to engage more deeply with the material they read (read for
understanding) by selecting material, identifying lines of reasoning and progressing to
form their own interpretation of material (QCA, 2002). Finally, if the snmmarisation
task is successful in promoting a deeper engagement with the learning material it will
also result in an increase in performance. This is likely to occur if the task is successful
in promoting more active learning such as self-explanation and problem-solving
behaviour typical of more collaborative styles of learning (Trafton & Trickett, 2001).
The chosen curriculum area, preferred by CHALCS, is that of Advanced Level Physics.
This choice was based on consultations with staff and observational studies carried out
at CHALCS and a local school as discussed in Chapters 3 & 4.
In terms of CHALCS, the long-term aim of this research is for ICT to help
promote inclusiveness within the local educational system, something which is an
obviously prominent concern given CHALCS' history and raison d'etre. In the medium
and short-term the goal was to design a system that will support student's learning and
tutor's instruction at CHALCS by exploiting ICT (specifically Internet technologies) to
motivate students to engage deeply with study materials.

1.4 The Research Methodology: Qualitative and Quantitative Inquiry.
Educational research is divided into two camps. On the one hand there is the
normative or positivist school with its roots in Aristotelian deductive reasoning and
Baconian induction, i.e. start with the relevant data, generate hypotheses then validate
them (Cohen & Manion, 1994). The desired result is a generic theory derived from
observed phenomena. The alternative school however, emphasises the essential
differences between the natural sciences and social sciences, notably that the object of
attention in the latter is human and therefore not susceptible to the laboratory style
experimentation as typified by the positivist approach. This post-positivist or
interpretive approach is characterised by the involvement of the researcher in the
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process itself, the "human as instrument" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p.l92) leading to a
more inductive and holistic result.

The outcomes of these two schools are, very broadly speaking, two
correspondingly distinct sets of methods. The nonnative school tends to prefer the
collection of quantitatively-based data to test theories, for example employing statistical
analysis, whereas the interpretive school lends itself more to qualitative investigation.
An example of the latter would be the ethnographic approach derived from early

research in Anthropology where the researcher integrates with the society under
consideration so that a rich account can be derived and analysed.

A problem for the positivist tradition has often been that the manipulations
required to control variables experimentally may distort what is studied to the extent
that what is studied is not the natural phenomenon of interest e.g. by removing the
phenomenon from its natural context to the laboratory. However, a problem for the
interpretive school has often been one of subjectivity in interpretation and the
difficulties in separating the influence of self or features of the local micro-context from

real or general phenomena.

1.4.1. Methodological Triangulation
Given the educational objectives of this research the methodology adopted for
this study, was mainly one of qualitative inquiry. As the studies were to be carried out in
a working classroom environment it would not be appropriate to implement classical
experimental methods, for example exploiting the use of control groups and random
sampling. In such situations where the researcher must work alongside practitioners in
authentic learning situations an experimental approach would not, in any case, be
possible. Instead, the methodology adopted mostly takes a case-based approach and
examines staff and students in their natural environment. This does not however obviate
the need to adopt a variety of methods to be used in triangulation with qualitative
observations. As Lincoln and Guba (1985) state triangulation is a necessary element of
establishing 'trustworthiness' as examined in the next section.
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Cohen and Manion (1994, p.236) provide an overview of Denzin's (1970)
typology of triangulation. This overview consists of six separate techniques for
achieving interrelation of results and thereby some validation of investigations.
However they go on to say:

"Of the six categories of triangulation in Denzin's typology,
something like four have been used in Education. These are: time
triangulation with its longitudinal and cross-sectional studies; space
triangulation as on the occasions when a number of schools in an area or
across the country are investigated in some way; investigator triangulation
as when two observers independently rate the same classroom phenomena;
and

methodological

triangulation.

Of

these

four

methodological

triangulation is the one used most frequently and the one that possibly has
the most to offer."
(Cohen & Manion, 1994, p.236)

In the research reported here the fust two methods have been employed where
possible within the constraints of the context, such as investigating populations of
students over time at the same institution and the use of more than one school
population in the area of inner-city Leeds. However, methodological triangulation is the
key techniq~e employed. Both qualitative methods (such as interviews, classroom
observations and video recordings) and quantitative methods (such as statistical analysis
of web page 'hits' or other analysis of software or chat logs) are combined to provide as
full an interpretive picture as possible. The sample size is necessarily small but the
largely qualitative methods often give a clearer insight into the reasons why individuals
respond in particular ways. Quantitative data, provided by the VLE for instance, is both
more easily collected and analysed for larger numbers of interactions but although the
results may have more generality their precise interpretation can be more problematic,
and this is why a combination of approaches is preferred.

The practical details of the actual techniques used to produce this triangulation
will be further elaborated within the subsequent chapters relating to the specific studies.
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1.4.2. Generalisability

of

the

Research

Findings:

Establishing

Trustworthiness.
he n ti n

f g nerali ability i

it seems grounded in the reductionist,

dctermini tic p sitivist approach. The notion that a grand rule can be deduced, or
induced fi r that matter run contrary to currently prevalent notions of indeterminism
which belie the fi undation up n which reductiorusm and hence generalisability rests.
Furthermor , g nerali ation

are con tructions formulated on the basis of limited

ample of population which are then said to represent the complete population. These
con tructi n ar

n t found in nature; they are active creations of the mind" (Lincoln &

Guba 1985). The argument, is that any theory derived by induction is probabilistic
leading t

the b lief that truth i relativi tic and not absolute. It is also a fact that

paradigm, e pecially tho e f cience, exist in a set time and context (Kuhn, 1962).
Thi

c ntext is not a rigid entity but a shifting perspective, particularly in Social

cience, and

such subject to the peculiarities of the time. Thus generalisations, to put

it crudely, ha e a helf life which undermine the utility of their formulation in the first
in tance.

he i u th n which is central to the discussion of generalisations becomes one
of trustworthiness. Table 1.5 shows the equivalent criteria used to establish
tTU tworthine

in b th the normative and interpretive research methodology schools of

thought.
:\ormati\ L' '\()m~nclatllrL'

Int~rprL,ti\ e Nomenclatllr~

internal validity

truth value/credibility

external validity

applicability/transferability

reliability

consistency/dependabi lity

objectivity

neutrality/confirmability

Table 1.5 Normative and Interpretive Concepts of 'Trustworthiness'
In the interpretive account 'truth value' is concerned with ensuring that the
recon truction of the ob erved reality are credible. Lincoln and Guba (1985, p.30l)
define variou

techniques to operationalise this such as "prolonged engagement,
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persistent observation and triangulation", peer review, resultant hypothesis refinement
(or negative case analysis), referential adequacy (comparing derived theories with finergrained data sources, such as video, as mentioned above) and reviewing constructions
with members of the community being observed. Additionally, the researcher cannot
hope to predict the novel context which will be introduced sometime in the future so in
order to enable 'transferability' a 'thick description' is required consisting of a thorough
description of the context being observed and the actions or processes taking place
within it. 'Consistency' is analogous to the positivist notion of replicability, that is the
experiment can be repeated, under the same conditions, arriving at equivalent results.
Consistency though in the interpretive school could at its simplest form rely on the
notion, borrowed from normative methodologies, that validity is reliant on reliability
and thus, mapping across the terms, credibility cannot exist without dependability
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p.316). That is, if the kind of techniques exemplified above,
such as triangulation, for establishing truth value (or credibility) are utilised then there is
no reason to establish dependability independently. Triangulation can further be seen as
a method of ensuring "confirmability" or neutrality which is analogous to the positivist
notion of objectivity but instead, and importantly, shifts the emphasis onto the data
rather than the researcher.

Each data source in the studies that follow in this thesis is listed in the relevant
Chapter together with a rationale for their collection and a description of the particular
analysis technique employed in the hope offumishing a 'thick description'.

I.S Summary and Outline of the Following Chapters.
The initial motivation for this research was a need for widening educational
access and was established within the current global and local contexts. VLEs were
suggested as a response to this emerging need. Of particular interest is Chan's vision of
the Global Social Learning Club including provision of artificial Learning Companions
based upon a social constructivist view of collaborative learning. Since beginning this
research there has been a substantial push from Government to establish networks in
schools which can exploit

Virtual Learning. Additionally the UK Government is

championing the notion of the necessity for Twenty First Century citizens to be
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proficient in key skills including IT literacy and the ability to learn from a variety of
media and information resources. Furthermore, the specific context of this research was
introduced, that is Chapeltown and Harehills Assisted Learning Computer School
(CHALCS). Within this context, and in line with the goals of the organisation, the
research programme aimed to:

I.

design VLE support in an area of the curriculum with low student
numbers and reliance on volunteer tutors;

2.

test the potential of this VLE in this context;

3.

identify residual support requirements which cannot easily be met
by the VLE or the human tutor and which may be a candidate for
Agent-based support (the chosen key skill was summary notetaking as justified in Chapter 3);

4.

formatively design and test an exemplar case of such Agent-based
support - in this case for summarisation;

5.

evaluate factors affecting the effectiveness of the Agent-based
approach primarily in engaging students with the VLE material and

in guiding summary skills development.
The key skill of Sllmmarisation was introduced as an exemplar key skill
providing a focus for this research within the subject area of Advanced Level Physics.
Finally in this chapter, the methodological approach consisting of both qualitative and
quantitative methods was outlined and justified particularly in terms of facilitating
triangulation leading to establishing the generalisability or 'trustworthiness' of the
results.

Chapter 2 will examine previous research into Pedagogical issues, the
Collaborative Learning methodologies, Summarisation issues and Affective Computing
and will outline the Pedagogical Model to be adopted. Chapter 3 begins by evaluating
possible VLEs then proceeds to explain the reasons behind the selection of WebCT and
the development of the Physics course implementation within WebCT. Chapter 4
concentrates on the specific studies into students' methods and problems in working
with the WebCT course concluding with some detailed recommendations concerning
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their support requirements. This is followed, in Chapter 5, by a review of artificial
Learning Companions then a study which sought to inform the design of the Learning
Companion reported in this research. Chapter 6 describes the further design and
implementation of this Learning Companion to support students taking notes within the
WebCT Physics course. Chapter 7 then details the evaluation of the Learning
Companion exploring issues such as affective communication, student motivation and
the Companion's effect on student's note-taking behaviour. Chapter 8 illustrates the
final system in the form of a 'walkthrough'. Finally, Chapter 9 evaluates the research as
a whole and includes a summary, conclusions and directions for future research.
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Chapter 2: A Review of Previous Related Research.
The intention of this chapter is to place the research in the context of four key
areas which together fonn the foundation for the work. First a Pedagogical Framework
for the successful execution of a VLE is developed based on a review of the
Psychological and Educational literature. Secondly, the Collaborative Learning
literature is briefly reviewed to inform the design of the Agent with which students may
collaborate on the summarisation task. Thirdly, relevant research on Summarisation is
reviewed in order to suggest strategies by which the computer-based Agent might aid
summarisation. Finally, research on Affective Computing is introduced to suggest
relevant characteristics which might motivate and encourage students to interact with
the Agent on the summary note-taking.

2.1 The Pedagogical Framework: The Three A's.
A pedagogical framework with three key elements is being proposed for the
effective implementation of the ICT-based educational programme at CHALCS. The
framework has emerged gradually, is rooted in the literature and developed through
interaction between members of the course design team, students and teachers. The
three aspects of the framework: Acquisition, Argumentation and Application derive
from learning theories and empirical studies reviewed in this chapter.

2.1.1. The Development of the Pedagogical Framework.
Learning has been classified according to many different typologies,

perspectives and theories of learning which are inevitably susceptible to interpretation
within historical and cultural contexts. Bigge and Shermins (1999) have attempted to
classify these learning theories into three camps - theistic, behaviourist and

interactionist.
A theory of learning prevalent before the Twentieth Century, considered
learning a product of 'mental discipline'. In this theory the mind is considered a
'muscle' which has to be exercised. Corresponding pedagogies employed Theistic
methods

such as drill and practice with punishment for students who did not

sufficiently learn the subject matter at hand.
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However, during the Twentieth and Twenty First centuries two new types of
learning theory emerged. The first are grouped into Stimulus-Response (S-R) theories of
the behaviouristic school and the second can be grouped under interactionist theories
which rest upon the assumption of underlying cognitive processes. S-R theories argue
that "learning is a change in observable behaviour, which occurs through stimuli and
responses becoming related according to mechanistic principles" (Bigge & Shermins,
1999). These theories suggest extrinsic reward can be used to manipulate motivation
and hence learning. They utilise conditioning procedures such as stimulus substitution
and reinforcement. In these procedures reward is contingent upon desired behaviour.
The desired behaviour is broken down into small steps towards the goal and is shifted
towards the goal so that whatever gained the reward yesterday is not sufficient to gain
the reward today.

For instance, Skinner's Operant Conditioning (Skinner, 1953) consists of
Positive Reinforcers - rewards that could include verbal praise, a good grade or a
feeling of satisfaction as well as more obvious rewards such as food, tokens or money.
These positive reinforcers strengthen behaviour - in other words positively reinforced
behaviour will reoccur. Negative Reinforcers on the other hand result in the removal or
avoidance of behaviour. Negative reinforcers punish behaviour and involve using an
aversive stimulus such as criticism or smacking, the removal of rewards (response cost)
can also be experienced as punishment. Skinner found that applying negative reinforcers
when a desired behaviour was absent was ineffective, negative reinforcers are only
effective in reducing unwanted behaviour that is part of the current repertoire of
behaviours produced and then only if the negative reinforcer immediately follows the
unwanted behaviour. If there is a delay then the negative reinforcer may only succeed in
changing the last behaviour. For example, if you own up to something and receive
criticism what may be reinforced is that owning up results in punishment not that the
original bad behaviour results in punishment.

It is far more effective to reward accidental or naturally occurring instances of
good behaviour than to withhold reward because no such behaviour has been produced.
This is probably because it is unclear to the learner what the new required behaviour is
or that such behaviour will be rewarded. It is unfortunate that in parenting and in
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education good behaviour is often ignored whilst bad behaviour is punished leading,
overall, to a negative rather than a positive learning experience. As with punishment it is
important that positive reinforcers are given immediately following the desired
behaviour and that they continue once the behaviour is established (if after a while the
good behaviour never receives reward then the good behaviour may drop oft). The key
to shaping behaviour in the direction desired and to developing positive and motivating
learning experiences is to continue to give reward for good behaviour and to reward it
as close in time to its occurring as possible.

In order to 'shape' behaviour toward a new goal it is necessary to reward the
behaviour currently being produced that is closest to the goal. Gradually, the learner
will produce more and more goal-like behaviour and some of it will be more goal-like
than others. Reward for less goal-like behaviour amongst this new (generally more goallike) behaviour can now be gradually withdrawn so that only even more goal-like
behaviour now receives reward. By breaking down a new behaviour to be learned into a
series of structured easy steps, the first of which is something the animal or child can
already do and so can be rewarded, behaviour can be gradually 'shaped' toward the goal
and the overall learning experience remains positive. These principles led to the notion
in Computer Based Learning (CBL) that information should be presented in small
amounts and in ascending order of difficulty with the starting point always well within
the student's current grasp so that a correct response could be positively reinforced.
Thus branching programs took children through at their own pace with the emphasis on
each child, whatever their current level, always achieving a high success rate in
answering questions.

The immediacy of feedback (positive or negative) which the

computer can provide through its one-to-one interaction remains one of the most
important qualities that computer based learning has to offer.

Interactionist theories, on the other hand, are concerned not with behaviour but
with mental processes and structures that are created in the mind of the learner. These
theories seek to explain what the individual understands as a result of interaction with
a teacher or psychological environment. The emphasis is on the construction of
appropriate cognitive structures within the student's mind and is typical of the approach
of constructivists such as Bruner (1966), Piaget (1910) and Vygotsky (1986). These
writers suggest that knowledge is actively constructed out of experience through
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interaction in the physical and social worlds and that the child actively seeks interaction
to provide a model for the development of new theories about how the world works that
he or she can use to guide action in the world. These ideas are elaborated further in the
section on collaborative learning (See section 2.2.2).

For the moment synthesising these stances: students acquire information and/or
skills through interaction or direct experience and then seek to reinforce and refine this
knowledge through discourse with others and by applying it in new settings and
contexts to test its adequacy. New ideas are integrated with old ones, conceptual
understanding is refined and appropriate cognitive structures are built, enabling
application in new situations. Such new situations form a test-bed through which
reflection and a new cycle of learning may occur, e.g. see Kolb (1984). In this way
meta-cognitive skills and strategies emerge - children begin to learn how to learn and
become increasingly autonomous and responsible for their own learning, developing
stable and successful general approaches to learning. Such approaches and strategies
may be termed transferable skills. Through acquiring such skills (an example of which
might be note-taking) it is hoped that students will be able to learn to manage their own
acquisition processes, being able to acquire new knowledge by bringing such skills to
bear on new domains. Since such general skills and approaches require practice and

opportunity for application across a range of contexts, for example see Gagne (1975),
there is a need for appropriate tasks that help students develop them.

In the following sections a pedagogical framework for enabling learning through

aperceptive, interactional

and experiential processes is synthesised and elaborated

based on a review of the literature.

2.1.2. Phase One: Acquisition.
"acquire ... l come to have 1 learn or develop (a skill or quality) ...
ORIGIN Latin Qcquirere 'get in addition'"
(Soanes, 200 1)

This phase of the Pedagogical Framework is obviously the initial contact
between the student and the learning material. As the above definition states we are
concerned with the student learning new facts and figures but perhaps more importantly,
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skills which will not only furnish them with the new knowledge that we are attempting
to impart but also provide a means of manipulating that knowledge. In the parlance of
symbolism we are facilitating construction of mental models (lohnson-Laird, 1983)
which students can then subsequently manipulate mentally, test through action in the
world and upon reflection revise.
Gagne (1975) emphasises the 'domains of learning', that is the "primary
categories that limit the generalizability of conclusions about the learning process". His
five domains are:
1.

Motor Skills "mediate organized motor perfonnance" and are
acquired through practice;

2.

Verbal Information or factual 'knowledge' ideally presented in
"an organized, meaningful context" if it is to be understood and not
simply acquired by rote;

3.

Intellectual Skills are the ability to make discriminations from
concepts and generate and apply rules. These "require prior
learning of prerequisite skills";

4.

Cognitive Stntegies are "skills that govern the individual's
behaviour in learning, remembering and thinking";

S.

Attitudes which are best learned vicariously and are cultured
through participation in a learning community or community of
practitioners.

Gagne (1975) states that recognition of these domains of learning and their
different attributes are prerequisites to appropriate instructional design which will,
importantly, vary between subjects. In the acquisition phase verbal information or
factual knowledge may be "acquired" through listening to a teacher or reading course
materials such as those presented in a VLE (provided that they are presented in a
structured and coherent fashion). However, in order to develop intellectual skills and
cognitive strategies other tasks in the argumentation and application phases are required.
In these phases students articulate their ideas and suggestions, with each other and the

tutor, and test the limits of these within supporting activities that serve to give a
meaningful context in which to practice developing skills.
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A key element of acquisition was highlighted by Bruner (1975) who recognised
the trait of 'going beyond the information given' by coding the information we receive
from the senses into some more readily recognisable form. That is, forming associations
between that which we already know and that which presents itself as new. These
coding systems may subsequently be combined, from quite different subject fields, to
allow for predictions leading to novel discoveries. This suggests that the primary phase
of acquisition forms a basis for the furtherance of novel associations leading to selfactualisation of the student. That is, through the interaction between prior knowledge
and new information new and meaningful mental models are built leading to creative
constructions in turn giving rise to opportunities for creative expression that can be
intrinsically motivating and have a positive effect on self-esteem.

A word of warning is however sounded by Ausubel (1985) who discusses the
difference between rote and meaningfulleaming noting that, in contrast to the former,
meaningfulleaming implies the ability to transform or manipulate as well as to recount
information. Moreover, if the student is unable to find meaningful overlap between
existing prior-knowledge structures and new information to be assimilated there is a
danger that the information may:

•

Not be assimilated at all (or deleted from memory before a stable long-term
structure is built);

•

Not integrated correctly with prior-knowledge structures but isolated in longterm memory from them, and so not recalled appropriately in a range of
appropriate contexts;

•

Integrated with inappropriate

structures

(a

'forced fit')

resulting

in

misconceptions. See also, for example, Kintsch & van Dijk (1978); Britton,
Olynn et al. (1985); Mannes, & St. Oeorge, (1996).

This seems to reiterate that prior knowledge, meta-cognitive strategies and skills
such as Oange's "intellectual skills" are just as important as raw facts if learners are to
construct mental models, such as those described by Johnson-Laird (1983), from verbal
information and successfully access and use these models later in a range of appropriate
contexts. Ausubel continues to further decompose meaningful learning in particular into
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concept and representational learning and posits an 'assimilation theory' to explain how
new infonnation is integrated with existing cognitive structures in a hierarchical
fashion. The distinction between accommodation and assimilation is an important one
as the latter requires no critical thinking whereas the fonner requires deeper
understanding. Relating this to Gagne's 'domains of learning', 'assimilation' relates
simply to the acquisition of 'verbal information' whereas 'accomodation' necessitates
the learner employing some basic intellectual skills as well as cognitive strategies.

It is possible to devise learning tasks that help students acquire the metacognitive knowledge needed to develop intellectual skills, cognitive strategies and the
'key skills' mentioned in section 1.2.2. The ability to manipulate and transfonn
infonnation to create new meanings is of necessity a creative process. Writing tasks can
be viewed as involving such creative processes and can also be used to promote creative
knowledge transformation with the right guidance (Berieter & Scardamalia, 1987).

To summarise, this section has highlighted some of the research on how new
knowledge is assimilated and accommodated within existing knowledge structures if it
is to be understood and used effectively. Moreover, for this to occur, new information
must be presented in a meaningful context - a context which relates the new
information to the learners' prior knowledge. This provides us with some guidance for
instructional design. In addition, work on collaborative education (investigated in
section 2.2) further highlights the potential benefits of sharing the acquisition task with
a tutor or peer. With this in mind the next phase in the Pedagogical Framework,
argumentation, can be seen to naturally follow by allowing a theatre of practice where
students seek to reassure themselves of their acquired knowledge or are challenged to
construct new meanings through interaction with peers or a significant other.

2.1.3. Phase Two: Argumentation.
"argue... l exchange conflicting views heatedly.
2 give reasons or evidence in support of something ...

ORIGIN Latin arguere 'accuse'"
(Soanes, 200 1)
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At this phase in the Pedagogical Framework it is necessary to corroborate
internalised knowledge by seeking evidence, comparing or explaining, possibly in a
social context (as in the case of collaborative group work - see section 2.2) thus
validating the mental models acquired in the acquisition phase. It is proposed that
argumentation is one important means by which this takes place. It is useful then to
examine interpretations of the meaning of argumentation.

It is apparent from the above definition that in the formal sense 'arguing' is a

form of reasoning (clearly not always a dispassionate form as

"heatedly" and the

word's origin imply but a form of reasoning nonetheless). In the Natural Sciences this
usually implies deduction and induction. Johnson-Laird (1988, p. 220) proposes a
taxonomy of thought which includes these forms of reasoning and others, notably
'daydream', 'calculation' and 'creation'.

However, taking a broader view of the term and applying it to the written form
"argument" is used to denote a particular style of writing which seeks to explain, justify
or persuade through the logical presentation or sequencing of ideas. Andrews (1995)
proposes a variety of approaches to helping students argue such as teaching linguistic
techniques, exploring the connection between narrative and argumentative composition
in both s~kjng and writing, examining planning strategies and the provision of
argumentative resources (eg. advertisements, letters of complaint, speeches, etc.). There
is a notion here though that argumentation does not just produce a product but is an
actual process. This process is of interest here in terms of supporting the kinds of
intellectual skills that Gagne (1975) highlighted - see the previous section. Any work
which seeks to provide this support must take into account arguing in its written form as

a process as well as a product.
This distinction between process and product is seen as typifying the difference
between the behaviourist and interactionist schools of thought highlighted in section
2.1. In the process view knowledge is selected, manipulated and presented to serve a
goal and usually with a specific audience in mind. However, when we choose to play
both sides of an argument (when reasoning for instance) we do so as a means of
applying a systematicity, objectivity or rigour to our thinking that serves as an aid to
problem-solving or decision-making. We thus test the completeness and consistency of
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our own thinking. In debate we rely on our interlocutor to perform a similar function,
the joint product forming such a dialectic.

In terms of tractable solutions to support argumentation, work by Collins (1977)
has elucidated 24 rules which comprise the Socratic method of teaching. In this method
the student learns through systematic exploration of variables affecting cases and their
interrelations. Reasoning skills such as how to form and test hypotheses, distinguishing
between conditions and making uncertain predictions are encouraged. Collins' rules
have been used to design an automated support system using a subset of the rules to
model the Socratic dialogue (Stevens et al., 1982). This method is of interest in the
context of this research as it attempts to decompose argumentation into manageable
rules which could easily be employed by a tutor or, indeed, an artificial Agent.

A related, partially implemented framework is proposed by Ravenscroft (1997)
in his "Learning as Knowledge Refinement" which proposes an Intelligent Tutoring
System (ITS) dialogue based on Vygotskian principles aimed at helping students
overcome misconceptions in Physics based on dialogue game theory work of Pilkington
(1992) and Moore (1993). He uses his developed pedagogy as an "instructional method
for achieving educational goals" and sees his knowledge refmement aim as the next

paradigm progression in dialogic tutoring systems using both dialogue structure based
strategies and a generalised domain model to test for completeness and inconsistency in
reasoning. Learning as knowledge refinement is thus defined as a process which:

"requires a constrained dialogue to be maintained in which the
learner expresses and refines qualitative causal explanations, examining and
revising their assertions and conceptions to form complete, consistent and
explanatory models."
Ravenscroft (1997)

There is a hope then that this argumentation phase will encourage the kinds of
reasoning that will not only lead to evaluation and reflection of the results of a
discussion but also cause some reflection on the processes and tactics that led to the
results. This would be particularly pertinent in collaborative group work where, for
instance, the tutor engages students in discussion or debate using a process of
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knowledge refinement then a transcript of a chat session in a VLE could be posted and
reflected upon.

However, although this argumentation phase is an important validation phase it
is notoriously difficult to achieve lasting conceptual change through such dialogues.
The conceptual change in Physics programme (Hardey et al., 1991) found students may
readily appear to change their conceptions when backed into a corner by the timely
presentation of a counter-example only to revert to previous conceptions outside the
experimental situation.

For genuine accommodation to occur there is a need for the student to actively
seek evidence, compare and explain for themselves. This entails opportunity to test and
apply knowledge in a valid psychological environment such as that proposed in the

final phase of the Pedagogical Framework. Thus mental models which have been
formed through acquisition then validated through argumentation are finally tested in a
novel situation indicating their worth to the student.

2.1.4. Phase Three: Application.
"apply ... 1. make a formal request for something ... 2. bring into operation or use 3. be
relevant 4. put (a substance) on a surface 5. (apply oneself) put all one's efforts into a
task ...

ORIGIN Latin applicare 'fold, fasten to'"
(Soanes,2001)

For students to reinforce reasoning skills and domain knowledge it is proposed
that they will engage in appropriately designed tasks. Aside from their argumentative
skills they will also need to practice their crucial problem-solving skills for such skills
are valuable in every-day life but also (in our case), as Physicists, these skills will be

used throughout their academic career. As an example, the following problem is to be
found in the General Certificate of Education (physics), 1996 in the "Astronomy and
Optics" module in relation to depth of focus and depth of field in a simple variable
focus single lens camera :
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"Calculate the ratio of light transmitted when different sized
apertures are involved".

Such problems require the identification of a set of appropriate procedures and the
correct application of these procedures to arrive at a suitable answer. The ability of the
student to identify the category of problem and hence the appropriate procedural steps
will depend crucially on effectiveness of acquiring appropriate facts, procedures and/or
the cognitive strategies and intellectual skills needed to identify or match the
appropriate approach to the characteristics and features evident in the new problem
statement. In symbolic terms both domain rules and generic task operators that can
identify and manipulate these correctly are needed.
Symbolic Artificial Intelligence (Newell & Simon, 1976) in particular has
studied problem-solving in great detail as it was deemed central to the notion of
'intelligence'. However, it was typical of this early pioneering work to choose problems
that were easily reduced to computational models, such as the Blocksworld or Chess
domains, e.g. see Russell and Norvig (2003, Chapter 1) for a synopsis of the history of
AI.
However, the symbolic approach did not take into account human biases in
purely deductive reasoning (Wason & Johnson-Laird, 1973). As a result some AI
researchers turned to nature to solve problems such as mimicking evolutionary
techniques (Langton, 1997), using types of situated stimuli-response models (Brooks,
1991) or, indeed returning to sub-symbolic or connectionist models (Rumelhart &
McClelland, 1986). Nevertheless, AI research into problem-solving provides a
foundation with which to further investigate human problem-solving strategies and
provides valuable insights into the design of computer-based aids such as artificial peers
or tutors that would work with students on learning tasks or problems. Although it is
beyond the scope of this thesis to develop such artificially intelligent agents capable of
solving new physics problems or coaching students in developing problem-solving
techniques. Furthermore, the complexity of developing such agents for the more openended problem-solving task of summary note-taking is even more problematic.
Nevertheless this research can help inform less knowledge-rich approaches. This will
be discussed further in Chapter 6.
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Chi and Bassock adopted a case-based approach to the development of problem
solving skills utilising examples to guide student's learning. Their focus was: "how the
declarative knowledge encoded from text or from the teacher's instruction becomes
proceduralized into a skill" (Chi & Bassock, 1989). They were further concerned with
whether or not students correctly assimilated domain knowledge (facts and domainspecific reasoners) and the degree to which these are ''understood''. They are sceptical
of generalised heuristics and prefer instead "general domain principles" such as ''the
sum of all the forces acting in the system is zero" on the basis that students do not easily
develop meta-Ievel problem-solving heuristics that can be readily transferred to new
domains. Thus, Chi and Bassock (1989) conclude that whilst it is desirable to teach
learners better learning strategies such as to more closely monitor their comprehension
so that this triggers the formation of explanations this is not easy, especially for novice
learners. However, Chi and Bassock concluded that students who were able to generate
such explanations for themselves (self-explainers) were more successful in solving
problems.

Moreover, others have suggested that the role of the tutor in prompting

timely generation of such explanations (or reflections on performance) by students may
also serve to assist problem solvers and/or the scaffolding of problem-solving strategies.
See, for example, Schwartz (1995), Bielaczyc et al. (1995), Pilkington & Parker-Jones
(1996), Hume et al. (1996) and Katz (1997).

It is important to recognise the differences between novice and expert problemsolvers. Evidence from a range of problem-solving contexts suggests that novice
problem-solvers are more likely to be distracted by shallow rather than deep attributes
of the problem. Hence they are more likely to be distracted by surface differences in the
ways in which problems are presented and less likely to identify deeper structural
similarity with previously solved problems. In contrast, expert solvers more readily
categorise problems on the basis of abstract, deep or structural features enabling them to
generalise more readily to previously solved problems, suggesting a possible course of
action, see e.g. Newell & Simon (1972).

Precisely how experts do procedularise problem-solving methods or notice
common features of problems is not well understood. Undoubtedly, the advice to
novices who wish to become experts would be 'practice makes perfect' hence the need
to supply real authentic problems. Additionally, it would be important to recognise these
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important differences between experts and novices in a tool which aimed to support
problem-solving, be it specific Physics problem-solving or a problem-based approach to
effective summary note-taking. In particular, in contrast to novice summarisers, expert
summarisers are more likely to produce shorter summaries than novices whilst also
producing summaries that contain more information rated "important" and deleting
more information rated "low-level detail" or less relevant or important (Johns, 1985;
Tawalbeh, 1994). Supporting learners in identifying what is important to understanding
and not being distracted by more shallow aspects of the presentation will involve
working with real exemplar texts and adopting strategies for selection and condensation
of material.
Collaborative problem-solving offers more than an economic opportunity to
practice problem-solving as students share resources. Collaboration also exposes
students to alternative viewpoints and corresponding explanations thereby challenging
their own ideas. This in turn can facilitate the development of deeper and more
meaningful conceptual understanding.

2.2 The Need for Collaborative Learning.
As Education moves from traditional settings such as schools and universities
into more 'distance' or 'flexible' methods of delivery as championed, for instance, by
the UK Government's drive for Lifelong Learning there is a corresponding need to
develop more independent study skills. Many advocate that in order to develop these
there is a need to move away from more prescriptive or didactic teaching methods
towards more constructive educational practices where a learner is immersed in
community of peers who learn collaboratively as a group rather than as individuals
(Johnson,2001). In this model the tutor is, by necessity, less of a 'sage on the stage'
and more of a 'guide on side', meaning that the educationalists role also shifts from
being one of prescriber to one of enabler of co-constructed knowledge.

These 'distance' learners do not necessarily have access to tutors or indeed peers
exactly when they need assistance - they could be in completely different time zones or
working unsociable hours. Thus if this new generation of flexible learners are to feel
empowered to manage their own learning experience and therefore reclaim their
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learning independence, there is a need to provide methods for them to pursue learning
activities when it suits them. One means of achieving this is by providing infrastructures
such as the National Grid for Learning (reviewed in Section 1.2.1) thus facilitating
networked learning (Barker & Pilkington, 2000). As we have proposed, a further means
would be the provision of more advanced computational assistance, utilising, for
instance, AI techniques in the design of artificial Learning Companions (Chan, 1996)
which can be engaged in collaborative learning activities.

However, limiting the current discussion to the specific context of this research
such innovations in Computer Supported Collaborative Learning provide a potential
solution to two problems as CHALCS: the voluntary nature of staff and the small
number of students, particularly in A level Physics. First, tutors would be able to offer
one-on-one tutoring of students outside class hours and at a distance. This does not
necessarily mean that students would receive less tutoring but that this tutoring would
be available more often and ''just in time". Additionally, if students were using the
Internet to contact experts in the field, for instance, this would also allow a tutor to
spend time with students who specifically require their attention. Secondly, again if
students are using ICT to collaborate with a peer on a problem at a distance (for
example, with students studying the same syllabus in different schools) then the limits
imposed by a small class size, such as finding a 'suitable' collaborating partner need no
longer apply. Furthermore, this peer need not be human but could be an artificial
Learning Companion, as is proposed by this research. Thus collaboration partners are
just a mouse click away.

These notions are no longer fanciful ideals with the advent of web-based Virtual
Learning

Environments

(Barker,

1999a;

Dillenbourg,

2000) that provide a

communications framework for students' collaborative learning experience. An
appropriate guiding Pedagogical Framework has already been introduced in section 2.1
for the introduction of such VLEs. It was suggested there that such environments need
to enable students to move between phases of Acquisition, Argumentation and
Application (not necessarily in this order but with opportunity for all three) if they are to
effectively master all the domains of learning necessary to be competent in the SUbject.
In part this was based on 'social constructivist' or 'experiential' theories of learning as
characterised by the pioneering work of Vygotsky (1978) amongst others.

These
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theories give central importance to the need for interaction both with the environment
and with a peer or tutor if deep or meaningful learning is to take place. Such theories
underpin models of Collaborative Learning and, in the next section, these models are
expanded upon.

2.2.1. Defining Collaborative Learning
As previously mentioned in section 2.1.1 the driving rationale behind students
working together on a task is that they are exposed to their peer's viewpoints on
possible solutions thus forcing them to challenge their own (mis)conceptions and
explain their own reasoning before arriving at a conclusion or decision. However,
distinction needs to be made between Cooperative and Collaborative Learning although
this is not an easy distinction to make as sometimes they are used synonymously in the
literature, see for example Burton et al, (2000).

Roschelle (1992) attempts to

distinguish between the two methodologies: collaboration involves the students
maintaining a shared conceptualisation of a problem whereas cooperation simply
involves each student working on a sub-problem independently. However, Burton et al.
(op. cit.) note this distinction may sometimes be a matter of level or granularity. In other
words, at some finer level of description individual agents within a collaboration will be
working to some extent independently and have their own differing perceptions of the
problem at different times. Collaborative learning methods such as the jigsaw method
(Aaronson et al., 1978) may explicitly mix phases of collaboration in which there is a
sharing of the conceptualisation of the problem and negotiation of problem-solving
strategies with phases in which individuals are working co-operatively on sub-parts of
the problem, later coming together to re-share perceptions of progress and
collaboratively negotiate or plan further phases of independent working. Therefore the
key point to discriminate between collaborative and cooperative learning is the extent to
which the task is shared or divided amongst learners, that is their symmetry or, indeed,
asymmetry in both the division of labour and understanding of the current state of the
task. As Dillenbourg (1999a, p.ll) states "in cooperation, partners split the work, solve
sub-tasks individually and then assemble the partial results into the ftnal output. In
collaboration, partners do the work '1ogether"."

Dillenbourg (l999b) provides a good overview of Collaborative Learning issues
where the distinction between cooperative and collaborative interactions are but one
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facet of what it means to be engaged in Collaborative Learning. Apart from this

situational aspect of collaboration other aspects include the nature of the interactions
such as the interactivity (''the degree of interweaving between interaction and action",
p.12), the synchronicity (or asynchronicity) of the communications and the negotiability
of shared views (''when two partners misunderstand, they have to build explanations,
justify themselves, reformulate statements and so on - all of these activities that can
lead to learning", p. 14). This latter point is something which any artificial Learning
Companion must also attempt to capitalise upon if it is to claim all the benefits of
collaborative learning for its interactions with students.
The other two defining aspects of collaborative learning posited by Dillenbourg
include processes and effects where, processes are the adoption of mechanisms
appropriate to collaborative learning, such as inductive correlation of joint-constructed
representations, cost/benefit analysis of sharing cognitive load, self-explanations
(particularly as extrapolated to group situations) and both self and social conflict Other
collaborative processes include internalisation and appropriation or grounding (reaching
a common conceptual framework) necessitating a model of the collaboration partner
possibly leading to "differential reasoning", i.e. highlighting discrepancies in one's own
model by comparing it with that of the partners. This may be viewed as an argument for
user or student models in artificial collaborating agents helping to work towards this
'grounding'. On the other hand, effects of collaboration concern not those learning
effects of individuals but instead the achievement of the group. These could be
measured a priori, i.e. an 'experimental' approach or a posteriori, i.e. a 'qualitative'
approach such as dialogue analysis although Dillenbourg states that it is perhaps more
appropriate to "zoom in" on the collaborative interactions - such as the detailed logs of
interactions provided in CSCL environments (and utilised in this research).

Thus, for Dillenbourg (1999b, p.17), a theory of Collaborative learning must
include "criteria for defining the situation (e.g. symmetry, degree of division of labour),
the interactions (e.g. symmetry, negotiability), processes (e.g. grounding, mutual
modelling) and effects." Additonally, Kanselaar et al (2001) would add task design,

mediating tools and collaborator's characteristics to Dillenbourg's definition of
collaboration. Hawkridge (2000) further highlights Dillenbourg's omission of task
design in the definition. It is not possible to tackle all of these issues within the scope of
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the work reported here, nevertheless these issues need to be considered in designing
VLEs in which agents are intended to act as Learning Companions and will be returned
to in discussing the design of the artificial Learning Companion in Chapter 6.

2.2.2. The Theoretical Basis of Collaborative Learning.
The primary theoretical basis for Collaborative Learning comes from the
"constructivist" learning theories of Piaget (1896-1980), Bruner (1915-) and Vygotsky
(1896-1934). Common to these authors is the notion that learning is an active process
in which learners construct new ideas or concepts out of experience. The learner selects
and transforms information, constructs hypotheses, and makes decisions, relying on
cognitive structures to do so. Vygotsky, in particular, emphasised the potential role of
the instructor in helping students to discover principles for themselves by engaging the
student in an active dialogue whilst Bruner further suggested that the task of the
instructor is to translate information to be learned into a format appropriate to the
learner's current state of understanding and that the curriculum should be organized in a
spiral manner so that the student continually builds upon what they have already
learned.

It has often been suggested that Piaget emphasised the way in which the child
interacts with or manipulates the material environment to construct conceptualisations
and theories out of experience and to test these whilst Vygotsky emphasised the
importance of social interaction (particularly with a more mature individual) in the
development of such concepts and theories and in the challenging and revising of these.
However, Cole and Wertsch argue cogently that this difference between the two in these
respects has often been exaggerated to make the point (Cole & Wertsch, 1996). It
would be fairer to say that both recognised that both interaction with the material world
and social interaction are means by which children formulate conceptions about how the
real world operates and, as they attempt to apply these conceptions in practice or test

them against the conceptions of others, inconsistencies force them to accommodate new
theories and expectations based on these experiences.

Thus, Vygotsky agreed with Piaget on the role of the internal dialectic but
extended Piaget's work in emphasising the importance of language and communication
with others as a mediating factor in a child's development of concepts. This led to
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Vygotsky experimenting with language-independent tasks with children. A conclusion
of this work was a new emphasis on the role of internalised language in directing the
child's own internal dialectic reasoning processes.

As the child develops their conceptions through this internalised mediation
Vygotsky became interested in the role that a more mature collaborator can play
through the use of dialogue. Vygotsky considered the difference between a child's
perfonnance alone and with a more mature partner such as a tutor which he called the

Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD), defined as:
''the distance between the actual development level as detennined by
independent problem solving and the level of potential development as
determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in
collaboration with more capable peers"
(Vygotsky, 1978, p.86)

Vygotsky goes on to eloquently say of the ZPD that it:

"defines those functions that have not yet matured but are in the
process of maturation, functions that will mature tomorrow but are currently
in an embryonic state. These functions could be tenned the "buds" or
"flowers" of development rather than the "fruits" of development. The
actual

developmental

level

characterizes

mental

development

retrospectively, while the zone of proximal development characterizes
mental development prospectively."
(Vygotsky, 1978, p.86)

Thus Vygotsky argues, social interaction with a more mature or experienced
individual activates the ZPD and hence the potential development level, mostly through
a process of imitation. Vygotsky further argues that learning must precisely aim for this
advancement of development through an internalisation of the more advanced
developmental processes occurring as a result of this interaction. This research intends
to achieve these goals by employing an Agent or artificial Learning Companion which
is "more capable" in terms of the summarisation task than the student using the system
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in the hope that the student will enter the ZPD, internalise some of these developmental
processes, more precisely those related to the meta level study task of summarisation,
and hence learning will occur as their developmental level approaches its potential.
Additionally, the student will begin to 'acquire' the material presented in the VLE
through this process of active engagement as they hopefully begin to imitate the VLC.

2.2.3. Models of Collaborative Dialogue.
An appropriate methodology must be employed to guide collaborative dialogue
between peers and between peers and their tutor. A number of methods have been stated
in the literature and will be examined here, notably reciprocal inquiry dialogue, Socratic
dialogue and argument negotiation.

Reciprocal inquiry dialogue (Rosenshine & Meister, 1994) is actually not a
method of collaborative learning as such but a method for enabling tutors to encourage
students in question-formulation.

The idea is that by encouraging students to ask

appropriate questions of each other rather than answering the questions posed of them
by the tutor, initiative for learning is banded back to students resulting in more active
and constructive learning. The hope is that by providing a systematic method by which
the tutor can gradually pass on control of discourse to students, students learn to
formulate questions for themselves without help from the teacher which results in them
becoming more independent learners.

As mentioned in Section 2.1.3 Socratic dialogue , see Collins (1977) provides a
template for expert-guided inquiry dialogues by providing rules for interactions
modelled on scientific inquiry. For example, an opening move might be 'hypothesis
identification' where a student will state a hypothesis, claim or prediction to open up the
debate. This could be followed up by a 'hypothesis evaluation' where the tutor asks the
student to justify their hypothesis. Further possibilities include counter-examples,
systematic variation of cases (i.e. introducing extreme examples) and even entrapment
which would force the student to state a misconception before having to justify it.
However, Socratic styles of dialogue could appear aggressive and require careful
handling in a truly congenial collaborative inquiry, such as with a (artificial or human)
peer.
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Argument (or debate) has already been highlighted in section 2.1.3. Suffice it to
say that argumentation in a collaborative setting should be constructive rather than
destructive implying a degree of empathy between peers and with the tutor and shared
will, i.e. commitment to a common objective. Providing it is constructive, argument can
be more beneficial than simple agreement. For example, Burnett (1993) found that
collaborative discussion that involves "substantive conflict" was more likely to improve
writing quality than discussion which involved high levels of simple agreement. Mercer

& Wegerif (1999) made a similar distinction concerning children's talk.

They

categorised talk as either exploratory, disputational or cumulative and concluded that
"exploratory talk" involving neither simple disagreement nor simple agreement but the
expression of alternative views together with explanations improved children's
reasoning skills. Walker & Pilkington (200 1) suggest some of the social and discourse
behaviour that tutors need to encourage if an environment in which argument can be
constructive is to be created. Such polite behaviours include encouraging students to
validate each other, encouraging each other to take part in the conversation (turn
sharing) and avoidance of personal criticism. Note that encouraging these behaviours
involves giving immediate and direct positive feedback and avoiding unwanted adverse
stimuli (as discussed in section 2.1.1) and are potentially important in 'shaping' or
modelling future behaviour. Such qualities and behaviours and their implications for the
design of a learning companion will be discussed in section 2.4 on Affective Computing
and Chapter 5.
Finally, the work of Ploetmer and Kneser (1998) examined the collaborative
interrelation of pairs of students taught either qualitative or quantitative knowledge in
classical mechanics where each member of the pair had the different kinds of
knowledge. In addition the problems to be solved were beyond the competence of each
member of the pair thus necessitating collaboration. The students were asked to
complete multi-component tests before and after the collaboration. These tests consisted
of questions related to the qualitative and quantitative instructional units plus tests
which required interrelation of quantitative and qualitative knowledge, i.e. should
mostly only be solvable after the collaboration. In addition the collaborative problemsolving dialogue was later analysed. The study concludes by saying that interrelation
does take place where necessitated, subjects move from exclusively quantitative
representations to combinatory but that the qualitative subjects gained more from
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quantitative subjects rather than vice versa. Finally they say that "qualitative
representations form not only a good starting point for subsequent construction of
quantitative representations during problem-solving but also form a beneficial starting
point for learning quantitative representations" (Ploetmer & Kneser, 1998). This
suggests an order for the introduction of physics problems in an instructional
programme as students move from qualitative 'representations' of real Physics problems
to procedures for calculating quantitative solutions to such problems.

With some of the theory of collaborative learning in mind it is now timely to
examine some key research into computer-based approaches to collaboration which has
taken place over recent years.

2.2.4. Computer Supported Collaborative Learning.
It is proposed that Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) is
further sub-divided into categories of systems that support different types of
collaboration such as human to human, human to Agent or Agent to Agent where
'Agent' is taken to mean an artificial (Le. computer-based) companion. The latter
category is a sub-field of Distributed Artificial Intelligence known as Multiple Agent
Systems (Wooldridge, 2002) useful for modelling or simulating behaviour. For such a
simulation model of collaboration in an educational context see Burton, Bma &
Pilkington (2000) which utilises Dialogue Game Theory and explores the influence of
roles in collaboration. Key systems used in human-to-human collaboration include
Betterblether (Robertson et al., 1998), Chatterbox (pilkington & Kuminec, 2002),
Sensemaker (Bell, 1997), Belvedere (Suthers & Jones, 1997), SCI-WISE (White &
Shimoda, 1999) and Clare (Wan & Johnson, 1994). Additionally, more recent work by
Sheremetov and Arenas (2002) straddles both human-human and agent-human

paradigms.
Some systems such as Betterblether and Chatterbox are aimed at developing
childrens' discussion skills through augmenting the facilities of chat systems. Others
such as Belvedere aim to support their users in part through the provision of a joint
collaborative space in which to co-construct a representation, in the case of Belvedere
argument structures are represented in a diagrammatic form helping students to 'see' the
weight of evidence for and against a position. In such systems the joint problem-space
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gives a continual shared record of progress on the task. It is worth noting that during a
summary construction task, particularly between an artificial Agent and a human
student, the summary document itself could be viewed as one such joint space, an
external representation of the problem. The summary is composed of phrases selected

from the main text and inserted in the joint summary-construction space and any new
organisational features added there (such as bullet points, underlining, etc.). The joint
construction space thus becomes a cognitive tool (or mediating artefact) to aid the
collaborative effort. This tool could then be used to prompt self-explanations (Chi et
al., 1989) as well as provide a focus for the collaborative discussion.

Drawing on ideas from work. on human-human interaction using chat tools and

the notion of a joint collaborative space in which a learning product is under
construction, the main focus of the work. in this research is the design of an artificial
study companion with which to engage in the construction of a representation of textnotes in a joint shared space - a companion in a CSCL environment in which the task is
summary note-taking. The field of Learning Companions will be further reviewed in
Chapter 5, section 5.1 . Suffice it to say at this stage that these systems are built upon
notions of collaboration (in turn based upon notions of social constructivism). However,
it is important to note at this stage that in collaboration between humans and artificial
peers the interaction is usually overseen by either human or artificial tutors. Peers can
be seen as equals (Chan & Baskin, 1988), more or less competent (Hietala &
Niemirepo, 1998) or as ''trouble-makers'' whose aim is to challenge the learner's
behaviour and thereby prompt changes in behaviour (Aimeur & Frasson, 1996). In the
latter case students need to learn to be fairly robust in order to be able to defend their
views when these are correct. Collaboration can then sometimes take the form of peers
working together on a problem or it can take the form of the human student teaching the
artificial Learning Companion.

As the artificial Learning Companions proposed for this research will

collaborate with students on a summary note-taking task the next section examines
some pertinent literature concerning summarisation both as a key skill which students
must master and a creative writing process that may encourage deeper conceptual
understanding.
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2.3 Summarisation.
Although summary construction is of central concern here it is prudent to place
summarisation within the context of wider writing study skills. The next section aims to
do this by identifying three approaches to writing. This is followed by a discussion of
the meaning of summarisation, two writing process models that might apply to effective
summary note-taking are then explored. Some techniques tutors use to try to develop
and improve summariser's skills are described next then finally work in automatic
summarlsation by computer is reported.

2.3.1. Approaches to Teaching Writing.
Jordan (1997) defines three schools of thought on the teaching of writing skills,
notably product, process and functional approaches. The product approach is
concerned with emphasising the end result as being of most importance, for example,
the structure inherent in producing a thesis or other genres. However, the product
approach is often combined with a functional approach to produce a functional-product
approach. That is, as well as being concerned with structure, cohesion, grammar and
style (the product) this hybrid approach is also concerned with the language functions or
''the logical arrangement of discourse forms" (Jordan, 1997), e.g. description, narrative,
explanation, definition, etc. Possible ways to teach this approach would consist of a
model text to serve as an exemplar and exercises designed to draw attention to its
features. This method can also incorporate structure and vocabulary aids and, for
example, lists of connectives and referencing guidelines.

On the other hand the process approach employs a more leamer-centred

rationale in that it emphasises the composing process, i.e. it encourages discussion tasks,
drafting, feedback and informed choices. Feedback takes the form of either peer
evaluation or tutor-student dialogues or written comments thus facilitating the role of

draft and revise in the creative writing process. It is thus hoped that by explicitly stating
a composition process, e.g. plan, draft, revise (at a general level), students are engaged

in the creative act of writing. This can then be applied to a variety of situations, i.e. they
are not tied down to one written form as may happen in the product approach.
Practically, the process approach can be taught by guiding students through the phases
by means of suitably designed exercises such as categorising information from texts and
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discussing results leading to feedback and further drafts. In addition, as will be seen
later, a computer-based aid could provide the peer or tutor feedback inherent in the
process approach. If this is the case then it needs to support the phases that students
negotiate, i.e. the plan, draft, revise phases. A study will later be described (see Chapter
4) which sought to investigate the processes that students negotiate as they attempt to
produce a written summary of the Physics course material.

As mentioned, feedback is an important part of any writing exercise and a
number of guidelines are presented by Jordan (1997). These include :

1.

Be specific (this helps with revision);

2.

Actively involve the students, i.e. don't just correct;

3.

Use codes for grammatical errors;

4.

Only

flag

frequent

errors

or

those

that

interfere

with

communication i.e. don't overwhelm the student;
5.

Use self-monitoring i.e. students indicate where they need help;

6.

Employ peer-correction.

It is worth bearing these factors in mind in the construction of a tool aimed at
collaborating with the student to guide them.

2.3.2. What is a summary ?
As it is proposed to provide additional computer-based support in summary

writing it is necessary to first attempt to define a summary. Johns (1985) states that the
swnmarisation task involves the "identification of main ideas and condensation of text
while maintaining the focus of the original". Tawableh (1994) states that summarisation
leads to deeper processing of text thus aiding comprehension. He goes on to say "it
focuses the student's attention upon the ideational structure of text and increases
reminding of and a reinterpretation of background knowledge which aids retention and
recall". Summarisation can thus be seen as a process that complements the acquisition
phase of the pedagogical framework. Tawableh assumes comprehension to be a prerequisite to summarisation thus leading to the formation of higher order 'macros', a
notion based upon Kintsch and Van Dijk (1978). Note that this notion of comprehension
may be quite limited; it does not necessarily imply correct understanding it merely
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describes a process of integration with existing knowledge structures in ways which
enable condensation of the larger part of the material to form a 'gist' of the text read. If
the material is highly unfamiliar this may be inaccurate or large parts of the material
may fail to be integrated at all and may simply be deleted from memory. In this case
the reader may report making 'no sense' of the material read. Thus, summarisation is
seen as an active process involving integration of real world knowledge. In the Kintsch
and Van Dijk model schemata, representations of real world knowledge and
summarisation strategies, operate at a micro level on propositions and at a macro level
on the 'gist' of the text. The processing of schemata is carried out by the application of
rules which govern the summarisation process.

Tawableh has reviewed the summary literature with a view to informing the
design of a process model which he subsequently evaluates. A review of Tawbleh's and
Kintsch and Van Dijk's summarisation process models follow.

2.3.3. Process Models of Summarisation.
A common approach to the design of Computer Assisted Learning and Artificial
Intelligence programs is to examine the Psychological literature relating to the area of
human expertise that they are proposing to simulate. The following two process models
of summarisation have been reviewed with this aim in mind, the idea being that they
might lend themselves to the design of additional computer-based support.

Kintsch and Van Dijk (1978) propose that summarisation takes place on two
distinct levels which they term the 'micro' or "propositional representation of the
semantic content" and 'macro' or "global meaning". The micro level consists of an
ordered list of propositions, i.e. predicate/verb/adjective plus argument (noun phrase).
These propositions relate to each other by referential coherence or inference as
modelled in a hierarchical graph. Furthermore, the higher in the list the proposition is
then the higher the probability of it being recalled. The macro level consists of the 'gist'
of the text, i.e. the global meaning. A number of rules are identified which operate to
reduce and transform the micro structure to the macro representation. These rules are as
follows:
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1.

Deletion - removal of unessential propositions;

2.

Selection - deletion of propositions which can be inferred from
others;

3.

Generalisation - substitution of specific terms by generic ones;

4.

Construction - introduction of a new proposition allowing inference
of deletions (or related material from the readers own knowledge).

Essential in Kintsch and Van Dijk's model is the utilisation of schemata which
operate in conjunction with the macro rules and associated world and linguistic
knowledge to create the macro 'gist' from the micro structure. The linguistic knowledge
contains elements of phonology, syntax, semantics and pragmatics. The schemata
encapsulate the world knowledge plus the text structure and can be activated in a
bottom-up manner, i.e. are data driven, or a top-down manner, i.e. are conceptually
driven. To conclude, Kintsch and Van Dijk propose that comprehension and associated
summarisation of a text involves construction or activation of schema leading to a
plausible and coherent model of text meaning.

Tawableh (1994) emphasises the importance of text structure in construction of
summaries. He cites Meyer's (1975) classification of rhetorical structures of expository
prose :
1.

Collection - groups ideas by association or sequence over time;

2.

Description - hierarchical, identifying elements in relation to
constituents or parts;

3.

Causation - causal relationships, i.e. cause I effect;

4.

Problem I

solution -

problem andlor solution involving

subordination;
5.

Comparison I constraint - similarities or differences.

Dowd & Sinatra (1990) and Carrell (1985) combine explicit teaching of these
kinds of text structure with, for example, grapbing techniques which aim to illustrate
inter-ideational relationships with a consequent increase in rates of recall of texts
amongst students.
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Tawableh seeks to identify a process model of summarisation by utilising
Dialogue Analysis techniques to inform the design of a Summary Analysis. In a review
of other Summary Analyses he again identifies that none of the schemes are based upon
the underlying structure of the text and that none of the analyses encompass all phases
of the sununarisation process. Based upon a rhetorical predicate analysis (Meyer, 1975)
Tawableh arrives at a model of the summarisation process consisting of the three phases
of selection, condensation and organisation but which do not occur sequentially and are
in fact indistinct processes. This model is further expanded upon in tabular form as
shown in Appendix C. Tawableh states that comprehension of the text is a pre-requisite
to effective SlllDmarisation which is then followed by selection to distinguish and
identify important propositions. Condensation involves transforming and condensing
propositions whilst maintaining the rhetorical function then organisation involves
linking together propositions using cohesive ties and discourse markers. Tawableh
formulates a scheme for summary analysis based upon this model which he validates
using think-aloud protocols and then employs to examine differences between
summaries produced by first and second language English speakers. The results of this
analysis are conclusions regarding improving second language speaker's summarisation
skills. These are then used to inform the design of a computer-based aid to summarising
although this implementation is limited to the selection and condensation phases of a
contrastive text.

These approaches to the process of summarisation together with the results of a
study of CHALCS students' summary note-taking (described in Chapter 4) provided a
framework for analysis and further development of the Virtual Learning Environment
and artificial Learning Companion to support effective summary note-taking. In the
next section Tawalbeh's model is explained further together with related work to
suggest ways in which such a companion might seek to support summarisers.

2.3.4. Improving Summa risers' Performance.
Jordan (1997) presents a number of techniques and strategies which can be used
to improve summarlser's performances. These include such simple devices as tables of
abbreviations or symbols, frameworks or structures of idealised summaries, discourse
markers or cues in the original texts, use of colour, highlighting, layout, numbered
sections, lists of connectives and even concept mapping. However, these apply more to
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the process of note-taking than actual summarisation which, as highlighted above, may
be more akin to the task of abstracting in which there is a requirement to reduce the text
in ways which faithfully reflect the author's intent in terms of content and organisation
and which communicate these to an audience other than oneself. This may require a
deeper level of cognitive application and is certainly a different process from
representing the gist of text in ways suited. to one's own needs and purposes. The task of
effective note-taking is an aid to knowledge acquisition and is clearly a cognitively
demanding task in its own right.

Tawableh reviews a number of recommendations from other researchers which
include the kind of techniques espoused by Jordan (Gamer & McCaleb, 1985; Johnson,
1981) through to inductive and deductive teaching of summarisation rules (Hare &
Borchardt, 1984). However, these techniques often lack the important integration of
strategies and rhetorical structure although Johns (1988) uses both in the limited
problem-solution structure but omits condensation rules. Annbruster et al (1987)
suggest using both text structure and summaristaion strategies to summarise a problemsolution text with encouraging results. Tawableh criticises this work though on the basis
of it's limited applicability to other text structures and, again, lack of explicit
condensation rules - the specific linguistic techniques that serve to reduce the text.

Tawableh's own suggestions for improving summarisers performance, at least in
a second language context, took the form of a computer based aid. This CBL package
was based upon empirical evidence emerging from a case study seeking to improve

subjects' snmmarisation skills. That is, reorganising rhetorical schemata that identify the
structure of the text and using these together with the reader's understanding of the text
to guide the selection of important material, in keeping with the proposed process
model, i.e. the three phases of selection, condensation and organisation. Therefore the
first phase of the CBL system asks the user to identify the type of text structure then
based upon this structure the system asks the user to enter text in boxes effectively
performing a mark-up (by hand). For example, if the student selects "comparative text"
the system prompts for propositions that are similar and propositions that are different,
providing feedback as appropriate. The system then asks the user to select information
they wish to include in their snmmary, again providing feedback as appropriate.
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The relationships which the system prompts the user for (in the above instance
"similarity" and "difference") and feedback offered by the system rely on mark-up of
the text based on a rhetorical predicate analysis (Meyer, 1975) of the text. The process
of mark-up is further explained in Chapter 6, section 6.6.2. Appendix H contains a
section of Physics course notes that have been annotated to show the rhetorical
hierarchical analysis. 'Rhetorical predicates' are "labels for the relationships between
content words" (Meyer, 1975, p.4l) which show the ideational relationship amongst
propositions in a text. The eighteen rhetorical predicates which Meyer derived are
shown in Table 2.1. Rhetorical predicates can thus link ideas across sentences or
paragraphs either at the same level or a subordinate level in a hierarchy (as can be seen
in Appendix H) showing their relative importance to the text. Pilkington (1988)
expanded the list of rhetorical predicates by the inclusion of, for example, 'similarity'
(linking two common concepts) and 'difference' (linking two uncommon concepts).

In the condensation phase the user is asked to select a condensation method (in
accordance with Tawalbeh's model- Appendix C) then select appropriate propositions.
The system subsequently guides the user through the process step-by-step based on the
mark-Up. Unfortunately, Tawableh did not implement the organisation phase in a CBL
system but recommends that the system can provide facilities to delete redundant
information, delete or add punctuation, use synonyms, use cohesive ties and discourse
markers and join sentences. These facilities would be supplemented with menus of prestored exemplar techniques.

Tawalbeh's work provides much inspiration for the development of the tool
described later as part of this research. As well as being implemented by a sound
theoretical model the system is developed through a formative evaluation method with
target users, i.e. the resultant system was proven to work as intended by helping English
as a second language speakers with part of the summarisation process. However, the
tool relied on a complicated mark-up of the text to be summarised and the user-interface
would not be appropriate for younger age range of students. This 'user-friendlines' will
be a major concern of this work. In addition Tawalbeh's tool was never completed.
Whilst it is not intended to re-address all of the summarisation processes that Tawalbeh
delineated in such depth, it is the intention to address singular processes in each phase
as exemplars, i.e. selection, condensation and organisation strategies. Furthermore, the
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2.3.5. Automatic Summarisation.
Interest has been renewed quite recently in the field of automatic text
summarisation. As we are ever more bombarded by information (for example from the
World Wide Web, Television and Audio communications) there is a need to extract
salient points in order to prevent an 'information overload'. Agent-based software can
help with this onerous task, e.g. Maes (1997). It is hoped that eventually important
features of a 'document' (in it's broadest sense) can be distilled and presented to a user
enabling them to gain an overview or digest the myriad of sources with minimal amount
of effort. Today this is even more pertinent as we move from desktop computers to
mobile wireless systems with inherently less storage resources.
Early work in automatic summarisation could be typified as an informationprocessing approach in that it would rely on a computer's ability to perform
statistically-based analysis on large texts at a speed greater than a human operator. For
example, Luhn (1999) (originally published in 1958) reports on pioneering work which
took a text then would derive a list of significant words based on their frequency of
occurrence. The software that he describes would take into account similarities between
words and their relevance as calculated by a cut-off frequency both at a lower point (Le.
the word does not occur frequently enough to be significant) and an upper point (Le. the
word is a common word). The latter cut-off point which can be likened to 'noise' could
be implemented by a look-up table of common words, e.g. pronouns, prepositions and
articles or, as Luhn proposes, a statistically-based method. Sentences are then analysed
for their inclusion of these high frequency words within a certain distance of each other
thus arriving at a "significance factor" for each sentence in the text. Finally, a cut-off
value is needed for the software to derive which significance factors indicate a sentence
should be included in the derived summary.
This surface-Ievel approach can produce interesting and valid approaches to
automatic summarisation particularly with the addition of weightings corresponding to
cue-phrases and a phrase's location in the original text. Cue phrases can include such
elements as ''to conclude", "this paper" or "finally" and, indeed, similar cue phrases are
mentioned by Meyer (1975), Pilkington (1988), McKeown (1985), Mann and
Thompson

(1989) and in Pilkington's DISCOUNT scheme (pilkington, 1999) as
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signals to rhetorical predicate structures.

A cue phrase can also be given higher

significance if, for example, it appears in the document's title or at the beginning of a
paragraph.

A further addition to this kind of automatic summarisation is to derive measures
of significance from corpora of text (Kupiec et al., 1999). This method would, for
example, compute frequency of words and derive cut-off points and weightings. Aside
from these "knowledge poor" (Hahn & Mani, 2000) approaches a different approach
has been taken by researchers relying on natural language processing and dialogue

analysis. These are termed "knowledge rich" techniques. For example, and relevant to
this research, the approach proposed by Marcu (1999; 2000) uses a rhetorical structure
tree (Mann & Thompson, 1988) to help indicate a proposition's importance within a
text. Marcu has implemented software which will derive the 'discourse tree' of a text
using cue phrases. This tree is then analysed in tenns of promotion sets derived from a
phrase's status as either a nuclear phrase (e.g. ''mars experiences frigid weather
conditions") or satellite (e.g. ''with its distant orbit. .. and slim atmospheric blanket") and

•

position as either a leaf or a node. A formula is then derived to compute a significance
score based on a promotion phrase's first occurrence in the depth of the discourse tree.

Hahn and Mani (2000) report on various systems which currently exist to
automatically summarise text including Microsoft's Word Autosummarize tool, IBM's
Intelligent Text Miner, Oracle's Content and Inxight's Summarizer (part of AIta Vista).
However, these tools can be viewed as employing extraction (Le. condensation) as
opposed to abstraction (i.e. paraphrasing). An example follows using Microsoft's tool
(Figure 2.1) based on the content of this section on Automatic Summarisation (with the
exception of the summary itself and the final paragraph).

Microsoft Word uses a simple summed word frequency-based method to select
important sentences (Gore, 1997). As seen, the effect can be quite useful even though
such a crude method is employed. In this example (see Figure 2.1) 835 words in 31
sentences contained in the original document were summarised as 219 words ·in 9
sentences by selecting a ratio of 25 %.
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Interest has been renewed quite recently in the field of automatic text
summarisation. For example, Luhn (1999) (originally published in 1958) reports on
pioneering work which took a text then would derive a list of significant words based on
their frequency of occurrence. Finally, a cut-off value is needed for the software to
derive which significance factors indicate a sentence should be included in the derived
summary.
This surface-level approach can produce interesting and valid approaches to
automatic snmmarisation particularly with the addition of weightings corresponding to
cue-phrases and a phrase's location in the original text. For example, and relevant to this
research, the approach proposed by Marcu (1999; 2000) uses a rhetorical structure tree
(Mann &. Thompson, 1988) to help indicate a proposition's importance within a text.
Marcu has implemented software which will derive the 'discourse tree' of a text using
cue phrases.
Hahn and Mani (2000) report on various systems which currently exist to
automatically summarise text including Microsoft's Word AutOSllmmarize tool, mM's
Intelligent Text Miner, Oracle's Content and Inxight's Summarizer (part of Alta Vista).
Microsoft Word uses a simple summed word frequency-based method to select
important sentences (Gore, 1997). Current research into automatic summarisation is
beginning to abstract information from multiple documents (as found on the World
Wide Web), multiple languages and multiple modalities (e.g. video and audio).
Figure 2.1 A SUIIlIDary Produced Using Microsoft Word 2000.

In terms of the evaluation of automatic summaries, differences have been
highlighted between formative evaluations where a summary document can be
compared, for example, to an idealised summary produced by an expert and extrinsic
evaluations, for example whether a summary allows set questions to be answered based
on the original text. Current research into automatic summarisation is beginning to
abstract information from multiple documents (as found on the World Wide Web),
multiple languages and multiple modalities (e.g. video and audio). Although, this work
presents huge new challenges and directions.

A Pedagogical Framework for the implementation of a VLE has so far been
presented and contextualised. This research assumes one particular learning style,
notably that of collaboration, as we will utilise an agent as a student partner in the
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construction of a summary. Hence this section also reviewed the literature on writing
and summary note-taking in particular. The next section is an important one as it relates
this research to previous work on creating believable, engaging artificial agents with
which students feel they can effectively collaborate.

2.4 Affective Computing.
There has been much interest over recent years in an area of Computer Science
which has come to be known as Affective Computing (picard, 1997). Basically, it
involves taking into account affect in computer systems, be it in terms of making
computers aware of user's affective states (e .. g in Human-Computer Interaction) or
modelling affective states within a system (usually employing Agent-based approaches).
By recognising user's affective states it is hoped that a system can be more empathic
(Bma et al., 2001) and symbiotic. By modelling affective states within a computer it is
hoped that artificial cognition will begin to more closely mimic human cognition. The
latter could lead to, for example, faster searches of state-spaces by employing
'intuition'-like heuristics or 'somatic markers' (Damasio, 1994) or 'emotional
interrupts' (Simon, 1979) and more relevant to this research, model affective states of
artificial (animated) Agents thus creating a more 'believable' character (Bates, 1994).

This review will not cover much of the work on analysis of affective states in
human users although, as will be demonstrated in Chapter 9, this may be of interest in

future work. For a review of this area the reader is directed to Picard (1997) including
the section on Affective Weara.bles which are an interesting area of personalised
ubiquitous computing devices designed to gather psychophysiological data of their
users. Instead, as already pointed out, this research is more interested in creating
believable characters by employing affective methods. In fact the affective techniques
employed have more accurately been tenned 'affectations' (Barker & Pilkington, 2001)
as they do not strictly employ models of affect in an Agent. However, the work is
placed within the Affective Computing context as previous work in this area has
informed this research. It is also worth mentioning that 'emotion' and 'affect' (or indeed
'passion') will be used synonymously here, examples include 'love', 'hate', 'sadness'
etc. First though it is necessary to examine the origin of the study of Affect.
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2.4.1. The Philosophical Basis of Affect.
Columbetti (2001) and Solomon (Solomon, 1993) present an overview of the
philiosophical development of notions of emotions and cognition. Columbetti begins by
illustrating concepts pertinent to Stoicism which viewed emotions as some form of
illness with no relevance in rationality. In fact, the view of Stoicism is that feelings
should be conquered and controlled in an attempt to be objectively rational. She
describes Descartes' position as less extreme saying that to him the main function of
reason is to control the excesses of passion and that in moderation they are part of life's
rich experience. This more liberal view can, she says, be traced back to Plato and she
cites examples of Plato's thoughts on pain and pleasure being due to "the breaking and
reestablishment of the hannony of the elements". In turn, Aristotle emphasised ''the
practice of character", i.e. feelings, in order to display true virtue. In fact, Columbetti
(2001) states that Aristotle extols the use of emotions in the Rhetoric where they can be

used to persuade an audience. This is an example of the strategic use of affect to
influence perception. Aristotle additionally attempts to classify feelings such as fear and
confidence in terms of psychological explanations. For Hobbes and Hume, Columbetti
states, "human nature is fundamentally passionate". However, whilst on the one hand
Hobbes views feelings negatively, to be controlled by a government, Hume, in contrast,
sees them as additionally positive, for example determining social benevolence. This
extra social dimension of affective reasoning is interesting to this research for, if
feelings are essential in determining social actions, then computer systems which hope
to successfully interact with humans must be 'aware' of the effect of affect on social
intercourse.

Columbetti goes on to discuss work by Le Doux (1996) and Damasio (1994)
which points towards the notion of cognitive or deliberative reasoning leading towards
an "imagined" situation inducing an affective response, e.g. fear conditioning. This is
what Damasio calls the somatic marker hypothesis. In addition Columbetti puts forward
arguments for 'strong embodiment', that is the necessity to experience an emotion in
terms of its body arousal states such as increased heart rate, or perspiration. This
argument is evidenced in terms of representations of the body in the brain, particularly

in the case of 'phantom limbs' patients. Damasio, in fact, sees emotion as distributed
throughout the body. He posits the following three statements relating to embodiment:
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1.

"The human brain and the rest of the body constitute an
indissociable organism, integrated by means of mutually interactive
biochemical and neural regulatory circuits (including endocrine,
immune and autonomic neural components);

2.

The organism interacts with the environment as an ensemble: the
interaction is neither of the body alone nor the brain alone;

3.

The physiological operations that we call mind are derived from the

structural and functional ensemble rather than from the brain alone:
mental phenomena can be fully understood only in the context of an
organism's interacting in an environment."
(Damasio,1994)

Here, Damasio is arguing for the integration of mind and body in suitably
derived theories of mental life. Leading on from this work, the argument can be taken
en extremis to cover such ground as the necessity of notions of self in mental
functioning (and ultimately consciousness), including the perception of emotions.

Damasio (1994) aims to disambiguate between primary and secondary emotions.
To summarise, primary emotions are considered to be reactionary in nature, for example
a 'startle' response if we hear a loud bang. They seem to occur predominantly in the
limbic structure of the brain, which is a centre for emotion, attention and memory and

appear to be more instinctual and less easily controlled. On the other hand, secondary
emotions may be cognitively generated such as 'grief which results from an
understanding of the process of death. These seem to involve the limbic system in the
brain but also with activity in the cortex or 'gray matter' (Picard, 1997). These results
indicate that there is a level of emotions that are reactionary in nature involving little
deliberative intervention. This has some implications for the design of an Agent
employing notions of a hybrid reactive/deliberative architecture as will be discussed in
a subsequent section and Chapter 6.

Whilst this research does not hope to find answers to such searching questions as
the nature of mind-body interactions and ultimately the meaning of consciousness it is
worth bearing such fundamental concepts in mind when attempting to construct
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affective artificial organisms for these are at the heart of the philosophical debate. The
more immediate relevance of work on Affective Computing to this research will next be
examined.

2.4.2. The Relevance of Affective Computing: Creating Believable
Agent-Based Penonalities.
"Personality is the set of psychological traits that uniquely
characterize an individual. Personality distinguishes each individual from all
others and colors his or her behaviour in a pervasive and recognizable
fashion. Personality makes people fascinating to one another."
(Hayes-Roth et al., 1997)

Much work has been carried out on creating believable agents by modelling
animated characters based on an underlying emotional model which it is hoped will lead
to convincing agent-based 'personalities'. Indeed, personified Pedagogical Agents are
emerging as a distinct field within Artificial Intelligence in Education as evidenced by,
for example, work presented at the workshop on Animated and Personified Pedagogical
Agents at AIED 99 in Le Mans, France.

For example a web-deployed Agent, Adele (Shaw et al., 1999), utilises an
animated graphic interface together with a synthesised speech component to supplement
a medical educational environment. An architecture for Adele was proposed as a typical
client/server application. In the server component resides the case, student, persona,
references and simulation parameters whilst the client contains the text-to-speech
engine, a task planner and assessor, an animated persona, reasoning engine, simulation
engine and Graphical User Interface (GUI). Problems in the believability of Adele
amongst students are reported although Shaw et al. state that Adele's hints were
generally considered useful. (A demonstration of Adele can be downloaded at
rh

www.isi.edulisdlcarte/ ,last accessed 9 February, 2002).

Related work includes that of Paiva et al (1999) and Abou-Jaoude and Frasson
(1999) who are both considering the underlying emotional model which guides an
agent's interaction. Abou-Jaoude et al seek to elicit emotional states from students then
incorporate these into a "believability layer" of an Agent architecture. Paiva et al. are
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based the personifications of their Vincent Agent on the OCC model of emotions
(described in Section 2.4.4). Interestingly, they propose a development methodology for
the implementation of personified Agents consisting of :

1.

choosing the character's personality (e.g. using bipolar personality
traits);

2.

extracting the behaviour features (the different ways a character
will perform the same behaviour);

3.

defining the relevant events in the outside world;

4.

defining the characters goals (e.g. "aiming that the trainee will
master the domain");

5.

defining the Agent's emotional profile (Le. emotional resistance
and memory and a set of emotional reactions).

These steps provide a concrete approach to the development of an Agent's
personifications, thus enabling the implementation of a personality, which is
complimentary to the pedagogical aims.

However, this work will not attempt to create such emotional models although
this branch of AI shares one goal of the research reported here since the role of affect in
such models is to create a perception of personality within the mind of the user or
student. Although our own work does not approach the apparent sophistication of such
artificially intelligent models (and indeed it will be argued does not have to), lessons
can be learnt from such work that can inform the design of the agent to be reported here.
Further Affective Computing applications are described in section 2.4.5.

Lester et al.

(1997) carried out empirical research on student's use of an

animated Agent known as 'Herman the Bug' which inhabited a learning environment.
They state that the aim of such Agents is to increase the motivation of student's
interaction with a learning environment, as Lester et al. (1997) succinctly stated in
describing the 'persona effect' : "the presence of a lifelike character in an interactive

learning environment can have a strong positive effect on students' perception of their
learning experience". They describe an empirical eValuation of five clones of an Agent
with varying degrees of expressiveness concluding that the clone with the greatest
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number of modalities, i.e. principle-based, task-specific, animated and verbal advice
produces the best student problem-solving performance.

Hietala and Niemirepo (1998) further explored the concept of Learning
Companions displaying personae which took the form of 'strong' and 'weak' problemsolving capabilities. The 'weak' companions however gradually improved their
performance as the human collaborator became more competent herself. Other personabased cues took the form of appropriate Learning Companion dialogue, i.e.
"commanding" language for 'strong' versus "hesitant" language for 'weak' companions
and distinct names and graphic appearances. Of the two groups of students identified it
emerged from studies that extrovert students preferred the weak companions whilst the
introverts preferred the strong companions. On the other personality traits of the
companions Hietala and Niemirepo (op. cit.) state that "although more research is
needed these 'social' features are important in providing a socially rich environment for
different kinds oflearners".

2.4.2.1. What Are Personality Traits ?
The previous quote by Barbara Hayes-Roth is a concise summary of the views
of personality theorists whose work relates to this research, notably those of the 'trait
theory' school of thought. Aside from personality colouring our actions and portraying
our individuality it can also make us, or indeed an artificial agent so embued, an
interesting object of attention - something which is essential in a computer-based
learning package vis

a vis the 'persona effect' cited earlier. But what exactly are these

traits which we neatly use to encapsulate an individuals personality? Furthermore, how
do they relate to the design of artificial pedagogical agents?

The psychological literature on personality traits has a long history together with
a correspondingly varied set of conclusions. However, it has become common to refer
to a seemingly common set of traits which can be identified in the literature. This
taxonomy of traits, defined by consensus amongst personality psychologists, is known
as the Five Factor Model or the 'Big Five' (John, 1990; McCrae & John, 1992). Table
2.2 delineates the Five Factors together with typical adjectives and scales commonly

used to define them.
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Adjeetive
Scales
Warmth
Active
Assertive
Gregariousness
Energetic
Assertiveness
Enthusiastic
Activity
Outgoing
Excitement Seeking
Talkative
Positive Emotions
11. Agreeableness (A)
Appreciative
Trust
Forgiving
Straightforwardness
Generous
Altruism
Kind
Compliance
Sympathetic
Modesty
Trusting
Tender-Mildness
m. Conscientiousness (C)
Efficient
Competence
Organised
Order
Dutifulness
Planful
Reliable
Acheivement Striving
Responsible
Self-Discipline
Thorough
Deliberation
Anxious
Anxiety
IV. Neuroticism (N)
Self-pitying
Hostility
Tense
Depression
Touchy
Self-Consciousness
Unstable
Impulsiveness
Worrying
Vulnerability
V. Openness (0)
Artistic
Fantasy
Curious
Aesthetics
Imaginative
Feelings
Insightful
Actions
Original
Ideas
Wide interests
Values
Table 2.2 The Big Five Penonality Traits, Common Adjectvies and Scales (from
McCrae and John, 1992, p.178-179)
Factor
I. Extraversion (E)

The Five Factors are based on previous psychological research which analysed
natural language as well as previous questionnaires. Natural language was turned to in
the analysis because researchers believed that if traits did exist then there must be
corresponding trait terms used in everyday language. As McCrae and John (1992,
p.184) state: "The lexical hypothesis holds that all important individual differences will
have been noted by speakers of a natural language at some point in the evolution of the
language and encoded in trait terms; by decoding these terms, we can discover the basic
dimensions of personality". On the other hand, questionnaires utilising scales devised
by personality psychologists existed in their hundreds, mostly based on sound
psychological theory and indeed, when analysed by researchers, revealed a certain
commonality. For instance, psychologists agreed that scales to measure chronic negative
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emotions and those used to measure interpersonal activity (the two dimensions being
known as N and E) were ''to be found in a wide variety of instruments" (McCrae &
John, 1992). Thus it became possible to combine the various approaches to personality
research through factor analysis resulting in the five common traits shown in Table 2.2.
Note that the (roman) numerical and letter alternatives to the names given for the Big
Five in Table 2.2 are sometimes used to avoid the ambiguous and possibly misleading
names commonly given to them.

Of the Big Five personality traits (McCrae & John, 1992) McCrae and Costa
(1989) have identified two, extraversion and agreeableness as being most relevant to
interpersonal interaction. In fact in the interpersonal circumplex theory of personality
(Wiggins, 1979) the extraversion trait (also known as power, status or control) is said to
range from dominance to submissiveness and the agreeableness trait (also known as
affiliation or warmth) is said to range from warm to cold or agreeable to quarrelsome.
This research assumes the extraversion and agreeableness traits as they are seen as
crucial to interpersonal interaction, something which the Agent to be designed in this
research must be adept at. Later, in Chapter 6 (particularly see Table 6.2), the
'affectations' or behaviour-based affective qualities of the Companion will be compared
to the interpersonal dimensions of personality proposed by Wiggins (1982) showing that
the Companion's design is constructed so as to be effective interpersonally. This is
obviously of primary concern in software which hopes to be 'sociable' in terms of
creating a suitable environment for successful pedagogical interactions. This last
statement leads onto a discussion of the role of personality in Human-Computer
Interaction.

2.4.2.2. Evidence/or tile Role 0/Personality In HIUIIQn-Computer Interaction.
Clifford Nass has been involved in research investigating the hypothesis of
Computers As Social Actors (CASA). In The Media Equation, Reeves and Nass (1996)
describe research undertaken at Stanford University Communications Department
which aimed to refute or assert the Media Equation hypothesis, that is, that people
respond to mediated communication in exactly the same way as they do to face-to-face
communication: "People respond socially and naturally to media even though they
believe it is not reasonable to do so, even though they don't think that these responses
characterize themselves" (Reeves & Nass, 1996, p.7). This means that Reeves, Nass and
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colleagues were able to turn to the extensive literature on, for instance, the psychology
of interpersonal relationships and look for evidence of equivalent behaviour in mediated
communication.

The result is a series of experiments which systematically test the transferability
of social science theories to mediated forms of communication. This systematic
experimental methodology is typically carried out by Nass and colleagues as
'experimental' style research utilising, for example, randomised subject designs,
dependant variables and statistical analysis.

An obvious benefit of this approach to studying mediated communication is the
derivation of design guidelines and the ratification of the whole socially-oriented style
of Human Computer Interaction prescribed by this PhD research and that of others in
the field (particularly see the next section). As Reeves and Nass (1996, p.8) conclude
from their work: "Humans are experts on social relationships, and they are experts on
how the physical world works. Rules for using media as tools, on the contrary, are often
arbitrary and must be learned. When media conform to social and natural rules,
however, no instruction is necessary. People will automatically become experts in how
computers, television, interfaces, and the new media work."

By way of illustration, the Media Equation work of Reeves and Nass on
personality which is seen as demonstrating their approach and is jointly of most interest
to this research will now be explored in more detail.

Reeves and Nass (1996, p.75) first describe a study they undertook to ascertain
if children regarded mediated personalities (actually as portrayed on Television) in
terms of the same personality traits in real life. Their results were among the first
indications that media may indeed not be such a special case, that is, both social and
personality

psychology

results

could

legitimately

be

applied

to

mediated

communications. These insights were again apparent in a subsequent similar study only
fhis tim~, involving adults. Interestingly, this follow-up study utilised just basic line
drawings but still created an impression of personality as perceived by the subjects thus
indicating that full-blown photo-realistic characters may be unnecessary. As a result of
these studies, Reeves and Nass emphasise the need for a personality to be consistent
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thus leading to a likeable reaction rather than one of dislike and confusion although
personality flaws (such as those found in the real world), they state, may indeed add to
believability.

Reeves and Nass also recount an experiment to "give a computer a personality"
(Reeves & Nass, 1996, p.91) by solely using text to convey a dominant and a
submissive 'personality' . That is, dominant personalities utilised assertions and
commands whereas submissive personalities utilised questions and suggestions.
Additionally, the dominant computer displayed higher confidence than the submissive
computer in the form of certainty scores. Further manifestations of the personality traits
included the sequence of interactions, i.e. the dominant computer always took the first
turn in conversation whereas the submissive one would follow. Finally, they chose the

names of the two computers to reflect their personality type. Their hope was that
dominant text would imply a dominant personality and submissive text would imply a
submissive personality, that dominant or submissive people would indicate that the
equivalent computer 'personality' was more like them and that they would prefer this
equivalent computer personality to the opposite - known as the "similarity-attraction
hypothesis" .

In the Reeves and Nass experiment the subjects were analysed as being
dominant or submissive themselves then half of each group worked with each of the two
computer personality types on a scenario type of problem. Results indicated that the two
computer personalities could be easily distinguished plus the two human personality
types did identify with their equivalent computer personality and, indeed, preferred their
similar personality counterpart even though the content of the interactions was the same
across the two computer types. This similarity-attraction of personalities also resulted in
participants rating the computer's ability more highly and also led to increased
enjoyment of the task. Reeves and Nass go on to state that:

''the creation ofpersonality on a computer is not primarily an issue
ofartifiCial intelligence"
Reeves and Nass (1996, p.97)
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This, as will be seen, is central to this thesis and the notion of affectations
(Barker & Pilkington, 200 1), which are, affective behaviours without recourse to
underlying emotional models. Indeed, all of the above mentioned results concerning the
two personality types are very relevant to this research described in Chapter 6.

Reeves and Nass (1996) also state that rich descriptions of personality, e.g.
virtual reality renderings, are not a necessary precursor to the communication of
personality thus they rely as much on social science fmdings on personality, such as
those mentioned above, in the context of dominant and submissive personalities. They
also state that a "short series of questions" could be used to identify potential user's
personality which could then inform the choice of an appropriate computer personality.
However, ultimately the choice of computer personality would depend on the task it was
designed for. For example, Reeves and Nass (1996, p.98) state that "if the help is from a
peer, the personality could be more friendly than dominant". They go on to say:

"Making one personality fit all cases is hard. One way around this is
to offer multiple personalities that can be selected by the user. The content
of the interface wouldn't have to be rewritten; all that is needed is to slightly
modify the style of interaction .. .If each personality is strong and welldefined, users will recognize the ones that are similar to their own. These
are the personalities they would enjoy and the ones that would make them

think better of the media product and themselves."
(Reeves & Nass, 1996, p.99)

The 'above quote is included because it is particularly relevant to the approach
taken in this research in that two personalities will be presented, notably consisting of
one 'dominant' /'cold' and one 'submissive' /'warm' character. The intention then is that
students will choose the pe~nality with which they feel the greatest degree of
attraction, i.e. the most similar personality if the similarity-attraction hypothesis is to
remain valid.

A further study canied out by Reeves and Nass (1996) studied the "gain theory"
of interpersonal relationships. Basically, this theory states that a personality which
changes over time to be more like another's personality will please this other more than
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one that was similar all along. Reeves and Nass thus carried out an experiment similar
to the one described previously using dominant and submissive personalities in both
computers and participants. However, during one of the trials the personality changed
for half of the subjects (of mixed personality types) from either submissive to dominant
or vice versa. This manipulation of the experimental variables thus allowed Reeves and
Nass to examine the results when the computer changed to be more similar in
personality to the participants, less similar and consistently similar or dissimilar. They
found

tha~

as described in the previous study, similar personalities produced more

favourable results than dissimilar. However, they also found that those computer
personalities which changed to be more like the subject's personalities were liked more

than those that stayed consistently similar, i.e. the 'gain theory' had held true for
mediated communications. Addtionally Reeves and Nass (Reeves & Nass, 1996, p.l04)
state: ''when the computer changed to match the participant's personality, participants
thought it was more competent and they thought that the interaction was significantly
more satisfying intellectually", even though the computers are conveying the same
information.
One particular implication of these results is that "media should adapt to the
personality of the user" (Reeves & Nass, 1996, p.l06). This tenet will be returned to in
Chapter 9 of this thesis. For their part, Reeves and Nass think that language can play a
central role in the conveyance of this adaptation of personality. However, as previously
claimed, they rightly point out that a candid elicitation of a user's personality through
the utilisation of pre-tests prior to an interaction, for instance, would be detrimental.

Instead Reeves and Nass propose alternatives such as monitoring a user's linguistic
style, the use of "cautious claims" or ''propensity to interrupt". There are doubtless
many ways to ascertain a user's personality that are less invasive than a questionnaire
approach. These will be further explored towards the end of this thesis when such an
approach may present itself as the logical next step. Furthermore, this approach need not
obviate the need for multiple personalities as espoused above, a computer personality
could still adapt in degrees to be more similar to that ofit's user.

Nass et al (2000) describe similar 'experimental' style work exploring issues
concerning "Embodied Conversational Agents" (ECAs) as opposed to the simple
renderings of personality described above. Their first study examines the ethnicity of
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ECAs, concluding that it does in fact have an effect on user attitudes and behaviours.
However, of more interest here is their work on ECAs and personality. Nass et al (2000)
report on how they manipulated both verbal and nonverbal cues in an embodied agent to
portray an extrovert 'personality'. Verbal manipulations included confident choice of
words and phrasing and speaking "fluidly". Nonverbal manipulations included both
expansive posture and gestures and the propensity to approach (reduce the perceived
distance between user and ECA). Their prediction was that these kinds of manipulations
used to present extrovert and introvert behaviour of ECAs would result in these
intended traits being recognised in such mediated communications, similar to the
dominance-submissive study outlined above. Hence, the intentions of the study were to
firstly determine if these manipulations created impressions of intended personality
traits with participants and secondly to see if inconsistent characters were disliked or
perceived as neutral. Thus introverted or extroverted characters were assigned a number
of conditions consisting of matching or mismatching variations of consistent or
inconsistent verbal and nonverbal behaviour. The task was again a scenario type of
problem which the participants undertook with the ECA.

Results of these experiments indicated that participants did indeed recognise
both verbal and nonverbal cues of extroversion and introversion. Other results indicated
that participants liked the ECA more, perceived the interaction as more useful and have
more fun with a consistent personality plus they found it more useful than an
inconsistent ECA even though, again, actual content did not vary. Additionally,
participants had more fun when ECA personalities matched their own. Overall the study
confirmed to Nass et al. that people interact in the same way with ECAs as they do with
other people and that they preferred consistent characters in these interactions, just as
they do in real life. Design implications thus include the need to create "attractive"
characters as ''perceptions of seemingly objective criteria, such as intelligence, can be
influenced by attractiveness" (Nass et al., 2000, p.397) plus, due to the kind of
consistency issues mentioned above "it may in fact be more important that the character
sends a clear message about its personality than that it matches the user" (Nass et al.,

2000, p.398).
Isbister and Nass (2000) further elaborate on the CASA work described above
studying ECAs. As personality is seen as central to the creation of a character, drawing
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inspiration from a number of disciplinary perspectives such as film, television, comic
books and written fiction (Isbister & Nass, 2000, p.252), this work studies an important
aspect of personality notably the extroversion/introversion traits, paying particular
attention to whether consistency or inconsistency is the best design practice. The
intended traits are manifested as described above, i.e. though utilisation of both verbal
and nonverbal behaviour. Drawing on the interpersonal Psychology literature Isbister
and Nass (2000) hypothesise that two results may occur in their experimental work. The
first is the similarity-attraction hypothesis stated above but the second is also to be
found in the Psychology literature which, in contrast to the first hypothesis, states that
people will seek out behaviour which compliments their own. Thus, extroverts prefer to
interact with introverts and vice versa. However, due to previous studies in HumanComputer Interaction just confirming the similarity-attraction hypothesis this was the
expected outcome for these studies. Additionally, the studies sought to fmd if verbal and
nonverbal behaviour created impressions of personality.

Results indicated that consistency of character design was of paramount
importance: "Inconsistent character cues may undermine a character's relationship with
the computer user, not only leading to less liking, but also to less influence. Designers

of characters that are meant to play a tutoring, guiding or shopping role may want to be
especially careful about consistency." (lsbister & Nass, 2000). This last point is of
obvious import for the design of the Learning Companions reported in this thesis.
Isbister and Nass also point out that inconsistency can occur in a character over time.
For example, a computer personality could adapt from a complimentary one to a similar
one as described previously. There is a possible contradiction here that it may be

preferable for a character to adapt it's personality so that it is similar to a user but this
apparent lack of consistency would be contradictory to this empirical work on ECAs
and, indeed, other disciplines involved in the creation of a character's personality such
as those previously mentioned. It may be that an adaptive personality along the lines of
the similarity-attraction hypothesis takes precedence over the need for consistency. This
is something which will need to be examined in future work. However, to further
complicate matters this study by Isbister and Nass also found that participants actually
preferred a complimentary personality thus contradicting the previous studies.
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One possibility for this outcome proposed by Isbister and Nass includes the
added effects of utilising a character as opposed to the text personifications utilised in
the earlier study which they state is something they would like to study further. A
further proposed explanation could be the differences being due to two different trait
scales being manifested, Le. the earlier study was concerned with dominant-submissive
traits whereas this study is concerned with extrovert-introvert traits which are related
but dealt with slightly differently in the interpersonal Psychology literature. Again,
Isbister and Nass (2000) state that a further study is needed to investigate the differences
between the two scales of traits. Finally, of particular relevance to this research, they
say:

"When designing for initial engagement with the interface and
ongoing general social interaction, the intorversion-extroversion scale may
be more relevant; when designing interactions in which joint control and
control shifts become important to manage, dominance-submissiveness may
turn out to be a more important factor in user experience"

(lsbister & Nass, 2000)
That is, tutoring systems employing Learning Companions which share the
responsibility for producing a joint product, such as a summary, may be best employing
dominant-submissive personifications. However, "initial engagement" is obviously of
paramount importance in capturing the attention of a potential collaborator and
"ongoing social interaction" is necessary to prolong a collaboration. To this end, this
research, as already mentioned, actually utilises 'affectations' in the design of
believable agents relating to both these scales, see Chapter 6.
This section sought to emphasise the importance of affect in the development of
animated pedagogical Agents, in particular in the development of appropriate
personalities. The next section will demonstrate an approach to conveying the
'humanness' of an agent resting, not principally upon the necessity of an agents'
'personality', but instead upon the grounding of that personality in a 'body'.
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2.4.3. An Adjunct of Affective Computing: Creating Embodied Agents.
An argument has already been put forward above to state the case of the
interrelatedness of the mind and body. This argument mainly rested on the premise that
emotive experiences are inextricably linked to their physical grounding, both in terms of
bodily states of arousal and the submergence of that body in an environment. An
additional argument for creating artificial bodies for artificial agents is proposed by
researchers which basically rests on the assumption that human-agent (and possibly
agent-agent) interactions are more meaningful in terms of social interactions if all
possible modalities of these interactions are employed. In human terms this involves
utilising Non Verbal Behaviour (NVB) as well as speech in conversation. As Cassell
(2001, p.68) states:
''people communicate with and to other people and not in a vacuum.
Eyes gaze at other people and focus other people's attention on shared
targets, hands gesture between people, faces express to other people. These
behaviours are the external manifestations of social intelligence and
trustworthiness ... as well as a localization of the conversational processes of
grounding information and a representation of information in their own
right."
This would lead us to believe that in order to fully utilise the plethora of social
communications which "come for 'free'" (Cassell et al., 2001) these social aspects of
our artificial agents can be represented in terms of artificial bodies. However, it is
crucial, as Cassell et al (200 1) point out, that these other communication modalities are
integrated functionally rather than simply performing 'additive' roles. That is, on
occasions, these artificial bodies can better represent communicative functions than can
their associated speech act, for instance. This point is, in fact, made by Cassell et al as a
criticism of other research in this area of embodied agents and has been duly noted in
this research. For example, using a head nod rather than a verbal "OK" to confirm
understanding of a command. Furthermore, Cassell separates interactionalor 'social'
functions, i.e. social conventions for conveying meaning such as 'turn taking', and

propositional or 'domain' functions, i.e. the world knowledge requiring an
understanding of the discourse (Cassell, 2001). Cassell's work on embodied agents is
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out of necessity based upon research of human-human conversations, particularly those
relating to NVB (Cassell, 2000).

Cassell et al (Cassell et al., 2000) describe the Functions, Modalities, Timing,
Behaviours (FMTB) conversational framework which is used as a model for the generic
design of Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs). Briefly, 'Functions' refers to the
distinct separation of propositional and interactional function already mentioned.
'Modalities' refers to sensitive use of multimodalities such as appropriately choosing
speech if an agent is currently silent or a head nod otherwise to affirm. 'Timing' is
important in terms of synchrony of, for example, animations and speech and is
fundamental to the notion of entrainment or the synchronisation of speakers behaviours
to one another. Finally, 'Behaviours' refers to conversational function existing
separately from its form, for example a character could gain attention by applauding or
shouting an expletive. This model, together with research in linguistics, sociology and
human ethnography (Cassell, 2000) is then taken to arrive at design requirements for
ECAs (Cassell et al., 2000, p.41). These design requirements are then, in turn, used to
arrive at a generic architecture for ECAs (Cassell et al., 2000, p.43) consisting of an
Input Manager (to convert input into a form suitable for processing), Hardwired
Reactions (enabling instantaneous agent activity, such as user tracking), a Deliberative
Module (consisting of an Understanding, Decision and Generation sub-module, the
Decision module being further decomposed into Interactional and Propositional
processing and a Response Planner) and finally an Action Scheduler which schedules
and synchronises, where necessary, motor processes.

This FMTB architecture has been implemented as an agent named REA (Real
Estate Agent) who acts as an agent engaging in both formal and informal conversation
concerning property purchasing. This implementation utilises a number of imaginative
technical solutions such as mM ViaVoice for speech recognition, BT Festival for

speech generation and STIVE for image processing. A full description of this system
can be found in Cassell et al. (2000; 200 1).

In terms of the evaluation of the FMTB model Cassell et al (2000) mention the
lack of a theory to generate conversational behaviours from their functions, that is, there
is a need to have a "morphology of conversational behaviours" (CasseU et al., 2000,
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p.59). Additionally, there are reported weaknesses in the synchrony of events in REA
leading to a lack of the aforementioned entrainment, an essential quality. without which
REA may appear to be malfunctioning. Finally, in terms of evaluation, Cassell et al
have used a Wizard of Oz approach to compare user's reactions to agents with and
without interactional behaviours fmding that "users judged the version with
interactional behaviours to be more collaborative and more cooperative and to exhibit
better natural language (even though both versions had identical natural language
abilities)" Cassell et al. (2000. p.59). Interestingly for this research, future work carried
out by Cassell et al. will examine ways to enable REA to anticipate which
conversational style is best suited to a user, e.g. whether or not to use 'small-talk' to
personalise a conversation.

Andre and Rist (2001) describe an ongoing research effort to build presentation
agents, that is, embodied agents which present information to users thus supplementing
or completely obviating the need for more 'traditional' methods of presentation. The
hope is, similar to the work of Cassell cited above, that the use of embodied agents will
thus utilise the 'free' communication aspects of human-human communication.

Andre and Rist (2001) make the distinction between agent behaviour which is

scripted and that which is generated. They define a script as "a temporally ordered
sequence of actions including body gestures, facial expressions, verbal utterances,
locomotion, and (quasi-) physical interactions with other entities of the character's
immediate environment" (Andre & Rist, 2001, p.53). They point out that scripts can be
written in specific languages or in the case of MS Agent (the system used in this
research) Visual Basic or Java can be used to control the agent thus facilitating the
programmer with the usual high level language facilities. Interestingly, Andre et al
(Andre et al., 2000) also distinguish between a script and self-behaviour, i.e. "not only
gestures that are necessary to execute the script but also navigation acts, idle time
gestures, and immediate reactions to events occurring in the user interface". However,
manually generating scripts in such a way can be an overbearing burden for the agent
behaviour author so to address this problem Andre and Rist employ what they term a
"generative mechanism", that is a method which composes scripts based on some higher
level generative rules. Furthermore, these rules can be employed together with a plan-

based approach to behaviour generation which can decompose high level goals to lower
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levels of detail, of course depending on the objectives of the agent interactions. It must
be noted though, that the work reported here by Andre and Rist is concerned solely with

the domain of presentation agents whereas the work described in this thesis is
concerned with the behaviour of the agent which relates to the process of effective
summarisation (studied in Chapter 4). However it is worth examining some of the issues
surrounding presentation agents as they potentially relate equally to the summarisation
agents.
Andre and Rist (200 I) describe their work on the PPP Persona and the AiA
system. The PPP Persona system was designed to provide an animated agent interface to
a system to describe technical devices whereas the AiA system helped users utilise the
web by ordering infonnation and helping them navigate the 'hyperspace'.

They

describe the essence of their script generator, already mentioned, as a typical AI
planning procedure, that is a plan operator represents a communication goal plus the
body of the operator indicates which acts will achieve this goal. A hierarchical type of
planning decomposition process thus ensues to reduce high level presentation goals to
"elementary production-retrieval or presentation tasks" (Andre & Rist, 2001, p.57).
Although, the complete script is not entirely produced in advance but at key interludes
where the user is allowed to influence the navigation space through a hypermedia type
of interface. However they do criticise this kind of scripting approach with its limited
interactive capabilities.

On the other hand they had some positive results during

evaluation, stating that subjects who had used a persona "found the presentations
themselves and the corresponding tests less difficult than subjects who had seen
presentations without persona" (Andre et al., 2000, p.222). This is compared to the
'persona effect' of Lester et al (1997). They do, however, embellish this claim with the
additional statement for the need to "model the agent more deeply - for instance, by
giving it personality" and further elaborate by saying "a necessary requirement for the

success of such presentations is that the agents come across as socially believable
individuals with their own distinct personalities and emotions" (Andre et al., 2000,
p.223).

Andre and Rist (2001) present a number of arguments for the use of presentation
teams as opposed to the single agent systems described elsewhere. They say that such
approaches enable different rhetorical relations to be anthropomorphosised (e.g. pros
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and cons), allow less monotonous repetition (by using multiple agents for the same
infonnation) and provide different perspectives on the same infonnation. To this end
they have investigated a car sales scenario, inhabited marketplace (IMP), and a tool to
help visualise message exchange (MAGIC MONITOR). IMP takes into account a user's
profile and the role and personalities of the characters giving the presentation can be
chosen by the user, see Andre et al (2000, p.229) although there is no user interaction
during run-time. To elucidate, the character can be a buyer or seller and can have an

extroversion personality trait (with values of extravert, neutral, introvert) and an
agreeableness personality trait (with values of agreeable, neutral and disagreeable).

Andre et al go to great lengths to explain that they do not have an emotional model per
se (as described in section 2.4.4) but instead use these internal character 'states' as
constraints upon the selection of appropriate behaviours. This compares favourably to
the approach taken in this research with the difference that individual characters have
set internal 'states', that is, although distinct, they cannot by customised by the user.
Instead, the onus is placed on the user to self-select their desired characteristics by
choosing the character they prefer.

MAGIC MONITOR graphically demonstrates the originators of dialogue in the
MAGIC LOUNGE virtual meeting space. The IMP system uses a similar generative
planning system to that described above for PPP and AiA but, of course, multiple
characters must be taken into account. This is achieved by extending the communicative
acts by dialogue acts such as turn taking, etc. Similar to the work of Cassell cited above
dialogue acts now not only contain propositional content but also the interactional
content. Additionally, Andre and Rist point out "characters have to be realised as

distinguishable individuals with their own areas of expertise, interest profiles,
personalities, emotions and audiovisual appearance", i.e. they make a concerted effort
to create distinct characters in the interactions. Hence, the character's distinct
personality is used as a 'filter' for the dialogue. MAGIC LOUNGE utilises this same
planning approach, acting first as a 'screenwriter' to convert the dialogue to characterbased presentation then as a 'facilitator' of the presentation. Thus, in both IMP and
MAGIC LOUNGE all information pertaining to the dialogue must be known in advance
of the presentation so that behaviours can be authored by the planner. This led Andre
and Rist to consider agents which did not have this kind of a priori knowledge requiring
improvisational presentation such as soccer commentary.
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ROCCO 11 (Andre et al., 2000) is a system to generate live commentaries on the
simulated RoboCup soccer competition. Two animated agents sit on a sofa in front of
the game, sipping beer and commentating on the match as it unfolds. The difference
with this approach compared to the previous work such as AiA and IMP is that the
agents are no longer able to be modelled utilising the planning approach, instead they
are modelled as (semi-) autonomous, distributed agents: "we assign each agent its own
reactive planner and code the agents' dialogue strategies as operators of single planners"
(Andre et al., 2000). The resulting dialogue is thus a result of the interaction of the two
reactive systems. Andre et al employ a notion of background information which is used
when there is no live commentary available. Additionally, as mentioned above, a
character's personality is again used as a filter. Furthermore, each character is assigned
a soccer team. These embellishments thus help to coordinate the dialogic behaviour
between characters. However, Andre and Rist point to problems inherent in this
approach such as the resultant dialogue being incoherent as there is no prior agreement
between agents leading to a lack of "global organisation", i.e. the dialogue lacks a goal
and may simply 'ramble'.

Also relevant to this research is the use of language, both in terms of linguistic
and acoustic realisation. Andre et al (Andre et al., 2000, p.242) classify utterances in
terms of verbosity, specificity, force, formality, floridity ('flowery' language) and bias
(an evaluation of an event). For example, positive bias dialogue templates will be
selected if a character is in favour of a team and forceful language is used for extroverts
whereas hesitant language is used for introverts. Furthermore, acoustic variation of
speech can lead to the impression of affect, for example Andre et al represent arousal by
using a higher talking speed and pitch range. They do say that they are limited by the
choice of speech generation engine, TruTalk, which they are using in terms of the
parameters available to program. They also state that MS Agent provides no means for
"detailed intonational markups" (Andre et al., 2000, p.234). However, this is not quite
the case for the research described in this thesis which utilises individual phoneme
assignment of pitch through the use of the MASH 'sing' option (see Chapter 6 and
Barker, 2003). As Andre et al (Andre et al., 2000, p.246) conclude from their evaluation
studies "the look and voice of a character are indeed important cues concerning it's

personality and interest profile". This issue will be addressed further in Chapter 6. They
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go on to state that the systems they are building are not meant to be complete models of
personality but instead "test beds that allow for experiments with various personalities
and roles" (Andre et al., 2000, p.251). These experiments, they say, would include
investigations of which personalities and roles are appropriate to which situations and
point towards future research to investigate the automation of such selection.

To increase user-participation in presentations Andre and Rist (200 I) are
exploring the use of 'helper' characters which can influence both an antagonist and a
protagonist in a resultant dialogue, such as the discussion of selling and buying a car,
respectively. The user can thus cause changes in the character's emotional state or
present a new dialogue goal, such as providing evidence for a claim made by the seller.
The adoption of this approach arose out of the need to constrain the dialogue utterances
(that is, the user can only influence dialogue utterances indirectly) and the desire to
allow the user to either assume active (i.e. influencing the dialogue) or passive (i.e.
allowing the agents to interact unaided) participation. This latter direction in their work

has led Andre and Rist to consider the unpredictability of human intervention in their
presentation systems, something which had to be considered from the outset in this
research and was mainly met by the imposition of an artificial dialogue 'language' as
something of a compromise as described in Chapter 6.

Rist and Schmitt (2002) are modelling the effect of social relationships between
embodied characters utilising socio-physiological theories of 'cognitive consistency'.
That is, in their Avatar Arena demonstration system, multiple agents, who must interact
to solve diary management functions, must balance their cognitive configurations. They
illustrate the meaning of cognitive configuration by stating for Person P, another person

o and object X ''if P likes 0 and P perceives the objects Xl and X2 being similar and at
the same time believes that 0 also perceives Xl and X2 being similar, P's perception of
the situation (i.e. it's cognitive configuration) is balanced" (Rist and Schmitt, 2002, p.
82). If a character subsequently realises that its assumptions about another characters
beliefs were unfounded, i.e. conflicted with it's own, then the cognitive configuration
will become unbalanced resulting in an increase in the social distance between the two
characters. Rist and Schmitt see a major application of this approach being in training
people in social interaction although, to date, their system lacks a model of affect
currently under development.
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The important aim then of this type of embodiment in artificial agents is to
emphasise the essential qualities of a 'natural' conversation, utilising the 'free' abilities
employed in everyday face-to-face interactions. However, although some of this work is
infonnative to our research it is not intended to fully implement a human-like
conversation. In particular it is not intended to employ all of the typical NVBs,
attempted by Cassell's work, as the ultimate goal is not to reproduce as human an
interaction as possible. Instead, a more modest goal is to provide Edutainment (Barker,
2002) utilising artificial dialogue and, to some extent, artificial NVBs. That is,
pedagogical and motivational value are of more importance than the creation of a totally
'natural' Human Computer Interaction. However, as can be seen, the work mentioned in
this section on personality, in particular, has informed parts of this research, as will be
demonstrated in Chapter 6.

As already mentioned, there has been some interdisciplinary work previously
carried out on emotion synthesis such as the OCC model and others. The next section
reviews some of the most notable of these models and the subsequent section will
illustrate this work with implemented systems.

2.4.4. Examples of Affective Computing Models.
Emotion synthesis is a key element of imbuing computers with emotional
behaviour and is of particular interest here in the development of personified Agents.
Picard (1997) decomposes emotional systems into five components:

1.

Emotional behaviour;

2.

Fast primary emotions;

3.

Cognitively generated emotions;

4.

Emotional

experience:

cognitive

awareness,

physiological

awareness and subjective feelings;
S.

Body-mind interactions.

Picard (1997) states that '~ust as all animals do not need emotion systems as
sophisticated as a human emotion system, neither do all computers". As will be seen
later, it is intended to implement the first component of emotion synthesis within an
artificial Agent as part of this research (the 'affectations' already referred to). However,
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it is worth reviewing key emotional models employed in the design of computer
systems which simulate human emotions. Thus it is hoped that future software
development may be informed by these approaches. In fact, most emotion models
implemented as software only address the 'cognitively generated' category shown
above.

The choice of the following two exemplars is based on the reviews of Picard
(1997) and Hudlicka and Fellous (1996). Picard delineates approaches amongst three
categories relating to the five components stated earlier, notably: emotion synthesis via
cognitive mechanisms, emotion synthesis via multiple mechanisms (including low-level
approaches) and synthesising emotions' influences (e.g. in decision-making processes).
Hudlicka and Fellous (1996) in turn first delineate approaches to emotion synthesis
amongst five characterisations :

1.

level ofabstraction (e.g. architecture/task/mechanism level);

2.

computational model (e.g. symbolic/connectionist);

3.

type

of emotional phenomenon (e.g. intrapsychic, social processes,

impact

on

cognitive

processing

and

appraisal,

role

in

monitoring/planning and dysfunctional);

4.

underlying theoretical framework (e.g. emotion as secondary or
central to cognition);

5.

research objective (i.e. 'performance' versus 'process' models).

Hudlicka and Fellous (1996) then concentrate on the 'type of emotional
phenomenon' characterisation by which to categorize theories and associated models.
The frameworks highlighted thus include: cognitive appraisal, emotion as goalmonitoring, emotion and cognition interaction and emotion as social coordination. In
terms of the two categorisation systems the examples that follow and any
implementation details present themselves as the most pertinent to this research and
illustrate the approach of emotion synthesis.

The

oce

Model of Ortony et al (1990) is reputedly one of the most widely

accepted and utilised models of emotion. In fact, although computer modelling was used
in the validation of the model it was never intended to be used to synthesise emotions as
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such. Ortony et al (1990) say of their work: ''the point of such an enterprise is not to
create machines with emotions - we think that such an endeavour would be pointless
and futile - but to create a computer model that can 'understand' what emotions people
would be likely to experience under what conditions". However, they succeed in
modelling a comprehensive range of emotive phenomena in a tractable form suitable for
a computer-based implementation. This has led to its widespread popularity in emotion
synthesis.

The model is based upon an appraisal system where the world is divided into
situations consisting of events, agents and objects. Emotions, then, arise from valenced
(i.e. positive or negative) reactions to these situations. The diagram in Appendix D
shows the 22 emotion types that the model delineates. They emphasise that their choice
of emotion words is not critical. Instead, they are more concerned with the place of the
model in the structure with the words serving a role as technical terms rather than as
ultimate definitions. In the diagram, labels in upper case represent structural elements
whereas labels in lower case represent emotional, or potentially emotional, states.
Panels at the bottom of boxes containing individual emotions contain the name given to
the group. CONSEQUENCES OF EVENTS are "reactions of the experiencing person
to the implications of events for the person experiencing the emotion". ACTIONS OF
AGENTS represent "emotions having to do with people's reactions to the agency they
attribute to agents". ASPECTS OF OBJECTS represent "undifferentiated affective and
aesthetic reactions to objects". Other structural elements are similarly defmed. Variables
are introduced in the model which affect an emotions intensity. For example, events and
their consequences have a desirability, actions of agents have a praiseworthiness and
aspects of objects have an appealingness. The variables are then used in rules to derive
the valence of a particular emotion's intensity. Furthermore, emotions can interact with
each other or trigger themselves. Implementation details of the OCC model are sketchy.
However this has not precluded it from being influential in computer-based emotion
synthesis.

A further theory worthy of mention here is the CogAff architecture (Sloman,
1999) which proposes a schema consisting of a triple-layered approach to an affective
architecture. The three layers consist of a reactive layer, a deliberative layer and a selfmonitoring layer. The reactive layer relies on automatic 'visceral' responses to stimuli,
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for example, 'startle' or 'disgust'. For example, a response could result automatically
on hearing an unexpected loud noise close by. A suitable emotional label for the
behavioural reaction to the noise might be 'startle'. The deliberative layer, on the other
hand, involves some evaluation of stimuli, for example constructing a plan to attain a
behaviour or learning how to achieve actions. Any plans learned by this layer can
subsequently be passed to the reactive layer. Emotional labels which this layer may
generate include for example, 'pleasure' resulting from achieving a plan. The third layer
involves the use of reflective meta-management processes such as preventing goals in
the lower layers from interfering with each other or choosing more efficient strategies.
Emotions which this layer may attain include shame and grief, for instance. The model
appears to be based on the supporting psychological and neurological literature
(Damasio, 1994), particularly the idea of primary and secondary emotions. However, its
use in synthetic character work is limited, to date.

2.4.5. Examples of Affeetive Computing Applications.
The following examples serve to further illustrate the use of the OCC model and
its derivatives in particular as, has been noted, this is a key approach used in affective
computing.

The aim of the 'Oz' project at Carnegie Mellon is in "developing technology for
artistically interesting simulated worlds" (Bates et al., 1992). To this end Agents are
broadly designed to include goal-directed reactive behaviour, emotional state and
behaviour, social knowledge and behaviour and natural language abilities. Bates et al.
are concerned with creating believable characters inspired by the master animators of
Walt Disney (Bates, 1994). They state that at anyone time a clear emotional state must
be displayed by animated characters thus creating the illusion of life in a character.
They have developed an architecture called Tok which integrates various subcomponents including those implementing perception (Sensory Routines and Integrated
Sense Mode1), reactivity and goal-directed behaviour (Hap), emotion and social
relationships (Em) and language analysis and generation (Gump and Glinda
respectively). As the interest in this research is presently focussed on emotion synthesis
Em will be examined in detail. Bates et al illustrate their Tok architecture by means of
the implementation of a simulated cat, Lyotard, living in a simulated world. The
perception and action components are described. Interestingly, Hap, the action
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component, bases the Agent's action on perception, current goals, emotional state and
behavioural features amongst other components. It uses plan schema to derive
behaviours based on context conditions and success tests. However, of primary interest
here is the Em model.

The Em model utilised in the Emotion and Social Relationships component of
Tok is, like Elliot's AR project to follow, based on the

ace model (Ortony et al.,

1990). It is cognitively based in that external events are compared with goals, actions
are compared with standards and objects (which can include other agents) are compared
with attitudes. Emotions used in Tok include: hope, fear, happy, sad, pride, shame,
admiration, reproach, gratification, remorse, gratitude, anger, love and hate. As Hap
runs goals are created, succeed and fail. These results affect the emotional model Em.
For example Happiness and Sadness occur when goals succeed or fail or Hope and Fear
occur when there is a chance of a goal succeeding or failing. Standards are used to
either approve or disapprove of actions resulting in Pride, Shame and Reproach. Anger,
Gratitude, Remorse and Gratification result from combinations of other emotions. For
example, Gratification is a result of Happiness and Pride. Some emotions always
coexist, for example Pride-Gratification due to the choice of standards. Finally, positive
or negative attitudes towards objects are used to derive the emotions Love and Hate, for
example Lyotard will Love a human who makes him grateful. Em also models the
decay of emotion over time. Em, then, adjusts behaviouralfoatures which "modulate the
activity of Rap" (Bates et al., 1992) thus creating emotional behaviour. Reilly (1996)
provides more details of the Tok and Em architectures.

The Affective Reasoner (AR) (Elliot, 1992) is also based on the
work described above by Ortony et

ace Model

at (1990). It is an appraisal-based computer model

of emotive states. Elliot et al (1999) describe the AR's conception of emotions as "a byproduct of goal-driven behaviour, principled (or unprincipled) behaviour, simple
preferences, and relationships with other agents". In fact, they go to great lengths to
dispel claims of Elliot's notions of emotions being related in any way to those grounded
in a physical body. The comparisons between his approach and that of the
are obvious. He describes "pseudo-personalities" modelled as:

ace model
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•

appraisal frames - representing an agent's goals with respect to events;

•

principles - with respect to perceived intentional actions;

•

preferences - with respect to objects;

•

moods - temporary changes to the appraisal mechanism;

•

channels - for the expression of emotions.

To elucidate, the appraisal frames, or goal-based emotions, for example joy and
distress, are activated when the agent matches an event with its goal-based concerns.
For example, a typical goal for Steve (Rickel & Johnson, 1999) - a pedagogical agent
which inhabits a virtual environment for Naval training -

might be "I will give

explanations about the subject domain and discuss interesting details about the domain
with the student" (Elliot et al., 1999). It is thus hoped that Steve's expression of
happiness resulting from being able to give the student some useful information, for
instance, will convey 'enthusiasm' to the student. However, these goal-based emotions
may be further modified by Steve's relationship to the student. For example, if Steve
and the student are 'friends' then Steve may 'feel sorry' for the student if they get
something wrong otherwise he may 'gloat' which may be useful to encourage
competition. To further elucidate, principle-based emotions, for example, irritation and
reproach, are generated when an agent makes a kind of moral judgement about another
agent's actions. For example, a typical principle for Steve may be "Student should
attend to me when I am talking with them". Thus, if the student does not currently have
Steve in their field of vision when Steve is attempting to demonstrate something, for
instance, then Steve will manifest a kind of 'annoyance'. Finally preference-based

emotions are activated. for instance, when an object matches with Steve's preferences.
For example. he could 'like' or 'dislike' that object. Thus situations which the agent
encounters match to twenty-six different emotion types, twenty-two of which are based
on the

ace

model (see Appendix D). Furthermore, emotion intensity variables

determine the quality and intensity of each emotion.

Returning to the effects of this affective modelling on an agent's personality,

Elliot et al (1999) state "it is thus necessary to describe the personality of the automated
agents in terms of the situations that arise, characterized as sets of goals. principles and
preferences in the content domain." In addition to Steve, Elliot's 'AR agents' utilise a
number of expressions to convey emotional state or this 'personality'. Elliot &
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Brzezinski (1998) state that they "have highly expressive schematic faces, speak with
somewhat emotionally inflected voices, listen to users through speech recognition and
use a rich set of musical selections to help reflect their current states". In terms of
evaluation of these agents Elliot & Brzezinski (1998) state that users more correctly
matched emotive content of the AR agents compared to that of videos of human actors
when both were reading ambiguous news items effectively filtered through their
respective 'personalities'. Future work proposed by Elliot will focus on affective
modelling of user's states in an attempt to further 'humanise' the social relationship
formed between computer and user which is particularly useful in the field of tutoring
systems such as that described in this thesis. Methods to achieve this aim, or at least
approximate it, include utilising such mechanisms as:

• inquiry - ask the user how they feel;
• stereotypes - make assumptions about user types, e.g. like to win, etc;
• context - e.g. a user who has repeatedly failed may feel bad;
• affective stereotypes - infer how most users would feel;
• self-inspection - base an assumption of a user's affective state on the
agent's state.

Further work on affective perception will be described in Chapter 9 as the need
for it in future research will then become more evident. Finally though, to round off this
section on Affective Computing, some general issues pertaining to the field will be
discussed.

2.4.6. Concerning Affective Agents.
Johnson and Rickel (2000) present an overview of concerns in the development
of animated pedagogical agents. These include benefits such as navigational guidance,
gaze and gesture as attentional guides, nonverbal feedback, conversational signals,
conveyance and elicitation of emotion, virtual team-mates (c.p. 'Learning Companions')
and adaptive pedagogical interactions. They constantly refer to implewented systems
such as Steve (Rickel & Johnson, 1999), Adele (Shaw et al., 1999) and Herman the Bug
(Lester et al., 1999). They go on to elucidate technical concerns in the development of

animated pedagogical Agents. Of special concern here are the problems associated with
'conveyance and elicitation of emotion' as, as mentioned, these are seen as central to the
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animated pedagogical Agents. Of special concern here are the problems associated with
'conveyance and elicitation of emotion' as, as mentioned, these are seen as central to the
creation of a believable character. Johnson and Rickel state that in order that Agents can
display appropriate emotional behaviour emotional intent (as designed by the behaviour
artist) has to be integrated with pedagogical intent. In fact due to the pedagogical
implementation of these types of Agents it is not necessary to implement a broad range
of emotional behaviour. For example, as Johnson and Rickel (2000) state: ''they should
be able to exhibit body language that expresses joy and excitement when learners do
well, inquisitiveness for uncertain situations (such as when rhetorical questions are
posed), and disappointment when problem-solving progress is less than optimal". They
cite examples of how the Cosmo Agent (Johnson & Rickel, 2000) employs an emotivekinaesthetic behaviour sequencing approach. Firstly, designers must create appropriate
behaviour for Cosmo in the 'behaviour space'. Secondly, these must be indexed to their
emotional content. Finally, the emotive behaviour must appropriately be integrated into
the pedagogical behaviour to create longer cohesive behaviour fragments. They
conclude by saying that research which integrates emotive computer models with
interactive learning environments "has only just begun".

A further point is that there is a danger in such anthropomorphisation of agent
software which is well documented in the literature (preece et al., 2002, p.155),
particularly in relation to embodied interface agents. In some instances it seems that
attributing such human qualities to software is an unnecessary step in overcomplicating
software design. For instance, Elliot et al (1999) describe a situation where Steve may
have a goal of becoming 'angry' in order to obtain the attention of the student but then
has a 'patience' principle which leads to feelings of 'remorse' or 'shame' for possibly
losing it's 'temper'. This raises the question of the validity of the creation of the 'angry'
goal in the first place. Without it Steve would not have to 'feel' shame as the action
would not take place. Even more protracted affective reasoning may, indeed, be
possible. Undoubtedly, modelling affective states of agents (either artificial or human)
is a complicated business. However, it is worth not losing sight of the original aims of
the inclusion of affective states, notably to increase the sociability of human-computer
interaction with a resultant increase in student motivation (this is the more modest aim
of this research). To this end, complex models of affect may prove to be unnecessary or
indeed inappropriate.
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2.5 Summary.
This chapter began by introducing a 'pedagogical framework' to be employed in
the implementation of a successful Virtual Learning Environment, such as the one
studied within the context of this research. It highlighted three phases of the framework,
notably Acquisition, Argumentation and Application. Each of these three distinct but
interweaved phases was then elaborated upon in terms of relevant literature. Subsequent
chapters will demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach through empirical
validation and report on techniques which can be utilised to improve and further refine
it.

The second section of this chapter touched on some of the Educational and
Psychological literature pertaining to collaborative learning with a view to providing a
rationale for the future design of a tool with which students collaborate to perform the
summarisation task. Additionally, Section S.1 will discuss collaboration between a
human learner and an artificial Agent in more detail.

The third section of this chapter reported on the task of summarisation. In
particular the task was placed into the context of generic writing skills and approaches
to teaching them such as the differences between writing as a process or as a product.
An exploration of a definition of a summary was attempted together with an

investigation of how pedagogical techniques can be employed to improve summarisers'
performance. Finally in this section, the role of the computer in automatic
summarisation was explored with a view to providing a tool which could aid students as
they summarise.

The fourth and final section of this chapter was concerned with the role of Affect
in Computing. The section began by placing the study of Affect into the historical
context of its philosophical development before discussing it's relevance to this
research. The next section discussed the design of exemplar suitably personified
"believable" Animated Pedagogical Agents with hypothesised consequences for student
motivation. In particular the section discussed issues of personality in the role of
believability and reported on research which sought to investigate the relevance of
interpersonal Psychology theories in the realm of Human-Computer Interaction. The
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subsequent section considered a particularly relevant adjunct of Affective Computing,
notably the need for and means of creating Embodied Agents. The next section then
highlighted some key models of Affective Computing then the penultimate section
culminated in a discussion of some implemented computer systems which have taken
these models into account, for example the use of the OCC model by Bates et al in the
'Oz' project. The final section in this Chapter then rounded off the reviews by
considering some of the more general issues in animated pedagogical agent design such
as the integration of emotion research and the dangers of anthropomorphisation.

With some of the key literature relevant to this research now explored
subsequent sections will report on studies carried out in the field (at CHALCS and other
local schools) which relate to the original Research Aims as stated in Chapter 1. In
addition later chapters will report on the design, implementation and validation of a
Learning Companion System which seeks to help students summarise course notes
within the Virtual Learning Environment. First though is a report on the development of
the web-based Physics course material to be embedded in the VLE.
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Chapter 3: The Development of a Web-Based Physics
Course.
3.1 Introduction.
In this chapter the development of the web-based Physics course at CHALCS is
described. The selection of the tools and development of the course materials was
based on the results of an initial questionnaire administered to CHALCS students to
assess support requirements also described in this chapter. The development of the
course materials and initial piloting of them within the Virtual Learning Environment
(VLE) took place over a 12 month period. The necessary Internet infrastructure was put
in place and novel material developed and uploaded into the chosen Virtual Learning
Environment (VLE), WebCT. This chapter reports the lifecycle of the web-based course
production. Firstly, the tools examined in the early days of the work are highlighted and
compared followed by an overview of the main functionality of WebCT. Secondly, the
development process itself is described together with an overview of the course.
Thirdly, preliminary results of what may be termed the 'pilot' phase are presented.
Finally, conclusions are reached as to the future direction of the research.

3.2 Review of Web-Based Learning Tools.
Before the course materials could be developed and piloted with CHALCS
students a suitable set of tools with which to create them and the learning environment
needed to be identified. A review of the available technologies at that time was
undertaken at the beginning of the project in which a number of integrated VLEs (webbased classrooms) and potential 'component' solutions (based on a number of different
stand-alone software systems) were examined. Based on the pedagogical rationale
described in chapter 2 key features of such a Virtual Learning Environment included
that there be opportunity to provide areas in which students had access to resources and
course materials, space to articulate with each other and the tutor their understanding of
that material and opportunity to practice or apply their knowledge within both self-

paced and cOllaborative activities on which they would receive peer and or tutor
feedback. Given these requirements it was important to select a VLE for the project
which would incorporate both content development and management tools and
communication and discussion tools together with tools to support collaborative group-
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that communication with tutors or peers can be confidential); 'Student space' indicates
whether students are able to have their own area within a course (thus ensuring that
students have a 'safe' space to work in, possibly in a group); 'Quizzes' indicates that
the environment supported inclusion of either Multiple Choice or Long Answer quizzes
(e.g. to support student self-assessment and/or provide the tutor with feedback on
student progression); 'Student Management' indicates that the environment provided
tools for the designer to manage students (e.g. help with maintaining a score database
thus easing the administrative overheads); 'Email' refers to integral email facilities;
'Bulletin Board' refers to integral asynchronous threaded discussion forum facilities
with tutor editing capabilities and 'Chat' refers to integral real-time synchronous chat
facilities (these last three facilities providing the infrastructure for the collaborative
learning, as we will see in a subsequent section). A '-' indicates that at the time support
for a facility was unknown.

Of all the VLEs reviewed at the outset of the project, WebCT alone supported
all of the necessary functionalities. In addition it was free to download and explore with
test material and, importantly, had been well received by colleagues in other
institutions. This led to the development of sample material in order to test its
functionality.

Initially 'Study Skills' materials were developed around a theme of the
American Civil Rights movement using the WebCT server at the University of British
Columbia (the originators of WebCT). This investigation proved that WebCT was
definitely capable of providing the facilities we required for the implementation of a
course at CHALCS. Furthermore, the WebCT licensing package is such that courses can
be developed at no cost. Instead, licenses are granted per number of students taking the
course. This is certainly an incentive to trial the software thus enabling a full evaluation
prior to purchasing. The implication then is that course costs can be passed onto the
student so that for a minimal personal cost they have access to the numerous facilities
available. This model was to be adopted for the CHALCS course. However, it
eventually became possible to negotiate a free limited license with the vendors of
WebCT.
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In addition to these advantages, the WebCT server can be installed on both
UNIX and Windows NT platfonns. Clients access the system from a standard web
browser such as Netscape Navigator or Internet Explorer. Therefore, once the server is
installed it is possible for students to access the course from any number of platforms
supporting web-based Internet connectivity. This is an obvious advantage for students
connecting from CHALCS, school or possibly home and thus helps achieve this
research's goal of widening provision for those wishing to study at CHALCS.

Finally, WebCT provided good support over the Internet in comparison with
competitors at that time. This support took the fonn of email, discussion lists, web
pages and, later, the e-leaming hub. This was undoubtedly a deciding factor in the
uptake ofWebCT at CHALCS.1n the next section the features ofWebCT are illustrated
in greater detail.

3.3 WebCT.
Later versions ofWebCT require a student to have a globallogin ('MyWebCT')
with which they are able to access all the courses to which they belong on a particular
course server although this facility was not implemented in the WebCT version used
during initial development. In the initial development the tutor created a login for the
student notifying the student of their user id and password. From the MyWebCT page
they can then follow links to the chosen course. By selecting a course link they are then
taken to the front page for their course and, once inside, they can check for
announcements, select any of their personal or public bookmarks or change their
password. The course front page will contain a course title and a number of icons which
serve to either take them to the course notes or to integral tools provided by the course
designer. Tools available to the student include the integrated email facility, the bulletin
board, synchronous chat facility and a shared whiteboard tool. Included amongst the
facilities for email is the concept of folders in order to manage messages. In fact, most
of the functionality is similar to that provided by regular email clients. The folder
concept is echoed in the bulletin board tool in the fonn of forums where discussions
take place related to a subject heading. The discussion within the bulletin board is

'threaded' so that replies to a posting will appear indented below the original message
(see Figure 3.1).
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talk about the rati nale underpinning the course and its consequent development.
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3.4 Implementation of a Physics Course.
This section is concerned with reporting on the rationale for the development of
a WebCT course in a particular area of the curriculum and issues involving the
development of this particular pilot course. Finally a brief overview of the course is
presented.

3.4.1. Rationale for the course and initial baseline needs assessment at
CHALCS.
An initial fact-finding session with CHALCS sixth form science students
indicated that they would like support in a number of specific subjects and more general
skills support. These students were all attending CHALCS in the evenings but during
the day attended a number of different local schools including Roundhay, Park Lane,
Allerton Grange and Notre Dame. Of the 15 interviewed the most popular subject areas
were Maths with 10 of the fifteen studying this subject, 7 studying Chemistry and 6
studying Physics. In terms of extra support required the most popular areas were
reference material (7), relevant theory (6) and past papers and writing skills both having
4 students declaring an interest. Reassuringly, all students stated that they had a basic
familiarity with Information Technology with a third saying they had Internet access.
Finally, all students said that they would like to participate in this research.

Taking this profile into account and the availability of a tutor at CHALCS able
to work. on the project it

was decided to implement a web-based course in Physics

which would offer support in generic note-taking skills so that the model could be
adapted for use in other subjects. It was, therefore, hoped that this would be the
forerunner or exemplar case inspiring other CHALCS staff to author their own material
for other subject areas. Astronomy and Optics was chosen in particular because, at the
time, this was a new subject area on the N .E.A.B. syllabus being used at CHALCS with
little provision in traditional text books, thus the content itself would be novel, filling a
gap in the material already available. The volunteer tutor thus felt it was a particularly
suitable topic for providing additional support materials via the web.
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3.4.2. Development of a VLE course.
Prior to commencement of the project there existed at CHALCS a number of
IBM PCs linked by a Local Area Network. However, there was no Internet connection
so this was obviously the first priority in the early stages as connectivity was central to
the research goals. Due to problems experienced by the installation contractors causing
approximately 3 months delay, the implementation of a VLE had to be postponed until
Internet connectivity was established. This connectivity consisted of a PC running
RedHat Linux supporting the World Wide Web server as well as the WebCT service.

There emerged two distinct teams involved in the implementation of the on-line
Physics course. These might be named the development team and the delivery team.
This researcher took a role in coordinating activity between the two teams, assisting
with course design activities and supporting the tutor in delivering the material at
CHALCS. The development team consists of the author of the Physics content, two
secretaries to enter the material into Word and the WebCT course designer who uploads
the course notes, creates the course appearance, etc. The delivery team consists of two
Physics tutors (the material author and the CHALCS tutor) and a WebCT technical
consultant. There is obviously some overlap in these role definitions and they are
dynamic.
Aside from the development team authoring and uploading course notes to the
WebCT environment it is also necessary for the delivery team to plan lessons using the
tools. The three pedagogical stages of Acquisition, Argumentation and Application (see
Chapter 2) are mapped onto the tools provided by WebCT (with the addition of classbased face-to-face teaching and the use of Microsoft Word) as shown in Table 3.2.
Note that following early trials with WebCT reported later in this chapter the WebCT
'My Notes' facility was not used and was replaced by Microsoft Word running as a

separate application. This is the only non-WebCT tool used. The reasons for not using
the 'My Notes' facility for note-taking are explained further in section 4.2.
The delivery team used this iteratively developed mapping of the learning
objectives to tasks and tools to plan lessons using WebCT. Table 3.3 lists example
abridged tasks taken from a CHALCS Physics lesson. These are arrived at by firmly
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grounding the appropriate tool for each stage in the Physics material. Note that each
task is preceded by a demonstration of the facilities provided by WebCT and is
complemented by a full et of Learning Objectives.

Face-to-face

I. Acquisition

Summary & Introduction

uiz

2. Argumentation

Feedback

Chat

Brainstorming

Bulletin Board

Structuring ideas

Compile

Selecting own notes

Word (Not WebCT's 'My Notes')

Annotating own notes

Chat / Bulletin Board / Face-to-face

Group based explanations and
judgements

3. Application

Chat / Face-to-face

Brainstorming qualitative
solutions

Email

Quantitative solutions

WhiteboardlChat

Group based model answer

Chat transcripts / Email feedback &

Reflection

Whiteboard answer

Table 3.2 Mapping tools to aspects of the pedagogy.

tart to compile the Physics course notes then cut and paste them into

Micorsoft Word, adding your own thoughts as you see fit. These are your own
notes. Complete this as homework.
2.

Discuss solutions to the following problem using the bulJetin board: a) Ideally,
how thick and how smooth should a glass window in a house be ?

3.

to solve the following problem as a group: HA

Use the

person stands at the end of a swimming pool 8 metres in length ... What is the
depth of the pool ? .."

Table 3.3 CHALCS "Reflection and Refraction" Lesson Tasks.
Note that each of the three tasks can be seen to relate to the three consecutive
pha e of the Pedagogical Framework. Appendix E contains a full lesson plan which
resulted from this kind of development process and was used at a real CHALCS session.
It contains Learning

bj ctive

Performance Measures, Resources Required and the

Lesson Tasks including Demonstrations.
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3.4.3. The Physics Course Overview.
The' Pr pertics of Light module was used for the purposes of this pilot. Figure
3.2 sh w a c ur .. note

ere n (from the original version of WebCT which actually

underwent everal revisions during the course of this research).
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brow er window h w th cour e pathway and the top frame shows the tools and
navigati n icon. The main frame shows the course content for 'Properties of Light'
including a diagram canned fr m the coW' e textbook. The 'gears' icon represents an
activity whilst the 'URL ' icon is a link to external resources such as encyclopaedias. In
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Figure 3.2 The 'Propertie of Light' Introductory Physics Course Notes.

The purpo e of including the icons mentioned above is to more deeply engage
the tudent a they interact with the course materials and helping to shift the nature of
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the learning from passive to active. For example, by including a 'question mark' it is
hoped that this will cause the student to reflect upon the concept being described and
generate explanations before reading the appropriate answer rather than passively
acquire an exposition. A similar rationale forms the basis for inclusion of the activities.
The inclusion of the Learning Companion, as detailed in Chapter 6, would serve to
further engage students in the acquisition of the course notes by providing a more
interactive learning experience which the current version of the static WebCT notes
does not provide.

3.5 Results of the Preliminary Evaluation.
The preliminary evaluation consisted of a baseline questionnaire/needs
assessment plus a familiarisation session in using WebCT from which observational
notes and online tracking were used to test the tools proposed. The baseline
questionnaires were completed by the three students regularly attending CHALCS for
Physics, one male (age 16) and two females (age 17). The two females were studying at
the same school.

All the CHALCS Physics students had good GCSE results consisting of A and B
grades. Three of the students were studying Physics at Advanced Level, three were
studying Chemistry and two were studying each of Maths, General Studies and Biology.
Furthermore, the questionnaires indicated that the students were comfortable with
computers, realised the importance of Key Skills and would like further help with them
but anticipated encountering problems with using the Internet even though they had
never used it in an Educational context.

Table 3.4 summarises the data sources used in the baseline needs assessment
together with the rationale for their collection, the analysis technique employed and the
results. Additionally, Table 3.5 summarises the conclusions reached including an
indication of the data sources they are derived from. The following sections discuss
these results and associated conclusions.
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DATA

RATIONALE

SOURCE
1. Questionaires obtain baseline data e.g.
age, gender,
etc.

enables closer
inspection of
WebCTuse
e.g. tools

2. Video

3. Webct
3a. BB/email
3b.cbatlogs

to see if they
are used
effectively

ANALYSIS
TECHNIQUE

RESULTS

gather individuals
personal details +
categorise and rank
responses to more
general questions

1 male (age 16),2
female (age 17) - all
had good GCSEs,
comfortable with
computers, think key
skills are important &
anticipate problems in
using the internet
- students demonstrated
problems using 'my
notes' e.g. including
images
- problems in
identifying whiteboard
contributors led to
collaboration
difficulties
- inappropriate posts
made to BB
- email understood
- chat: arguments are
easily developed but
more time is needed to
develop them
- usage increased
between sessions

look for problems
or successes in tool
use

look for evidence
of correct use, e.g
threads, forums
(BB) or
collaborative
debate (chat)

look for patterns
to evaluate
tools and notes (e.g. increases) in
tracking
statistics (e.g.
usage
means)
look for problems
4. Observational capture data
using WebCT tools
not captured
notes
or in general
by other
sources
3c.page

- 'acquisition' stage
best used outside of
face-to-face as apart
from note-taking or
external resources usage
it requires little tutor
intervention
- substantial overheads
in course ......._....ement
Table 3.4 Summary of Results of PreHmmary Evaluation.
(Key: 'BB' = Bulletin Board).

..
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DATA SOURCE
CONCLUSION
3a+ 3c
LC 'peer' for chatlBB collaboration
2+3a
LC 'coach' for whiteboardlBB use
2
LC 'guide' to effective note-takin2 stratelZies
LC 'tutor' to help reduce administrative/manaszement load
4
students soon became accustomed to using WebCT
3b
Table 3.5 Summary of Conclusions of Preliminary Evaluation.
(Key: 'BB' = Bulletin Board, 'LC' = Learning Companion)
In addition to the questionnaires Video and audio footage was gathered of one
student's on-screen interactions together with observational notes and on-line data (such
as page tracking and chat logs supplied with WebCT). Thus data could be combined or
triangulated in-keeping with the methodology described in Chapter 1.

Preliminary data analysis indicated that the CHALCS Physics students soon
become accustomed to using the WebCT facilities. During the first session the students
only bad a mean hits score of 33 with 3 articles read or posted to the bulletin board.
However, this increased to a mean hits score of 43 with 24 articles read or posted in the
follow-up session. Chat, in particular, was used extremely effectively to develop
arguments with the tutor and peers but time limitations cut short the session. However,
inappropriately placed postings were made to the bulletin boards indicating that the
concept of fora and threads were not properly understood. It became apparent that the
Acquisition stage is best carried out outside of face-to-face contact time as it required
little tutor intervention therefore freeing classroom based sessions for the more
interactive Argumentation and Application phases. Tutor intervention was, however,
periodically required during Acquisition to guide the students through the notes or to
encourage them to use the on-line encyclopaedias. The 'my notes' facility provided by
WebCT proved cumbersome to use to structure course note extracts and annotations,
especially if images were required since these could not be cut and pasted into my notes
and links to glossary items were also not maintained when pasted in (this is discussed in
more detail in section 4.2). The WebCT whiteboard tool was also problematic in terms
of identification of contributors which exacerbated problems inherent in collaboratively
authoring diagrams.

In other words it wasn't possible to distinguish who had

contributed what to the whiteboard. Finally, it became apparent that the tutor's job was
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very time-intensive involving administration overheads, for example pruning the
bulletin board or preparing diagrams for the whiteboard, as well as lesson-based work.

3.6 Emerging Support Requirements.
From these preliminary evaluations a number of possible areas that might
benefit from additional online support emerged as potentially useful, particularly the
online agent-based support or Learning Companions envisaged by Chan (1996) which
would be capable of engaging students on a one-to-one basis for anytime, anywhere
coaching. At this stage of the research, one possibility identified was to provide Agentbased support at the level of each of the tools, e.g. a peer to chat or use the bulletin
board with, a coach for use of the whiteboard or the bulletin board, a guide to course
notes navigation and 'my notes' construction and a tutor to assist the human tutor.

To elaborate, a peer Learning Companion would allow students to
collaboratively develop arguments when no suitable real peers are logged on which
would encourage access from outside of the classroom-based face-to-face session, i.e.
home, school or CHALCS open access times. A coach could provide more technically-

based help in the form of the proper use of threads and fora in the bulletin board or the
best way to draw diagrams collaboratively in the whiteboard. The guide could support
'my notes' construction by acting as a Learning Companion. It could offer guidance by
collaborating with a student in effective note-taking strategies. Finally, the tutor would
be used across all three stages to decrease the workload of the real tutor by aiding
course administration such as bulletin board editing and email filing as well as possibly
answering Frequently Asked Questions. However, it is not possible to design and
implement all of these kinds of Agent-based support so it will be necessary to focus on
one of these contexts to evaluate the potential of the Agent-based approach.

3.7 Conclusions.
This early 'pilot' work indicated that the navigation of WebCT could be easily
learned by students as evidenced by their enthusiastic uptake of the Properties of Light
Introductory material and successful utilisation of the integral WebCT tools. This
success together with initial evidence of what students found difficult motivated the
development team to provide additional learning resources including both short answer
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Figure 3.3 A ummari ation Activity in the Lenses Module.
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great potential and is likely to motivate and engage in ways that static notes cannot.
Whilst support for problem-solving when the tutor is not present is also highly desirable
it would represent a major undertaking in terms of developing an intelligent agent that
would replicate the tutor's existing expertise and would be relatively domain-specific.
The key skill of summary note-taking might be considered to be less domain-specific,
would be less likely to replicate the Physics tutor's existing specialist expertise and
would be more readily transferable across the curriculum. In addition, given the
previous work by Tawalbeh (1994), concerning summary model designs to be applied
within a Computer-Based Learning context, there was scope to build on this novel
previous work by developing a Learning Companion to aid summary note-taking. To
this end, the next chapter examines help required when students make their own notes
by summarising the WebCT Physics course notes and in particular reports on studies
undertaken at CHALCS and at a local school to examine requirements for such a
support.
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Chapter 4: The Summarisation Studies.
4.1 Introduction.
These studies aim to investigate more closely the support requirements of
students as they take summary notes in the online WebCT environment with a view to
informing the design of a note-taking Learning Companion. The first study took place at
CHALCS and the second study took place at Notre Dame school. CHALCS has already
been introduced in Chapter 1. Notre Dame is a Roman Catholic sixth-form college in
inner-city Leeds. Some pupils from Notre Dame attend CHALCS' classes for
supplementary education. The reason for including a study at Notre Dame was that the
number of students enrolled in CHALCS who were studying physics at sixth form level

was very small and although this meant it was possible to follow individuals closely it
was not possible to be sure that their particular summary note-taking behaviour was
typical. Notre dame offered the opportunity to take a larger class for a session working
with WebCT. This would provide some additional evidence as to whether the strategies
identified at CHALCS were typical, although it would not be possible to observe the
summary note-taking process of children in the larger class in as much detail. A number
of other CHALCS feeder schools were also contacted but felt unable to take part in any
study.

From Chapter 3 we have argued for a number of potential support roles for a
Learning Companion. However, we cannot hope to develop all of these roles within the
lifecycle of this research project. Therefore, from these potential roles we selected that
of note-taker as satisfying requirements of being ''wanted'' by students, not easy to
provide 'just in time' by the tutor and potentially tractable as an exemplar case based on
the previous work in the field (discussed in Chapter 2).

Specific Research Questions for this Chapter are listed below:
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1. What help and support do students require in taking notes within the VLE?
2. What do students understand to be the requirements of good summary notetaking?
3. What assistance does the VLE offer the students in this task ?
4. What is the quality of student's summaries and are they aware of how their
summaries could be improved ?
5. What types of residual help do students need to develop their summary skills
that might inform the design of a Learning Companion?

The key studies then described in this chapter are designed to find answers to these
questions, especially Question 5, notably how to improve upon the functionality of
WebCT. In particular, as emerged from the Critique ofWebCT in Chapter 3 we wish to
provide additional student support in the key skill of summarlsation. The studies are
therefore designed to address summarisation of the WebCT Physics notes. But first, we
examine the features of the integrated WebCT summary note-taking aid. Note that the
Rationale is common to both studies as are the final Conclusions and Summary.
However, the Me~ Analysis and Results are included for each separate study. The
Method for each study differs slightly mainly due to the fact that the CHALCS study
took place with a much smaller number of students and more time was spent on the
task. However, both groups performed similar tasks.

4.2 Rationale.
As detailed in Chapter 3 preliminary evaluation indicated that there was a need
to supplement the functionality provided by the 'My Notes' WebCT tool. Thus, in

addition to conducting these studies in order to better understand the processes and
strategies of students when taking notes using WebCT the aim of the studies was to
gather further data on the ways in which note-taking support provided within WebCT
could be improved through the provision of a Learning Companion and note-taking
tool.

The 'my-notes' facility is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1 WebCT 'my notes' facility.
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solid foundation in the initial Acquisition stage of the Pedagogical Framework (as
discussed in Chapter 2). What is ideally required, for instance, is a Word Processed
document containing the notes summary with embedded hyperlinks back to the relevant
text in the course notes.

Some of the problems with the WebCT 'my notes' facility highlighted above can
be answered by using Microsoft Word to construct summary documents. For example,
the integral spell checker and formatting tools can be used to improve presentation. On
the other han~ the previously automatic indexing facility is obviously absent when the
user has to select, drag and paste text from WebCT to MS Word as there is no
communication between the two packages as would be possible in an Open Systems
approach (see Barker, 1999).

The next two sections describe two studies, one undertaken at CHALCS and the
other at Notre Dame Sixth Form College, to ascertain further support requirements for a
note-taking learning companion. For each study the format of the report is to first talk
about the study method (including its design - subjects and data artefact synopses - and
its procedure), the analysis (in-keeping with the methodology described in Chapter 1
with full reference to data sources) and the results (particularly showing how they are
grounded in the data). The subsequent conclusions which round-off this chapter are
common to both studies and are thus derived from both studies' analysis and results
discussions.

4.3 The CHALCS SummarisatioD Study.
The CHALCS S11lDmarisation study took place during an evening scheduled for
the usual Physics lessons with the CHALCS tutor at the CHALCS premises in
Chapeltown, Leeds.

4.3.1. Method.
As mentioned the method is divided into the design of the study, that is base-line

details of the students and overviews of the data used, and a detailed report of the
procedure.
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4.3.1.1. Design.
Two students (females, age 17) were asked to collaborate in performing a
summarisation task of a portion of the WebCT 'Lenses' module within the Astronomy
and Optics course. They both study A Level Physics at the same school, Allerton High
in Leeds and have been attending CHALCS for a number of years.

After a short demonstration, both students were asked to cut and paste from the
WebCT notes into Word then swap documents and comment on each other's work
finally emailing their summaries to the Instructor.

Artefacts collected for the purpose of analysis include observational notes,
video/audio tapes both of tutor-led conversations and summarising (later transcribed),
Word 'summary' documents including the collaborators annotations (later annotated by
the instructor) and WebCT data (e.g. page tracking logs). See Appendix F for these
documents. In addition, a questionnaire was utilised which aimed to gather student's
background data such as age, gender, school and qualifications and answers to more
directed questions such as attitudes to key skills and use of ICT for learning. The same
questionnaire was used for both the CHALCS and the Notre Dame studies in order to

maintain consistency. These data will allow the student's strategies when summarising
and their preconceptions of summarlsation to be examined as well as the quality of their
resulting summary, i.e. they will relate to the Research Questions for this Chapter stated
in section 4.1.

4.3.1.2. Procedure.
The video camera and microphone were first set up in the room directed at SI's
computer screen, having already secured her permission. Aside from being aware of the
video data, the students were also aware that the WebCT on-line data was also being
gathered.

Data had already been gathered for the CHALCS students in the form of
questionnaires in the previous 'pilot' session (see Chapter 3). The students were at this
stage quite familiar with the WebCT tools, such as chat, email and bulletin boards but

had not seen the 'Lenses' course material upon which this study was based.
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This researcher began by demonstrating how to have two windows open, one
containing WebCT, the other containing MS Word then how to cut and paste text from
the former to the latter. The 'compile' tool within WebCT (which allows the student to
form a concatenated list of selected course notes, for example for the purposes of
producing a hard copy) was also demonstrated. Next it was necessary to demonstrate
how to copy images from WebCT to Word by first saving them. Subsequently, we
demonstrated the use of Word's annotation facility by inserting a comment in an
example document.

At this point we held a discussion with the students concerning their thoughts on
effective summarisation techniques. The pedagogical philosophy employed here and in
subsequent sessions was for the tutor to facilitate rather than dominate the discussion
much akin to an early stage of Inquiry style of tutoring (palinscar & Brown, 1984).
Table 4.1 contains an excerpt from this discussion.

In the initial discussion the tutor aims to focus the students on the task. ahead - to
get them to reflect on what a good summary is, eliciting what they already know about
how to take good notes and why note-taking is important, for example questions at turn
1 and 8. At times the tutor summarises the outcome of the discussion too, for example
at turn 6.

The students were asked to summarise section 1 "Introduction to Lenses" which
comprises of 6 sub-sections including a summary. They were reminded of the
navigation facilities within WebCT then proceeded to create their summary in Word.
The video/audio were checked regularly to ensure the desired data was being captured.
In addition, classroom based observations were recorded.

Towards the end of the snmmarising session the students were warned that they
would have to end soon. After 43 minutes they were told to stop summarising. At this
point the tutor intervened to save the summary Word document which, due to network
restrictions, was achieved by attaching the Word document to an email within WebCT.
Having effectively swapped documents the students were asked to comment on each
other's work by adding annotations. First though the tutor intervened to initiate a
discussion of student's impressions of their own and their collaborator's summary
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docwnent including attempting to elicit strategies and decisions (see the excerpt in
Table 4.2). The annotation activity was given just 11 minutes.
Following the annotation phase the tutor initiated another discussion concerning
the differences between the two student's documents leading to a discussion of
sununarisation method (see Table 4.3 for an excerpt). This was an attempt by the tutor
to cause the students to reflect on their summarisation experiences, in particular by
noting differences between their two strategies, thus prompting self-explanation and
collaborative problem-solving (in terms of identifying the best strategies with the help
of each other and the tutor) with a resultant re-examination of their own summary note-

taking techniques.
At this point the lesson was ended, floppy disks collected containing the
summary documents and the video camera switched off.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

ou've written

of the main

ints
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1. [SI] Yeah, read them all first, hmm .. .I've just condensed them, taken out
like, the bits that you don't need.
2. [TI] Right, so you did a, you selected the things you really wanted and just
put them into Word.
3. [SI] Hmmm ... yeah, I've taken out some of like, its more like, mines more
like bullet points in note form rather than ...
4. [TI] Right, so you spent a lot of time deleting stuff
5. [SI] Yeah
6. [T 1] Once you got it in
7. [SI] Yeah. Its only about one and a bit pages long, {there's a} bit on the
...1.'
page, cause I' ve taken out evel.YUlUll!..
8. [Tl] Right, and did you do much re-writing or once you deleted anything did
you do any re-writing after that ? Or did you just ...
9. [S I} I did a bit of sentence rearranging.
10 [Tl] Yeah, yeah, did you do a similar sort of thing ? {to S2}
11 [S2] Well, I didn't delete as much as she did ...
12 [TI] right
13 [S21 some bits I did but not as much as her
14 [TI] You've ended up with nearly much the same
Table 4.2 CHALCS SUlDlDansation Study, Transcnpt 2 Excerpt - Post-Swappmg•
(Key: SI, S2 = students, TI = tutor I)

.

. .

.

1. [TI] O~ what was the, what was the main difference then between what you
both have put?
2. [SI] She's just, she's written the same, she hasn't read it, she's written the
same thing three times on this.
3. [TI] O~ so there's some repetition, yeah ?
4. [SI] Yeah.
5. [TI] But are there, are there, things that have been picked the same ... as the
ones that you'd pick.
6. [SI] No, no, she's put a lot of information that I haven't even added on mine
'cause I didn't think it was relevant
[TI]
Right, so what, so what sort of things did you pick and why?
7.
8. [S I] I've picked like the bare bones, like, just exactly like what I thought I
needed and then she's put things like hmmm ... about lenses, they're used to
see near objects and then she's put molecules and bacteria and then distant
ones and you know that, like, you know already that they're used in
microscopes and telescopes. Do you see what I mean ?
9. [TI] Yeah, so you've put in some extra information. Why, why did you think
that ?
10 [S2] 'Cause, I mean we already had like whatever it wants, it's not as if you
could pick it up, pick it up that quickly, do you know what I mean ?
11 [TI] Yeah.
12 [S2] So, I left it there for detail.
Table 4.3 CHALCS SUlDlDansation Study, Transcript 3 Excerpt - PostAnnotation.
(Key: SI, S2 = students, TI = tutorl)

. .
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4.3.2. Analysis.
Both students responded well to the initial 'training' session with just the
annotation demonstration requiring repetition. At this point they are quite proficient in
WebCT. Windows and Word and cutting and pasting between the two packages
presents no real problems. However, it did later become apparent (See Appendix F. SI's
summary) that pasting WebCT hyperlinks into the Word document was ineffective as
this resulted in an error and ultimately missing words ,e.g. "Outer rays have a larger
angle of incidence and hence a greater Error! Bookmark not defmed." This led to
confusion as picked up by S2's annotation#4: ''the error has replaced many important
words and therefore nearly all of the text doesn't make sense". It is worth pointing out
that S2 avoided this possible error by making less use of cut and paste and actually
typing her own notes or even writing and drawing diagrams on a separate piece of

paper.
The initial tutor-led discussion elicited the student's preconceived notions of the
content and process required to produce a good summary. These included:

•

Shorter than the original text: "Like a shortened version of what you've
picked up from what you've ... " (SI)

•

Recap of main points: "it's easier to get information from if its like ... if you
recap the bits you need." (S2)

•

Need to decide what to lceep : "You keep what you thinks important and
relevant ... " (S2), SI saying ''that's the hardest bit actually"

•

In Physicsformuiae, diagrams and definitions are important

•

Sometimes diagrams are clearer than written descriptions: " ... some things,
they're not obvious if you write out, like, a description you need to draw the
diagram to show what you mean ... " (S2)

•

Use note form, in particular ''trigger points" (S2)

It was observed during the actual summarisation phase that both students read

the course notes first before commencing construction of the summary document (see
Table 4.4).
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Table 4.4 Pre-Summarisation Student Tracking
Tt i intere ting to see that SI more or less navigated the section sequentially

(with the ex ption of mi ing the "controlling light" introductory text) whereas 2 at
one point went back to the first course page "introduction to lenses" then on return
elect to omit the an wer to the two supplementary questions on converging len es.
The two trategie employed elucidate different techniques to navigating the hypertext
cour e n te . Wh rea

1 employ traditional sequential reading techniques reminiscent

of static text , 2 employs techniques which take advantage of hypertext structure, that
is, will na igate the text taking advantage of hyperlinks. Subsequent tracking indicate
that during the actual summary construction both students navigate the course notes in
exactly the ame equ nce i.e. the equential pre-defined course path.

A similar number of page hits were registered by WebCT in the study for both
] and 38 fi r 2). It is clear from the WebCT Hits Distribution,

student (32 for
however, that

2 made greater use of the glossary facility whilst negotiating the
ec Figure 4.2). In addition S2 also read an article on the Bulletin

summary proce
Board.

From the ide it wa noted that SI employs a ' paste and complete' technique,
that is, ection of text are cut from the WebeT course notes, pasted then formed into
complete entenc

b typing. Thi technique was u ed extensively together with a

separate 'editing' technique which was used more as completion approached. Upon a
fir t draft

iewed the whole document, particularly looking at overall layout. As

mentioned the glo ary hyperlinks did not work when copied then pasted into Word
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leaving err r me age

In

th

ununary document. This resulted in SI having to go

through the entir document at the end and replace the errors with the actual words.
Image were cut and pa ted effortle sly to gTeat effect (as can be seen in the excerpt in
Figure 4.3 Appendix F contains the full summary). The Expert commented that both
ummane wer ..

ry go d" and that SI's was similar to their own.
S2 : Hits Distribution

S1 : Hits Distribution

articles

homepage

6%

glossary

13%

---.......

tool page

~

3%

homepage

read
3%
glossary

3%
3%

24%

content

pages
67%

pages
78%

Figure 4.2 Comparison of Hits During CHALCS Summarisation Study.

At the fir t face the light enters a denser medium and will bend towards the
normal. It will diverge. And at the second face it will diverge more because the
light ray enters a less dense medium (air) and is refracted away from the normal
as the light waves pick-up speed. So the image will appear to come from behind
the lens i.e. the same side as the object (project the final ray back to where it
cros e the axis) and 0 is a virtual image.

F

r
<

F Is

1I

virtu,1 prlnolpal focus

Fig 111 11 Ad,v rging I ns has iI virtual
principal focus and 1I negative fooal length

virtual image

Fig 19.12 All reel objects viewed through
8

diverging lens form virtual images

Figure 4.3 Excerpt of CHALCS Student (SI) Summary Document.
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Upon completion of the summary documents the ensmng tutor-led dialog
revealed that SI not only selected and edited on a sentence level but also maintained a
coherence between sentences by moving them around : "I've rearranged the sentences a
bit because like you know like you read things in a different order". On the other hand
S2 maintained the original sequence of notes : "I kept to the order it was in ... ".
Interestingly SI also stated that she added definitions from the glossary next to the
appropriate diagram then consequently edited the text: "I've rearranged the writing to
go with them so it's about two types of lenses ... " As already mentioned, S2 did not use
cut and paste to copy glossary definitions but actually wrote them by hand then
incorporated them into her summary.

S2 only made four comments on SI' s summary commenting on SI's brevity
("This is quite good as it's very brief, although 1 may have kept the info given about
lenses allowing access to view micro organisms to stars and distant objects, it gives an
estimation of the scale that lenses can operate at") and the hyperlink error already
mentioned. SI made nine comments on S2' s summary, making quite detailed criticisms
of her document. In particular she is concerned with S2' s repetition ("this is the third
time you've said this"). straight copying of text without explanation ("just straight
copied out, no own notes made") and the general coherence of the document ("You've
just started yacking on about concave lenses, you haven't told me what they are, come
to think of it you haven't even told me what convex lenses are yet ... this sentence has
just been stuck in the middle of nowhere"). This shows an appreciation of rhetorical
structure - a knowledge that it is usual to define an object before describing its
attributes or properties, see Meyer (1975; 1984).

After annotating each other's documents the tutor-led dialog revealed that S2
had in fact repeated some information in her summary as pointed out by SI. It later
became apparent that this was due to S2 thinking that this was just a first draft and that
she would subsequently be able to refine it, a method which she employs in her normal
note-taking : "I thought 1 was actually going to the end of the document and make a
summary and just ... do you know what 1 mean ? Bullet points of my own, 1 didn't
actually ... edit that document". This also indicates that 82 would have preferred to
spend more time on the note-taking activity and that this may mean she needs to
develop her strategies to work quiokly when under time-pressure. However, the time-
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pressure for this task was high and it may also be reasonable to expect to be able to take
more time taking notes. At the other end of the scale 81 relates "I just read it off, I never
make notes" and is keen to point out the fact that she just utilises ''trigger points" for
revision forcing 82 to concede that "I don't pick up stuff that quickly".

Thus, S2

consciously included more detail in her summary notes because she felt she needed
them for later understanding.

4.3.3. CHALCS Summarisation Results.
In common with Chapter 3, Table 4.5 summarises the data sources used in the
CHALCS summarisation evaluations together with the rationale for their collection, the
analysis technique employed and the associated results. Table 4.6 summarises the
conclusions reached including an indication of the relevant data sources which have
been triangulated. The following sections discuss these results and associated
conclusions. Finally, section 4.5 triangulates the results from both the CHALC8 and
Notre Dame studies to be described.

The two CHALC8 students both reported feeling fairly competent with leT on
their initial needs questionnaire but anticipated problems with finding suitable material
before the sessions began. In answers to a question about "searching for the right
information or taking the right sort of notes" 82 reported "I would benefit from note
taking and note making to make appropriate notes" and 81 reported "I always get
confused. I often have to do things several times because 1 don't have the right notes."
This is interesting in light of the earlier comments 8 1 makes about needing only the
briefest of notes. It may be that whilst 82 might not have structured her notes optimally
and may have copied too much, at the same time SI may err in the other direction,
copying across less than she will find she needs later.

The need for 82 in the CHALCS study to have to write and draw on
supplementary pieces of paper is indicative of the inadequacies of the cutting and
pasting methodology and subsequently would be an ideal area for further support, for
example a 'scratch pad' for jotting down sections of notes. Editing of the pasted text is
obviously an important part of summary writing, the students taking care to add
appropriate words to form complete sentences and indeed carefully selecting the text in
the fll'St instance although less rigorously in 82's case.
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DATA SOURCE
1. Video

2. Word
summaries

3. WebCT Data
3aTracking
3b Page hits
4. Questionnaire
(as used in
Chapter 3)
5. Audio
transcripts

RATIONALE
To obtain a visual
record of
summarisation
techniques/strategies
to obtain a record of
the final summary
and annotations (to
be examined by an
expert)

ANALYSIS
TECHNIQUE
Noting
summarisation
strategy and time

RESULTS
SI uses 'paste and complete'
+ some final editing

statistics on

S2 copies and pastes with
very limited final editing
- looking for points of - webct hyperlinks do not
interest, ego errors (+ transfer to word (S 1)
the expert compared
- expert noted both
them to their own)
summaries were good + SIs
- looking for
was similar to theirs
comments about
- S I liked S2s summary but
partners summary
would have liked more detail
- S2 concerned with with
repetition, copying &.
coherence
- examine logs for
- sequential (S 1) vs.
navigation strategies
hypertext(S2)con~g
styles
- statistical analysis
- S2 makes more use of
of hits distribution
glossary &. BB

toolslpage access
to obtain base-line
data

extract pertinent
information

- captures the

sequence of course
notes reading
- to ascertain

- to elicit
(pre)conceptions of
summarisation &.
post-test reasoning

+ interrelationships

- highlight comments
relating to
summarisation
- look for personality
types, language use,
etc.

- 2 females, age 17 from
Allerton High, good GCSE
results, competent with ICT,
both could benefit from
note-ta1cing help
- SI rearranges sentences, S2
keeps to original order + SI
included edited glossary
definitions
- SI is 'dominant', S2 is
'passive' but there is mutual
respect

6. Observational
notes

to obtain mise.

points of interest not
covered by other
data

- look for factors
amongst notes
affecting
summarisation

- S I is more economical, S2
admits being a slower
learner
- both use colloquialisms
- S2 utilised a separate
notepad

. .

Table 4.5 SUIDDlary of CHALCS Summansation Study Results

(Key: Sx = subject x, BB = WebCT Bulletin Board)
FINAL
CONCLUSION
Cl

DATA
SOURCE
6

C2

I&.5
3a&.2

C3
C4

CS

INTERMEDIATE CONCLUSION
S2s notcpage use may indicat" the necessity of having a

'scratcbp8d'

S
5

text editing is important although S2 does it less
SI followed a sequential pre-read but reordered her
summary whereas S2 followed a 'hypertext' pre-read but
kept the final order the same
SI is 'dominant', S2 is 'passive' but there is mutual·respect
both students use colloquiall8D.2U82e

Table 4.6 Summary of ConelusioDs of CHALCS Summarisation Study
(Key: Sx = Subject x, ex = a reference for the final conclusion, see Table 4.12)
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It was interesting to see that although SI followed the sequential path through
the course notes when she constructed her own summary it did not comply with the
original order but was adapted to be, in her eyes, more consistent. This is in contrast to
S2 who employed a more hypertext kind of navigation yet constructed a summary inkeeping with the original order. Apart from the two extremes of summarisation
techniques espoused by the students an interesting emergent factor of the dialogues is
the dominating personality of SI and almost submissive concessions of S2. There is,
however, a mutual respect much in evidence between the two students, they realise their
differences but whilst SI may seem quite critical she is less judgemental than would
first appear and S2 is very non-judgmental. These contrasting yet complimentary
personality traits may be useful to model in a summarisation support (cp. Reeves and
Nass, 1996 and Isbister and Nass, 2000 - described in Section 2.4.2). Also, in terms of
personality traits, colloquialisms such as "like", "gonna", "sort of thing", '''cause'' and

''yeah'' are much in evidence in the dialogues. Incorporation of this language may prove
advantageous in establishing rapport with students but requires fonnative evaluation
(see Chapter 5, the Wizard ofOz study).

Note that the joint Conclusions section, for both studies presented in 4.5, make
further comments on the results presented here and presents a model of the two
contrasting styles of note-taking as presented by the two CHALCS students. Preliminary
conclusions here note that individual students may differ in their support requirements
both in what they need to retain in their summaries for comprehension and revision and
also in their preferred collaboration style.

4.4 The Notre Dame Summarisation Study.
The Notre Dame snmmarisation study took place during normal school hours at
the college premises just opposite the University of Leeds in the inner city. A nonna!
Physics lesson was utilised for the study in a computer-equipped laboratory.

4.4.1. Method.
Again, the method details the design of the study, the base-line student data and
synopses of the data collected. Also included in the method is a detailed description of
the experimental procedure.
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4.4.1.1. l)esiJf~
The design of this study follows the design of the CHALCS study as closely as
possible, given the different context. This context consists of a group of 15 students
aged 17 and 18 with 4 being female and 11 male. A classroom was used consisting of
13 computers thus leading to 2 pairs of students at one computer, the remaining having
a personal computer (note that the pairs are labelled S6 and S3). All students were in
their second year of studying Advanced Level Physics following the NEAB syllabus.

The session was held in two halves. The first half concentrated on demonstrating
the basic facilities of WebCT to the students and allowing them to practice using some
of it's pertinent features. The second half was the main thrust of the summarisation
study and involved the students in constructing a summary of the WebCT Phsyics
course notes on Lenses which was something they were then studying in their usual
classes.

Artefacts collected for the purposes of analysis include:

•

permission slips;

•

observational notes (used to document the summarisation process);

•

questionnaires (to collect background data and e.g. attitudes to key skills);

•

chat logs (used to analyse discussions concerning summarisation styles and
general utility ofWebCT/on-line learning);

•

summary documents (with annotations, used to compare summarisation
strategies);

•

miscellaneous documents (e.g. scraps of paper, evidence of supplementary
aids during summarisation).

These artefacts relate to the Research Questions stated in section 4.1 concerning
informing the design of a Learning Companion.

4.4.1.2. Proc~dllN.
The first task was to hand out the questionnaires to be completed in the student's
own time and obtain completed permission slips. As already mentioned the aim of Part
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I was to familiarise the students with WebCT. To this end features ofWebCT were fIrst
demonstrated including the course content i.e. glossary hyperlinks, icons (e.g. gears,
light-bulb), links to external resources and an interactive java applet with mention of the
Multiple Choice Quiz. Additionally, tools that were demonstrated included: email, chat
and the bulletin board with mention of the white board. The students were then asked to
obtain their password and create their own 'MyWebCT' globallogin to enable access to
the Physics course. Their fIrst task was to prepare a definition of a term from the notes
for inclusion in the glossary then email this to a partner, sending a copy to the instructor.
Their second and fInal task of Part 1 was to use the chat to answer a question
concerning the recognition of infra-red and X-ray electromagnetic radiation.

Part 2, the actual summarisation study, began with a demonstration of Microsoft
Word which was to be used to construct the summary. The main focus though was on
the use of the annotation facility within Word to enable peer commenting. In addition
students were shown how to

save an image to a local disk drive (thus enabling

transference from the browser to MS Word), the use of bullet points (to neatly identify

separate points) and cut and paste {between browser and summary document). All of
these features were deemed particularly relevant to the task. The task itself was further
decomposed into five parts as summarised below (shown also are the suggested times to
be spent on activities which were enforced by the teacher):

1.

discuss "what makes an effective snmmary ?" using chat [10
minutes];

2.

summarise section 1 to 1.3 of 'Lenses' using Word [30 minutes];

3.

email your summary to a partner and instructor then use chat to
discuss differences [5 minutes];

4.

annotate your partners summary using Word then email to

instructor [I 0 minutes];
5.

discuss your impressions of on-line summarisation using chat [5

minutes].
The fInal step in the procedure was to obtain all of the data (e.g. summaries,
•
emails, etc.) from within WebCT for the purposes of subsequent analyses. In addition
the completed questionnaires were collected about a week later.
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4.4.2. Analysis.
Due to initial network problems time was short in the first part of the study
which may explain why the email task was responded to badly. However, students
seemed to have grasped the mechanism sufficiently for the study to proceed. In addition
these same technical problems meant that the second chat task was unmoderated leading
to students 'playing' with the chat rather than keeping within the topic in the lesson
tasks, but again they mastered the skills necessary to use the facility. This mastery was
also echoed in the general WebCT proficiency displayed, i.e. course navigation was
sufficient for the study to proceed. It was noted, however, that the new 'MyWebCT'
mechanism was confusing for the students resulting in a little lost time as they
attempted to create globallogins.

The summary task itself was responded to with mixed success. At one end of the
spectrum one of the pairs of students (S3) composed a summary consisting of nine
numbered succinct points with a clear title utilising a separate piece of paper to write
out their summary before entering it into Word. At the other end of the spectrum the
other pair (S6) simply cut and pasted the entire contents of the Lenses notes with no
annotation or additions. Most students utilised a 'cut and paste' technique. Of the eight
summaries which were emailed to the Instructor five utilised a title to structure their
documents. The annotation activity was not carried out as expected with only two
students carrying out the activity as desired although one of these did place comments
within the document without the use of the annotation facility (S 1). The remaining
students did not attempt annotation. A selection of summary documents can be found in
Appendix G (i.e. one good, one intermediate and one poor summary).

Table 4.7 shows information obtained from the WebCT Physics course

'tracking' facility relating to the pages which students examined as they went about the
summarisation task. It shows the page 'hits' broken down for each of the 13 students
(including the two pairs) into the main areas of the WebCT course. These areas are the
course homepage, the tool pages (which contains, for example the 'compile' tool). the
content (the actual course notes), the 'take notes' facility (the built-in annotation
facility) and the WebCT glossary. Note that the students are matched with those referred
to in Table 4.1 0 which follows. The 'sequence' column refers to one of five categories
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of c ur e note navigation tyles (explained in the Key) derived from the WebCT logs
and ob ervation in the classroom.

studcnt

total
hits

homepa~c

SI
S2
S3
S4
SS
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13

21

12
9

Mean

S.D.

tool

contcnt

pa~e

take
note

~Iossary

sc()ucncc

0
0
5
18
34
0
2
5
12
5
2
0
0
14
2
6
25
0
3
4
4
9
0
17
0
1
7
5
0
13
0
7
15
6
28
0
0
12
6
1
5
0
0
7
11
16
36
0
2
16
5
12
35
0
2
10
1
2
13
0
0
3
16
7
27
0
1
7
3
20
33
3
0
9.8
3.5
9.9
22.8
0.2
0.8
2.0
4.3
5.5
10.7
0.8
1.1
Table 4.7 Notre Dame Summarisation Study Tracking
3

6

B
C
C
A
C
B
B
C
B
D

E
C
B

(Key: A. equential navigation - following the pre-defined course path,
B. Hypertext' navigation - typically moving back and forth at will,
C. Summary use - skipping forward to the section summary,
D. Incorrectly utilising 'Properties of Light' course notes,
E. Just reading the Introduction to 'Lenses'.)
Notre Dame Tracking Means

glossary
7%

homepage
34%

35%

Figure 4.4 Notre Dame Summarisation Study Tracking Means.

Additionally, Figure 4.4 illustrates the percentage of time (i.e. the percentage of
the total mean ) that the students spent on each WebCT tool.
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No students used the Bulletin Board during the session although this should not
be surprising as it was not included in the lesson tasks. As shown in Table 4.7, the mean
total of hits was 22.8 with a Standard Deviation of 10.7, the range being from 2 to 36.
The 'content' pages and 'homepage' were accessed a similar number of times (means
9.9 and 9.8, respectively) with the tool page being accessed the next most frequently
(mean 3.5). Five of the thirteen students used the glossary between one and three times
with an overall mean of 0.8. In addition, one student used the WebCT 'take notes'
facility (equivalent to the 'my notes' facility described in section 4.2) three times.

4.4.3. Notre Dame Summarisation Results.
As with previous sections, Table 4.8 summarises the data sources used in the
Notre Dame summarlsation evaluations together their rationale, analysis technique and
associated results. Table 4.9 then summarises the conclusions reached including the data
sources they are based on. The following sections now discuss these results and
associated conclusions. Finally, as already mentioned, section 4.5 triangulates the
results from both the CHALCS and this study.

Of those who returned a questionnaire at Notre Dame (11), all but one state that
they use computers a lot, at home and at school, and that they are "an essential part of
the future" although cost, technical difficulties and problems searching for the right
infonnation may be prohibitive features. They also believe that key skills (DfEE, 1999)
are important and necessary with some requiring help in this area. In addition, a
minority stated that they could benefit from help in writing skills, one particularly
mentioning summarisation skills. Also 7 out of the 11 agreed that help with searching
for appropriate infonnation would be useful and all agreed that group work is an
essential part of learning in that it allows one to share ideas and prepares for work in the

real world. However, a minority (4 of the 11) agreed that their problem-solving skills
needed honing, most seemed to think that they had plenty of practice in other subjects.
A similar minority felt that classroom-based face-to-face sessions were better in terms
of developing social skills. Finally, only one student reported that their teacher had used
the World Wide Web for learning purposes previous to this session.
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DATA SOURCE

RATIONALE

I. Questionnaires
(as used in the
baseline
assessment
described in

to obtain base-line

chapter 3)
2. WebCT data
2a. Chat logs

2b tracking

data

- to collect
attitudes towards
webct & increase
familiarity with
tool
-toexamine
reading strategies

ANALYSIS
TECHNIQUE

extract pertinent
infonnation

- derive then
illustrate response
categories

- derive
navigation style
categories &
statistically
tool use
- looking for
points of interest
- calculating % of
original, to give
an idea of quality

RESULTS

- age 17/18,4 female, 11 male, all
studying NEAB A Level Physics,
experience problems searching for
information on the internet, key
skills important, require help with
writing & summarisation skills
e.g. categories include 'off-task'
chat + tutor's attempt to return to
'on-task' chat
- evidence of 5 navigation style
categories (see Table 4.7)

.L

3. Word

summaries

- to record final
summaries to
ascertain quality
& areas for
further support

4. Miscellaneous

documents

-look for

-any relevant
additional
artefads should

be

5. Observational

notes

.L

~

- misc:eUaneous
points not covered
by other data +
immediate
feedback

evidence of
summarisation
strategies/aids
- look for signs of
tool proficiency +
points of interest
-look for

summarisation
strategies

- 8 summaries were emailed to the
instructor: one student produced a
model summary whilst one
student cut & paste everything, 5
used a title, 2 students annotated
- a range of summaries were
produced (see Appendix G)

- one student used a separate
piece of paper to draft the
summary
- students soon mastered basic
webct proficiency
- one student pair took the study
rather light-heartedly (86)
- students used various styles to
pre-read
- there was little time for
reflective review

Table 4.8 SllIDIIlary of Nom Dame Summarisation Study Results.

NDI

DATA
SOURCE
4&3

N02

4&5

N03

3,5&2b

ND4

2a

FINAL
CONCLUSION

INTERMEDIATE CONCLUSION
summaries written 'off-line' lead to better summaries when
formatively evaluated (e.g. see S3 in this chapter and section
7.5.8) J)OSSibly showing a deeper engagementlretlection.
copying of the whole text to the summary is indicative of
wunotivated students (possibly showing a shallow
ent)
this study generally corroborates the CHALCS process
model- see Figure 4.4.
affective tutor intervention may provide a model for the
Learning Companion intervention, ie. use of sarcasm,
ement, etc.

Table 4.9 SllIDIIlary of Conclusions of CHALCS Summarisation Study
(Key: NDx = a reference for the final conclusion, see Table 4.12)
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Due to the additional problems of coordinating a large class the results from the
Notre Dame study are not quite so detailed as found in the first study. It was, however,
apparent that a number of techniques are used by the students to arrive at their summary
documents. For example, one conclusion of the utilisation of separate pieces of paper by
S3 (also as evidenced by the CHALCS student) would be that this 'off-line' activity
gives the students chance to reflect on the problem and obviously prevents copying
verbatim thus potentially resulting in a deeper 'processing' and subsequent
understanding - eventually producing a good summary. The summaries varied in length
from simple three line documents containing very little useful information to massive
documents, as mentioned, containing the entire course notes. Obviously, this latter
method also contains little useful information in terms of a summary as this would result
in

information

overload

effect

for

revision

purposes

and

shallow

processing/comprehension of the text itself, likely to mean conceptual understanding
and initial acquisition will be poor. This, however, was the contribution of a particular
participant, S6, who took the whole study rather light-heartedly.

Appendix G contains a range of summaries. The first (S3), is a concise
distillation of the key information written as a numbered list with a title, the second
(S4), mid-range summary contains the key text which has been copied and pasted from
the original course materials and the third summary (S7) almost completely replicates
the original text. Table 4.10 contains information indicating the 'quality' of the
summaries produced based on a simple word count. Of course 'quality' is not just
dependant on summary length as information needs to be relevant and to the point.
However, there appears to be some relationship between length and the ranking of the
summaries for their (qualitatively assessed) quality. That is, summaries clustering
around the mean of 204, i.e. 40%, (with the standard deviation of 111) were judged
qualitatively 'better' summaries by an independent study skills expert than those at the
extremes of the range which tend towards either brevity or verbosity. flte total number
of words used in the original course materials was 509. (Note that Chapter 7, section

7.5.8 further evaluates the quality of these summaries when they are compared to
summaries produced with the aid of the developed Learning Companion.)
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Student

Su III III a r~

'Yo. of original

Length

SI
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8

39
123
129
162
253
265
274
388

8%
24%
25%
32%
50%
52%
54%
76%

Table 4.10 'Quantitative Assessment' of Notre Dame Summaries

The chat log for the fir t part of the Notre Dame study revealed mostly dialogue
disassociated with the task. For example, one student (SI2) said: "anti neutrinos suit me
better ... they g with my shoe " and general chat about their plans for the evening !
IIowever one student (S6) did announce "does anyone think this is a seriously good
piece of oftware?' eeming to indicate that they were impressed with WebCT. There
was a prolonged intervention by the instructor in an attempt to get the chat more onta k. xample intervention include (abridged):

1. can we chat about summaries please?
2. what difference do you notice?
3. what's better about your partners summary ?
4. how did you summarise compared to your partner?
5. what did you/they leave out?
6. do

anyone actually need help in summarising?

The instructor eventually became frustrated, took a step back and in fact made
quite a cutting remark (point 6 above). It should be noted here that facilitating an online
chat session differs markedly from facilitating a face-to-face discussion for a number of
rea on . Importantly, ince nomlal tmn-taking can be disrupted due to the phenomenon
of each person composing and sending replies or new topic openers simultaneously
"multiple parallel thread

develop in chat which can make the discussion more difficult

to follow and certainly more difficult to direct or command attention. Consequently the
tutor need to de elop new trategies for handling discu si on in this medium and there
is emerging evidence that they cannot do this alone but must first, scaffold the students
in adopting certain protocols for online discussion if they are to be effective (Pilkington
& Walker, in press; aImon, 2000). Moreover, there is evidence that groups online need
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to follow the usual processes of 'fonning, nonning and stonning' (Tuckman, 1965) in a
similar manor to normal group formation even if the participants have been a face-toface group for some time (Walker, 2003).

Note that the proposed agent should not

have such a difficult task in gaining attention in as much as the kind of discussion
envisaged is a collaborative one-to-one rather than one-to-many discussion, although
mechanisms for the control of turn-taking and gaining attention will need to be
modelled. However, the tutor's final question does result in an ensuing on-task
conversation thread albeit disjointed (see Table 4.11). To elaborate, one student (S6)
reported that a summary is "a single piece of paper which teaches a whole module in a
single bus journey" and another (SI1) stated (as shown in Table 4.11) that WebCT is
"Very good ... its' like Yahoo ... but more physics orientated." This comment further
suggests that at least some of the students were already familiar with using chat
environments in their leisure activities and this may have contributed to the sense that
this was a 'fun activity'. Students may, however, also need to learn a more focused
register for using chat in school (and later the work-place) - something which only
practice in using chat in learning or other authentic working contexts will provide (see
also Walker, op. cit.). The example cited above of S12 joking about neutrinos is a case
in point. At this point a number of other students begin to engage in the conversation
stating that they could benefit from more notes (Table 4.11, points 8 and 10) and one in
particular (S 1) criticising the folder facilities in the bulletin board (Table 4.11, point 11),
thinking that "it would be a pain checking every single discussion section (from the pull
down menu) to see if there was a query you could help with." However, as commented
on by SI 0, one student does feel that the task is more fun than their usual lessons (Table
4.11, point 9).

These data do concur with the process model as derived in the CHALCS study
consisting of decision-making (where students select the text thought appropriate as
evidenced in their summary documents and utilising the two types of pre-read course
note navigation techniques) and transfer (such as cutting and pasting the whole
document as evidenced in observations and the final summary document). However, the
reflective review phase was less in-evidence due to time constraints. In addition the
action of first hand-writing a summary by the one student pair concurs with this model
as exemplified by the S2 CHALCS student. Additionally, the use of the summary by the
five students (82, 83, 85, 88 and 812) when navigating the course notes points to the
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fact that they do find summaries useful in the 'acquisition' phase of learning. These five
students can be viewed as utilising a sequential navigation strategy (exempting the
viewing of the summary) whereas there were an equal number who used a more varied
'hypertext' style of navigation. Points of similarity are thus found with the two types of
navigation demonstrated by the CHALC8 students.

No.

1
2

3
4
5

Contributor
T

811
SI
SI1
SI

T

6
7

S6

8
9

S6
810

10

S6
SI

11

Chat contribution
so what do you all think ? good or bad ?
Very good
In what respect?
It's like Yahoo....but more physics orientated
I think the technology is a little bit overused ~ there's no
need to have several user chat rooms with compartively
few users.
rm sorry we were pretty rushed...
hello and welcome
more notes
What do you mean "This is far better than our usual
lessons with Mr Coen"?
need more notes
same with the discussion board; i don't think segregating is
the best way to do it. if someone knows physics, they, er,
know it.

Table 4.11 Notre Dame 'Chat' Excerpt.
(Key: 8x = student x, T

= Tutor)

In terms of the Learning Companion design the dialogue of the tutor intervention
as described could inform an affective component in that the Companion will only
reformulate a leading question for so long before resorting to techniques such as
sarcasm to take control andIor refocus the attention of the collaborating student. In the
example given above this technique seems to work well although a fine balance must be
negotiated between constructive and detrimental intervention and the perception of this
and/or preference for a particular style may vary with the personal traits of the student.
The precise nature of the dialogic component of the companion will be revisited in
Chapters 5 and 6.

4.5 Conclusions.
Table 4.12 summarises the overall results derived from triangulating results
from both the CHALC8 and the Notre Dame Summarisation Studies. The remainder of
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this section discusses these findings, reaching conclusions for the further note-taking
support aid.

CHALCSlNotre Dame
Associated CODcluioD
Cl +ND1

Overall CODclusion

the further support should include a 'scratchpad' for
jotting ideas
the further support should include a 'decision aid'
C2 +ND3
to help with text selection
the further support should include an 'organiser' to
C2
help with coherence, etc.
C3 +ND3
the further support should include a flexible
'process model' of summarisation
N04+C4+CS
the further support should include an appropriate
'personality'
there is a need to increase the motivation of some
ND2+ND4
students, possibly through the use of a 'personality'
Table 4.12 Ovenll CODclutioDs of the Summarisation Studies.
(Note: see Table 4.6 and 4.9 for the 'associated conclusion' codes)
As has been argued, further support is needed to aid students when taking their

own notes within WebCT due to the inadequacies of the 'my-notes' facility. From the
studies described in this and the previous chapters and previous work in summarisation
(described in Chapter 2) it has emerged that this support should include the following:

1.

A scratch-pad for jotting ideas and diagrams (as used by 82 in the
CHALCS study and S3 in the Notre Dame study) possibly leading
to deeper processing 'off line' and resultant better summaries;

2.

A decision-aid to selecting pertinent text thus helping students who
simply select all the original text or who do not note the rhetorical
structure (as evidenced by the CHALCS discussions -

see

'decision-making' in Figure 4.4);
3.

A cohesion aid to help students, for example, with cohesive ties or
the use of lists, etc. to create a more readable summary (aiding
students in "sentence rearranging" as evidenced by students in the
'reflective review' stage of their summary writing - see Figure 4.4);

4.

A flexible underlying process model (supporting the varied stages
of summarisation such as varying pre-reading and revision
strategies);
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5.

A suitable 'personality' to motivate students (based upon the peer
interactions reported above such as the use of humour,
colloquialisms, and a choice of dominant/submissive personalities).

Therefore, to summarise, further support could serve to support the
summarisation process in three stages :
1.

in the initial selection decisioa-making (e.g. aiding selection of

pertinent information and supporting different styles of course notes
navigation);
2.

during the tRader from one document to another (e.g. the
possibility of a scatchpad);

3.

the subsequent reflective review process (e.g. employing notions of
organisational, syntactic and semantic correctness both at the level
of sentences and complete documents, especially checking
cohesion).

This support would have to be flexible enough to allow students to utilise
differing strategies in navigating the source material as evidenced in the above studies
and shown below in Figure 4.4. One possibility is to expand upon this work by
synthesising a number of relevant interventionist strategies as further support
mechanisms. To this end it is proposed that a Wizard of Oz technique could be
employed to 'dry run' additional support designs before they are coded in software
summarlsation support aids (see Chapter 5).
The WebCT Physics course was well received at both CHALCS and Notre
Dame both by pupils and tutors. However, technical difficulties do need to be overcome
if the on-line classroom is to work seamlessly. The process model has been corroborated
to a certain extent by both the CHALCS and Notre Dame studies. In addition the role of

affect in terms of the personality of the tutor intervention has been highlighted as a
valuable contribution to effective educational dialogue, helping to increase student
motivation and subsequent engagement in summarisation and the Physics course notes.
As highlighted in previous chapters, it is intended that use of affect will also be tested in

the subsequent Wizard of Oz study and modelled in the artificial Learning Companion.
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Figure 4.4 The Summarisation Process Model.
(Key: boxes = processes, arrows = process flow.)

4.6 Summary.
One of the major differences between the conclusions of the Notre Dame study
and the CHALCS study was that in order to facilitate the dialogues on effective
summarisation, etc. WebCT chat was used. With hindsight this may not be the best way
to elicit infonnation as to new users the allure of chat and possibly the novelty of its use
in the classroom tend to make them respond off-task. This could have been avoided in a
nonnal face-to-fac

se sion where tutor intervention would inhibit unwanted

contributions with more authority than is seemingly attributable on-line. To elaborate, a
new method of communication calls for new models of social interaction which need to
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be honed by students and facilitators through practice. That is, as the medium changes
so do the group dynamics.

Overall the studies described in this chapter can be deemed a success as WebCT
and on-line learning in general were embraced well by the students. They were
genuinely excited and having fun which, ironically in the case of Notre Dame, could
have led to some loss of accurate data. However, both studies complement each other
and provide justification for the need for a guide to summary note-taking. A wide range
of summary responses were obtained ranging from full copying to possible overcondensation with the exclusion of important material such as definitions and formulae.
Moreover, students highlighted from their comments that they were not always aware of
how they could improve their summaries and a more reflective and focused discussion
would have helped. It may be that one-to-one collaboration with an Agent-based

Learning Companion could help provide both the engagement and focus on tasks as
required. A number of criteria for the design of such a Companion have emerged, as
described, which could help support the process of summary note-taking.

The next chapter details the design of the Learning Companion which has taken
the findings from both the CHALCS and the Notre Dame summarisation studies into
consideration (such as the Process Model and Agent affectations and personifications).
Central to this design is a Wizard of Oz study which sought to test and further delineate

appropriate strategies for the Companion's intervention as well as evaluate the
effectiveness of an anjmated Learning Companion.
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Chapter 5: User-centred design of an Affective
Learning Companion: Utilising the Wizard of Oz
Technique.
S.1 Background to Learning Companions.
A Learning Companion is an artificial Agent whose goal "is to stimulate the
student's learning through collaboration, competition and demonstration" (Chan &

Baskin, 1988). Educational systems which utilise this technology are reviewed in a later
section. For the moment we note that the name Learning Companion may be misleading

as a Learning Companion (Chan, 1996) suggests the Agent acts as a peer of the student
although there are in fact a number of roles that the Companion can fulfil. For example,
the companion may act more like a student so that the human student must teach it how
to solve a particular problem and thus learn by taking the role of the tutor. Another
alternative is that the companion solves the problem itself whilst the human student
'watches' thus they learn vicariously.
It is worth summarising the possible roles for a Learning Companion within the

WebCT Physics course (Barker, 1999b). These roles include:
1.

a peer with which to collaborate on the task and provide
encouragement and support;

2.

a guide to show students around the VLE, alert students to what is
new or relevant to them and assist in navigating course notes;

3.

a coach to give instruction in the use of VLE tools such as the
bulletin board or white board;

4.

a tutor to monitor performance and give timely explanation and
feedback during all three pedagogical stages of acquisition,
application and argumentation and additionally relieve some of the
tutor's administrative burden.

For the proof of concept that forms part of this research we have already argued
for both pragmatic and pedagogic reasons that a Learning Companion to support
students' note-taking would be a good exemplar case to test the utility of the approach.
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It is proposed that the Learning Companion and the human peer collaborate (along the
lines discussed in Section 2.2) to solve concrete problems involving extracting
information from the Physics notes and jointly constructing an appropriate summary
document.

The role of the peer in this context will actually be that of "more capable peer"
(Vygotsky, 1978). Since note-taking is seen as central to the acquisition stage it is hoped
that this 'more capable peer' will act as a 'role model' for students through
demonstration of summarisation strategies and techniques, i.e. the student will be
encouraged to develop their note-taking skills by entering the Zone of Proximal
Development (as argued in Section 2.2.1).

Chan & Baskin (1988) proposed an overall strategy for such knowledge
negotiation which involved discrete turn-taking between artificial and human peers with
the problem initially being defined by a tutor (possibly also artificial) who is always on
hand in case either student reaches an impasse. At CHALCS, however, it is hoped that
the Learning Companion can be utilised when there is no teacher present. Therefore, an
alternative needs to be considered since stopping mid-summary whilst a human tutor

reads an email, maybe the next day, then replies with the aim of putting the peers back
on track would result in a loss of impetus and possibly a resultant loss of motivation.

In the next section work in this field relating to the design of Learning
Companion Systems will be reviewed

in order to explore the range of possible

alternatives within Social Learning Systems (ChaD, 1996). This will be followed by an
account of a preliminary formative 'Wizard of Oz' study designed to elicit perceptions
and help specify characteristics of a note-taking Learning Companion prior its full
implementation.

5.1.1. Social Learning Systems.
Central to the rationale for the integration of a Learning Companion within
WebCT as mentioned in Chapter 1, is the notion of Social Learning Systems (ChaD,
1996). As stated, an essential part of a Social Learning System is an artificial Learning
Companion. A substantial amount of the functionality of Social Learning Systems is
already being provided, for example: primary and secondary resources, human Learning
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Companions and human tutors, within the the WebCT Physics course. However, to
realise Chan' s vision we also require artificial companions with which the students can
collaborate. They are by no means intended to be a panacea to the problems of on-line
learning but when viewed holistically, i.e. within the context of the Social Learning
System, they help provide a complete educational support.

Interestingly, Chan's notion of s Social Learning System is very much akin to
the British Government's notion of a National Grid for Learning mentioned in Chapter

1. Also mentioned in Chapter 1, more locally, we can see similarities between Social
Learning Systems and the local networks beginning to emerge in British cities (see
Appendix B). These networks exist to link. public resources such as libraries and
museums to local schools, colleges and universities thus creating an educational

infrastructure with the common aim of knowledge sharing and communication. Thus,
Chan's Social Learning Systems have never been more relevant.

5.1.2. Previous Pedagogieal Agents and Considerations.
In addition to the work reviewed in Chapter 2 concerning personifications of
Animated Pedagogical Agents there are some notable implementations that relate more
closely to the goals of designing a collaborating agent in a learning context or a
'Learning Companion'. These implementations include the work of Aimeur and Frasson
(1996), Chan and Baskin (1988; 1990), Goodman et al (1998), Dillenbourg and Self
(1992), Uresti (2000) and Bma et al (2001). Each shall now be reviewed in turn. This is
not intended to be an exhaustive review of Learning Companion implementations but
does suggest the kind of issues to be considered in their development. A good review
can also be found in Chou et al. (2003).

Aimeur and Frasson's (1996) work draws conclusions concerning the need to
model a learner's knowledge level and affective state in order to select a "good learning

strategy". They describe three classes of such learning strategies, notably 'one-on-one'
(like traditional ITS),

'learning with a co-learner' (the idea being that the learner

cooperates with a peer where "the knowledge level of the co-learner is slightly higher
than the learner", cp. this work) and 'learning by teaching' (where the learner teaches a
companion). They further propose and also test a new learning strategy "Learning by

Disturbing" where a 'troublemaker' can give a wrong answer to a problem "in order to
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force the learner to react and propose the right solution" or wait for the student's answer
then suggest a wrong solution or counter-example. By empirically testing their new
strategy in comparison with co-learner and learning by teaching strategies the authors
found that it is more suitable for people knowledgeable in the subject matter but could
be dangerous for people with ''unconfirmed knowledge". Thus indicating the need to

know the knowledge level of the individual before applying this strategy.
The work by Aimeur and Frasson is interesting in terms of Learning Companion
strategies but their strategy of learning by disturbing will not be adopted here principally because the aim is to test the effect of different persona on the motivation
and performan<:e of students. For this reason there will be no attempt to vary the
likelihood of an erroneous suggestion with either a 'passive' or 'dominant' character. In
this way any differential affect of the 'character' with which the student studied should
be due to perceptions of 'passivity' or 'dominance' and not the actual quality of advice.

The work of Chan has already been mentioned in relation to Learning
Companion design. In fact Chan coined the term in a 1988 paper presented at ITS '88
(Cban &. Basldn, 1988). This paper begins by quoting a Chinese proverb which recounts
a Prince's companion during his lessons with a royal teacher leading to more effective
education, hence "studying with the prince". His notion of a Learning Companion
system is grounded in a socially situated, constructivist notion of learning based on the
work ofVygotsky (1978) and Piaget (1970) amongst others (as reported in Section 2.2).
Central to this foundation is that children learn more effectively when they have a peer
with which to collaborate. With this notion in mind Cban sets about developing his own
notions of how a computer support can capitalise upon this social advantage to
Education citing the need for substitutes for unavailable peers in distributed learning
environments.
The design of the Learning Companion Systems (Chan &. Baskin, 1988) is based
upon three interacting Agents. The first is the human student, the second is their
artificial Learning Companion and the third is an artificial tutor. As Chan &. Baskin
state:
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"The role of the computer teacher is to offer examples, guidance and
comments to both the student and the learning companion. The goal of the
learning companion is to stimulate the student's learning through

collaboration, competition and demonstration."
(Chan & Baskin, 1988)
The teacher's role is seen as providing insightful comments on the lesson,
justifications or advice on negotiations. This means that the student and companion are
left to work together on the problem presented by the tutor. Chan & Baskin further
define three possible roles for the companion. The first is 'companion as competitor'
i.e. where both companion and student work independently on the problem then
"compare solutions, discover mistakes and self-correct mistakes in their own solutions"
(Chan &. Baskin, 1988). The second is 'working collaboratively with one working while
the other watching'. This method is self-explanatory, one Agent attempts a solution

whilst the other watches then gives advice if needed or if neither can progress then a
teacher will interrupt. Finally, the third role is 'working collaboratively on the same
problem via responsibility sharing'. This role type consists of one Agent being

responsible for negotiation and the other for execution. First the decision-maker
suggests a solution, next the executer suggests an alternative, this is followed by the
decision-maker deciding which solution to use resulting in the executer carrying out the
solution. The roles are then alternated. The second role is preferred for this research as
it provides a simple model for collaborative learning in keeping with the aims of the
research to investigate the effect of different persona rather than different collaborative
styles. Moreover, in addition to be being (relatively) simpler to implement, the second
role is one which is often spontaneously adopted by children in collaborative working
and should be fairly natural rather than needing to be taught explicitly - see, for
example, Crook (1994).
Chan &. Baskin suggest two methods for the implementation of such
mechanisms within an artificial Agent consisting of simulation and machine learning.
The simulation route consists of selecting knowledge bases of varying degrees of
completeness as a student's proficiency evolves thus simulating learning. The machine
learning route would use Artificial Intelligence techniques so that the companion would
learn and impart those learning strategies it used to the student. However, the former
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method is preferred by Chan & Baskin due to its simpler implementation. For this
research, the idea is to fix the ability of the Agent so that comparisons can be made
across students and the role of the Affectations (see Chapters 6 and 7) in the
collaborations evaluated.

Wang and Chan (2000) have further developed Chan's ideas along a number of
lines. First, they have developed a language with which to build Learning Companion
Systems which are distinct from Learning Companions in that they may contain a whole
multitude of artificial or human peers or tutors. To this end Wang and Chan propose an
Agent-based architecture where agents communicate by event messages and are to some
degree therefore autonomous. Secondly, Chan and his students (Chou et al., 1999) are
beginning to investigate the utility of a Learning Companion model and propose
General Companion Modelling which provides an architecture for companions which
model their own beliefs, capabilities and behaviours. A further line of research
presented by Chou at the AI-ED 99 Workshop on Animated and Personified
Pedagogical Agents is that of 'disney-fying' companions, i.e. providing them with
cartoon-like user interfaces and characteristics which make them more believable along
the lines proposed in this research.

Goodman et al (1998) have developed a Learning Companion as part of an
Intelligent Tutoring System which aims to teach Explanatory Analysis which is ''the
process by which an analyst formulates explanations for past or predicted events". The
particular domain they concentrate on is that of satellite activity although they state the
method could be used in e.g. legal reasoning and financial planning, As well as
containing a coach which provides direct answers to student's questions the
environment also contains a Learning Companion which is intended to promote
reflection and articulation amongst students through the use of collaborative dialogue.

As Goodman et al state:

"A learning companion can help a student reflect on his thinking by
critiquing, questioning or evaluating particular steps. Similarly, the student
and learning companion may articulate those steps through further

explanation or elaboration."

(Goodman et al., 1998)
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With their emphasis on articulation and reflection, which they see as central to
the collaborative learning ethos upon which they justify their learning companion
approach, Goodman et al concentrate on drawing out an involved dialogue between
learning companion and student. This results in interaction with their companion, LuCy,
being dialogue-oriented whereas the interactions with the computer-based tutor are not.
For example, when elucidating the differences between tutor and companion they say
that the nature of the interaction with the student is "authoritarian" in the former
whereas the latter utilises "disputes, opinions and evaluations". LuCy can, in fact,
provide partial or misleading information utilising mal rules to provide "buggy
responses" which are fired depending on probabilities for varying student levels. This
means that LuCY does not always provide a correct suggestion so it would be up to the
student to notice this and challenge LuCy accordingly.

In contrast to the approach posited by Chan and Baskin (1988, op. cit.) where

the companion is seen as a peer, LuCy is able to access the expert domain model and
student model thus allowing recognition of student misconceptions. However, Goodman
et al compare their work to that of Hietala and Niemirepo (1998), described in Chapter
2, saying that although LuCy adapts according to the student's knowledge "LuCy does
not provide any personality parameters that can be tuned to exhibit particular
personality traits". Whilst models of provoking reflection through sophisticated
dialogue models that access user models is not the central focus of this research it is
necessary to consider the ways in which the companion will articulate suggestions,
challenges or requests for explanations and respond to those of the student whilst
collaborating on co-writing a summary. For example, asking students to give reasons for
inclusion of certain unknown or less important phrases in their summary, may cause
them to reflect on their value as they attempt to articulate an answer.

The pioneering work of Dillenbourg and Self (1992) can be conveniently
accommodated in this section although they make no claims to be designing Learning
Companions as such. Instead they are interested in the collaboration which takes place
in 'socially distributed cognition'. This collaboration can take place between two
computer-based agents or between a human and a computer-based agent. This latter
combination they call human-computer collaborative learning (HCCL). Their
application domain, in which they test their ideas on HCCL, consists of a micro-world
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simulation of electoral processes which can consist of a "computerized 'co-learner'"
amongst other components. Their view of agency is based on notions put forward by
Minsky (1987), that is, the tenn 'agent' is used to refer to a cognitive process and the
tenn 'device' represents ''where agents are 'implemented' (a human brain or an artificial
system)". They then postulate three axioms as follows:
1.

"An individual is a society of agents that communicate. A pair is

also a society, variably partitioned into devices.
2.

The device border determines two levels of communication: agentagent communication and device-device communication. Interagent and inter-device communications are isomorphic.

3.

Inter-device communication is observable by each device.
Therefore, inter-device communication patterns generate intradevice communication."
(Dillenbourg & Self, 1992)

Thus their research objective is that "mutual regulation processes, encompassed
in inter-device communication, create self-regulation processes". Therefore their
objective for their HCCL system, called PEOPLEPOWER is to apply rules on
argumentation either between learners to derive a dialogue or with the same learner (i.e.
reasoning) to derive a monologue. The procedure at the heart of the system comprises a
theorem prover which utilises a depth-first search of a tree of rules (i.e. arguments).
Links between these rules consist of 'refute links' and 'continue-links' which have an
associated strength modified on the basis of dialogue and the results of elections. This
modifcation is, Dillenbourg and Self say 'learning by experimentation' .
The main disadvantage of the system appears to have been in the cost associated
with the interface which required a user's familiarity with the arguments as, basically,
this dissuaded users from interacting with the system. Without a rich dialogue history
for the HCCL to learn from the subsequent suggestions made by the co-learner were
poor. Although the HCCL described above is a simply effective model of collaborative
learning from which lessons can be learned in Companion design, little research effort
went into creating a friendly interface as this was not the primary focus of the research.
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A friendlier interface which allows a more naturalistic interaction would however be
required if it were to be used by CHALCS students.
The design of such an interface for a companion is a more central goal for this
research than the richness of the agent's reasoning. In addition Dillenbourg and Self
state that a further limitation of their work is that it only allows for disagreement and
agreement utterances whilst other work in collaborative dialogue analysis suggests that
a whole host of utterances are necessary. The utterances allowed in SILA-student
collaboration shall be described in Chapter 6, section 6.4.3.5. First though more recent
work in Learning Companion design is described.
Uresti (2000) describes empirical work he carried out with a Learning
Companion designed to be situated in an environment to teach Boolean Algebra. The
hypothesis is that students teach a companion with less expertise than themselves how
to perform the task and thus benefit their own learning. Uresti believes that in teaching

the companion the student "will have to revise, clarify, organize and reflect on her own
knowledge" (Uresti, 2000). The empirical work utilised two companions, one with a
strong expertise and the other with a weak. expertise. In addition, two further conditions
were introduced in the form of strong versus mild (or 'free') encouragement to teach
the companion. A score is displayed to the student which is related not just to their own
performance but also to that of the companion. The companion's score improves mainly
by teaching it whereas the student's score increases based on their own performance and
their involvement in helping the companion. The mechanism by which the student
teaches the companion is to modify the rules, for example their priority. Uresti found
that the condition consisting of a weak companion with a motivated student showed a
trend of being most beneficial to student's learning whereas the condition consisting of
a strong companion with the free student showed a trend of being the worst condition
for learning.
In addition to the conditions described, Uresti's companions also displayed

human-like traits. The first of these consisted of the companion showing a greater
reluctance to accept a new algebraic rule the more it was certain that it knew the correct

answer (unless it was the same rule). This was an attempt to model a human's tendency
to increasingly reject a concept the more they were sure they were correct. However,
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Uresti reports student's disbelief at the rejection of the companion, not expecting such a
behaviour from a computer. As Uresti reports, this kind of student response has been
termed 'The Plausibility Problem' as reported and explored by du Boulay et al (1999).
A further human-like trait consisted of the weaker companion requiring to be taught the
same concept more than once in a simulation of its inferior knowledge leading to a
slower learning process. Students (especially in the weak companion, 'free' student
condition) responded by decreasing the quality of their teaching to the companion as the
lesson progressed, that is their reluctance to teach increased. In summary, Uresti
concludes that "subjects who are strongly motivated to teach the weak LC [Learning
Companion] benefit most from the teaching interaction" but that ''users of the system
were not prepared to deal with a LC which reacted as a human peer might do".

As Uresti's work utilises the 'learning by teaching' paradigm of companion
design it is felt that the preference of strong students to teach weaker companions
cannot automatically be generalised to a more collaborative style of interaction along
the lines discussed in Section 2.2. i.e. where the role is not to teach but to complete a

task together, maintaining a shared conceptualisation of the problem and a symmetry in
division and understanding of the task. However, a similar finding could emerge in this
work that strong students prefer to interact with weaker companions. This is something
which will have to be born in mind as our Companion is evaluated.

The plausibility problem reported by Uresti is also of concern to this work as
human-like traits in the form of 'affectations' are being adopted in the design of the
companion (as discussed in Chapter 6). It is worth bearing in mind student's
preconceptions of how software should behave in the design of companions if they are
to be accepted, particularly as equals. Although it is hoped that by employing embodied,
or animated, agents the hypothesised increase in believability will lead to a decrease in
the student's conceptuaiisation of the companions as 'software' thus the plausibility
problem may be less of an issue.

The work of Bma et

at (2001) does not strictly belong to the field of Learning

Companions as their Pedagogical Agent takes on more of a tutor's role. They have
designed an Agent, Louisa, which is situated in an experimental narrative environment
with which students construct stories based around pictures and text. It is, however, an
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important piece of work and of concern here because the role of empathy in the Hurnan-

Agent Interaction (HAI) is emphasised.
Rogers (1975), an influential psychotherapist, revises a previously attempted
definition of empathy as a process rather than a state. This revised definition emphasises
the need to enter ''the private perceptual world of the other", being sensitive to and
uncovering feelings, temporarily living another's life, communicating "sensings" of
another's world which should be checked with the other and used to guide subsequent
dialogues. Rogers states of empathy that:
''to be with another in this way means that for the time being you lay
aside the views and values you hold for yourself in order to enter another's
world without prejudice".
(Rogers, 1975)
A further definition of empathy is provided by Barret-Lennard (1962):
"it is an experiencing of the consciousness 'behind' another's
outward communication but with continuous awareness that this
consciousness is originating in the other."
(Barret-Lennard, 1962)
This last definition hints at the importance of maintaining one's own perspective
in simulating the world of another, the 'as ir alluded to in Roger's original definition.
For, without this degree of abstraction the objective analysis of the situation, feelings,
etc. is lost. This may mean that the dialogue would not proceed as the guidance has been

removed resulting, in terms of psychoanalysis in a lack of learning of the other's self or,
in terms of a teacher, a lack of student learning of the subject matter. One final

definition of empathy, particularly in relation to classroom experiences, is provided by
Cooper and Bma (2002):
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"Central to communication and understanding is the quality of
empathy, which enables people to accept, be open to and understand the
perspective of others, whilst simultaneously developing their own
perspective. Empathy supports and enables interaction, and creates the
climate for both affective and cognitive support."
(Cooper &

Brn~

2002)

Bma et al (200 1) state that the capability of their Agent, Louisa to demonstrate
empathic characteristics is important even though it has no underlying model of affect.
As they state:

"Though an artificial tutor coupled with a believable agent cannot
really empathise with or understand the students to whom it responds, it can
demonstrate empathic characteristics which improve the learning climate
and help to meet the individual learning needs of students".

(Bma et al., 200 1)
Of course this is a realistic statement in that the artificial tutor cannot experience
empathy in a strictly human sense, i.e. it has no consciousness (alluded to above) or
mind-body interaction - in the sense of Damasio's (1994) and other nemoscientists
findings of interrelated responses to affective stimulation between mind and body

leading to more effective interactions. However, this is in-keeping with the notion of
Affectations (see Chapter 6, section 6.4.3.5) espoused in this research as the assumption
is that "characteristics" of an Agent can be interpreted as empathic behaviour by the
student. Furthermore, Bma et al (200 1) state that they are more concerned with
managing the emotions of the students rather than modelling the full range of human
emotional behaviour which is of secondary importance to them. In fact they admit that
currently the model is quite "shallow" but that they will build a "deeper model" taking
into account such aspects as interaction patterns and levels of student expertise in story
writing. These aspects together with the child's name, reading age and other work done
could, they argue, lead to an 'empathic' relationship between the student and the Agent.

Bma et al (2001) conclude their work with an elucidation of desired empathic
characteristics in teachers or, indeed, artificial tutors. These are:
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1.

Attend - "consider the actions, thoughts and feelings of the
learner";

2.

Engage - the teacher aligns "their actions, thoughts and feelings"
with those of the child;

3.

Value - express the value to the teacher of the child's work;

4.

Encourage - encourage the child to go further utilising emotional,
physical and cognitive aspects;

5.

Parting - as the teacher switches her attention away from the child
future availability is indicated and 'closure' avoided;

6.

Available - can easily be called upon when required.

Cooper and Bma (2002) further define both empathic and unempathic
characteristics of teachers (summarised in Table 5.1) based on a longitudinal, qualitative
study of teacher/pupil relationships in UK schools.

These characteristics are of interest here because empathy in Pedagogical Agent
design is certainly central to the Human-Agent relationship. The success or failure of
this relationship could make or break student motivation which is often cited as of major
concern in Pedagogical Agent design. By modelling some of the empathic
characteristics shown in Table 5.1 in our Pedagogical Agents it may be possible to
create a more empathic educational environment. To elaborate, based on their
longitudinal study Cooper and Bma conclude that:

"Empathy was central to high quality, effective teaching and
learning, enabling greater understanding, better assessment, better academic
and emotional support and consequently more appropriate teaching
provision and more appropriate differentiation."
(Cooper & Bma, 2002)
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Characteristic
Class
Attitude

Empathic
Characteristics E.g.
open, wann, relaxed, fair

Unempathic
Characteristics E.g.
sees class as a group,
impatient, intolerant
frequent smiles, generally
unexpressive, do not show
Facial
positive demeanour,
emotions, facial expressions
Characteri tic
expressive face
not in tune with words
positive, encouraging,
unemotional, tone not in tune
Voice
expressive
with words, matter-of-fact
uses gesture, animated, tactile
wooden, unapproachable,
Body
distant, not animated, formal
Language
gets closer to child, less
distanced from children, front
Po itioning
of class, more formal
distance
uses students name
not individualised, overrides,
Responses
frequently, listens carefully,
ignores pupil's comments,
gives a positive response but
negative or unhelpful
asks them to elaborate
responses, does not value
relates directly to child's own
sticks to curriculum, little
Content of
experience, personal interest differentiation, does not relate
Teaching
to child's interests
changes of pace and style,
rigid, lacks variety, lacks
Method of
adaptable
and
flexible,
interpersonal,
elicits less from
Teaching
differentiation
pupils, less reflection
Idiscussion, interaction
uses humour, 'not like a
behaves like a teacher,
Other
teacher', form personal
lacking in humour, shows
Features
relationships
false emotion, ignore emotion
Table 5.1 Example Empathic Teacher Cbaracteristics (Cooper and Brna, 2002).
Finally, and importantly, Bma et al (2001) highlight ethical concerns for Agents
(human or artificial), that is that they should adopt actions, thinking and emotional
behaviour that they would like to see in their students.

This work on empathy

IS

of great impOltance in the next generation of

pedagogical agents (Kapoor et al., 2001) which will display this kind of 'social
intelligence' utili ing models of student affect (and hence raising the possibility of
beginning to ' enter another's world"), for instance, to affect their interactions leading to
more conducive educational environments. As Rogers states:
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"Just as the client in psychotherapy finds that empathy provides a
climate for learning more of himself, so the student in the classroom finds
himself in a climate for learning subject matter, when he is in the presence
of an understanding teacher."
(Rogers, 1975)

With an idea in mind of previous work in Pedagogical Agents it is timely to
examine the study at the centre of the User-Centred design of the artificial Learning
Companion which fonns part of this research.

5.2 Design of a Learning Companion: Wizard of Oz Requirements
Analysis.
This section consists of an account of a study undertaken to arrive at the
requirements for the Learning Companion and further reports on investigations which
took place into the Design Specification, particularly those relating to the User Interface
and Knowledge Representation. The study utilised an approach known as the Wizard of
Oz (preece et al., 2002, p.245). The rationale underpinning this approach is discussed,
the study reported and conclusions and recommendations for the design of the Learning
Companion made.

5.2.1. Introduction.
The Wizard of Oz study derives its name from the Wizard in the famous
children's story in which Dorothy travels to a magical land by means of a tornado to
defeat the Wicked Witch of the West. In the tale the wizard is actually a man from

Kansas who operates a puppet from behind a curtain in an attempt to make his
apparently lacking demeanour grander. This is in essence the technique adopted in
Wizard of Oz studies in which the user or student interacts with a machine and the
experimenter plays the role of Wizard manipulating the strings as it were behind the
scenes and (usually) unknown to the user to simulate intelligent behaviour by the
machine. The idea is to test the acceptability and plausibility of potential machine
behaviours before they are fully implemented. In this study the task is to simulate the
'intelligent' behaviour of an animated pedagogical agent by remotely manipulating the
graphical and textualIspeech aspects of an on-screen puppet.
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This section provides an overview of how the study was carried out as well as a
full results analysis ending with conclusions and recommendations for future work.

5.2.2. Rationale.
The Wizard of Oz method is grounded in previous Human-Computer Interface
work as well as more relevant user-centred designs for intelligent Agents. Maulsby et al.
(1993) describe a prototype of an instructible Intelligent Agent called Turvy which
utilises the Wizard of Oz methodology to evaluate its intelligence in the domain of text
editing before it is actually coded. The EUROHELP project (Breuker, 1990) also used
this technique to empirically investigate a 'coach' in an Intelligent Help System. More
recently Kemp (Kemp, 1997) used the Wizard of Oz to prototype a Scenario-Based
Simulation tutor, in the domain of social disputes, before any coding was again actually
carried out. Additionally, Wooffitt et al. (1997) posit a design framework consisting of
three stages. The first is 'design by inspiration', the second 'design by observation' and
the third 'design by simulation'. They applied this framework in the design of a natural
speech understanding system. As part of this design, during their third stage they
employed the Wizard of Oz technique.

In the study to be reported here the Wizard of Oz technique was aimed at
illnminating particular requirements of such an animated pedagogic agent in the
particular educational context of collaborative summary note-taking. Using the wizard
of oz method it was hoped that a potentially acceptable design for such an Agent could
be arrived at before the component was implemented through interaction with students.
By simulating such an Agent before coding takes places necessary aspects of behaviour
and details of preferred interaction styles are highlighted leading to a sharper
understanding of the specific functionality required. In this way it is hoped that a more
user-centred design with a higher acceptance will result. In addition the method offers
insights into the degree of intelligence required by the agent in the interaction with the
student in order to be convincing.

5.2.3. Design.
Figure 5.1 shows the environment presented to each of the 9 participants. The
Agent shown (1be 'Genie') is implemented using Microsoft Agent as described in
Chapter 6. Microsoft Netmeeting is used to share both Internet Explorer (containing the
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WebCT Astronomy and Optics course) and Microsoft Word (used for the construction
of the summary document) between the participant and the Wizard. As shown in the
diagram, the task is for the participant to construct a summary of the introductory
material "What is a Lens 1". As well as the functionality of WebCT being available to
both parties, such as glossary hyperlinks and external resources ("URLs"), the
participant also has the total functionality of MS Word such as bullet points, spelling
checker and more general text formatting options.

Figure 5.2 shows the Wizard's view of the environment. MS Netmeeting is
shown for sake of completeness although when running this window can be minimised.
The two shared windows containing Internet Explorer and MS Word are shown to the
left. At the upper right side of the screen can be seen the puppet's control panel. This
contains all of the possible moves allowed by the software as detailed in Table 5.2. The
five categories shown naturally group the commands together. These moves are based
on the work of Maulsby (1993) mentioned earlier. However, they are adapted for this
particular context, for example by the inclusion of the 'Well Done' move so that the
Agent can encourage a student. At this stage a minimum number of obviously needed
moves were selected. It was expected that one of the outcomes of the study would be an
idea of how limiting this set was for students and what additional moves they felt they
needed.

By pressing the appropriate button the Wizard initiates a sequence of puppet
actions together with an associated speech act. For example, pressing the 'Look' button
results in the Genie first moving to the centre of the screen then moving to the right,
gesturing left and saying "Look here! This is important !" The commands "Say",
"Same" and "Because" result in the Genie carrying out actions specific to these
commands but also saying text as entered by the Wizard in the supplementary text box
at the upper left corner of the Wizard control panel (see Figure 5.2). The participant had
an equivalent set of commands at their disposal which could be selected from a menu or
spoken to the Genie using a microphone and speech recognition. This would result in a
dialogue box containing the command appearing on the Wizard's remote computer.
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Catc~o ..y

Command
ay it

Explanation
Say the text contained in the supplementary box to
elaborate or clarify, comment or state
Show
Relay starting instructions to the participant and display
the Genie
Hide
the Genie
Close
The Genie will make the initial move
Start
Control
Indicate that the Genie wants a turn
Me go
Indicate that the Genie wants the participant to take a
You go
turn
Indicate that the Genie wants to complete the summary
Finish
End the session
Done
Explanation Done before Indicate that the Genie thinks he's done this already
Indicate that the Genie thinks this is the same as another
Same
participant (as indicated in supplementary text)
The Genie attempts to get the participant's attention
Look
Why
The Genie wants the participant to justify an action
Allows the Genie to reply to a question using
Becau e
supplementary text
The Genie affirms an action or agrees with a question
Yes
Responses
Used by the Genie as a positive general response
OK
The Genie responds negatively to a question
No
Don't know The Genie does not know the answer to a question
The Genie praises the participant
Well Done
Feedback
Tell the participant that they made a mistake
Wrong
Table 5.2 Wizard of Oz Commands and Explanations.

General

Of th 9 participants chosen for the initial investigation 4 were female (S 1, S2,
SS, S7) and 5 male (S3 , S4, S6 S8, S9). Of this group 7 were post-graduate students but
2 participant ( 8, S9) were 15 year-olds studying for their GCSEs at local schools.
Note that access to the target group of users was limited at this stage due to the small
number of students attending CHALCS and, in this design phase, it was important not to
use student who would be required later to evaluate the implemented system. The
inclu ion of tw 15 year-old students enabled the researcher to provide some check on
any difference in acceptance between post-graduates and younger students. At the same
time it wa felt that the older students would provide a critical audience who would be
able to articulate design suggestions. No previous knowledge of Physics was assumed.
Instead it was empha ised that the summary note-taking task was the central focus of
the inve tigation and not Physics competence. Data collected for the purposes of the
investigation included a log of the 'conversation' between the Wizard and the
participant the summary document, observational notes and a post-summary writing
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emi- tru tur d interviev . Table 5.10 summarises these sources, the rationale for their
c lIection, the analysis carried out and the results.

5.2.4. Procedure.
Two c mputer were used connected by a Local Area Network, although,
theoretically an h:

computer connected to the Internet could be used as the software

utili e the U er Datagram Protocol (UDP). The utilisation of this protocol means that
the fir t ta k to undertake i to determine the JP address of the computer (whether
running the client or erver) and enter this into the corresponding dialog box available
n tart-up together with the ports for transmi si on and receiving. In addition, the server
also require the u er to enter a filename for the communication log upon start-up. The
erver i used by the Wizard, as described above, whilst the client is used by the
participant ( ee Figure 5.3). As well as the computers requiring the client/server
oftware the target participant's machine must also have all of the necessary Microsoft
Agent components installed. These can be found on the MS Agent homepage
(Micro ft 2003 .

Key communications
wizard server

--. .

flow

Figure 5.3 Wizard-Puppet Client-Server.

Once the

ftwar

i in talled and initialised it is necessary to set up MS

Netmeeting. The Wizard's computer should place a call to the participant's computer
u ing the data only opti n

0

that the speech output on the participants' computer is not

overridden. Once a connection is established then the Wizard should enable sharing of
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MS Word and Internet Explorer then point the browser to the Astronomy and Optics
course.
With the environment in place on each participant's computer the instructions
shown in Figure 5.4 were read to the participant.
"Thanks for agreeing to help me in my study. The object of the study is to test
the design of an animated Genie 'agent'. I will ask you to perform a task
consisting of snmmarising a section of some on-line course notes (Section 1.1
of 'Lenses') using MS Word. The Genie will attempt to help you by offering
advice and demonstrating techniques for effective summarisation. You can
communicate with the Genie by pressing the right mouse button over him to
obtain a menu or you can speak the menu commands into the microphone. To
gain control of the cursor you will need to 'request control' from the 'control'
menu at the top of the window.
On completion of the snmmarisation task I will ask you a few simple

questions relating to your experiences. The whole study should last no more
than 30 minutes."
Figure 5.4 Iutruetions for the Wizard of Oz Study.
In addition it is necessaJY for the Wizard to demonstrate the use of gaining
control of the cursor and the extent of the commands available to the participant by
displaying the Genie, right mouse clicking to show the commands then hiding it again.
The investigation proper begins by the Genie responding to the 'Show'
command with an introductory speech highlighting control options and generally
introducing the task. It is important that the following interactions follow, as much as
possible, a structured simulated 'intelligent' response and are not simply improvised by
the Wizard. To this end the following aids were used to guide the Genie's responses to
participants actions:
1.

An anticipated Agent Architecture;

2.

An Instantiated 'Lens' schema;

3.

A Rhetorical Predicate Analysis of 'What Is A Lens l' See
AppendixH;
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4.

A Theoretical Summarisation Process Model (Tawalbeh, 1994).
See Appendix C;

5.

An Empirical Summarisation Process Model (Barker & Pilkington,
2000). See Figure 4.4 of Chapter 4;

6.

An elementary Dialogue Model (see Figure 6.9 of Chapter 6).

The personification philosophy and associated Genie actions are described in
Chapter 6. Suffice it to say that the Genie was portrayed as a dominant, over-bearing
helper who would at times interject when maybe not required to do so by the
participant. The instructional philosophy was that the Genie demonstrates how to create
a good summary rather than offer peripheral advice such as answering specific Physics
questions. Additionally, the summary under construction is as much a focus of the
interaction as the Genie itself. These philosophies as well as the above aids combine to
guide the Wizard in the choice of responses to the participants actions.

On completion of the task the Wizard then interviewed the participants to obtain
further insights into their impressions of the Genie's various aspects. Questions asked of
the participants were :

1.

What impressions (if any) did you have of the Genie's personality?

2.

How did you feel when using the Genie ? Did you find it frustrating
or helpful?

3.

Were you able to express yourself sufficiently using the possible
dialogue moves? What additional moves would you like to see
implemented?

4.

Did you find the Genie's animated behaviour over-the-top or was it
entertaining and motivating?

5.

Did you find the Genie's language appropriate (particularly for
younger students)?

6.

What did you think of the speech output and input?

7.

How do you rate the advice the Genie gave on constructing your
summary?

8.

How else would you improve the Genie?
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9.

Did you have any problems with the Wizard of Oz study? How
would you improve it?

10.

Any other comments?

The resulting discussion was recorded and later transcribed. This transcription
together with the Wizard-participant communication log, the observational notes and
the resultant summary document were then used for the purposes of analysis.

5.2.5. Analysis.
The analysis can be further divided into six categories of interest notably
strategies pertaining to the Genie's behaviour, User InterfacelPersonifications, the
Dialogue Model, the Wizard of Oz study, Observed Summarisation strategies and more
general observations. These categories emerged as the various data were examined for
points of interest. Each of these categories shall now be examined in turn. This analysis
again follows the methodology described in Chapter 1. A subsequent section (5.2.6)
summarises this analysis. Finally section 5.2.7 draws key conclusions from the
triangulation of these data which are summarised in Table 5.5.

5.2.5.1. Strt*gin o/Ge"k's BehavlolU.
The first category, Strategies for the Genie's behaviour, is also closely related to
other categories such as the Dialogue Model and User InterfacelPersonifications. One of
the most interesting observations was the participant's perceptions that the behaviour of
the Genie was adaptive. That is, the 'domineering' or critical and 'autocratic' behaviour
is prevalent during initial interactions but gives way to a more 'friendly', less
interventionist behaviour towards the end of the task. Whether this phenomenon is
actually taking place (that is, the Wizard is simulating this behaviour either consciously
or subconsciously) or if it is simply a perception would require further study. However,
it does have implications for the design of the Agent. As S4 pointed out: "At the
beginning I don't think it's helpful, I got the feeling he wants to critique me or
something like that, he wants to be cleverer than me ... at last .. .1 think he's helpful". S3
further said that this adaptive capability is a necessity: "when you get used to the
summarising, you just need help, quick help or something, at the beginning yeah, it was
good, after a while I prefer as a user to have more control of the process or the task." A
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long tenn goal may be to include some sort of adaptation of this kind although this will
be outside the scope of this current project.
Another major observation brought up by a number of participants was that it
would be useful for the Genie to offer hints or further specific help on the art of
summarisation. For example S6 said: "It just jumped in and did it." This is an
observation of the Genie's pedagogical philosophy of 'teaching by demonstration' rather
than holding a conversation about summary construction. Obviously, different people

have different ways of working but it is apparent that hints, for example on the use of
bullet points and tables (as evidenced by SI's use for comparisons) and other effective
summarisation techniques would explicitly help some participants. However, for some
participants the philosophy is pertinent as evidenced by S2' s comment: "I think what he
does here is quite good really, he does structure it for you cause I'm crap at structuring

stuff so it would be quite helpful for me to have somebody doing that". It would also be
necessary to ensure that help is given only when deemed essential. S8 believes that the
Genie, "only gives you help when you need it not all the time." It would be necessary to
ensure that this faith in the level of intervention is maintained in future implementations.
It was mentioned by one participant, SS, that praise should not be used

unnecessarily, they felt that sometimes the Genie could be "patronising". However,
praise when used appropriately, i.e. when a proposition prominent in the rhetorical
predicate hierarchy is selected, could result in much needed positive reinforcement A
further unwanted behaviour was that of the Genie interrupting unnecessarily. As SI
said: "Sometimes when you're in the midst of thinking then he will come in, you know,
you feel 'where was I' then I have to go request control again...cause sometimes you
might require a bit ofthjnking." This is mostly due to the 'domineering' personality of
the Genie which will be discussed next. However, it is also related to the turn-taking
mechanisms as controlled by the Dialogue Model. A mechanism would be required to
ensure that the Genie is not interjecting unnecessarily and detrimentally, for example if
the student it typing.
Further miscellaneous strategies that the participants would have liked to have
seen in the Genie include was an ability to justify actions. This would also be reflected
in the Genie's strategies for responding to user actions, such as a

~ustify'

dialogue
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request following the participant (such as SI) inserting a table, for instance. Another
useful action which the Genie could perfonn would be to follow hyperlinks such as
glossary definitions or external URL's such as looking up "photocopier" in an on-line
encyclopaedia. As most participants pre-read the course notes before commencing their
note-taking it would be prudent for the Genie to wait before performing any action.
Finally, it became apparent that participants would benefit from a simple demonstration
of moving and cutting and pasting text from the course notes to the summary document.

5.2.5.2. PersolllflctltlollS.
The second category of analysis concerns the User Interface and associated
Personifications of the Genie. As already mentioned and as intended participants saw
the Genie as having a 'domineering' personality. This was a main intention in the
Genie's design (as described in Chapter 6) including choice of character animatioDS,
appropriate language and intervention strategies. However, different participants
responded in different ways to this personality. By far the strongest dissent was
evidenced by S2 who said: " I tend to react badly to domineering. [laugh] I feel like
hitting him around the face. [laugh] So I'd go for one of your other characters normally
I think." And goes on to say "That doesn't give you any power at that point, instead of
saying 'do you need some help' or something like that be's saying 'I want to take over.'
Sod you ! Whether "you want it or not !" This participant was in fact vehemently
opposed to the Genie's characteristics recounting an incident of encountering such a
person in the past with contempt. This same participant also described the lighting of
the face and "muscley" nature of the character reinforcing their conception of the
"domineering" personality. On the other hand S7 did not interpret any damaging
personality traits emanating from the Genie: "I thought that it was with a positive
attitude towards me ...so it wasn't meant to make me feel stupid". 81 seemed to
completely anthropomorphisise the Genie saying that they "saw him more as a person"
and "friendly and encouraging".

Most participants were happy with the Genie's language, S7 saying "it simulates
sort of community language when people in a group debate or something like that, they
use these sort of phrases yeah... to get familiar so if you want to be one of the group
then you should follow the language." However, one participant (S6) went to great
lengths to posit a more conversational style of interaction. For example they said: " If it
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was to say to you 'I've looked at your summary, you seem to have missed some points,
would you like to put them in ?' and then if you go back and say 'well I don't know
how' it could say 'would you like me to put in one for you ?' and then it could add in
something and it still leaves some further points, it could say 'would you like to put in
the other points ?' This is returning to the earlier mentioned contrast made between a
conversational style of interface versus a 'teaching by demonstrating' philosophy. It is,
however, worth bearing in mind that not all students will find the Genie's style of
teaching complimentary with their preferred learning style. In addition most of the

participants found the speech output acceptable with the exception of S8, one of the
younger participants who commented: " he didn't sound very much like a Genie but.... I
think it sort of lacks a bit of expression in the voice but it's alright." Although great care

was taken to appropriately manipulate the Genie's speech intonation and inflections it
seems that for this participant there is still room for improvement.
Another major aspect of the User Interface of the Genie are the animation
sequences as described in detail in Chapter 6. These met with a mixed reception. One of
the younger participants, S8, said of the animation that it was "quite suitable for the age
range probably, not too disney-ish." Unfortunately, for some participants the animation
had a negative effect on their summarisation experience. S5 said: "I think it distracted

me a bit, moving around so much and being noisy whilst moving around... I didn't
really know if I was looking at the text or the Genie moving around." This is an
important criticism. It seems that although some participants will find that the animation
supplements the perceived 'affect' to some participants animation sequences were
perceived as over-the-top and had an unintended negative effect. It may be that an
answer lies in an adaptive behaviour as suggested by S3 who thinks that the animation
is appropriate at first but could be faster and later wants to concentrate on the task, not
get distracted by unnecessary movement of the Genie.
The speech input did not prove at all popular with the participants. Some cited
problems with their accent (e.g. SI) which was liable to confuse the software whereas
other participants simply said that they were familiar with menus and so preferred to
right mouse click over the Genie and use this option. For example S2 said "you do that
because its visual". It was also pointed out by 83 that by grouping the commands in the
menu they could be more easily understood. Finally, one of the younger participants,
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S9, seemed to enjoy the experience of working with the Genie. They said it was
"funny", "well animated" and "very good".

5.2.5.3. Dialogue Models.
The third category Dialogue Models is concerned with the model of pennissible
moves allowed for the Wizard. A tentative model had been developed based on the
experiences of Maulsby et al. (1993) together with the designer's insights following the
design framework as mentioned by Woofit et al., (1997). One of the main outcomes was
that three stages seem to naturally emerge from the model as observed in the Wizardparticipant logs. To begin with the Genie and participant first negotiate who is going to
commence the actual summarisation. As S7 commented, if the participant is unable to
start summarising because they are perhaps unsure of their first action, the Genie can
lead by example: "I didn't know how to start and the Genie started and I said 'OK, stop
now' because I want to work." The second stage is the focus of the interaction as here
turn-taking is taken care of as the summary construction takes place. As S7 again
pointed out: "I like the way of saying

'rn take over' or 'it's my turn' which is well, stay

away until I do something, and it gave me a proper hint that the genie was thinking
about something so it wasn't necessary for me to type at the moment so I could
concentrate on reading or re-reading paragraphs." This stage is obviously central to the
exchanges and seems to have been accepted by most of the participants as natural and
simple. The final stage involves the negotiation of the end of the summary interactions.
Either the Genie or the participant decide that they have completed the summary or that
the other can finish. Sometimes, however, it is not always so straight forward as one
participant in fact invited the Genie to complete the summary then as the Genie was
doing so, interrupted it to take another turn themselves. Table 5.3 shows a log oftypica1
Wizard-participant interactions for participant S3 as created by the Genie server. It
illustrates the processes just described. Moves 2 to 4 show the commencement
negotiation, moves 5 to 36 show the middle turn-taking phase (including several
unsuccessful attempts to end the process) and moves 37 to 41 show the final end phase.
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Participant
Move
Move
Move# Participant
genie:
show
genie:
finish
22.
genie:
start
23.
Me next
student:
OK
student:
Start
genie:
24.
genie:
OK
You next
25.
student:
You next
genie:
OK
26.
student:
genie:
OK
Me next
27.
student:
Stop
genie:
OK
student:
28.
genie:
OK
you go
genie:
29.
you go
genie:
You next
30.
student:
genie:
genie:
look
31.
finish
OK
genie:
genie:
why
32.
student:
Start
33.
student:
You next
you go
genie:
genie:
OK
34.
13.
You next
35.
student:
Me next
student:
14.
OK
genie:
genie:
36.
OK
15.
Stop
37.
genie:
finish
student:
16.
OK
genie:
38.
student:
Me next
17.
you go
39.
genie:
genie:
no
18.
genie:
genie:
40.
well done
done
19.
41.
genie:
student:
Finish
20.
hide
OK
genie:
21.
Table 5.3 Wizard-PartieipaDt Log of InteraetioDS for 83.

Move#
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Aside from these three phases of negotiation that typify the Wizard-participant
interactions there were other kinds of interaction that appeared in the dialogue logs. One
potentially important type of interaction was enquiry-explanatory in nature.

It was

noticed for example that the insertion of a table into the summary by one participant,
SI, resulted in a 'why' move from the Wizard

leading the former to 'justify' as

mentioned above. Such explanatory phases (as discussed in Chapter 2) are likely to be
important in that they indicate or can prompt a deeper level of engagement and can lead
to improvements in reasoning or the final quality of a collaborative product.

Some moves by the Genie were simply ignored by the participant. There is an
inherent reliance upon the participant to take part in the discussion and respond
accordingly to the Genie's speech acts and actions. An uncooperative participant could
easily greatly reduce the effectiveness of the Genie's contribution. This uncooperative
stance was particularly prevalent in the logs of the younger participants (S8 , S9) who
would continue with the Sllmmarisation process and ignore the Genie. Also, it wasn't
always obvious which was the best move to use to convey the communicative intention.
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Initially there did not exist a 'well done' move - something which the Wizard missed but one was soon added in order to praise the participant appropriately. Students used
some moves inappropriately for example S7 at one point used 'Don't know' instead of
'You go' and found themselves using 'Finish' instead of a more appropriate 'Say: what
shall I do next?'

Finally, this last point leads onto a fundamental problem with the use of a
restricted set of permissible moves in the Dialogue Model as opposed to a more open

'Natural Language' style of interface. For example, S7 mentioned that "at a certain point
I wanted to say something and I wanted to mention something .. .1 was looking for a
move and it wasn't there or something like that then I forgot it". Obviously, not every
possible move can be foreseen but if appropriate use is made of the 'say' move then not
knowing which move to use for such instances can hopefully be circumvented. Having
what goes into 'say' properly understood and responded to by the Genie is a different
matter and a major Artificial Intelligence undertaking. Similarly, by perhaps replacing

the moves with MS Netmeeting voice communications between the Wizard and
participant, a Natural Language interface could be simulated. However, it is outside the
scope of this study to implement a full Natural Language interface implementation for
the Genie.

5.2.5.4. Effectlveness oftile Wizard o/OzApproach.
The fourth category of analysis concerns the nature of the Wizard of Oz study
itself. One of the main outcomes affecting the study resulted from the difficulty of
performing the role of Wizard.

The Dialogue Model, which took the form of a

graphical network, is extremely difficult to follow, particularly when the Wizard has a
number of other documents to be working from, as detailed above. Attempting to take
these other factors into consideration e.g. looking at the rhetorical predicate hierarchy as
well as the theoretical sllmmarisation process model required too much cognitive effort
resulting in the Wizard delaying their decision on the next best move. As S6 pointed
out: " this is the problem with the wizard of oz thing that whilst you were busy doing it I
didn't know whether it was still active or not, perhaps if he was to do something that's
very recognisable when he's finished." As suggested one solution to this problem would
be to initiate some kind of key repetitive animation in the Genie whilst the Wizard is
considering their next action. One action easy to implement would be the 'processing'
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sequence which when executed results in the Genie spinning around on a fixed screen
location. This would then communicate to the

participan~

given a suitable brief, that

they must wait a short while for a response.

A further key outcome of using the Wizard of Oz approach became apparent
during the post-test interviews. Of the total number of participants only S6 seemed to be
aware that it was in fact a simulated intelligence which drove the Genie. Even this
participant only realised this by physically turning around to see the Wizard operating
another computer. Most people seemed willing to attribute the intelligence of the Genie
to the software itself and were willing to attribute it with independent actions as already
mentioned in terms of anthropomorphisations. S5, an Artificial Intelligence researcher,
even went as far as to say: " I don't know how the knowledge base is

buil~

maybe you

could improve that a bit more", assuming that the intelligent 'knowledge base' had been
coded. Some of these beliefs were further reinforced by participant's 'testing' of the
Genie, for example by inserting a key word such as 'brain' into the snmmary text in
order to see if the Genie would elaborate upon it. It is worth noting that for the majority
of the studies the Wizard operated the server from behind the participant so that they
were out of view with the exception of one case where the Wizard was sat in another
room entirely. By holding the study in separate rooms the natural tendency for
participant's to 'talk aloud' was suppressed. It would make for an interesting study to
have the participants utilise a 'think aloud' protocol as they interact with the Genie. lbis
was

no~

however, attempted here.

Participants were requested to restrict

communication to the dialogue moves in order to help the Wizard focus on the task
which was quite demanding.
A number of additional outcomes of the Wizard of Oz include:

1.

the necessity of precise task instructions (for example, explaining
the interaction mechanisms clearly);

2.

the delay and 'blurring' effects due to slow communication
between client and server in MS Netmeeting causing frustration and
confusion;

3.

the desire to have Genie user commands visible at all times;

4.

the elimination of MS Word auto-corrections;
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5.

a non-distracting desktop.

It was also apparent in some circumstances that. as the cursor became used for
'pointing' purposes, it's appropriation by the Wizard to operate the button console was
also frustrating and disorientating.

5.2.5.5. Summarisation Strategies.
The fifth analysis category relates to Summarisation Strategies witnessed during
the study. It was noted that seven of the participants did pre-read the Astronomy and
Optics course notes before commencing the summarisation with two (SS, S9) launching
straight into construction of their summary document. This is mainly in-keeping with
the Summarisation Process Model from Chapter 4, Figure 4.4 (Barker & Pilkington,
2000) which forms the basis of the Genie's stages of intervention. There was also a

mixture of editing techniques used by the participants ranging from cutting and pasting
(e.g. S9) to typing whole sentences (e.g. SI) and all points along this range with the
addition of the one participant (S6) pasting the whole text to MS Word then using
Word's auto-summarise facility. Most participants preferred precise and terse points to
represent the key points in the text but only one participant gave their summary
document a title. It was noted that one participant (S8) seemed to be paraphrasing the
course notes rather than extracting important points from them and condensing the
knowledge contained in them.

This raises the question of deep versus shallow

processing. We are obviously trying to encourage understanding in the summarisation
task so this kind of technique should be discouraged by any kind of suPPOrt. e.g. the
Genie. S8 said of the Genie's own summary points that they were "to the point,
concise."
By way of illustration an example summary from S9 is shown in Figure 5.S. As
can be seen the summary is precise yet contains enough detail to capture the gist of the
course notes. In addition, bullet points are used to great effect to delineate statements. It
is worth noting that the participant was one of the younger participants (age 15) and that
English is not their first language.
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•
•
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Lenses focus the light waves.
The shape, material and the size of a lens controls the image.
The eye is a lens.
An object point focuses to an image point in the retina and all this
points are interpreted by the brain. The eye has some differences
and similarities to a camera, e.g. they both use lenses, the eye uses
the brain to interpret the image.
A whole array of cylindrica1lenses are responsible for imaging a
portion oftextlpicture in a photocopier.
Figure 5.5 Example Summary Document (S9).

5.2.5.6. Miscellaneous Outcomes.
The final category of analysis contains a number of observations which do not
easily fit into any of the previous categories. Firstly, as has been noted the cursor
became a valuable tool for both participant and Wizard to 'point' to referred text. S9 in
fact used the cursor to show the Wizard which text they were reading at any given time.
An interesting observation arose as one participant (S4) asked a question of the

GenielWizard by placing it in the actual Word summary document. In the case of this
study the Genie was able to correctly interpret and answer the questions although this
will not be the case in the final software implementation. It does however seem to
demonstrate to the participant that the environment is fully integrated as opposed to
harbouring separate and distinct functionalities as they perceive that the Genie will
understand their text in the main document window. There was a problem with the
participants not being totally au fait with the WebCT environment as they did not realise
that the hyperlinks within the course text would result in a glossary entry appearing
upon selection. There was a correspondingly similar problem with the 'URL's' links to
external resources such as on-line encyclopaedia as at one point a competent student
would know to look up "photocopier" in order to obtain definitions, etc. Simple start-up
instructions by the Genie would have made these options more explicit.
As already mentioned, S6 used the auto-summarise capability of Word to
construct a summary. However, the Wizard was not entirely happy with the result
although the participant seemed to be. The Wizard went on to make a number of small
corrections but the finished document was far from the best summary produced. This is
an interesting aspect of summarisation aids as automatic summarisation (as reviewed in
Chapter 2) is a continually developing field. This result shows, however, that it still has
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a long way to go before it can match its human counterpart. It is hoped that the
collaborative nature of the approach espoused here will help eliminate some of these
concerns. It would be prudent to deny participants the auto-summarise facility in future
studies. A final observation concerns the supplementary text boxestaccompanying three
of the possible dialogue moves. It became obvious at an early stage that they needed to
appear on top of all other windows on the participant's sereen otherwise they would go
unnoticed and hold up the investigation. This was simply achieved by giving the boxes
priority in the Windows Z-order.

It is now necessary to distil the concrete results of the above analysis before
arriving at conclusions and recommendations.

5.2.6. Summary of Results.
Table 5.4 summarises the four data sources used to arrive at the results and
recommendations. These main findings are summarised and explored in this section.

DATA
SOURCE
1. SUMMARY

DOCUMENT

RATIONALE

ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE

to record final summaries to help
ascertain strategies and quality, etc.

look for points of interest
e.g use of titles, bullet
~ints, etc.
look for phrases and/or
patterns of interactions,
common inter-subject
strategies, interesting
emerging strategies
look for common intersubject summarisation
strategies and/or more
general experiences such as
WoZ-relatedproblems
extract typical quotes
pertaining to the rationale
(i.e. questions) + any other
interesting participant
observations! insights

2. LOOS

to provide a record of agent-participant
interactions and hence help to examine
the dialog model's effectiveness, etc.

3.

to record any mise. observations not
covered by other data such as
snmmarisation strategies, participant
utterances, problems with WoZ etc.

OBSERVATIONALNOTES

4. INTERVIEW

to elicit participants impressions of
using genie, feelings, appropriateness
of dialog model, genie language and
animation appropriateness, speech
input/output, genie improvements,
problems with WoZ, etc.

Table 5.4 WoZ Data SoURes and Corresponding Analysis.
The perception of Genie adaptive behaviour by participants is one of the most
interesting results. It has a bearing on the implementation of the software agent as it is
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possibly a projection of desired behaviour on the part of the participants whether it
actually took place or not. It would require further studies and corresponding analysis.
In addition hints and/or help are also of great importance to the participants, particularly
in the area of effective summarisation techniques but there was also evidence that
students did not want the Genie to just take over and do too much of the work. The final
result relating to strategies is the need for the Genie to make relevant, necessary and
timely responses, for example to praise, justify and wait before commencing any
interaction as the participants pre-read the notes.

Of those results relating to the User Interface it became evident that participant's
responses to the "domineering" attitude varied. It can only be hypothesised that this was
due to past experiences, their own personality and preferred learning styles. It would be
interesting to test these kinds of hypotheses with a further study. Most participants
thought that the language and speech output were generally acceptable although, if time
allows, more work could be carried out on speech intonation. Whereas most participants
thought that the animation was acceptable others would have preferred less as they
became more involved in the task. Finally, participants could have benefited from a
separate list of voice commands which may have encouraged them to utilise this aspect
of the Genie.

As for the Dialogue Model it became apparent that a three phase model was
being followed on each interaction consisting of start negotiation, middle turn-taking
and end negotiation. Additions to the model which emerged from the study include a
'why', 'justify' move and praise as 'well done'. (These moves were added before the
next evalaution cycle). It was noted that the Genie relied on co-operation of the
participants to maintain the 'flow' of conversation. This cooperation could be
encouraged through the use of motivating, believable personalities (Lester et al., 1997).
Finally, it became apparent that in some circumstances there was a little confusion over
which dialogue move was the best suited to the intended meaning.

In terms of the Wizard of Oz study itself one of the most damaging factors to the
effectiveness of the study were caused by the great cognitive load placed on the Wizard
in examining multiple documents to select a move. This resulted in the participant left
wondering what was happening or (in one case) actually realising that they were
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interacting with a human. However, in the main, the illusion created in the minds of
most participant's was that they were in fact interacting with an 'intelligent' Agent.

The Summarisation Process Model seemed to be justified by this study as people
mostly seemed to follow it's three stages although less emphasis was placed on the final
Reflective Review phase. This could, however, have been due to the fact that the task
only required a small summaty to be produced which could be held in memory. It was
also apparent that participants used a range of editing techniques to produce their
summaty.
Finally, an interesting outcome of the study was that participants seemed to
perceive the various tools as part of an integrated environment. This hints at the success
of the overall Wizard of Oz experiment and would indicate that, provided
communication between the tools worked adequately, the final system should also be
perceived as an integrated environment.

S.2.7. Conclusions and Future Work.
The discussions in the previous section which relate to the design of a potential
agent can now be summarised in terms of key conclusions together with the
corresponding data source from which they are derived, see Table 5.5. The next section
then presents these as recommendations for future work.

The Wizard of Oz study described above exposed insights into the development
of an Agent-based support for summarisation before undertaking

m~or

coding of an

'intelligent' component. A number of areas have been addressed, including: strategies
pertaining to the Genie's behaviour, User InterfacelPersonifications, the Dialogue
Model, the Wizard of Oz study, Observed Summarisation strategies and more general
observations. In addition to the recommendations made for future Agent development
the transferable technologies required to implement the User Interface have been tried
and tested, ready to be integrated into future components.

Future work (described in Chapter 6) develops these components, building on
the implementation considerations of this study's outcomes. As intended, the outcome
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will be the user-centred development of an Intelligent Agent to aid Summarisation in
the WebCT Astronomy and Optics course.

CONCLUSION
1. adaptivity - interactional and

propositional (Cassell, 2001)
2. empathically praise, justify,
wait
3. improve dialog model e.g. 3
phases + differentiate moves
clearly
4. incorporate summarisation
process model (Fig.4.4) +
rhetorical analysis, proposed
agent architecture, Tawalbeh
process model
S. increase chances of humanagent cooperation by
motivating with appropriate
agent personality
support
a range of text
6.
editing techniques

DATA
DATA EXAMPLE
SOURCE
4
83: "at the beginning, yeah, it
was good, after a while I prefer
as a user to have more control of
the process or task"
2&3
8S: unnecessary praise may be
''patronising''
4&2
3 phases as illustrated in Table
S.3

3

7 of 11 participants pre-read the
course notes

4&3

S7: " . .. a positive attitude
towards me ... so it wasn't meant
to make me feel stupid"

3

different styles: cut and paste
(S9) vs. typing whole sentence
(SI)
S6: "it just jumped in and did it"

1&4
7. include help and hints on
summarisation
S8: "it sort of lacks a bit of
4
8. improve speech input/output
expression
in the voice"
e.g. intonation
4
82: "I feel like hitting him
9. a range of personalities may
be required e.g. dominant
around the face" vs. SI: ''friendly
and encouraging"
and submissive
10. employ a 'processing'
4
S6: ''whilst you were busy doing
animation if agent is
it 1 didn't know whether it was
'thinkin a '
still active or not"
Table 5.5 WoZ Key Conclusions Summary.
(Key to Data Sources: 1 = "Summary Document", 2 = "Logs", 3 =
"Observational Notes", 4 = "Interview", see Table S.4).

5.2.8. Recommendations.
The following ten points summarise the key aspects of future software Agent
implementation which have emerged from this study.
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1.

Characters should adapt to the student e.g. they could display more
help and/or animation at first then automatically gradually decrease
(or possibly respond to a student request) or another alternative is
for the student to choose from a number of characters which display
different properties e.g. 'passive' or weak versus 'domineering' or
strong characters. Selection of these may then vary with the
student's style and experience. This is felt to be largely beyond the
scope of the initial prototype to be built here but is considered
important for future developments in the field and will be discussed
further in Chapter 9.

2.

Praise, justification and 'patience' could be more empathically
implemented along the lines discussed in section 5.1.2.

3.

The Dialogue Model could be improved to include a 'why/justify'
move and the three phase start, middle and end negotiation model.
This can be taken into account in the current implementation cycle.

4.

Incorporate the Summarisation Process Model (as well as the other
documents

e.g.

Rhetorical

Predicate

Analysis,

Theoretical

Summarisation Process Model) to guide the selection and
condensation of sentences on the Genie's turns and enable
explanations of choices.

5.

A student can be encouraged to collaborate with the agent by
employing a motivating and appropriate 'personality' .

6.

Support a range of text editing techniques (and offer appropriate
assistance).

7.

Include hintslhelp on effective summarlsation based on Tawalbeh
(1994) and Meyer (1975), etc. and WebCTIMS Word use, e.g. the

use of:
a Titles;
b. Precise statements;
c. Bullet points;
d. The 'gist' of a text (as described in Chapter 2);
e. Following WebCT links (e.g.
navigation, tools, etc.

on-line encyclopaedias),
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f.

MS Word e.g. do not use auto-summarise. use bullet points.
fonnatting, etc.

8.

Speech input and output could be improved by the addition of a
voice command synopsis window and better intonation design.

9.

A range of personalities may be required e.g. dominant and
submissive.

10.

Employ a 'processing' animation whilst the Agent is thinking.

The results of the Wizard of Oz study shown here indicate an approach to
software design which by its very nature is designed to increase user acceptance of the
final system, the Affective Study Companion, provided that the initial users are
representative of the target population in the way they interact with the system and
provided that the behaviour of the wizard can be sufficiently rendered in the final
implementation. The detailed design and implementation of the companion is the
subject of the next Chapter.
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Chapter 6: The Design and Implementation of an
Affective Learning Companion.
6.1 Introduction.
The Wizard of Oz methodology has proved useful in generating a number of
recommendations which otherwise may not have informed system design. In particular
the method allows a software developer to become more involved with potential users
to achieve a more user-centred system development.
This chapter is concerned with a discussion of the design and implementation
issues relating to the development of the software, Summary Intelligent Learning
Assistant (SILA). SILA is to be situated within an environment consisting of the
WebCT Physics notes which were initially developed as an exemplar of on-line learning
at CHALCS. As hypothesised SILA should help motivate students as they engage with
the Physics materials contained within WebCT, constructing summaries collaboratively
and thus helping to improve their study skills. Based on previous research in
collaborative learning (reviewed in Chapter 2) and pilot studies testing the potential
acceptance of the agent-based approach (reported in Chapter 5) it is hoped that this
engagement can be enhanced by including an affective component within the system
manifesting as an animated pedagogical Agent displaying appropriate' Affectations' .
This chapter discusses issues relating specifically to

'design and

implementation', that is, techniques and technologies which enabled the development of
SILA together with a detailed description of the current system prototype. Finally,
issues surrounding this implementation phase are discussed and recommendations are
reached.

6.1.1. SILA Design Rationale.
In considering the design of the system it was first necessary to establish the
requirements of the system based on the needs analyses and empirical work conducted
at CHALCS (see chapter 3 and 4).

The main outcome of this work was the

development of a case for building Learning Companions to help 6th Form students (i.e.
ages 16 to 18) with their note-taking within the WebCT Physics course (as part of the
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Acquisition phase reported in Chapter 2) and that these Companions should employ
ideas from the research on Animated Pedagogical Agents in order to test the hypothesis
that Learning Companions can help motivate students and can engage learners in ways
consistent with Collaborative Learning theory. Moreover, the aim was to develop and
test the effectiveness of alternative artificial 'personae' (behaviours which may be
perceived as consistent with alternative personalities or styles) ofLeaming Companions
on the engagement and performance of students when summarising.

The design rationale was conducted in the form of a glBIS diagram (Conklin &
Burgess Yakemovic, 1991) - see Figure 6.1. Its purpose is to explore the issues
surrounding the design of SILA, particularly evaluating the pros and cons of the
approach. This process helped to externalise the main design choices before the design
process itself actually took place.

6.2 The Design Methodology: Evolutionary Prototyping.
For the purposes of this research the traditional software development
methodology of the 'waterfall model' is not appropriate. The waterfall model consists of
a sequential progress through a number of well-defined steps including: requirements
specification, architectural design, detailed design, coding and unit testing, integration
and testing and operation and maintenance. However, this approach is unsuitable for the
development of highly interactive systems if the design criteria are not well established
during the initial stages of the software development. As Dix et al (1997) candidly point
out:

"The only way to be sure about some features of the potential design is to
build them and test them out on real users. The design can then be modified
to correct any false assumptions that were revealed in the testing."
Dix et al (1997)

This iterative design process has been adopted for the development of SILA due
to the highly interactive nature of its central functionality and the perceived need to
involve students by adopting a user-centred approach to development.
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Dix et al (1997) go on to describe three main approaches to prototyping
involving throw-away prototypes (where the iteratively developed system is discarded
in favour of design requirements of the final system), incremental (where individual
components are first delineated then gradually released to the user one at a time until
the final system is arrived at) and evolutionary prototyping (where the system is seen
to evolve from an early, less well-defined solution to a more thorough implementation
as a result of subsequent user testing, i.e. the system is never discarded). There are,
however, some problems inherent in this kind of rapid prototyping such as initial design
decisions not being rectified in subsequent revisions or symptoms of bad design being

treated in favour of re-thinks. One way to circumvent such problems (as followed in
this research) is by utilising appropriate design documentation such as models of the
user (e.g. the snmmarisation process model of Chapter 4) or modelling the dialogue of
the human-computer interaction (e.g. those discussed later in this chapter in section

6.4.3.3).

~
~

I ::uate I
prototype

Operation and

maintenance
Figure 6.2 Evolutionary Prototyping (Dix et aL, 1997).

Figure 6.2 provides an overview of a typical evolutionary prototyping approach
to software design. This consists of the following five prototype design steps but
importantly recognises that these five steps will undergo iterative build-evaluative
cycles until the final software artefact is produced:
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1.

requirements analysis;

2.

architecture design;

3.

detailed specification;

4.

implementation;

5.

integration.

Each of the steps taken during the design and implementation of the five SILA
prototypes, including documentation produced are detailed in section 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6.
First though, the design development is outlined.

6.3 The Design Development.
Based on the design rationale for the system it was clear that the system would
need three main components:

•

Animated agents with affectations that could be varied to generate
alternative 'personae' (affective behaviours perceived by students to be
consistent with having a particular personality) which could then be tested
for their ability to engage and motivate the student to complete the task;

•

An interaction model or dialogue model through which the animated
agent could engage the student in the joint collaborative task (the model
would consist of dialogue mechanisms (moves) for managing the
interaction with the student, including mechanisms for turn-taking and
generating appropriate turns given the current state of the summary task);

•

A model or mechanisms by which the system could summarise text itself
within the collaborative space Goint summary under construction). This

was needed not only in order to offer suggestions/participate in the
summarisation process but also to comment on the suggestions of the
student;
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With an idea in mind of the design rationale, including the pros and cons of
various decisions relating to the main issues, the next stage was to start development of
the prototypes. The five staged prototypes are:

1.

The Stand-Alone Prototype;

2.

The Wizard of Oz Prototype;

3.

The Pre-Evaluation Prototype;

4.

The Evaluation Prototype;

5.

The Post-Evaluation Prototype.

Each prototype will be discussed in detail in subsequent sections. For now we
note that the stand-alone prototype was built to test the feasibility of technologies

required to produce the animated agents and provide a basic mechanism for their
manipulation in terms of the 'moves'. The Wizard of Oz prototype was next developed
to test the capability of the 'pencil and paper' dialogue model when two collaborating
humans, a tutor and student, worked together to produce a joint snmmary and the
effectiveness of the animated agents in terms of the 'affectations'. This prototype was
also intended to give further insights into the requirements of the summarisation model.
The evaluation prototype was next developed incorporating the results of the Wizard of
Oz study and implementing the dialogue and summarisation models as far as possible.
Finally, the Post-Evaluation prototype made changes in line with the results of the
evaluation study and to improve SILAs robustness for use with students, particularly in
terms of allowing it to be deployed from the World Wide Web.

The next section describes this proof-of-concept in terms of the first four
prototypes produced following the design methodology highlighted earlier in this
Chapter. Chapter 7 provides a description of the final system implementation.

6.4 Ineremental Development of the Summary Intelligent Learning
Assistant (SILA).
This and subsequent sections describe the fmt four milestones eventually
decided upon for the prototypes developed as part of this research including any
problems encountered and the solutions arrived at to overcome them. The first three
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prototypes are discussed as part of this section then the prototype used in the evaluation
is discussed in the next section. In-keeping with the process described in Figure 6.2
each prototype will be described in tenns of design techniques relating to each of the
first four prototyping steps of requirements analysis, architectural desi~ detailed
specification and implementation. These techniques are:

1. Storyboarding - representing the 'look and feel' of the interface;
2. Data Flow Diagrams - representing a high level visualisation of the
prototype architecture;
3. Pseudo Code, Hierarchical State-Transition Diagrams - representing the
detailed solutions and the dialogue models, respectively;
4. Implementation Notes.

6.4.1. The Stand-Alone Prototype.
The first version of SILA was simply a stand-alone version, i.e. operating
entirely on one computer. The stand-alone prototype was built to test the feasibility of
MS Agent to convey 'affectations' and the suitability of Visual BASIC (VB) to manage

the interaction. It consisted of the implementation of a control panel consisting of
various buttons which, when selected by the User, initiated a 'move' in the MS Agent
Genie character.

6.4.1.1. Requirements Analysis.
As can be seen in the storyboard (Figure 6.3) the requirements were simple in

that just one agent was required which was controlled (like a puppet) from a Visual
Basic form operating as a control panel. At this stage the mechanisms to jointly
construct a summary were not considered, i.e. the next design cycle, the Wizard of Oz
prototype would consider this.

6.4.1.2. Archltectll1'a1 Specijlcatlon.
As can be seen in Figure 6.4 the 'puppet' console generates a command string

which is passed to the main form. This form then interprets the command as 'speak' and
'play' MS Agent commands which make Genie speak text (i.e. using text-to-speech and
a speech bubble) depending on the command and play an animation sequence e.g.
'announce' will make Genie look alert and raise a finger. In turn if an agent command is
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selected by right mouse clicking over the agent (or possibly using speech if this facility
is enabled) then the command is passed back to the main form which displays it in a
pop-up 'message box'. Although this architecture is quite simple it does allow some of
the fundamental technologies to be tested.

Figure 6.3. Stand-Alone Prototype Storyboard.

agent
command ..po

console

mainfonn

form

genie user
command

'user'
message box

~.

genie user
command

"

agent
'speak'&
'piay'

MS agent
(genie)

Figure 6.4 Stand-Alone Prototype Arehiteeture.

6.4.1.3. DetIIll~d SpeclJlcllllon.
As can be see from the pseudo code in Figure 6.5 the stand-alone prototype code

is fairly straightforward. One form interprets the button presses by converting them to a
simple 'protocol' i.e. a string representing a command. This is then passed onto the
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main form. On loading, the main fonn will load the basic characters into MS Agent then
add the user commands. The 'agent command' procedure then parses the 'console form'
command then acts on it accordingly, i.e. shows or hides genie, says the special text or
calls one of the 'moves'.

console form
if button X pressed and X not = 'say' then
command = "com" + X
call main form ("com" + X)
else if button X then
call main fonn ("say" + textbox.text)
end if
mainfonn
on form load
load genie
add commands to genie

end
proc agent_command (command)
parse (command)
if command = "say" then
genie speak. text
endif
if command = "sho" then
show genie
endif
if commend = "end" then
end genie
endif
case command
"comOl"
genie play("announce")
genie speak("I'll start")
"com02"

case else
genie play(''uncertain'')
genie speak("I don't know what I'm...doing")

endproc
Figure 6.S Stand·Alone Prototype Pseudo Code.
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6.4.1.4. Implementlltion.
The 'moves' for Genie were designed using MASH (a tool for authoring MS
Agent scripts, see section 6.4.3.5) and were based on the design as reported in the
previous chapter. At this stage the actual animations were sometimes, in hindsight,
maybe too over-the-top and would later be refined. However, this prototype allowed the
feasibility of the project to be tested, in particular the effectiveness of MS Agent to
convey the 'affectations' and the suitability of Visual BASIC (VB) for the software
development. This prototyping stage was successful and led to the implementation of
software in anticipation of the Wizard of Oz study.

6.4.2. The Wizard of Oz Prototype.
The Wizard of Oz prototype was next developed to test the capability of the
'pencil and paper' dialogue model (shown below in Figure 6.9) when two collaborating
humans, a tutor and student, worked together to produce a joint summary. This
prototype was also intended to give further insights into the requirements of the
summarisation model by enabling the tutor and student to share a document under
construction. Essentially, it was envisaged that the Wizard of OZ (WOZ) prototype
would be an extension of the stand-alone prototype employing a client-server
architecture to enable the 'console' to operate the MS Agent 'puppet' remotely. This
provides the opportunity for the Wizard to sit out-of-view of the participant, even in
another room, thus creating the illusion of the 'puppet' behaving autonomously.

6.4.2.1. Requirements Analysis.
As can be seen from the WoZ Prototype storyboard (Figure 6.6) the WoZ
participant would view WebCT and MS Word plus the Genie on one computer. The
'wizard' would share the view of WebCT and Word on another computer and would
additionally have the 'console' form at their disposal plus the occasional pop-up
message box informing them of participants' commands. These requirements, while
progressively more complex than the Stand-Alone Prototype (for example, having to
employ a network communications protocol) can be seen as a logical development of
the Stand-Alone prototype requirements.
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Figure 6.6. Wizard of Oz Prototype Storyboard.
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Figure 6.7 Wizard of Oz Prototype Architecture.

6.4.2.2. Architect",. Specljication.
Figure 6.7 shows that the architecture of the WoZ prototype (at least in terms of
the Visual Basic code) is very similar to that of the Stand-Alone prototype shown in
Figure 6.4. The only additional components are the simple routines to establish the
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Universal Datagram Protocol (UDP) connection. Once this is established then the
system operates in much the same way as described in Section 6.4.1 except that now all
commands are just over the network using UDP as the 'Wizard server' and the
'participant client' are operating on remote computers.

6.4.2.3. Detailed SpecifICation.
The Pseudo code described in section 6.4.1.3 adequately describes the
specification used for the WoZ prototype. In fact, the code from the Stand-Alone
version was mostly reused. Additionally though the pseudo code shown in Figure 6.8
shows the steps necessary to establish the UDP connection.

Client
set JP address of server
set remote host port (server)
set local port (client)
'bind' connection

Server
set IP address of client
set remote host port (client)
set local port (server)
'bind' connection

Figure 6.8 Wizard of Oz Pseudo Code.

6.4.2.4. TIle SpeclftctltiOll o/tlle DiIIloKru ModeL
At this stage a 'pencil and paper' model of the Sn...A dialogue at a specification
level was also developed, to be used by the Wizard, i.e. it is not implemented in
software. It consists of State Transition Diagrams where nodes represent Sn...A dialogue
'moves' and links between nodes represent student 'moves'. The dialogue model is
shown in Figure 6.9. It can be seen that Sn...A takes the initiative and starts the dialogue
leaving the student with the possibility to decline this initiative, i.e. replying with 'no',
or accept the initiative, replying with 'yeS/ok'. The former student decision would
assume that the student wants to make a contribution, i.e. choosing 'look', in which case
Sn...A may ask for an explanation.

If the student accepts SILAs start initiative then SILA will make a contribution
('look') which gives the student the option of declining the contribution ('no') ask
'why' SILA did that (resulting in a 'because' explanation) or asking SILA to go next,
etc. At this stage a Sn...A 'similar' move was anticipated when Sn...A would point out
that a contribution was similar to a previous one.
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Furthermore, it can be seen that a 'turn-taking' philosophy is assumed based on
the cooperation of SILA and the student. This is essential to the success of SILA at this
stage.

why?

youftnlsh

me
18xt

me
next

me
next

you finish

®

,------~ no -

_ _ _ _~

rr------l...,

-"'-c'¥)~~I . .

_OK_----I

Figure 6.9 Wizard of Oz Dialogue ModeL
(Key: nodes = SILA moves, links = student moves)

6.4.2.5.lmpiementation.
The initial thinking concerning the Wizard of Oz study was that software would
have to be written which provided a collaborative text editor and web browser with
facilities to remotely control the Agent from the Wizard's computer over a network.
However, problems were continually encountered in producing software to enable the
sharing of the summary document. These problems were mainly related to the kinds of
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client-server architectures supported by Visual Basic and the nature of communications
allowed and the incompatibility of these with the best text editor solution technology.
The eventual solution was to avoid the implementation issues surrounding sharing
documents by utilising Microsoft Netmeeting to share MS Word. In addition,
Netmeeting could also be used to share Internet Explorer and thus the Wizard and
student could share both browser and word processor maintaining the illusion in the
student's mind (as later attested to by students) that MS Agent was in control of these
packages.

It thus remained to implement the remote calling of the Genie's moves from the
Wizard's computer. The control panel of buttons was used from the previous prototype,
the panel generating a command peculiar to that button. These commands were used as
part of a simple communications protocol which was then transmitted over the Internet

to the student's computer. A Universal Datagram Protocol was used for the purposes of
the peer-peer communication which was achieved (after experimentation) with Visual
BASIC. When the software is first initialised on both the Wizard and the student's
computer the experimenter has to enter both the remote and local computer's JP address
thus facilitating this communication.

The results of the study which used this prototype were described in the previous
chapter. These results helped inform the design of the next prototype, termed the 'preevalutation' prototype as it was validated with post-graduate students and colleagues.

6.4.3. The Pre-Evaluation Prototype.
The Pre-Evaluation prototype began to more closely resemble the fully
functioning system as envisaged at the initial design stage. Until this point only Genie

had been implemented as a potential assistant This phase added another character,
Peedy the Parrot, and developed the modules (based on the architecture in Figure 6.11,
below) which would provide the necessary functionality for Sll..A, namely this
prototype implemented the reactive, deliberative and world model (which would be
used to manage interventions in the summary task).
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6.4.3.1. Requirements Analysis.

Figure 6.10. Pn-Evaluation Prototype Storyboard.
As can be seen in the storyboard (Figure 6.10) the software now executes on one

computer again. That is, the network functionality necessary for the WoZ prototype is
now redundant as the ultimate aim is to replace the Wizard through the programmatic
control of the agents which will reside on the same computer as the previous agent
client. The software contains a number of menus to provide the various necessary
functionalities and two main windows to be used in summarising the WebCT notes.
Basic text editing facilities are provided (in the form of an editable Rich Text Format
box Visual Basic component) and a key used to show the function of the text. The
facilities provided at this stage are still rather basic but the prototype allows the next
level of technologies to be tested.

6.4.3.2. Arcltlt«:t1llYll Speclfictllion.
The behaviour of Sll..A is modelled as a hybrid reactive/deliberative agent
architecture (Aylett &

~

2000; Sloman & Logan, 1999) see Figure 6.11. The

permissible dialogue moves are conceptualised as a finite state graph (shown in Section
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6.4.3.3) but actions at nodes make use of other computational mechanisms (described in
section 6.4.3.3.8), particularly taking advantage of process models derived from the
previous empirical studies (see Chapter 4) and those, reviewed earlier, in the literature
on summarisation. This phase is obviously gaining much inspiration from the Wizard of
Oz study as well as intentions of further behaviour-based affective personifications as
described later (see table 6.2). Each component will now be described in turn.

Kev
infol'lD8t1on
flow
.....

module

D

Figure 6.11 SILA Architecture.

6.4.3.2.1. The EDviroDmeat.

SILA is situated in an environment basically consisting of one window
containing World Wide Web browser functionality and another containing simple text
editing capabilities. In addition a menu system is employed to provide text editing
functionality (new, open, save, cut, copy, paste, etc.), the browser functionality (e.g.
refresh, back, home, etc.), artificial assistant selection (Genie or Peedy the parrot),
'organisation' help, a scratchpad, facilities to open and close a log and help. Further text
editing capabilities are provided directly above the editing window, i.e. font, text size
and bullet points (see Figure 6.12). In addition a key indicates the meaning of the
colours used for the summary text: red means that the text has been shown to SILA,

blue indicates that the text has been written by SILA, magenta shows text that has been
'condensed', i.e. phrases combined into one phrase and black indicates that this is text
that the student has entered but not shown to SILA.
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Figure 6.12 The SILA Evaluation Prototype Environment.'
6.4.3.2.2. Sensors.

The sen ors provide SILA with all information relating to the environment. This
IS

achieved through the menu or voice (i.e. speech recognition) commands services

within MS Agent. The commands presented to the Student are adaptive in that those
offered are dependant upon the current context, i.e. the current state of the dialogue
model in the Reactive module. This allows the student to choose from a limited subset
of the commands (some options now don't appear in the menu) thus alleviating the need
for a long list of confusing possibilities. Importantly, this also constrains the difficulty
of the Natural Language Understanding problem and also allows the implementation of
the Finite State Device used in the dialogue model (see Section 6.4.3.2,3). The sensors
also provide input from the text editor. in the form of raw text, to the Deliberative
module which then processes this information,

I

Note that this screeenshot is actually of the version of STLA used in the Evaluation studies (Le. with

some additional functionalities) as described in Section 6.5.
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6.4.3.2.3. The Reactive Layer.

The Reactive module contains the dialogue model which drives the SILAstudent interactions and simple low-level affectations. The dialogue model is
conceptualised as a Finite State Machine such that each state consists of a command
agent and move(s) and up to three response agent(s), move(s) and state(s). At the top
level the state machine looks like Figure 6.13. Subsequent states in the hierarchy
similarly map from one command state to the next. Affectations in this module result
from the response to a state transition, e.g Peedy commences interactions (the first state
in the dialogue model) by first uttering a randomised greeting then smiling and
announcing ''OK., let's have some fun !". Further decomposition of the dialogue stages
is provided in section 6.4.3.3 together with pseudo code. It is, however, worth
reiterating that the agents are proactive in that they will advance onto the next
appropriate dialogue model state in the absence of a student interaction.

Figure 6.13 Top level Dialogue Model State Diagram.
6.4.3.2.4. The DeUbentive Layer.

The deliberative module would contain the traditional reasoning mechanisms
typical of AI systems. However, in the present prototype implementation these
mechanisms are currently simplified. Notably, this module includes the summarisation
rules derived from empirical results (e.g. the summarisation process model) and the
literature on summarisation (fawalbeh, 1994). For example, a SELECTION rule
obtains the position of a rhetorical predicate in the rhetorical structure hierarchy from
the ideal summary contained in the World Model, see Figure 6.29. In a future version it
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is envisaged that the SELECTION rule could then use this infonnation to judge a
predicates' worthiness to be included in the summary document although at present all
phrase summaries are included. However, this rhetorical hierarchical position is used by
a deliberative affectation rule which gives students feedback ranging from ''well done !"
to ''why did you do that 1" depending on the perceived importance of the predicate they
enter, see section 6.4.3.3.4. Additionally, SILA will indent all phrases according to how
important (utilising the rhetorical positions) they are indicated to be, see the pseudo
code in Figure 6.28 later. The CONDENSATION rule (which is based on Tawlabeh,
1994) examines phrases in the summary for common keywords then proceeds to match
and condense them on the basis of their commonality. For the moment, matching
phrases are concatenated through the use of an ampersand symbol.
The NLP (Natural Language Processing) sub-module takes the raw text input
from the sensors and converts it to machine-understandable predicates, i.e. it matches a
phrase a student has entered with one in the World Model. In the current prototype this
is simply achieved through the use of the keyword matching, see the pseudo code in
Figure 6.29 later. As well as communicating with the World Model (for both updating
and consulting the current summary document and consulting the ideal summary) the
deliberative layer also outputs to the actuators both to update the summary document in
the Environment and of course achieve some of SILAs 'moves' (as shown in tables 6.3
and 6.4 below).
6.4.3.loS. The World Model.

The World Model contains the current summary consisting of a list of predicates
currently used and is infonned by the deliberative layer as mentioned. It also contains
the model of the ideal summary, that is, it holds a list of the predicates for the entire
summary together with their rhetorical structure position, a justification (to be used by
SILA's explanation facility) and keywords used by the NLP mechanism in the
deliberative layer as mentioned in the subsequent section on SILA 'knowledge
representation'. These data are then used by the deliberative layer, for example, to
infonn the choice of phrases to be used by the CONDENSAnON mechanism.
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6.4.3.2.6. Actuaton.

The actuators are triggered by both the deliberative and reactive layers. They
perfonn modifications to the swnmary document Le. additions of predicates and all of
SILA's 'moves' in the form of the animations and speech output e.g. feedback (both
echoing input and yes/no/OK), prompts, affectations, justifications, initiating and
responding, etc.
The architecture of the Evaluation version implementation of SILA has already
been described which shows the system design at a conceptual level. The next section
details specification and implementation which may be of interest to Users and
Developers.

6.4.3.3. DelaUed SpecifICation.
In this section the specification of the dialogue and deliberative models are
described in more detail.
6.4.3.3.1. The DlaIope Model.

The main 'driving force' behind the operation of SILA is the reactive dialogue
model. It was planned in terms of permissible states along the lines mentioned in section
6.4.2.4 which describes the dialogue model for the WoZ prototype. In order to
implement this model, based on the observations in the WoZ studies of discrete stages
in the dialogue (see section 5.2.5.3 of Chapter 5), episodes of interaction were broken
down into five stages as shown in Table 6.1. This table also shows which State
Transition Network: (Sm) and Pseudo Code represent each dialogue stage.
1)I.illI~II'

..... 1.1~l

..... 1'\

I"llld" (

"d,

1. Agent starts

Figure 6.14

Figure 6.15

2. Agent's turn

Figure 6.16

Figure 6.17

3. Student's turn

Figure 6.18

Figure 6.19

4. Student ends

Figure 6.20

Figure 6.21

5. Agent ends

Figure 6.22

Figure 6.23

Table 6.1 The Post Wizard of Oz Dialogue Model Five Stages
Note that agenl-command as detailed in the pseudo code of section 6.4.1.3 is
now separated into 'moves' specific to the two assistants, Genie and Peedy - becoming
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genie-interpret-command and peedy-interpret-command - but basically remains the
same. However, the console fonn and the WoZ pseudo code of Figure 6.8 are no longer
required. Additionally, the pseudo code for get-user-response (used in the dialogue
model) and add-command (used by get-user-response) are provided in Figures 6.24 and
6.25. Also note that pseudo code for some of the more advanced features such as

condense (Le. the functionality to concatenate similar meaning phrases) and anaJysecontribution (Le. functionality to judge the value of a contribution and have the agent
respond accordingly) is provided in section 6.4.3.3.8 in its final fonn. There follows a
brief description of each dialogue model stage.
6.4.3.3.1. AIe-t Starts Dlalope Model.
First the agent will take the initiative and say it is starting. This is followed by
presenting the student with an option to affirm or deny this 'move'. If they deny the
agent the initiative then they may elect to start the summary. This will result in the genie
denying them this opportunity or Peedy allowing it, i.e. in-keeping with the 'dominant'
character of Genie and 'submissive' character ofPeedy. If the student does not affirm or
deny the start move then the agent will carry on regardless. However, if they confirm
the agent 'start' move then they get the chance to tell the agent to 'go next'. In this case
either selecting 'go next' or actually no action by the student (i.e. the default,
autonomous agent behaviour) will result in a jump to the 'agent turn' dialogue model.
Figure 6.14 shows the STN for Agent Starts and is followed by the pseudo code in
Figure 6.15.

Fipn 6.14 AceDt Starts Dialogue Model STN.
(Key: ellipse = agent, rectangle = student, diamond = further diagram)
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show agent
start:
agent(start)
get_user_ responses(no,ok)
if user_response = ''00'' then
get_user_response(start)
if user_response = "start" then
if genie then agent(no)
goto start
ifpeedy then agent(ok)
goto student_turn
else
if user_response = ''null'' then
agent(ok)
goto student_turn
end if
end if
if user_response = "ok" then
get_user_response(you_next)
ifuser_response = ''you_next''
or user_response = ''null'' then
goto agent_turn
end if
end if
Figure 6.tS Alent Starts Dialogue Model Pseudo Code.
6.4.3.3.3. Agent's Tarn Dialogue Model.

The Agent Turn dialogue model commences with the agent stating that they will
go next. The student is then given a chance to deny this move. If they do not then
assuming a summary is not finished then the agent will gesture towards the summary
and make a contribution to it (if the summary is finished then the dialogue model will
jump to 'agent ends'). The student then has a choice of replying with 'why', 'ok' and
'well done'. If they respond with 'why' then the agent will justify its addition to the
summary. In the case of the other responses Genie will immediately take another turn
whereas Peedy will assume that the student wants to go next. This is a reactive
'affectation' as reported in the next section, i.e. Genie is more forthright whereas Peedy
is more passive.

If the student did choose to deny the original statement by the agent to go next
then the agent will affirm this choice and allow the student to go next, i.e. jump to
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'Student Tum'. Figure 6.16 shows the SIN for Agent's Turn and is followed by the
pseudo code in Figure 6.17.

Figure 6.16 Agent'. Turn Dialogue Model STN.

(Key: ellipse = agent, rectangle = student, diamond =.further diagram)
agent_turn
agent(me next)
get_user_response(no)
if user_response = ''null" then
if not(check_end) then
agent(look)
agent_action
get_user_response(wby,ok,well done)
if user_response = ''why'' then
agent(because)
if genie then goto agent_turn
else goto student_turn.
end if
end if
if user_response = "ok" then
if genie goto agenCturn.
else goto student_turn
end if
ifuser_response = "well done" then
if genie goto agent_turn
else goto student turn
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end if
else
else
ifuser_response = "no" then
agent(ok)
goto student_turn
end if
end if
Figure 6.17 Agent's Turn Dialogue Model Pseudo Code.
6.4.3.3.4. Studeat'. Tum Dialogue Model.

Initially the student is given the chance to either go next or end the summary. If
they choose to go next then they are given a further chance to show the agent their

summary addition (by highlighting it and selecting 'look'). This results in a value
judgement by the agent based on the rhetorical hierarchical rating of the phrase, after it

has matched it to a phrase in its World Model. That is, a phrase's importance rating
which resides in the World Model together with keywords for it to be matched against
(see section 6.4.3.3.8) is used to determine the agent's response. If the rating is poor
then the agent will ask the student for an explanation of its inclusion, i.e. the student can
respond with a 'because' move. If the rating is good then the agent will congratulate the
student i.e. use a 'well done' move. If the rating is just average then the agent will
simply reply with an 'OK' move. Each of these three rating responses will then jump to
another agent's turn if the Genie is being used or ifPeedy is being used will jump to the
Student's Tum (the rationale for this was explained in 6.4.3.3.3, Agent Turn).
Additionally, if the student does not reply to the chance to use 'look' then the whole
Agent's Turn stage will commence from the beginning, i.e. that reported in section
6.4.3.3.3.

Furthermore, if the student does not initially choose to go next or the Genie is
being used and a random number is above a threshold value (to add unpredictability to
Genie's behaviour) then the agent may respond with a 'no', disallow the student's turn
and go to Agent's Turn. Finally, if the student initially chooses to end the summary then
Student Ends is jumped to. Figure 6.18 shows the STN for Student's Turn and is
followed by the pseudo code in Figure 6.19.
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Figure 6.18 Student'. Turn Dialogue Model STN.

(Key: ellipse = agent, rectangle = student, diamond = further diagram)
agents_turn
get_user_response(me_next, me_end)
if user_response = ''me next" then
get_user_response(look)
if user_response = "look" then
analyse_contribution(rating)
if rating = question_selection then
agent(why)
get_user_response(because)
if genie then goto agents_turn
else goto students_turn
end if
end if
if rating = good_selection
agent(weIl done)
if genie then goto agents_turn
else goto students_turn
end if
end if
if rating = average_selection
agent(ok)
if genie then goto agents_turn
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else goto students_turn
end if
end if
end if
if user_response = "null" then
goto agents_turn
end if
end if
if user_response = ''null'' or (genie and md > 0.9) then
agent(no)
geeuser_response(ok)
goto agents_turn
end if
if user_response = ''me end" then
goto student_ends
end if
Figure 6.19 Student's Tum Dialogue Model Pseudo Code.
6.4.3.3.5. Stlldeat Eads Dialogue Model.

First this model checks to see if the summary is finished. If it is then the agent
will use the 'ok' move followed by presenting the student with the 'done' move which
the student can affirm to end the session or deny to go back to Student Turn. If the
summary is not finished then the agent will deny the student the chance to end and jump
to Agents Turn. Figure 6.20 shows the

srn for Student Ends and is followed by the

pseudo code in Figure 6.21.

Figure 6.20 Student Ends Dialogue Model STN.
(Key: ellipse = agent, rectangle = student, diamond = further diagram)

student_ends
if check_end then
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agent(ok)
get_user_response(done)
if user_response = "done" then
goto end
else
goto student_turn
end if
end if
if not (check_end) then
agent(no)
goto agents_turn
end if
Figure 6.21 Pseudo Code for Student Ends Dialogue ModeL
6.4.3.3.6. Agent Eads DiaIope Model.

The agent will first announce that it will finish the summary, giving the student a
chance to confirm this action or deny it. If they choose to deny it then the model will
jump to Student Turn. However, if it is confirmed then the agent will announce that they
have finished the session and will disappear. Figure 6.22 shows the STN for Agent Ends
and is followed by the pseudo code in Figure 6.23.

I

I

~

Figure 6.22 Agent Ends Dialogue Model STN.
(Key: ellipse = agent, rectangle = student, diamond = further diagram)
agent_ends
agent(l'll finish)
get_user_response(no,ok)
ifuser_response = "no" then
goto student_turn
else
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agent(done)
end if
gotoend
Figure 6.23 Agent Ends Dialogue Model Pseudo Code.
6.4.3.3.7. Dialogue Model Support.

As mentioned, Figures 6.24 and 6.25 demonstrate pseudo code which is utilised

in the dialogue model pseudo code, notably the routine for obtaining a user's response

get_user_response and a routine to support this by dynamically adding a series of
pennissable 'moves' to the MS Agent command options. These will not be explained
further as they are quite self-explanatory except to say that "AeO" adds 'advanced
character options' to the agents e.g. to set speech input parameters.

get_user_response (responsel, response2, response3)
if genie then
genie.commands.removea11
else
if peedy then peedy.commands.removea11
end if
end if
if response 1 <>"" then
add_command(response 1)
end if
if response2 <> "" then
add_command(response2)
end if
if response3 <> "" then
add_command(response3)
end if
if genie then
genie.add.commands "AeO"...
else
if peedy then
peedy.add.commands "AeO"
end if
end if
if peedy then
peedy.play (listening)
else
if genie then
genie.play (listening)
end if
end if
set timer
do
check for user_input
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loop until timer timed out or user_input
if user_input then
command_ str = user_input
else
end if
Figure 6.24 Get_User_Response Pseudo Code.

add_command(command)
if peedy then
case command
"say": peedy.commands.add "say"...

''well done": peedy.commands.add ''well done" ...
end case
end if
if genie then
case command
"say": genie.commands.add "say"...

end case
end if
Figure 6.25 Add Command Pseudo Code.
6.4.3.3.8. The Deliberative Module.

Pseudo code is also provided here for the agent_action (Figure 6.26), condense

(Figure 6.27), organise (Figure 6.28) and analyse_contribution (Figure 6.29) which
form part of the deliberative module of Figure 6.11. Agent_action is the main routine
providing the functionality for an agent's addition to the summary which in turn calls

condense and organise which respectively concatenate phrases and indent them
according to hierarchical level. As can be seen from the dialogue model

analyse_contribution is the routine called when a student makes an addition to a
summary by highlighting it and selecting the 'look' move. These routines will not be
described further as every attempt has been made to make the pseudo code as easily
understood as possible.

agent_action
wait for gesturing animation to complete

i =-1
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do
i=i+l

loop until i = nwnber_of.Jlredicates or predicate_selected(i) = false
if predicate_selected(i) = false then
add predicate to end of summary
indent predicate according to rhetorical level
change text to blue
predicate_seJected(i) = true
current.Jlredicate = i
actual.Jlredicate(i) = predicate(i)
end if
if i = number_of.Jlredicates then check_end = true
call condense
call organise
Figure 6.26 Agent_Action Pseudo Code.

condense

i=O
do
i =i + 1

if predicate_selected(i) and not (condensed(i» then
call condensation (i)
end if
loop until i = number_of.Jlredicates
condensation
find the current predicate being condensed
step through each of its keywords

if the current keyword is not null
and the current keyword matches another phrases keyword
and the two phrases are not the same phrase
and the current phrase is after the matched phrase
then

a match has been found
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end if
if a match has been found
and the current predicate hasn't already been condensed
then
take each of the current""predicates keywords in turn
and match it with each keyword of the matched phrase
if the current...,predicate keyword is not the same then
add current..predicate keyword to the phrase
end if
delete the matched phrase
remember which phrase was condensed
Figure 6.27 Condense Pseudo Code.

organise
for each predicate
if it is included in the summary and
it has not been condensed then
indent it to the rhetorical hierarchical position ·3 spaces
Figure 6.28 Orpnise Pseudo Code.

(Note: 0 = most important, 3 = least important)
analyse_contribution
change selection's colour to red
if selection <> "" then
predicate = -1
do
predicate = predicate + 1
if not predicate_selected(predicate) then
loop
take each keywords(predicate)
match selection with it
until there's a match or no more keywords
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end if
ifuser selection matches a phrase's keywords then
analyse_contribution =
rhetorica1_hierarchica1"'place (matched"'phrase)
actual"'predicate(predicate) = selection
predicate_selected(predicate) = true
else if not match
analyse_contribution = 3
end if
loop until predicate = number_of"'predicates or
there was a match

end if
Figure 6.29 Analyse_Contribution Pseudo Code.

(Note: predicate_selected is a boolean, true = the phrase is in the summary)

6.4.3.4. Implementation.
In terms of the environment, this prototype implemented the text editor which
was to be the focus of the collaboration between SILA and the student as this is where
the actual summary would be jointly constructed. At this stage it included basic text
formatting capabilities (such as a font type drop-down menu and bullet point options)
plus the coloured text and associated key as explained below. In addition, the World
Wide Web browser functionality was also added at this point. This implementation was
straightforward as VB contains a component to implement basic browser facilities
similar to those provided by MS Internet Explorer.
The dialogue model in the Reactive Layer was implemented as a bard-coded
sequence of if-then statements. This allowed the rapid development of this code based
on the dialogue model. There is some modularity in terms of chunking of moves,
notably into the sections outlined figure 6.13. In addition, statements were added which
provided some of the more deliberative Affectations, such as faster response rates of
Genie when compared to Peedy and the random choices of options within the dialogue.
The Deliberative Module was perhaps the most involved of the modules
developed in terms of programming effort required as it contains the most
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computationally intensive solutions to problems, i.e. the implementation of the
summarisation 'condensation' strategy and the 'Natural Language Processing' (NLP)
capability. As explained in the 'knowledge representation' design section below
(section 6.4.3.4.1) and the pseudo code in section 6.4.3.3.8, the condensation strategy
uses keyword matching to concatenate phrases.

The World Model was designed to enable the agent both to decide upon and
make suggestions or additions and changes to the summary on its turns and to enable
the agent to comment on the suggestions/additions or changes to the summary made by
the student on their turns. The World Model was implemented as a sequence of
statements. That is, a summary of a phrase, its rhetorical hierarchy position, its
justification clause and its keywords were all represented as assignment statements. In
addition the model of the current summary was implemented as a number in an array
representing a particular phrase. Section 6.4.3.4.1 further describes this 'knowledge
representation' approach of SILA.

The system is roughly implemented as two main modules, one for User Interface
related code and the other containing the 'Intelligent' code. In addition four forms are
used (a 'form' is a concept used within Visual Basic to describe a user-defined window
containing any number of interface components). There is one form for the main SILA
window which can be viewed on starting the system, there is another form for display of
the 'organisation' HTML help file, another for user input of supplementary text, e.g. to
add a reason for the 'because' move, and the fmal form provides the sketchpad
functionality already mentioned.

The 'interface module' providing the interface functionality contains procedures
which interpret the student's input in a form suitable for the dialogue model which is
contained within the 'intelligent module'. In addition and as mentioned procedures
named Genie_interpret_command and Peedy_interpret_command, for Genie and Peedy
respectively, convert commands from the 'intelligent' module to the sequences of
animations and dialogue pertaining to each 'move'. In addition, the document editor
functionality is provided in this module as is the browser functionality together with all
menu options. This module is also responsible for loading the MS Agent characters
upon start-up.
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The 'intelligent' module is the main driving force behind the behaviour of SILA
as its contains the dialogue model as identified in the Reactive Module in Figure 6.11
and described in section 6.4.3.2.3 and 6.4.3.3. The procedure named simply 'action'
contains all of the code which performs the essential functions and is decomposed into
the five sections of 'start', 'student_turn', 'agent_turn', 'student_ends' and
'agent_ends'. As already mentioned, it consists of nested if-then statements and

additionally case statements with further embellishments to handle some of the
deliberative Affectations. Code within this 'action' procedure then calls either
Peedy_interpret_command or Genie_interpret_command as appropriate.

This 'intelligent' module also importantly handles the user input Via MS Agent,
that is, it establishes the

set

of commands to be used (dynamically) then communicates

all student input to the dialogue model. Further procedure~ as mentioned above, defined
this

within

module

take

care

of

the

Natural

Language

Processing

('analyse_contribution'), selection of a predicate ('agent_action'), condensation of

predicates ('condense') and the automatic indentation which forms part of the
Organisation phase ('organise').
Finally, the system uses two files, one containing the HTML course notes taken
directly form the WebCT course to be used in the evaluation and testing of SILA and
the other containing the HTML Organisation help.
6.4.3.4.1. T.e SILA Kaowleclp RepnseDtadoD Approada.

The approach to knowledge representation adopted for the prototype stage of
SILA may be considered by comparison a 'knowledge-poor' approach to summarisation
(Halm & Mani, 2000). This means that there is little structural or semantic information

about the text to be summarised contained within it It was decided that the system
should use criteria based on the Wizard of Oz studies for the selection and condensation
of material, etc. To summarise, information which the system uses should include:
1.

a proposition's key words;

2.

a proposition's rhetorical hierarchical level;

3.

an expert's summary of the proposition;

4.

an expert's justification/explanation of a proposition.
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Thus the task becomes one of negotiating with the student for turn-taking then.
when SILA has the focus, retrieval of an appropriate proposition's snmmary. Here
'appropriate' means that the proposition has not been used before, is in the right
sequence and is relevant according to its relative importance in the rhetorical hierarchy.
Keywords are used as a simple Natural Language Processing technique when
processing a student's contribution to the summary. As already mentioned, they are also
to be used by the condensation strategy which matches propositions based on

equivalence of keywords then concatenates them. Finally, the justifications/explanations
are to be used by the SILA explanation facility, for example, to provide a reason to the

student when they enquire why SILA added a proposition to the snmmary.
Although this approach requires little reasoning on the part of SILA it is still,
nonetheless, a basic knowledge representation. The approach can, in fact, be seen to
belong to the reactive school of thought rather than the deliberative, a philosophy which

was also adhered to in the design of the 'affectations'. Whilst the deliberative camp
would propose modelling, for instance perhaps, beliefs and desires of an Agent, the
reactive camp would be more concerned with the outcomes of the Agent, usually 'hardwiring' input to output with little computation in between (at least of the sort usually
seen in more traditional Artificial Intelligence circles). Brooks has been a proponent of
this approach for a number of year, see for instance Brooks (1991), and it is now
beginning to be quite commonplace within Agent circles, particularly more recently

used in conjunction with deliberative mechanisms. For example, in terms of Affect, fast
'startle' responses could be modelled reactively (thus reducing the computational effort
required) whereas more cognitively derived emotions such as 'sympathy' could be
modelled deliberatively (requiring more computational resources and hence, potentially,
a longer time to process). For example, Cassell reports work on her REA agent which
utilises a 'hardwired' response system:

"Hard-wired reaction handles rapid (under 200 milliseconds)
reaction to stimuli, such as the

ap~ce

of the user. These stimuli can

then directly affect the agent's behaviour without much delay, which means
that, for example, the agent's gaze can keep up with tracking the user's
movement without first processing the meaning of the user's appearance."

(Cassell, 200 1)
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The knowledge representation approach highlighted may be seen to have a foot
in both camps as does the theoretical basis of SILA' s Affect, to be described
subsequently.

6.4.3.5. FlI11her Implementation: SILA User Interface Development.
As can be seen from previous sections the User Interface of SILA is a central
concern of this research in particular the acceptance of the system by students. To this
end, this section will explain the personification philosophy (i.e. the 'affectations')
which are aimed at motivating students to use the system. This will be followed by the
method of realising these personifications, that is the animation (including tools used
and an account of the philosophy and actions of the animation sequences) and the
dialogue (including the use of appropriate, colloquial language, register and the design
of the speech synthesis utterances). The final section will then summarise the
'personality' design process.

6.4.3.5.1. The PenoDificatioD PhUosophy.
As stated earlier Lester et al (1991) noticed that the incorporation of
personifications in Animated Pedagogical Agents leads to an increase in student
motivation, something which they named the 'persona effect'. As will be elucidated,
this research concentrates on the generation of behaviour-based affect, something which
Picard (1997) calls "emergent emotions". That is, although there is no internal model of
the Agent's Affective states it is the intention that emotive behaviour is used to simulate
what have been called 'Affectations', i.e. "artificial manner" (Oxford Dictionary of
Current English, 1989). This may, indeed, not be enough in itself to create a totally
convincing 'artificial agent' since it will lack a deep-rooted emotional basis for
behaviour. However, it is believed that careful manipulation of certain key affectations
can create the illusion of character (Barker, 2003). In order that the effect of the
behaviour of the Learning Companion could be studied it was decided to implement two
distinct characters employing extremes of the Affectations, i.e. 'dominant' and 'passive'
traits.

To recap, in recent years psychologists began to reach consensus on common
personality trait scales. The currently prevalent version of which is the Big Five
personality traits. These are known as Extraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness,
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Neuroticism and Openness (McCrae & John, 1992). McCrae and Costa (1989) have
identified two of these trait scales, Extraversion and Agreeableness, as being most
rele ant to interpersonal interaction. Furtem10re, in the interpersonal circumplex theory
of personality (Wiggins, 1979) the extraversion trait (also known as power, status or
control) is said to range from dominance to submissiveness and the agreeableness trait
(also known as affiliation or warmth) is said to range from warm to cold or agreeable to
quarrel

me. Therefore, this research assumes the extraversion and agreeableness traits

as they are seen as crucial in interpersonal interaction in current personality psychology.
However. for the ake of convenience the two agents are labelled 'dominant' and
'passive' although they, in fact, are related to both of these traits.

Taking each of these traits as polar opposites, in terms of the two agent designs,
the following list (Table 6.2 ) shows the two extremes manifested in a range of
adjective

for two Agent

('Genie' and Peedy, the names given to two Agents

packaged with Microsoft Agent) together with the method of realisation of these

'Affectation' .
Genic
affectation
hasty
(dominant)

realisation
less time waiting
for user input

patient
(forceless)

waits reasonable
time for user
Q-A

D-

stubborn
(domineering)

ignore 'user next'

amenable
(un aggressive)

says "ok", "well
done" etc.
always gives way
to users turn

macho
(domineering)

deep voice &
muscular

wimpy
(meek)

feathered,
rounded 'cute'

scary
(warmthless)

upward lighting &
arms folded

friendly
(kind)

'light' voice tones
& asks rather than
tells

D-S

!

terse language
e.g. "I'm going
next"

C-w
D-S

e.g. "can I go
next lease"

Q-A

Table 6.2 Affectations of Genie and Peedy, their circumplex correlates and the
corresponding trait (Wiggins, 1979)
(Key: D-S = dominant-submissive, Q-A = quarrelsome-agreeableness,
C-W = cold-warm)
It can be seen that by using a combination of reactive and deliberative

behaviour including those based on response time, randomly-influenced decisions,
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appearance, language and voice tone it is possible to simply adjust the Affective
qualities of the Agents (Barker, 2003). The greatest effect in terms of these first three
qualities is achieved by what are loosely termed the animation whereas the dialogue
model contains the mechanisms such as the last two behaviours mentioned. These two
key components will be examined next.
6.4.3.5.2. AaiDaado.

The chosen package for implementation of the User Interface aspects of the
Agents is Microsoft Agent (Microsoft, 2003). It is the commercial by-product of the
Persona project at Microsoft whose aim was to "undertake the construction of a lifelike
computer assistant, a character within the PC which interacts with the user in a natural
spoken dialogue and has an expressive visual presence" (Ball et al., 1997). MS Agent
provides a whole range of services for the designer/programmer which can be accessed
from a variety of languages such as Visual BASIC or JAVA. Services include a text-tospeech engine, voice recognition, pre-defined animation sequences and menu controls.

Great care was taken to ensure realistic yet economical animation whilst
conveying the desired Affectations for each character. Tables 6.3 and 6.4 detail the
sequence of animations for each 'command' that the animation parsing routines should
recognise in SILA. They are composite animations in that they consist of the core
animations provided for each character in Microsoft Agent concatenated to form an
intuitive sequence which it is hoped convey the intended Affect for that particular
command. In addition, most commands have an associated speech utterance which
could be supplemented by machine-generated utterances, for example, a 'because' move
followed by the justification for the inclusion of a phrase within the swnmary document.
Additionally, some of the animations provided with the characters have associated
sound effects, such as the squawking as Peedy shrugs his shoulders.

The commands for each Agent were based on the seminal paper by Maulsby et
al., (1993) who used the Wizard of Oz approach to prototype an intelligent interface
Agent, Turvy, as mentioned in Chapter 5. By taking each of their proposed commands
in turn and adjusting it to the intended context, the set of commands were derived as
shown. Also, some commands were added which were obviously unique to SILA.
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Command

Animations

show
hide
say
me start
me take over

appears from a cloud
waves goodbye
points finger in air
salutation then one hand on chin, other on hip
move to centre of screen, cloud magically
appears (+ cymbal noise), rubs hands together,
rais_es eyebrows, returns to original-,-,-osition
move to middle of screen, pulls lightbulb from
inside pocket, hand to ear
scratch head, one hand on hips, other on chin,
take out tablet and scrawl (+ whistle &
scrawling sounds effects)
clapping (+ sound effect)
move to bottom right corner of screen, wave
arms, gesture (Genies) right then move back to
original position
hand shoot out to sides mouth open aghast,
one hand on hip, other on side of face with
eyebrows raised
cratch head then take binoculars out and spin
around
raised eyebrows, smile, clutchir!ghands
thumb up
hands out to side and shake head
hands out to side followed by one hand on hip,
other on sidc offace and one rasied eyebrow
move to centre of screen, applaud then return
to orginal position
one hand on hip, other on side of face and
'worried' expression

you take over
me fini h

done
look

why?

becau c ...
yes
ok
no
don ' t know
well d n
unknown

Speech

"good~_e,

my friend !"
[su~ied text]
"shall I start ?"
"I'm going next !"

"you take over !"
"I can do better than this
.. .. hmmmmm ....1'11 finish this
summary"
"We're done !"
"look at this !"

"tell me why you did that !"

''It's obvious, because .. . " [+
justification]
"yes, definitely!"
"OK !"
"no wIlY !"
"I really don't know!"
"Clever you !"
"Well done !"
"I don't know what I'm meant
to be doil!&"lwhi~eredj

Table 6.3 Animation and Speech Acts of 'dominant' Genie.
In addition to these animation sequences for each command MS Agent supplies
' idling beha iour for each character. That is, when the Agent is not being used they
will start xhibiting random behaviour. For example, Genie will fall asleep and begin
snoring (including the sound effect) and Peedy may take out a biscuit and chew on it or
d n

me ung\a e. The e animations help to relieve the monotony of a lack of

interaction and are a welcome adjunct to the core services of MS Agent.

Th e animations were tested in the Wizard of Oz study as described in Chapter
5. The recommendation for the final implementation is to reduce the amount of
animation for each command, for example removing the 'somersaulting' that the
Agen

perform around the screen. The tables shown are the improved designs for the

final implem ntation.
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Comnumd

Animations

show
hide
say

flies onto screen from nowhere
waves wing then flies away (disappears)
paper aeroplane flies onto screen, grabs it,
unfold paper and reads it then crumples it up
and throws it over his shoulder
bows, wing to beak and looks up pensively,
gets calculator out and taps away (with sound
effect) then puts wing to ear
move to centre of screen, waves magic wand
then returns to original screen position
moves to right of screen, switches a light bulb
n then off, puts wing to ear then returns to
original screen position
wing to beak and looks up pensively, paper
aeroplane flies onto screen, grabs it, unfolds
paper and reads it then crumples it up and
throws it over his shoulder, takes out pencil
and paper and writes
pulls out rosette with the number I on it (+
drum roll sound effect)
move to middle of screen, flap wings and jump
up, gesture to (peedy's) right then return to
original screen position
wing to head, squawks (sound effect) then
shrugs shoulders
scratch beak and eyes rotate then takes out a
tele cope and looks through it while turning
around (-I sound effect)
smiles, raises eyebrows and teeth sparkle
stands erect and raises eyebrows
shakes head and eyebrows drop (affecting
sadness)
outstretches wings, shrugs 'shoulders' and
eyebrows droop
moves to centre of screen, wing to head,
squawks (sound effect), smiles, raises
eyebrows and teeth sparkle then returns to
original screen position
shrugs 'shoulders' and eyebrows droop

me tart

me take over
you take over

me tini h

done
look

why?
because ...

yes
ok
no
don't know
well done

unknown

Speech

"seeya later !"
[supplied text)

"I'd like to start"

"can I go next please ?"
"I'd like you to take over"

"If you don't mind"
"I'd like to finish the
summary"

"Hooray! We've finished !"
"Hey! Take a look at this !"

"Wow! Please tell me why
you did that !"
HI did it because ... " [+
justification)
"Yeah! No problem !"
"OK !"
"I'm so sorry, no !"
"I'm sorry, I have no idea !"
"Well done!
You're so clever !"

"I don't know what I'm meant
to be doing" [whispered]

Table 6.4 Animation and Speech Acts of 'passive' Peedy.
The de ign of animations is more of an art than a science and as such can be a
long-winded process of create and test with subsequent revisions finally leading to the
desired result. To this end a tool was utilised for this purpose named Microsoft Agent
Scripting Helper (MASH). It cannot be praised too highly. It allows each core animation
equence to be initiated at the selection of an entry in a drop-down menu containing a
list of all permissible animations for the currently selected character. It was also used
extensively in the de ign of the speech utterance (see the next section). MASH then
allows animation and speech commands to be exported in a form readily integrated in a
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Visual BASIC program. Although MASH was basically used for the purposes described
it contains, in addition, a host of other useful features including the ability to have MS

Agent run various Windows services like opening email clients.

6.4.3.5.3. Dialogue.
As mentioned, MASH was also used for the implementation of spoken dialogue
utterances, shown above in Tables 6.3 and 6.4. MASH allows the designer to map

individual words onto a frequency, that is for each word (or phoneme for that matter) an
octave and a musical note can be selected. In addition, MS Agent provides the ability,
via the speech synthesis engine, to 'whisper' text or to speak in a 'monotone' plus the
individual speed of words can be selected. Also, using the supplied text-to-speech
engine (Lemout & Hauspie Truvoice), a number of voices can be selected from eight
male and two female options. It was thus possible to provide not only unique voices for
each of the two Agents but also unique speech inflections. That is, an attempt was made

to make Peedy sound 'friendlier' than Genie who, in turn, was made to sound
'domineering'. To elaborate, Peedy used higher tones than Genie and, in fact, utilised
quite a comical caricature-type of voice whereas Genie utilised lower tones and a more
serious male kind of voice. A further example of the manifestation of their character is

that Genie is likely to end an utterance on a lower note whilst Peedy will have a higher
inflection at the end of his utterance.

In addition to the actual subtleties of the physical characteristics of the voice

great care was obviously taken over the actual language of each character, in-keeping
with the domineering versus passive qualities of Genie and Peedy. As can be seen in
Tables 6.3 and 6.4. Genie will say ''you could have done better !" whereas Peedy would
say "I think you were wrong", that is Peedy is certainly more 'polite' than Genie who
can be a little 'sarcastic' at times. Peedy's 'manners' are certainly better than Genie's
too, being more likely to say "sorry" or ''please''. In addition, it was noticed at an early

stage of the research (in fact, during the initial studies of summarlsation at CHALCS)

that the students used a particular colloquial language in their classroom interactions. As
the intention is for SILA to be considered a peer by the students it was felt that these
colloquialisms had a place in the speech utterances of the Agents. In fact, few
colloquialisms were actually used (although a number were identified during the
snmmarisation studies, see Chapter 4) which is something that could perhaps be built on
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in future versions. For example, Peedy will say ''no problem !" and Genie will say "no

way!"
6.4.3.5.4. The SILA 'Penonality' Design Process.
To summarise the SILA 'personality' design process, the subtle expressions used
in the implementation of the agents in this research consisted of carefully crafted
variations of language, voice, appearance, timing and rantiomisation.

•

Language was modelled after that used by the target students, that is, infonnal
and colloquial (see Figure 6.30). Additionally, to appear dominant, statements
may be used or to appear submissive, questions may be used.

•

Voice was carefully crafted to be in-keeping with the characterisation of the
agents, for example the character Genie has a deep register to mark a 'macho'
dominant character whilst Peedy has a

high pitched register to reflect his

whimsical submissive character. Figure 6.31 shows the use of the Microsoft
Agent Scripting Helper (MASHi to carefully assign an individual pitch to each
word thus creating the desired inflection and tonal register.

• Appearance conveyed the 'character' of the assistant. For example, the macho
Genie character was strengthened through the use of a moustachioed, muscular
male whereas the whimsical Peedy character was emphasised through the choice
of a Disney-type of parrot. Furthennore, the appearance of the character must
match the communicative intent. For example, Robby the Robot (who reads the
instructions) will shrug his shoulders if making an uncertain statement, see
Figure 6.32.

•

Timing reinforced the impatient nature of the dominant genie character as it
would soon interrupt whilst the submissive parrot would appear more patient in
comparison. Timing was also very important in synchronising actions with
dialog. For example, Figure 6.33 shows Genie gesturing towards an addition to
the summary at the moment that it takes place.

•

Randomisation had the effect of reducing the monotonous, predictable behaviour
both in terms of idling animation as mentioned previously and shown in Figure
6.34 (where Peedy is slyly glancing from side to side whilst awaiting a student's

2 http://www.bellcraft.com/masb/
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int raction) and in term

of agent responses to student requests e.g. the

ibility of Genie ignoring a student's request to go next as reported in section

p
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Figure 6.34 Subtle Expressivity: Randomisation.
It i hoped that through the careful manipulation of these subtle expressions, as

highlighted above, that the two characters, Genie and Peedy, will display two quite
different per ona in-keeping with the general rationale of them displaying 'dominant'
and ' pas ive' personas respectively. This kind of attention to detail does take time and
much experimentation, as mentioned, however it is seen as being crucial in meeting the
objective of displaying affective behaviour.

hi pre-evaluation system was evaluated preliminarily with colleagues from the
Computer Based Learning Unit at the University of Leeds (this preliminary evaluation
i reported in the next chapter). As a result the Evaluation prototype was developed, as
follows.

6.5 The Evaluation Prototype.
This section flfst describes the requirements analysis of the prototype used in the
Evaluati e

tudies described in Chapter 7 then reiterates its specification and

architecture. This is followed by a description of this system's implementation.
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6.5.1. Requirements Analysis
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Figure 6.35. Evaluation Prototype Storyboard.
As can be seen from Figure 6.35 the Evaluation Prototype introduces an 'edit'
menu to provide cutting and pasting functionality and a 'tools' menu providing "help on
organising a summary" and a 'sketchpad' derived from observations of studies reported
in Chapter 3. Most of the other functionality of this prototype is derived from the PreEvaluation prototype as described in the previous section. However, subtle
improvements were made and are reported in section 6.5.4, Implementation.

6.5.2. Arebiteetural Speeifieation.
The architectural specification for this evaluation prototype version is identical
to the pre-evaluation version as described in section 6.4.3.2 and so will not be
elaborated further here except to say that the hybrid reactive/deliberative
conceptualisation is retained in this version.

6.5.3. Detailed Speeifieation.
Again, in..keeping with the evolutionary prototyping methodology a lot of the
code developed for the Pre-Evaluation Prototype was reused and updated where
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appropriate. Hence the pseudo code described in sections 6.4.2.3 and 6.4.3.3 is still
basically relevant.

6.5.4. Implementation.
The evaluation prototype made a number of improvements upon the preevaluation prototype basically consisting of those related to the dialogue model, the
animation, the document editor and miscellaneous, less crucial developments.
Firstly, the dialogue model was modified to make the flow appear smoother. For
example, in the previous prototype implementation, Genie would say

'~K"

after the

student had selected a command from the MS Agent menu. Although, this may appear a
sensible thing to do on the surface. as it provides immediate feedback, in practice it
became monotonous, even annoying, leading to anticipated hostility towards the system.
The solution was to simply have the Agent nod, utilising the visual channel in terms of
appropriate non-verbal indications instead of the already saturated auditory channel.
Underlying assumptions inherent in a smooth-flowing conversation were also
implemented as expectations. For instance, if a student tells SILA that they don't want it
to take the next turn then SILA can assume that the student wants to take the turn thus
skipping the intermediate stage of the student asking to take the turn.
Secondly, the animation both of the Agent and the summary document were
improved. Of the former, perhaps the most crucial addition was the synchronisation of
SILA gesturing towards the summary document at the same time the new phrase was
added. In previous versions these two actions were occuning at different times thus
shattering the illusion that it was the Agent who is adding the phrase, something which

is central to the 'belieVability' of SILA. Furthennore, the timing of highlighting of
phrases as SILA 'considers' each one for condensation was improved so that it did not
linger too long on one phrase. Finally, the amount of unnecessary behaviour of the
Agent was reduced, mainly by taking away moves around the screen (creating a
'somersaulting' effect) thus economising on the animation with the effect of creating
less distracting behaviour as had been reported in the Wizard of Oz studies.
1birdly, minor modifications were made to the document editor. Indentation
functionality was added so that the student could choose indentations of their own and
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editing capabilities were added in the form of cut and paste, etc. which could be
activated in the menus at the top of the main SILA screen or by right mouse clicking
over the summary.

Finally, miscellaneous improvements made during this prototype included
adding a log of commands, times, etc. for evaluative purposes, a 'sketchpad' to be used
as a separate jotter by students (as noted during the summarisation studies in Chapter 4),
improved SILA explanations which reported the function of a phrase in a summary as
well as its meaning and the disabling of student input during condensation thus
minimising the chance of program "crash". Note that the final prototype listing contains
a large number of comments to ease further development of the software.

6.6 Conclusions.
The implementation of an Affective Learning Companion is not an easy task. It
requires a huge amount of time spent designing the system and an even longer time
building it. The prototype described above is the end-product of a continually evolving
specification which has resulted from the user-centred approach to design espoused by
experts in the development of interactive systems. Various technologies and
architectures were considered for this implementation before any coding actually took
place. Of course, this is an essential part of any implementation phase as the choice of
what transpires to be an unsuitable development decision will have lasting negative
impact throughout the lifecycle of the project.

The result of this implementation phase, SILA, is an environment which
supports and encourages students to write their own summary notes based on the
Physics notes developed earlier in WebCT. They collaborate with one of two animated
characters, Peedy the Parrot or Genie, in order to co-construct their summary document.
It is thus hoped, in keeping with Chan's notion of a Learning Companion (Chan &
Baskin, 1988), that they will vicariously learn the art of summarisation from this
companion and its associated environment as described above.

As a user-centred prototyping methodology

was used throughout the

development of the SILA system distinctions between design and implementation
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inevitably fade and what may be considered an implementation by an outside observer
may well be considered integral to the design evolution by the developer. However, two
main design explorations currently hold promise for future developments. The first of
these relates to continued development of Application Programmmers Interface (API)
solutions enabling seamless integration of the functionality of the system proposed here
with WebCT. The second relates to a more knowledge rich approach to the
summarisation model together with authoring tools that support content mark-up in a
time-efficient manner. These ideas are further outlined below.

6.6.1. WebCT API.
If taking a knowledge-rich approach to SILA implementation it would be
prudent to integrate WebCT with the Learning Companion so that the Companion could
form a model of the student's learning. Thus, the knowledge of which pages of the
course notes the student has examined would enable the Companion to know the basis
of their summary construction. Other tracking information such as number of articles
posted to the bulletin board and glossary usage might also help the Companion ascertain
the student's level of motivation regarding the course so that it could adjust it's persona
accordingly.

There are two ways to provide this communication between the Companion and
WebCT. The first concerns accessing the log file, resident on the WebCT server,
directly perhaps over a Local Area Network. Whilst inelegant in that it is reliant on a

Local Area Network (LAN) and not a Wide Area Network (WAN), such as the World
Wide Web, it will provide all of the necessary information. The second method to
access WebCT data was made possibile by an Application Programmers Interface (API)
included in version (3.x) of WebCT (see Appendix N). There are three possibilities to
call the API : use the command line interface to call webctdb followed by a number of
parameters (such as student id, password and command etc.), use a standard URL
followed by the parameters as key/value pairs separated by ampersands or use GET or
POST methods to submit requests with parameters passed as data (for example, from
standard HTML forms).

Unfortunately though, the API only allowed access to the student database
which contains such information as login id's, names and quiz results. This information
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could be used to a limited effect to provide some of the required information but would
require supplementing with the LAN solution data in order for the Learning Companion
to obtain the complete Student Model. It is envisaged that a suitably designed quiz may
be useful in gleaning a student's performance on the course or even the extent of their

previous summarisation knowledge. It was envisaged early in the design phase of SILA
that the Companion could limit itself to the API solution and, as the API is expanded
upon by the WebCT designers in the future, for example, through the use of an "IMS
Enterprise API" conforming to IMS Enterprise 1.01 Specification in the WebCT
Campus Edition (WebCT, 2003), the Companion can be updated accordingly. However,
it was decided to leave this possibility to a future prototype when a more knowledgerich approach may be utilised. Thus linking with WebCT is not achieved on a system
level in the current implementation although it would seem to be integrated into the
SILA environment to the student as full functionality is available through the integral
browser.

6.6.2. Mark-Up.
Tawalbeh's (1994) Computer-Based Summarisation Program (reviewed in
Chapter 2) uses text mark-up techniques in the creation of a summary. This mark-up is
based on the Standard Generalised Markup Language (SGML).

"SGML is an international standard for the definition of deviceindependent, system-independent methods of representing texts in electronic
form"
Text Encoding Initiative <www.tei-c.org)

Tawalbeh's idea is that a text is annotated with 'mark-up', or embedded codes
which represent the structure of a text, based on rhetorical analysis (Meyer, 1975;
Pilkington, 1992). Rhetorical Predicates are relations such as comparison, problemsolution, instrument, cause-consequence, etc. These serve to link content sentences to
form a coherent discourse and are staged (sequenced) according to the emphasis and
importance the author places upon them. This mark-up can then be utilised by the
computer-based system for example, selecting or condensing material according to its
relative sequence and importance in the text as a whole. Tawalbeh delineates nine
elements which are needed to mark-up an exemplar 'contrastive structure':
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1.

topiQ being contrasted: propositions should be exclusively linked
to just one topic plus condensation strategies apply to topics;

2.

sequencing: each proposition has a number to ensure correct
ordering;

3.

attributes (headers): allow contrasting of topics on an attribute by
highlighting differences plus the allocation of a proposition to its
attribute further delineates it, e.g. the arctic and Antarctic are
contrasted on the attributes of flora and fauna in the following
sentence: "the arctic has a rich flora and fauna whilst the Antarctic
doesn't";

4.

values: an attribute's content further highlights how topics differ
plus these may be deleted during selection, e.g. in the previous
example "rich" is a value applied to attributes flora and fauna;

5.

hierarehical level: marking rhetorical predicates, discourse
markers and lexical items with a hierarchical level shows a
proposition's importance in the text which is used by the selection
and condensation strategies - see Meyer (1975) and Pilkington,
(1992) for a description of the process of deciding level;

6.

importance: indicates emphasis and significance for a proposition
- this is added by the author through signals such as ''most
importantly" or by highlighting techniques such as the use of bold
or "in particular";

7.

dependency: shows dependencies between propositions aiming to
differentiate between main and dependent attributes and used in
organisation, e.g. to keep causally dependant items together in the
sequence;

8.

coUectivity: used in organisation of the text "shows the authors
emphasis on the quantity of attributes (one, few, many) on which
the topics may differ" e.g. the author might say ''there are 3
important variables affecting climate" and number these 1, 2, 3. In
this case it would be important to select all three and keep them
together;

9.

synonyms: used in style variation.
(Tawalbeh, 1994, p.224)
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Appendix 0 shows how Tawalbeh marked-up one text using the above scheme.
Included is the marked text, the codes used to represent proposition number, values and
the rhetorical predicates, etc.

As can be seen from the Appendix, the marking-up of a text presents quite a
challenge for even a competent analyst as a variety of criteria such as rhetorical
function, collectivity, synonyms, etc. need to be considered consecutively. This
necessarily limits the utility of the approach since a sophisticated authoring tool to assist
the material writer by automating some of this process would be required if the system
were to be used by course writers. Although such a tool could be built to complement a
future system, at this point in time, it was decided to adopt a much simpler technique.
However, if the system is to develop beyond the proof-of-concept stage it would be
prudent to once again consider a comprehensive mark-up approach to coding the
Physics course notes and tools to maybe assist even along the lines of the modem-day
successor to SGML, Extensible Mark-up Language (XML). This latter idea of course
fits in quite well with the notions of web delivery of a course although, at present, XML
is not supported by WebCT. The end result would be the possibility of developing a
more knowledge-rich approach to summarisation than the present implementation
described in this Chapter allows.

These and other investigations formed part of an early Feasability Study which
investigated the possibility of implementing Sll.A. As mentioned, the technologies
reported in this section were deemed outside the scope of this limited proof-of-concept
design. Instead a more robust and achievable solution was envisaged.

The current prototype system, SILA, requires testing with students who would
typically find such a tool useful. To this end, the next Chapter will report on studies
undertaken at CHALCS, local schools and elsewhere, aiming to evaluate the system in
terms of the aims of the software and, more fundamentally, the aims of this research
programme as whole.
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Chapter 7: Validation of the Learning Companion.
7.1 Rationale of the SILA Evaluation.
The purpose of the studies described in this chapter is to evaluate the
effectiveness of the prototype Summary Intelligent Learning Assistant (SILA). In order
to do this it is necessary to revisit the original Research Aims (as outlined in Chapter 1)
which relate to the computer-based learning environment. Subsequent analysis of a
variety of data will lead to conclusions regarding this effectiveness.
The primary relevant Research Aim to be considered here is that of point 5 in
table 1.4 of Chapter 1, notably:
"To trial the Learning Companion to suggest Agent design
characteristics which may prove motivating and effective in assisting
students to learn from the VLE material."
Decomposition of this Research Aim as it relates to this evaluation would lead
us to examine the software on the basis of three SILA Evaluation Objectives:

1.

Validating that a proof of concept system has been designed using
the agent based approach which gives a reasonable approximation
to the behaviour of the wizard in the Wizard of Oz study;

2.

Evaluating whether the

proof-of-concept system presents

motivating and believable affectations and the extent of any

differences

between

"personae"

(characters

with

distinct

affectations) in this regard;

3.

Assessing whether the agent (or one of its ''personae'') provides
reasonable support for summary note-taking of the VLE material.

The above suggests criteria against which we wanted to evaluate the system
''top-down". In addition, a preliminary examination of the data also suggested some
further criteria of analysis "bottom-up". The result, as shown later, will be interrelated
themed comments grouped according to categories arising from this evaluation. First
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though a preliminary evaluation of the system in terms of presenting two distinct
personae is presented prior to full evaluation of the agent with students.

7.2 SILA Preliminary Evaluation.
A preliminary evaluation was carried out with members of the Computer Based
Learning Unit (CBLU) at the University of Leeds. Although this group are not ideally
representative of the target group of users, this preliminary study did allow an early
impression to be formed of people's perceptions of the SILA Affectations and ensured
that a target group of students would be available for the full evaluation study to be

described later. In other words, due to the lack of available students in the target group
it was important not to use these at the pilot stage.

7.2.1. SILA Preliminary Evaluation Setting and Materials.
This evaluation took place as part of the CBLU "round" which existed to allow
researchers to present their work to each other, whether they were postgraduate
students, academics or other researchers from the University of Leeds or, indeed,
occasionally from other Universities or research bodies. The software was demonstrated
to 7 participants (postgraduate students and members of staff) in a University

classroom. This classroom consisted of a number of networked computers around three
of the walls with an electronic whiteboard attached to the wall at the front of the
classroom. The SILA software was pre-installed on a machine at the front of the
classroom which, in turn, was connected to the electronic whiteboard serving, in this
case, as a large display. Speakers were also utilised to broadcast the agent dialogue and
sound effects to all of the participants in the room. Thus, all of the participants were
clearly able to witness the experimenter-agent interactions. The actual version of SILA
used for this study is described in section 6.4.3 of Chapter 6. An 'Affect Scale' was also
utilised, as described in the next section, an excerpt of which can be seen in Figure 7.3
(for the complete version see Appendix J).

7.2.2. SILA Preliminary Evaluation Method.
First, the Affect Scale was handed out which includes the instructions shown in
Appendix J. These instructions were also read out to the participants. Furthermore, the
purpose of the session was explained to the participants, notably that software will be
demonstrated which is designed to help Advanced level students with the summary
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note-taking of Physics VLE materials. It is worth noting that the Physics VLE had been
previously demonstrated in a similar session during its development. Hence, although
not really required, the participants were familiar with the VLE. However, the focus of
this session was the SILA software. With this in mind the demonstration proceeded with
an outline of the functionality provided by SILA, explaining its menus, the agent
interaction rationale, etc. all in a similar vein to the walkthrough presented in Chapter 8.
Thus, with some idea of the core functionality provided by SILA, the
experimenter began a typical SILA session. summarising the "What is a Lens ?" section
of the Physics VLE notes. At the end of the demonstration session participants were
reminded to complete the Affect Scale if they had not already done so. On completion
of the Affect Scales a Focus Group discussion was held. This Focus Group discussion
took place in the same setting alluded to above in section 7.2.1. It simply consisted of
asking the participants for their impressions of the software demonstration. The
participants were quite forthcoming with observations, criticisms and recommendations
related to their impressions of SILA formed during the evaluation so little
encouragement was required. Subsequent to this discussion notes were made to record
the key points for further deliberation.

7.2.3. SILA Preliminary Evaluation Results.
Table 7.1 shows how each of the 'Affectations' (along the x axis) relates to an
overall score for all subject's impressions of each Affectation for both Peedy and Genie
shown in Figure 7.1 and 7.2 respectively. The results shown are as a percentage of the
total possible marks for each Affectation. They show a clear difference between Genie

and Peedy with Genie appearing to be largely perceiVed as having negative affect
characteristics and Peedy being perceived as having largely positive affect
characteristics. The derivation of the Affectation types were previously discussed in
Section 6.4.3.5 of Chapter 6.
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In tenns of the Focus Group discussion one participant pointed out that it would
be more appropriate to utilise non-verbal behaviour to acknowledge a user command

instead of the continuous bombardment of the 'ok' response. This same participant also
pointed out that the lack of synchronisation between the addition of a phrase to the
summary and the SILA agent gesturing towards it shattered the illusion that it was the
agent that was making the addition. A further participant pointed out that the
explanations offered by the agents in response to a 'justify' move from the user were
inappropriate; in particular they did not explain the function of the phrase in the
summary. Finally, one participant, an Artificial Intelligence researcher, was reluctant to
attribute affect to the agents knowing that they did not possess any 'model' of affect.
However, upon an explanation that this was not being claimed, this participant did
concede that the term 'affectations' used to describe their behaviour was a fair
description.

It was also pointed out by a number of the participants that it was not obvious
what was being asked for on the fmal scale on the Affect Scale, that is 'ContrivedGenuine'. This scale was in fact a late addition to the Affect Scale and was an attempt to
derive the degree of convincing behaviour the agents displayed in terms of how
believable they were. However, a significant number of participants did not understand
this objective.

7.2.4. SILA Preliminary Evaluation Conclusions.
Although, it cannot be concluded that these findings will generalise to the target
group of student users the study did indicate at an early stage that Peedy was perceived
with more positive Affect than Genie which was one of the stated design aims. In
addition to completing this early version of the Affect Scale these participants provided
valuable feedback in the Focus Group discussion leading to improvements in the
software implementation such as more use of non-verbal feedback in preference to
spoken 'ok' utterances, synchronisation of animation with environment actions and
improved SILA explanations along the lines suggested. Additionally, the final scale on
the Affect Scale was removed, as mentioned, as it was ambiguous and difficult for
participants to assess. Instead, the degree of 'belieVability' will be assessed qualitatively
as reported in the sections 7.5.5 and 7.5.6 particularly.
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With these important insights gained from the Preliminary Evaluation and
subsequent software refinements the main evaluation was ready to take place with a
view to gaining an understanding of the detailed issues involved when SILA is used by
the target students.

7.3 SILA Evaluation Methods.
As stated, this Evaluative study is intended to validate, evaluate and assess SILA

in order, primarily, to ascertain if the relevant Research Aims have been met. To this
end the following sections recount the experimental design and procedure and present
an overview of data analysis techniques used and their rationale. These are followed by
discussions of the analysis that took place then followed by the results which are further
subdivided into eight groups. Finally the conclusions are presented then the study is
discussed in more general terms.

7.3.1. SILA Evaluation Design.
As the number of students at CHALC8 was very limited and previous studies

had therefore involved both CHALCS students and others from local schools it was felt
that the final evaluation should also represent these groups. Therefore, students were
recruited for the study from:
1.

Current CHALCS Adavanced Level Physics Students (S 1, S2);

2.

Current Notre Dame 6tlt Form College Advanced Level Physics
Students (SS, S6, S7, S8, S9, 810);

3.

The 16 year-old GCSE Physics students involved in the Wizard of
Oz studies (S3, S4).

To elaborate, there were 2 CHALC8 students, 6 Notre Dame students and 2
'Wizard of Oz' students. Additionally, a PhD student piloted the evaluation study
procedure. Abilities of the students varied across the board ranging from one student
being "top-of-the-class" for Physics to another student experiencing "psychological
problems" resulting in poor attendance and consequentially poor results. Both of these
students attended Notre Dame, the observations are as reported by their teacher. Of the
10 students 3 of them were female (SS, S6, S9) with again 3 of the 10 belonged to
ethnic minority groups (SI, 82, S3).
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Artefacts gathered for subsequent analysis during this evaluation included:

1.

Observational notes (made by the experimenter during the studies);

2.

SILA log (showing time, participant e.g. studentlPeedy/Genie and
' move' e.g. 'me next', ' condensed', 'ok' and 'phrase' - see Figure
8.2 in Chapter 8 for an example);

3.

The final summary document (including colour-code information
i.e. SILA's addition, SILA's condensed phrase, student's addition e.g. see Appendix K);

4.

The SILA Affect Scale (see Appendix J);

5.

A transcript of a semi-structured interview designed to help
students think about summarisation;

6.

A transcript of a post-evaluation semi-structured interview designed
to elicit students' impressions of using SILA (see Table 7.2);

7.

Notes based on a post-evaluation video analysis.
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Can you name any emotional reactions you may have experienced towards
Genie and/or Peedy?
Was there any change in your mood before and after using Genie and/or
2.
Peedy?
What improvements would you make to Genie and/or Peedy's personality
3.
?
What differences did you notice in Genie and Peedy, which would you
4.
prefer and why?
Please name your least and most liked aspects of Genie and/or Peedy's
5.
characters.
What other kind of characters would you like to see ?
6.
Did you see Genie and/or Peedy as an equal or less or more adept at
7.
summarisation than you?
What in your eyes is a good summary, what should it contain ?
8.
Were
Genie and/or Peedy helpful in constructing the summary?
9.
10. How would you improve the summary you've created with Genie and/or
Peedy (e.g. do you have enough detail) ?
Is
your summary laid out well, (e.g. have you got the key points in the
11.
right order) ?
12. Are there any improvements ~ou would like to make 10 the environment?
13. Could you do exam questions on the basis of these notes ? Would you
have enough material ?
If
you had more time would you cut these notes down ?
14.
Table 7.2 Questions Used in the Post-Evaluation Semi-Structured Inteniew.
1.
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The methodology used for the evaluation of SILA is a derivative of the 'think
aloud' protocol. The rationale for this approach is that as a user interacts with a system
they are asked to verbalise their thoughts, for instance elaborating upon their
motivations for a particular menu selection, etc. However, a problem with the think
aloud method is that subjects sometimes find it difficult to elucidate their criteria for
selecting an interface function. In addition, the very act of verbalising thoughts results
in an alteration of the process being described or, more fundamentally ''the process of
observation can alter the way that people perform tasks and so provide a biased view"
(Dix et al, 1997). On the other hand, the think aloud method is a simple technique to
carry out. It can also be useful throughout the design process, for example, using think
aloud techniques in conjunction with storyboards before a system is actually
implemented since it provides richer, user-centred information than observation alone.
However, a more flexible approach than 'think aloud' as traditionally conceived would
allow the experimenter to also encourage users to critically evaluate or comment upon
the prototype (in addition to simply 'doing the task' and commenting on this). Such a
flexible approach also allows the User to clarify points of confusion concerning the use
of the system or task instructions.
One possible solution to the problems with the traditional 'think aloud' method
is an alternative approach sometimes termed 'cooperative evaluation'. In this method it
is emphasised that the experimenter and subject are allowed to interact. This in effect
means that the experimenter can ask for clarification of key points which perhaps the
subject did not suitably elucidate or for their part, the subjects may ask for explanations
of system functionality which are not obvious to them. Of course, it is still important
that the experimenter does not lead subjects but merely facilitates the studies as much as
possible. Thus, for instance, in the case of the SILA evaluation, although key
functionality may be hinted at during the beginning of the session this kind of
scaffolded support is removed as the evaluation proceeds and the User becomes more
proficient In this case the experimenter must have in mind guidelines as to what is
reasonable intervention. For example, in the SILA evaluation 'reasonable intervention'
would be offering explanations of the turn-taking mechanisms at a general, abstract
level but unreasonable intervention would be advising the User as to precisely which
dialogue moves they should be selecting.
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During this 'cooperative evaluation' method a number of techniques can be used
for the purposes of recording the protocol (Dix et al, 1997). These consist of:
1.

Paper and pencil - cheap but limited to the analysts writing speed;

2.

Audio recording - useful for 'think aloud' but may miss vital
actions;

3.

Video recording - the analyst can see what the User is doing but
camera angles need to be carefully chosen;

4.

Computer logging - cheap and unobtrusive but very low-level;

S.

User notebooks - useful in longitudinal studies or for recording
unusual events but they are interpretive and usually entries are
infrequent.

Furthermore, some tools do now exist to help with the subsequent protocol
analysis but a clear disadvantage of these methods is the sheer amount of data generated
and the work required to extract and analysise information from them. For instance, the
SILA evaluation results in video, audio, logs, and notes all of which require analysis
and, prior to analysis, video and audio require transcription or mark-up and log files also
require annotation to extract significant events from low-level command sequences. The
later Discussion section will further reflect upon some of the issues arising from this
type of evaluation. Firstly, the SILA Evaluation experimental procedure is described.

7.3.2. SILA Evaluation Procedure.
The notebook computer running SILA was set up on a desk with a chair placed
directly in front of it for the student to sit on and a video camera to the right of this
focused on the notebook's screen. The experimenter then sat next to the student (either
on the right or left, whichever was the most convenient). In addition to the video camera
an audio tape recorder was also placed between the student and experimenter to capture
the verbal discussions.
The first step of the study involved the experimenter reading from a prepared
sheet of instructions. This ensured that each student was given exactly the same
instructions prior to commencing the study. These instructions first explain the purpose
of the study, the steps involved in the evaluation, a common English description of the
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'cooperative evaluation' technique and a declaration of subject anonymity. This is
designed to make the students feel at ease by reassuring them about the purpose of the
video recording and it's use, it usually just takes one minute.
Following the instructions the experimenter then demonstrated SILA including
all of the relevant menu commands, the course notes window (including right mouse
clicking in order to use cut and paste) and the summary window (including the text
formatting options, the edit menu and the SILA key). In addition, interaction with Peedy
and Genie was described, i.e. right mouse clicking over a character in order to select a
menu command plus the fact that they are awaiting a reply when they raise an upper
limb to their ear, etc. Five minutes were allowed for this stage.
After the system has been successfully demonstrated and the student has no
further questions a discussion took place about snmmarisation. The purpose of this
discussion is to highlight techniques, methods and motivations for summarising course
notes, particularly relating to Physics Study Skills. To this end, questions were asked
such as: "What makes a good summary?", "How do you decide what to keep and what
not to keep?" and "What kinds of things are important in a Physics document for
instanceT'. These questions are based on transcripts of discussions that took place as
part of the original Sllmmarisation Studies described in Chapter 4. Again five minutes

were allowed for this phase.
Following the discussion the student was encouraged to start using the system by
selecting 'instructions' from the Help menu. Again, they are reminded to 'think aloud'
and ask questions as appropriate. This stage usually took about 20 minutes to complete.
It is important that prior to the student commencing use of the system the experimenter

opens the log thus enabling the automatic gathering of the student's interactions with
the system (as described and illustrated in section 6.8.11 in Chapter 6). Equally as
important is that the experimenter also remembers to close the log when the student
announces that they have completed their summary. Also, the experimenter should
remember to save the summary document for later analysis.
The next stage in the evaluation was to commence the post-evaluation semi

structured interview as per the questions above (Table 7.2). Note that although these
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questions are important they should serve as guidelines only. If something of interest
occurred during the previous hands-on session then these questions should be
elaborated or, indeed, if they reveal interesting answers they should also be expanded.
This is the inherent flexibility of the semi-structured interview. The interview lasted no
longer than five minutes.

Finally, the student was thanked and rewarded and the equipment and tools were
made ready for the next student.

7.3.3. SILA Evaluation Data Source Rationale.
Table 7.3 presents each of the seven data sources together with the rationale for
their utilisation, an overview of the analysis technique used (note that the next section
further details this analysis) then finally, a reference to the results reported in section
7.5. The intention then is that it is possible to match each result to a data source hence
gaining an insight into a result's general rationale and how it was arrived at.

7.4 SILA Evaluation Analysis.
As mentioned in the introductory Rationale section above, through an interplay
between the top-down, research aim driven method and the bottom-up, data driven
method and in common with the general methodological philosophy described in
section 1.4 of Chapter 1 the following categories can be derived for the purposes of
analysis (the number in brackets indicates the data source used to derive results in these
categories by referring to those listed in Table 7.3):

1.

SILA Ease-of-use and Effectiveness (6 & 7);

2.

Effects of the SILA Environment and Tools (1,6 & 7);

3.

Results ofSurnmarisation with SILA (6 & 7);

4.

General Surnmarisation Results (3, 5, 6 & 7);

5.

Student Affective Response and Perception (1,6 & 7);

6.

SILA Affectations Results (2, 4, 6 & 7);

7.

Effects of Carrying out the SILA Evaluation (1,6, & 7);

8.

Evidence of Student Summarisation Learning (3,6, & 7);

9.

Potential SILA Future Work Arising from the Evaluations (6 & 7).
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1.

DATA SOURCE

RATIONALE

Observational
Notes

to record any general
point-of-interest not
easily covered by
other data soun:es
to record studentSILA interactions
looking for
effectiveness etc.
to record final
summaries to
asc:ertain quality, look
for improvements and
general techniques

2.

SILALog

3.

Summary
Document

4.

S.

6.

7.

to ascertain student's
impression of
assistant's
affectations

Affect Scale

'Summarisation'
Interview

Post-Evaluation
Interview

Video Notes

to assess and filcilitate
student's prior
knowledge of
summarisation
techniques, strategies,
etc.
to assess student's
impressions of using
SILA, e.g. moods,
SILA effectiveness,
future work, etc. (see
Table 7.2)
to capture subtle
nuances ofSILAstudent-experimenter
interactions not
captured with other
data sources

ANALYSIS
TECHNIQUE
group observations
into more general
classes

RESULTS
BI, B3, 02, 06, El,
ES,03,04

categorise types of
exchanges to provide
quantitative summary

F4

use marking criteria
to (quantitatively)
assess summaries plus
note any (qualitative)
peculiarities, e.g.
formatting, use of
titles etc.
total scores on likerttype scale,
statistically anlalyse,
plot graphs, looking
for trends
group similar results
together to produce
'categories' of

OS, 07, H2, H3

FII, F12, FI3

08

responses
group similar results
together to produce
'categories' of
responses

group similar results
together to produce
'categories' of

responses

.

A2, A4, AS, A6, A7,
AB, B2, 84, C2, C4,
CS, C7, DI, 02, 03,
04, OS, D7, El, E2,
E3, E4, FI, F3, FS,
F7, F8, F9, FIO, OS,
11,12, D, 14, HI
AI, A3, AS, B3, Cl,
C3, C6, 06, ES, F2,
F6, F8, 01, 02, H4,
12

.

Table 7.3 SILA Evaluation Data Source Rationale.
(Key: Results Reference refers to Results in Section 7.5)
These categories then provide a framework by which to analyse the data utilising
both qualitative (for example, student's answers to a post-test semi-structured interview)
and quantitative (for example answers to the SILA Affect Scale) techniques. Each of
these categories is visited in turn in the subsequent Results section.

First though the methods utilised for analysis of the 7 data artefacts are
described. As the student is using the system the experimenter made notes on issues that
arose during the course of the interactions. These can be general issues such as
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preference fI r u ing either Peedy or Genie or more acute observations such as noting
when a tudent i di splaying affective behaviour, such as waving at the computer. In
th

addition
tran crip

ummarisation di

Cll

ion and the post-test evaluation resulted in

relating to the study albeit more focused than the observational notes.

Furtherm re, the video of the computer screen was analysed with a view to elaborating
up n the b ervational notes or capturing the subtleties of student-system interactions as
outlined in th c mputer log. Thu observational notes were produced based on the
video analy is. The e transcripts and notes were analysed in terms of the categories
de cri bed ab e which emerged a a result of this analysis, the analyst looking for
comments by the participants which are pertinent and interesting, i.e. particularly in
term of the

ILA

' codings' (trau

valuation Objectives of ection 7.1. These comments then form
&

orbin, 1998) wruch are subsequently grouped and triangulated

with other data t arri e at conclusions.

In addition to the written data mentioned above the system also provides a log of
interacti n as pre iou ly discussed. The mechanisms by wruch this artefact was
analysed consisted of categorising certain move combinations as being of one type then
matching the log with

ccurrences of these exchange types. This resulted in 16

exchange types which in turn were placed into 4 categories of the exchange either being
related t

a positive (confirming) collaboration, or a negative (disafirming)

collaboration an enquiry clialogue or an SILA act exchange. For example, Table 7.4
show

a positive collaborative exchange whereas Table 7.5 shows a negative

collaborative exchange, Table 7.6 shows an enquiry exchange and Table 7.7 shows a
SILA act exchange. Appendix L further elaborates upon the exchange categories and
incl udes the appropriate tally for each student.

Agl'nt

MOH

SILA
(student
SILA

me next/start
OK)
look

Table 7.4 Positive Collaboration Excbange Type Example: agenCturII_ok.
Agellt

MOH

SILA
student
SILA

me next/start
no
look

Table 7.5 Negative Collaboration Excbange Type Example:

agenCturn_ignore_student.
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Agent

student
SILA
student

Move
added
why
because

Table 7.6 Enquiry Exchange Type Example: sludent_ explain.

~i4§1i~
SILA~

Table 7.7 SILA Act Exchange Type Example: SILA_condensed.
The summaries produced by the SILA-student collaboration were marked by the
Physics ' expert' (that is the author of the original WebeT material) and a Study skills
expert' (a Uni ersity Academic). A 'Summary Feature Appraisal Scale' was utilised
which was based on Tawalbeh' s Scale of the same name (Tawalbeh, 1994, page 160)
with modification appropriate to the differences between Tawalbeh's and these studies.
Notably, Tawalbeh was more concerned with 'abstracting' than 'summary note-taking'.
The cale breaks the ummary down into the four phases shown in Figure 7.4: selection,
staging, condensation and organisation:

SELECTION
4

Summariser selects all or nearly all important information and

includes no or nearly no unimportant information in text;

3

Summariser selects most important information and includes little

unimportant infonnation in text;

2

Summariser selects some important information and includes some

unimportant information in text;

1

Summariser selects little important information and a lot of

unimportant information in text.

STAGING
4 The Summariser clearly signals the relative importance of ideas in an
appropriate sequence and with no distortion of the meaning of the text;

3 Summariser

for the most part clearly signals the relative

importance of ideas in an appropriate sequence and with no distortion of the
meaning of the text;
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2 Summariser sometimes signals the relative importance of ideas m
an appropriate sequence and with little or no distortion of the meaning of the
text;
1 Summariser for the most part does not maintain the relative
importance of importance of ideas in an appropriate sequence and includes
some material which significantly distorts the meaning of the text.

CONDENSATION

4

Summariser skilfully employs all or nearly all appropriate

summarisation strategies to transfonn and condense sentences;
3

Summariser skilfully employs some appropriate summarisation

strategies to transfonn and condense sentence;
2

Summariser employs few appropriate summarisation strategies to

transfonn and condense sentences;
1

Summariser does not employ appropriate summarisation strategies

to transform and condense sentences.

ORGANISATION

4

SlImmariser skilfully varies sentence construction to maintain the

readability of the summary with few or no grammatical and mechanical
errors;
3

SlImmariser usually varies sentence construction to maintain the

readability of the summary with few grammatical and mechanical errors;
2

Summariser sometimes varies sentence construction to maintain the

readability of the summary with some grammatical and mechanical errors;
1

Summariser does not vary sentence construction to maintain the

readability of the summary with many grammatical and mechanical errors.

Figure 7.4 The Summary Appraisal Seale.
Thus, by using a scale for each of these phases of summarisation ranging from 4

marks for a good attempt to 1 mark for a poor effort in each phase it was possible to
derive an overall mark for the quality of the summary produced by each student.
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Additionally, the guidance notes shown in Figure 7.5 were provided elaborating on the
four stages:
SELECTION - look for inclusion of infonnation important to the meaning of the

original text (e.g inclusion of high level rhetorical predicates) and exclusion of
information not considered central to the text meaning;
STAGING - recognising and accepting the original (rhetorical) structure of the text

and/or interpreting a novel and suitable structure thus maintaining a relevant relative
structure;
CONDENSATION - employment of condensation summarisation strategies (e.g.

replace, construct, incorporate, interpret, delete, etc. - see Tawalbeh's Model of
Surnmarisation), number of words (amount of condensation);
ORGANISAnON - use of cohesive ties and discourse markers, sentence expansion

techniques, variation of sentence opener, number of sentences used (amount of
cohesion), grammatical and mechanical errors.
Figure 7.S Summary Appraisal Seale Guidanee Notes.
Furthermore, a number of other documents were supplied including Tawalbeh's
model of surnmarisation (see Appendix C), a rhetorical analysis of the original course
notes (see Appendix H) and, of course, a hardcopy of the course notes themselves. The
actual instructions given to the markers are shown in Appendix P. Additionally the
differences between the different coloured texts were explained such that ''red =
student-entered phrase shown to SILA; blue = phrase SILA has added; magenta =
phrase SILA has 'condensed'''.
Finally, the adjective-based Affect Scale relied on a numerical scale which
students selected ranging from -5 to +5 for each of the 7 Affecations (an excerpt was
shown in Figure 7.3. Although, the final Affect Scale does not include the contrivedgenuine scale). The individual Affectations across all students were summed to arrive at
an overall impression of students' perceptions of each Affectation for Genie and/or
Peedyas well as each individual student's overall impressions. That is, the valence of
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the student's perception of affect is ascertained by the overall total of the Affectations'
score. This is in-keeping with the notion of valence as defined by researchers. For
example, Picard (1997, p.6) defines valence as: "whether you feel positive or negative
towards something". This concept is also utilised in the OCC appraisal model of
emotion described in section 2.4.4 of Chapter 2. However, Picard states "For mood
these descriptions are sufficient for most purposes. However, we know that there is
more differentiation among emotions than simply valence and intensity. A negative
input that contributes to anger may not contribute to sadness, and vice-versa" (picard,
1997, p. 158). Additionally, Picard differentiates between physical and cognitive inputs
to an emotional system but goes on to state that " ...the majority of people do not make
such distinctions. It is common to hear someone say 'I am feeling pretty good' or 'I am
not feeling so good..." (Picard, 1997, p. 159). In this way, the Affectation score should
provide an indication of the overall perception of 'mood' of the agents in the eyes of the
student Evaluation participants. (The Affect Scale is included in Appendix 1).

Note that the data sources, their rationale, analysis and results will be
summarised in the next section which describes the results of the SILA Evaluation.

7.5 SILA Evaluation Results.
This Results section is subdivided into the following categories which emerged

through an interplay with the data. The results are drawn from the 7 data artefacts
previously highlighted. Each result has an associated reference (indicated in square
brackets) referring to the results column of Table 7.3 and used subsequently in the
conclusions - see Table 7.13.

7.5.1. SILA Ease-of-use and Effeetiveness.
Figure 7.6 shows the results of the exchange category analysis for positive
collaborative exchanges (see Appendix L for the full results table). As can be seen on
these grap~ the majority of exchanges were of a positive nature with negative
collaborations (i.e. Figure 7.7, disagreements) being in the minority. This is due to
students, in the main, agreeing to collaborate with SILA to perform. the snmmarisation

task, i.e. letting SILA take turns and offer suggestions by adding something to the
snmmary construction window. In addition SILA itself is designed to be more positively
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Figure 7.7 SILA-Student Negative Collaboration.

In addition Figure 7.8 shows that a moderate amount of time was spent in socalled ' enquiry' activities. These activities would involve generating explanations of
summari ation behaviour. For example SILA may explain that a word was added
because ''this is the title !" or the student may offer an explanation for including a
phra e in their unlmary with which SILA is unfamiliar. However, students did at times
find writing explanations difficult [A6]. One student (S6) said "I really didn't know
what to write down' in response to SILA's request for an explanation. Finally Figure
7.9 shows the percentages of 'SlLA act' exchanges that occurred in the logs. These are
ba ically ILA ' conden ing' or 'organising' a summary - as explained in Chapter 6.
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The p iti e collaborations contributed 63% of the overall total exchanges with
a mean tally per student of 25.4, standard deviation 4.12. The negative collaborations
contributed 2% of the total exchanges with a mean tally per student of 0.8, standard
deviation 0.79. Enquiry exchanges contributed towards 9% of the exchanges with a
mean tally of 3.7, tandard deviation 2. Finally, the SILA act exchanges contributed
26% of the overall actions recorded by the log with a mean tally of 10.2, standard
deviation 2.9.

he mean number of exchanges per student was 40.1, standard deviation

7.58. In other words it took about 40 exchanges between SILA and a student to write the
summary.
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Figure 7.8 SILA-Student Enquiry Exchange.
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Figure 7.9 SILA Act Exchange.

All tudents quickly became accustomed to interacting with SILA albeit, in 7 out
of 10 ca es after initial guidance by the experimenter [AI]. 9 out of 10 students also felt
that the method of showing SILA text was easy to use although one student (S2) said it
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was "too confusing" [A2]. It did, however, emerge that SILA used the OK response in
too many situations leading to ambiguity [A3]. It also emerged that the colour-coded
text was sufficiently understood by all students although the purpose of the indentations
(to show relative importance of phrases) was not so obvious [A4]. There was also
evidence of 'edutainment' in the form of one student (S6) laughing and giggling and, in
particular, choosing a character for a little light relief [AS]. As one student (SlO) said "it
stopped a program from just being a program, it was a bit of fun that was included with
the software" although an interesting supposition was reported by the same student
(S 10), notably that students will continue using one character because they become
accustomed to it [A7]. One student (S9) also had an interesting insight into overcoming
unwanted interruptions by SILA, that is '~ust ask him to interrupt when you've stopped
typing for a while or if you need more help". This has consequences for future work in

terms of a more sensitive Agent. Finally to sum up students experiences using SILA,
one student (S7) said, rather light-heartedly "its pretty smart, it knows what its doing
almost like AI, its pretty scary, like Terminator I" [AS].

7.5.2. Effeets of the SILA Environment and Tools.
In tenns of the environment, 9 out of 10 students reported finding it eminently
user-friendly, "its really easy to use" (S6) and ''its really user friendly" (S4), although
there were some problems. Perhaps the most important point raised by students was that

they would have liked, for example, to click on a gloSS8lY hyperlink and obtain a
definition of 'focus' (S2), for instance. That is, as the course was utilised as a static web
page (for the purposes of the evaluation due to Internet connections being unpractical),
some of the WebCT functionality was lost. As another student (SS) pointed out it would
have been useful for students to use the list of links to on-line encyclopaedia to
supplement the course notes, for example to look up 'photocopier' [B3]. In future
studies (conducted in a laboratory, for instance, thus circumventing problems of
connectivity in real class-based environments) it would be useful to have the WebCT
course on-line, after all, the functionality exists within the SILA software. Additionally,
one student (S l) commented that it would be useful if the environment could be
tailored, saying ''it would be good if you could customise the environment for the actual

user" [B2].
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Although care was taken in authoring suitable guidelines for the 'organisation'
help material unfortunately, 9 out of 10 students did not use it [Bl]. This could be, as
one student (84) reported, because the summary to be constructed was so small that he
felt it did not require any organisation, "I think the passage there is like short enough for
you to be able to know how to organise it. If it was a longer passage it would probably
be more useful." Although as we shall see later in evaluating the quality of summaries
there was scope for improvement here. However, one student (81) did read about
improving the grammar in a summary in the 'organisation' notes then subsequently
amended their summary plus another student (83) said that they might have used it if
they were to spend time reflecting on the summary. Finally, 8 out of 10 students found
the instructions useful and relevant although one student (810) would have liked to have
navigated back 'a page' and another (85) thought they were too fast [B4].

7.5.3. Results of Summarisation with SILA.
Table 7.8 shows the results for each student for each of the markers. The scores
are broken down into the score for each of the summarisation phases (selection, staging,
condensation and organisation, as explained above in section 7.4) then totalled to give a
result from each marker. The average mark of the two markers is then given (this is the
overall mark as used in subsequent analysis) together with its equivalent percentage.
These marks will be correlated with other data in the later 'conclusions' section. Note
that 'marker l' is the 'study skills' expert and 'marker 2' is the Physics expert.

From Table 7.8 it can be seen that the two markers were generally within 1 or 2
marks of agreement with each other on the overall mark for each summary's quality.
We can see that the summary scores are generally high indicating that most students
produced a good summary. Looking at the summaries (see example in Appendix K) it
can be seen that one immediate effect of interacting with the agent is that none of the
summaries are simply "cut and pasted" without condensation or use of own words (as

was often the case in the study reported in Chapter 4). There is some tendency for the
variability in summaries to be reduced - summaries made with the agent are more alike
than summaries made by students on their own, evidencing the high acceptance of
8ll..A's contributions to the final product. The summaries from these and the previous
studies reported in Chapter 4 will be compared in section 7.5.8.
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selection
staging
condensation
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Marker 2
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organisation
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3
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Table 7.8 Evaluation Summary Scores.
One student (S2) raised the interesting point of the purpose of the summary they
were to pr duce, wondering if the aim of the software was to teach them how to write
summaries or help with Physics notes [Cl]. It is interesting that no one else raised this
point, instead as urning that they were just creating their own notes for revision
purposes. There is, indeed, a fine distinction between the software coaching generic
summari ation skill or helping with creation of notes based on the Physics material. Of
course the answer is that the system is providing both facilities. It is producing (it is
hoped), through collaboration with the student, a product in the form of revision notes
but it is al

0

providing an opportunity for the appreciation of the process, I.e.

summarisation which should have an effect on student's other subject specialities.

The condensation strategy is a central technique of the software in terms of
surnmarisation.

Interestingly, only 1 student out of 10 (S2) had a problem

understanding the keywords which this strategy utilises, saying "it's not quite obvious"
although one (SlO) does ay "it makes it better and simpler" [C2]. Indeed, one student
in fact stated 'it turned out he was pretty good at condensing it" (S7). Two other
students eemed positively impressed by the condensation strategy. saying of it "the
summary is shorter now" (S7) and "put it in a better order where things are related to
each other ' (S 10) [C5]. However, a main drawback of the condensation strategy was
noticed by one student (86) who pointed out that a phrase ("& onto the retina") had
been appended to another unrelated phrase [C6]. This was due to the fact that the phrase
to be appended had been matched with the new phrase on the basis of other key words
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but the one key keyword ''the eye" was missing from the original thus resulting in the
seemingly unrelated condensation. There was only one report of this kind of behaviour
but nonetheless it is important since students may have a tendency to be uncritical of the
agent's condensation suggestions (and given evidence from exchange analysis, may
have generally been a little too ready to accept suggestions without explanation), and so
any such errors may not be corrected by the student. One of the summary markers
commented on this critical thinking. However, as discussed later, students were critical
of SILA' s strategies, particularly during the selection phase. In other words this
propensity to accept SILAs condensations may reflect a lack of experience during this
phase of summarisation. On the other hand, a SILA 'undo' facility may have made this
student acceptance less prevalent. This is discussed further in the Conclusions.
In terms of summarisation strategies employed by the students 8 out of 10 would
first read the notes then type their own summary notes in the summarisation window.

However, two students (S3, S8) actually cut and pasted whole sentences from the
Physics notes window into the summary window then would amend the sentences as
necessary [C3]. It was also observed that only one student (SI) would amend SILA's
contribution to the summary as they went along although two students (S3, S8) would
delete an entire contribution from SILA, for example deleting "if we have no sight
defect we can see clearly" because it was "common sense" (S8) [C4].
Most students also criticised SILA for including questions in the summary, one
in particular representative comment being "it's a question isn't it, its not like a fact is it

?" (S7) [C7].

7.5.4. General Summarisation Results.
As to general summarisation issues arising from the evaluation, one of the most

commonly-held beliefs was that summarisation could be enhanced by having a copy of
the syllabus to hand of the course being studied [D 1]. As one student (S2) said "at the
end of the day you'd know you'd covered everything then". Another student raised the
point of the syllabus being available on-line. An obvious conclusion concerning these
points is to have a link within WebCr to the syllabus so that students can utilise it as
part of the summarisation process.
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6 out of 10 students, on reflection, considered at the end of the task that they had
a good summary, saying for example "I've got enough of the gist of the material from

that" (87). However, one student (85) said "it'd be helpful but 1 don't think 1 can
depend on them" [D2]. In addition another student (88) stated that they would make
minor editorial changes, especially transformation of a long sentence into a shorter one.
Furthermore, two students (89, 86) stated that they would redraft the final summary

[04], one ( 86) stating "I might go over it again cause I just do that ... rewrite things"
and in fact, did edit the final summary before being satisfied with it [06].

In terms of techniques used in the summary creation two students (86, 88) used
the same technique of separating groups of related phrases by blank lines thus creating a
'chunking' effect in the summary [D5]. This was a completely untutored phenomenon
so it was interesting to see two students use the same technique and may well suggest
inclusion in future supports. 8 out of 10 students utilised short concise 'points' in their
summary rather than grammatically correct prose, one student (86) saying "one long
sentence wouldn't help at all". This is in-keeping with strategies (such as the
condensation techniques) employed by 8ILA. However, one student (88) utilised a list
and one long sentence and another (89) utilised prose [D7]. Indeed, it became clear
from the pre-evaluation discussion that each student in the Evaluation studies had a very
good idea of what a summary should contain, the nature of the summarisation process
itself and oftecbniques to be used in the summary. To elaborate, one student (87) stated
that a summary should be "short, to the point, very clear and self-explanatory"[D8]. Of
course the tecbniques usually employed did vary between individuals, ranging from the
use of diagrams, highlighting, lists, shorthand and copying out text and redrafting (89)
to making concise points (88) (see Appendix K).

7.5.5. Student AtTeetive Response and Perception.
Most students bad a generally positively valenced (picard, 1997) reaction to
using 8ILA, Peedy in particular [E4]. For example one student reported "I'll stick with
the parrot, he's doing a pretty good job" (87) and addjng ''that's pretty good he's got a
good point there". This same student actually waved 'goodbye' to Peedy as he exited
the environment and said of Peedy "very helpful, almost like a kinship, you'd feel like
he was really talldng to you, not just saying what he was supposed to say" [El]. This
notion of empathic response in 8ILA is of course programmatically unfounded, in the
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strictest sense, as Peedy has no representation of the student's affective states or of its
own. However. that a degree of empathy can be induced in the student indicates the
power of the Affectations to create the illusion of an 'emotional life' . Other responses
include one student repeatedly firmly pressing the mouse button suggesting annoyance
(S3). speed-typing when suggesting feeling under pressure from SILA (S 10), talking to
Genie and/or Peedy even though the Evaluation agent did not possess speech
recognition (SI0), perception of sadness in Peedy, S9 saying he "looks a bit sad" on a
denial of his request to go next and giggling (S9) or laughing (SS) at certain animation
sequences. As one student (S6) said ''the little parrot made me laugh" [E3].
These reported affective responses to SILA were perhaps most significantly
accompanied by a relaxation in most of the students [E2]. One student (SI) stated "I
used Peedy and I calmed down". In particular, the student cited in the previous
paragraph (S7) who experienced the empathic phenomenon described their feelings
before and after using SILA: "before writing the snmmary I was a bit on edge and
nervous because I'm not really good at writing them ... when 1 got the help from Peedy it
helped a lot actually." However, not everyone had a positive reaction towards SILA.
One (quite able) student (S8) had quite a negative reaction to SILA [E5]. Overall
he was not impressed by the advice that Peedy gave in constructing his snmmary but
also there was almost a personality clash between the two. The student developed an
'attitude' in their interactions with SILA. One particular utterance made by the student
to Peedy was "alright, don't get smart" then in relation to the Genie, "we won't have
him 'cause be's irritating". In addition at one point he told Peedy to "shut up man".

When later quizzed as to how he felt during these interactions the student stated that "I
don't tend to get emotionally involved with computer characters". However, his
behaviour suggested the opposite was true at least in this instance. Unfortunately, this
particular student's perceptions of Peedy and Genie's personality by means of the
Affect Scale were not collected but would probably have been negative which fits with
the pattern of Affective Perception for Peedy later described in the section 7.6.

7.S.6. SILA Affectations Results.
This section is concerned with the Affectations of SILA. As one student (S8)
pointed out both Peedy and Genie have a ''personality in the sense that they have
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different characteri tic " [F 10]. So here it is pertinent to report student's impressions
and reaction to these various 'characteristics', notably: speech, actions, language, etc.
Fir t th ugh th

fI Bowing figures (Figure 7.10 and Figure 7.11) show the overall

impres ion of the Affectations of both Genie and Peedy for the students that took part in
the final E aluation. Note that Table 7.9 provides the affectations for the indexes shown
on the graph. These results can be compared to the preliminary results in Figure 7.1 and
7.2 with the e c ption that the contrived-genuine scale was not used in final Inventory
(becau e it was deemed ambiguous by participants in the Preliminary Evaluation). Note
that data ar

umrned across aB 9 students I for each affectation, the result being a

percentage of total po sible marks for each affectation. As can be seen Genie tends
toward more negative/mediocre affectation experiences whereas Peedy is perceived
more positively [Fl1]. Genie's dominant affectation is 'macho' whereas Peedy's is
'friendly' as would be expected [F12). Interestingly, Peedy is seen as mildly 'impatient'
(and similar in scale to Genie). Both are seen as 'encouraging', 'amenable', 'friendly'
and 'p lite' with Peedy coring higher than Genie for these Affectations [F13].
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Figure 7.10 Final Affect Scale Results for Genie.
(see table 7.9 for the Affectation Indexes)

I The experimenter was re pon ible for not obtaining an Affect Scale from one student (S8). This student
has been omitted from these and the final results (to follow).
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( ee table 7.9 for the Affectation Indexes)
Affectation Index
1
2
3
4

5
6
7

ne2ative affect
impatient
derisive
obstinate
macho
scary
curl
impolite

positive affect
patient
encouraging
amenable
wimpy
friendly
laid-back
polite

Table 7.9 Affectation Adjectives.
Perhaps one of the most significant findings was that students did not like SILA
interrupting them when they were either thinking or typing [Ft]. Reports included "I
didn't like when he interrupted' (S3) "the parrot is too impatient" (S6) and "its
constantly butting in ' (S8). This is further compounded, as observed with one student
(S2), when Genie or Peedy may add a phrase to the summary document just as the
student was about to add their own contribution resulting in confusion and wasted effort
on the part of th

tudent [F2].

In terms of the animations found in both Genie and Peedy one particular
sequence where they explain their actions to the student tends to take slightly too long,
particularly in Peedy's case [F3]. As one student (S7) pointed out "he takes a bit long
about thinking about it". When asked if they found the characters suitable 8 out of 10
students agreed that they were appropriate although one student (S2) thought that they
would appeal to a younger age range more, saying "I think for kids those two are
excellent specially the parrot cause it reminds me of one of the Disney characters in
Aladdin,

0 ...

omething they'll be able to identify with" [F5]. They suggested a number
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of other characters which could be implemented, including a computer (S 1), Einstien
(S2), a robot (S2), a cat (S3), a fish (S6) - saying ''you could do the bubbles coming out
of his mouth!" and Buzz Light Year (S9). Most of these ideas for further characters
were based on experiences using assistants in other Microsoft software or, of course,
experiences in films.

A further annoyance, as far as the students were concerned, occurred when Sll...A
refused to end its turn on their request [F4]. They found it irritating at best but
persevered until they achieved their objective (e.g. 82, 88). On reflection this particular
design in the software may be too 'overbearing' for the students, possibly benefiting
from a more negotiated ending rather than a point blank refusal. A further unfortunate
misunderstanding was reported when one student (83) construed Peedy's language as
being slightly sarcastic and therefore critical, that is, when asked for an explanation
saying "Wow! Tell me why you did that !" [F6]. The student took this as a criticism.
Again this raises questions concerning the age, ability or self-esteem of the students and
their perception of the subtleties of language and prosody used.

In terms of distinguishing between the two characters, Genie and Peedy,
students cited language, voice, appearance and interruption time as the main factors
which is unsurprising as these (as stated in Chapter 6, section 6.4.3.5.4) are the main
variables to manipulate to create the Affectations [F7]. To illustrate, of the Genie's
language one student (85) who liked Peedy said ''the Genie can be quite sarcastic", one
student (84) distinguished the two by voice "I think the voice is slightly different",
another student (89) justified her preference of Peedy by saying ''maybe its 'cause I'm a
girl and he's really cute" finally, one student (88) preferred Peedy "because it doesn't
interrupt as much and just lets you get on with it". In addition, one student (85) may
have found Genie too domineering, it actually added five phrases before she switched to
Peedy then continued [F8]. Although this may have been because the student was
allowing Genie to demonstrate the summarisation task. This will be revisited in section

7.5.8. 8he said ofPeedy ''he seems more user-friendly than Genie". Of course this kind
of result was to be expected as the two characters were designed to be different in this
way. However, it may have been the case that Genie's behaviour had the effect of
putting off all potential users.
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Finally, two students reported that the voices were unrealistic, one (S7)
unfortunately joking that they sounded like Stephen Hawking! This does, however,
have serious consequences in tenns of the perceived affect for, as one student (810)
pointed out "their voices were a bit cold because they were robotic" [F9].

7.S.7. Effects ofCarryiDg out the SILA Evaluation.
Certain effects may be due to the experimenter's presence or intervention in the
study together with problems with the SILA software and are recorded here for the sake
of completeness and in the spirit of open reporting.

First, if the experimenter saw that a student was not working too well with a
character then they would make it perfectly clear that the other characters existed and
may warrant experimentation. Unfortunately, this sometimes resulted in the students
changing characters immediately the suggestion was made [01]. However, this occurred
in four out of the ten individual cases, notably in the cases of81, S4, SS and 810. In the

case of 81 the suggestion to change was made as the Genie seemed to be dominating the
interactions. S4 changed from the Genie to Peedy too at a suggestion but said "I was
about to change it" as did SS who after a slight delay following a prompt stated of
Peedy that she "just wanted to see what he was like". The intervention was more direct
in the case of 810 who appeared to be getting stressed due to interactions with the
Genie, (suggested by speed typing in order to keep up with this assistant). The student
changed to Peedy immediately the suggestion was made. Aside from these four students

three students (83,87 and 88) all started with Peedy and were content to stay with their

initial choice. In fact 81 did attempt to end Peedy but Peedy refused so the student
"decided to stick with him". The remaining three students (82, 86, 89) did change
assistants but completely of their own volition. In the ensuing discussions 86 revealed

that "I just like the cartoon characters and I'd switch between them", laughing as she
said this, i.e. the assistants hold some kind of entertainment value for her although she
would like this to be varied. 89 also said ofPeedy "I prefer this one, this one's funnier".
Figure 7.12 provides an analysis of each student's interactions with each of the two
assistants in terms of the total time taken, according to the log. It can be seen that with
the exception of S4 students prefer to spend more time using Peedy to help with their
summarisation task.
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Figure 7.12 An Analysi of the Proportion of Time Spent with Each Assistant.
Other intervention proved necessary in order to obtain results from the study.
F r in tance, and a

ugge ted in the

c operative evaluation' methodology the

experimenter guided tudents through the first two or three interactions with SILA
making ure n t to make the tudent's decision for them but merely facilitating their
de ired intention in term of ILA interactions e.g. negotiating the menus. After initial
guidance tudent were generally able to use the ystem unaided. One student, however,
( 10) needed prompting to interact with

ILA and participate in creating their own

ummary a they were quite willing to allow
(04). Thi

ILA to construct the entire document

mething which will be returned to in the flOal chapter when making

recommendation

fi r further work since it may be necessary to make sure some

student d take turn rather than using the tool as an auto-summariser if they are to
learn t take th ir own note. One alternative might be to introduce 'sulking' behaviour
on the part of ILA - refusing to play unle

the student does their 'fair hare'.

In additi n the experimenter was responsible for not obtaining an Affect cale
from

ne

tudent ( 8). This student bas been omitted from the final correlative

conclu ion . The log file .fi r one tudent (S 1) was not opened so the study was started
again. Thi

hould not have had an effect on results [03].

There were al

me error due to the oftware crashing. In one instance (S 10)

the oftwar crashed right at the end of the ession as 'save' was chosen by the student
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thus the summary was not saved and so they have also been omitted from the
subsequent 'conclusions' [02].
Finally, it became apparent that the study could have benefited if the system had
been on-line for, as a1ready mentioned, hyper-linked glossary entries could have been
utilised as could links to external resources such as on-line encyclopaedia [05].
However, the constraints of conducting the studies in the field at various locations made
this possibility severely impractical, e.g. the necessity of using a real classroom without
Internet connectivity.

7.5.8. Evidenee of Student Summarisation Learning.
In terms of Sn.A tutoring students, one student in particular (S5) allowed Sll..A
(peedy) to demonstrate what was expected by taking the first few turns and continually
asking for explanations then eventually taking back the initiative and continuing with
the summarisation task [HI]. SI also allowed SILA (Genie) to first demonstrate
summarisation although this may have been less consensual as the Genie dominated
interactions. In contrast though another student (S3) first completely ignored Peedy's
requests to take a turn and when Peedy did take a turn would ignore it's contributions,
i.e. carry on working on the sentence they were originally editing. In fact, Peedy's
interVention was counter-productive as the student spent too much time moving the
assistant to one side, saying "I didn't like when he interrupted", until they finally
acquiesced thus making the collaborations more equal.
Figure 7.13 graphically compares the additions to the summaries made by Sll..A
and the students as a percentage of each student's overall number of exchange

categories. The overall mean number of additions SILA made to the summaries as a
percentage of the total number of exchange categories per student was 21 %, Standard
Deviation 0.04 whilst the overall mean number of additions the students made again as
a percentage of each student's exchange category total was lOO"', Standard Deviation
0.04. It can. be seen that SS and SI made far fewer contributions to the summaries as
mentioned above. Furthermore, SI 0 and S3 made the most contributions themselves
although the balance of additions between S3 and SILA is almost level (18% Sll..A,
14% S3). Unfortunately, as mentioned S10's summary was lost however S3 did create
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one f the b ttcr ummanes a judged by the markers (see Table 7.8). This would seem
to indicate that this balance of power' may lead to a successful summarisation effort.
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Furthermore Figure 7.14 compares explanations asked of SILA by the students
and explanati n

fIer d by the tudents to SILA. Again the scores presented are shown

a percentage of each student's overall number of exchange categories. This time the
overall mean number of explanation SILA offered to the students as a percentage of the
total number of exchange categories per student was 4%, Standard Deviation 0.04
whit t th

0

eraIl mean number of explanations the students offered to SILA made as a

percentage of each student's exchange category total was 2%, Standard Deviation 0.02.
It can been that S) 0 offered the most explanations to SILA (8%) whilst asking for
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none in return. S3 also asked for no explanations of SILA. It is not simple to conclude

what is occurring these instances. It may be that 83 accepted SILA' s suggestions
uncritically, lazily letting SILA auto-summarise or it may be that they judged the
contribution to be a good one and didn't think they needed a reason because they
understood why.

It may be worth considering adding a possible exchange to the

dialogue model that would encourage the student to tell the 8ILA agent if they approved
of the move or not. Thus, if an accept or reject SILA action were added to the model

then this could include the feedback - 'well done, good move', 'I don't agree that's a
good move' or 'that's one way to do it but I prefer to write this myself'. Looking at
these kinds of move would give the researcher or teacher richer information about the
student's understanding of summarisation and/or their appreciation of SILAs help.

SS asked for the most explanations of 8ILA (13%) but was asked for relatively
few by SILA (2%). Again, it is not simple to conclude why but it may be that SS felt

they could learn from the explanations offered and, by watching SILA, improve their
understanding of summary writing in terms of understanding the function of the phrases

added by SILA - as they became more confident they might have begun to take more
control for themselves.
Before turning from enquiry exchanges altogether it is worth noting that it would

be interesting to consider whether students who provided more explanations of their
own behaviour (prompted self-explanation) or those who asked Sll.A for explanations

produced the better summaries. Based on the literature we might make a case both for
those who asked questions of SILA and those who gave explanations to Sll.A to benefit
more than those who do neither (Chi et al., 1989; Graesser & Person, 1994). It is not
really possible to investigate this with the current set of data since it is not possible to
control for student ability (prior summary note-taking skills) or be certain that each
student bad equal prompting from SILA for explanations but this is something which
could be considered when designing future research using this or a future version of
SILA. From Figure 7.13 it is noted that the two CHALCS students (SI and S2) and SS
and S6 from Notre Dame have more Sll..A additions in their summary in relation to

their own and also generally receive more 8ILA explanations than give their own
explanations suggesting more passive and less active participation.

Although these

students all have some interaction with Genie they also have interaction with Peedy and
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those who only have interaction with Peedy (83,87,88) do not seem on the face of it to
have more self-explanations although the balance of their contributions to the summary
is better split between 8ILA and student. It seems therefore that passivity is not simply
a matter of being dominated by Genie and would bear further study. Further. when
looking at summary perfonnance 81, 82 and 85 (on the face of it rather passive
interactions) do not perform particularly well. However. 86. also on the face of it rather
passive performs very well. Those who interact only with Peedy (83, 87, 88) and who
therefore have more equal contributions to the summary generally seem to do rather

better than 81, 82 and 85. However, 89 who has on the face of it rather a balanced
interaction and spends most of their time with Peedy. does not perform well. However,

to further make sense of these data it would be necessary to look at gains in
performance pre and post 8ll.A, to be able to control for prior ability and to have a
larger sample of students.

Although it is not possible to compare the same student's performance with and
without using 8ILA Figure 7.15 compares the summary scores of students from the
snmmarisation studies described in Chapter 4 with the results reported as part of this
evaluation. As can be seen in Table 7.10, exactly the same marking criteria and
guidelines were used to mark the two studies by the same markers, i.e. the 'study skills'
expert ('marker 1') and the Physics expert ('marker 2'). It can be seen from the graph
that the range of summary scores is less in these evaluation studies 'with 8ILA' (50010 to
88% 'with SILA', '28% to 81%' without 8ILA) although mean summary score is
roughly equal, that is, 10.83 (68%) 'with 8ILA', 8tandard Deviation 2.29 and 10.65
(67%) 'without 8ILA', 8tandard Deviation 2.45 [H2].

Furthermore the two studies' summaries are qualitatively rather different with
the Evaluation summaries ('with 8ILA') being less 'cut and pasted' although they are
more alike due to the student acceptances of 8ILA's contributions [H3].

The

appendices (Appendix F, G and K) contain examples of summaries produced during

these two studies which illustrate these differences. Two typical comments from the
same marker (marker I, the 'study skills' expert) are provided below. The first is typical
of those comments about the 8lUDmarisation 8tudy summaries, reported in Chapter 4

and the second is typical of the marker's comments for the Evaluation summaries,

reported in this Chapter.
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Figure 7.15 Comparison of Summary Scores With and Without SILA.
This adopts a copying strategy which preserves too much and does
not conden e well though by preserving the authors words look well
presented." ( 7, Surnmarisation Studies.)
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"The summary is titled and begins with important infonnation. The
third sentence, on the "integration of image and brain" condensed by SILA,

should probably have been moved further down to enable material about the
eye to be drawn together in a single paragraph. The "binocular" example is
included and the "sight defect" sentence which could have been deleted. The
photocopier material is not included. Overall the summary is economical,
well-condensed and generally readable." (S7, Evaluation Studies.)
The Evaluation summaries themselves can be typified as those produced by the
'conformists' and those produced by the 'non-conformists' [H4]. The conformists are

more willing to accept SIT..A's suggestions for the summary whilst the non-conformists
are more prone to question SILA's 'authority'. Interestingly these two groups each
comprise of exactly half of the student population used during these Evaluative studies.
The conformists are composed of SI, S2, S4, S5 and S7. They typically complied with
SILA's suggestions for the summary although SI did attempt to correct the grammar.
This means that they entered little new text and seldom deleted SILA' s contributions.
S7 seems to indicate a submissive character typical of this group: ''its completely taken
out everything 1 wrote which is good because the summary is shorter now". The result is
in fact a rather 'standard' SILA snmmary. However, the non-conformists are much
more proactive in their swnmarisation construction. They consist ofSl0, S9, S8, S3 and
S6. S10 utilised cut and paste to improve the layout of the summary. S9 also utilised cut
and paste to improve layout and also constructed more meaningful sentences
reminiscent of prose rather than the note form that SILA utilises. S8 deleted one of
SILA's contributions, the example about binoculars saying "I don't think its important",
"he's just copying out stuff I've already done". S3 also deleted some of SILA's
contributions and used cut and paste to copy text from the original notes to the summary
document then deleted superfluous words to arrive at a note form in a similar vein to
SILA's condensation results. Finally, S6 elaborated on SILA' s note form by adding text
to the key words produced from the condensation and, as mentioned utilised 'chlmking'
to group associated phrases in the summary.
Overall, there is both a qualitative improvement in student's summary notetaking with SILA with student's displaying two distinct learning styles when using

SILA which may be related to personality type. That is dominant students, the non-
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conformists mentioned, are less willing to accept SILA' s suggestions whereas
submissive students, the conformists, are less likely to question SILA. Obviously,
without a personality assessment

of the students, such as the Myers-Briggs scale

(Myers &. McCaulley, 1987), this possible cause is hypothetical, requiring further
experimentation.

Note that the studies reported in Chapter 4 and those reported in this chapter do
employ different cohorts due to them taking place months apart as a result of the
intervening software development. However, the students are mainly drawn from
consistent populations, i.e. CHALCS and Notre Dame with the Ev~uation studies
additiooally utilising students from the WoZ studies as already explained. In this way
consistency is maintained in keeping with the spirit of longitudinal studies, as
mentioned in section 1.4 of Chapter 4 as a method of triangulation.

The next section though highlights one important conclusion based on results
from the affect scales and the summarisation marking.

7.6 The Correlation of AfJeet and Performance.
The following figure (Figure 7.16) shows the student's performance statistics

(positive collaboration, negative collaboration, enquiry exchange and swnmary score)
and SILA's perceived overall Affect (resulting from the Affect Scale).

The most interesting result displayed on this graph is that the Affect of Peedy, as
perceived by each student when they are ranked according to their snmmary score,
follows a 'near normal' distribution (see Figure 7.17 for a clearer picture). The mode of
the data is 34, the median is also 34 and the mean is 31 with a standard deviation of 21.
To be a normal distribution Edwards (1999) states that the mode, median and mean
should be at the same value which is not the case with Figure 7.16. Also the graph
should be roughly "bell-shaped" which again is not quite the case with Figure 7.16 but it
is not 'skewed' as the median equals the mode. Edwards goes on to state that for normal
distributions "approximately 68% of all scores lie within 1 standard deviation either side
of the mean, and approximately 95% within 2 standard deviations of the mean"

(Edwards, 1999, p.138). In Figure 7.16 88% of the summary scores lie within 1 standard
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deviation whilst 1()()o1o lie within 2 standard deviations. The conclusion is that the curve
is 'near normal'. Utilisation of a larger sample size would, it is hypothesised, further
converge upon a true nonnal distribution although this of course would have to be
confinned by a future study.
This result would suggest that students with 'average' summary perfonnance
tend to perceive Peedy as having more positive Affectations than those with higher or
lower performance. Note that the highest snmmary score was obtained from the one
student who had a strong negative reaction to SILA as mentioned above. It is
unfortunate that the Affect Scale was not completed for this student as the anomaly
present in the current correlative graph for the highest ranked student may have been

reduced with a 'best fit' graph if this result was included. As all students positively
collaborated with SILA to a moderately equal extent it is hypothesised that students
more adept at summarisation prior to using SILA. and those who lack good
summtJrisation skills prior to using SILA. have a more negative valence towards SILA..

This could be due to the more able students feeling that they do not need to collaborate
with SILA to write a good snmmary and thus interpreting SILA's attempts (that is those
aspects of the Affectations) as interfering, i.e. negative or at least only having a
moderate positive valence, whereas the less able students may feel that SILA has a
threatening persona due to its knowledgeable stance on summarisation and thus

experiencing its Affectations as negative or moderate valence.
As stated, it would be prudent to further test these concluding hypotheses with a
larger sample size than above. If the hypotheses are proven then the result could have
consequences for Artificial Study Companion design such as the possibility for
Companions to adjust their Affect according to student prior skill or a number of
Companions being made available to students along the range of perceived Affect. If,
indeed, there is a link between snmmarisation ability and valenced reaction to SILA

then it would be possible to adjust the affectations with, for instance, an assessment of
student's prior summarisation skills. One obvious way to achieve this would be to ask
students to complete a WebCT multiple choice quiz allowing SILA to access the result
by means of the Application Programmers Interface then correspondingly adjust the
Affectations. In this way it is hoped that the affectation score is perceiVed across the
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tudent in a m r c nsi tent way a intended by the design, for example resulting in the
mean affect core.
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Note that simply improving the dialogue model, although perhaps resulting in a
more individualistic experience by the students, will not ensure that the agents are more
adaptive either in terms of summarisation ability or associated affective behaviour. In
any case, if it is possible to further personalise the student experience, to create an
environment more conducive to a positively valenced interaction, then student's should
become more motivated to engage in the task, be it surnmarisation or any other cognate
activity. This kind of personalisation could be based on the kind of adaptive affective
and cognate behaviour proposed here. These issues will be revisited in the final Chapter.
Picard states that valence occurs in the limbic system of the brain, an area which
attaches positive or negative feelings to perceptions and which is the "primary home of
the emotions" (picard, 1997). Such manipulation of valence as evidenced in
appropriately designed Affective interfaces (including the Affectations utilised here)
can only serve to improve the effectiveness of Human-Computer Interface Design.

7.7 Potential SILA Future Work Arising From the Evaluations.
A number of recommendations for future work were advised by the students
themselves. In-keeping with the previous results section the reference in square brackets
is referenced in Table 7.3 and the Conclusions.
One possibility would be to have random variations for the expressional forms
of the 'moves' which SILA makes. This would obviously add a little variety to the
interaction and help relieve any monotony which may become apparent, especially on
longer collaborations, i.e. more involved summarisation activities [11]. Another area of
concern for the students was the explanation facility, for example one student (S5)
wanted an explanation of how a photocopier worked but instead the explanation was
centred around the phrase's purpose in the summary [12]. One student (S9) also
experienced problems when attempting to request an explanation for a phrase which had
been added many turns before. In the current implementation SILA will only provide an

explanation for the phrase which was most recently added and the explanation will be a
justification for selection, condensation or orgaDisation i.e. relate to the note-taking skill
rather than to physics content. Both approaches to explanation could be implemented
using a hierarchical dialogue model to enable students to step back through the
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hierarchy to highlight the phrase they require an explanation for. It would not involve
too much effort to improve the facility along these lines but a dynamic understanding or
parsing of the intent of the student's question based on an internal model of the current
focus. previous foci from which it was derived (the recorded structure of the
conversation) would require considerable AI modelling techniques and programming
effort.

Two further ideas were suggested by one student. The first was suggested in
order to make the behaviour of SILA more adaptive by, for example, changing the rate
of interruption [13]. The student (S9) said '~ust ask him to interrupt when you've
stopped typing for a while or if you need more help". This would serve to overcome
some of the problems mentioned earlier of SILA interrupting at inconvenient times and
really is worth considering as an important future improvement to the system. Finally,
the same student (S9) suggested that SILA could ''underline key words" in the summary
[14]. This is, maybe, an obvious facility for the system to posses and would, in fact,
require little programming effort although perhaps not all students would want this kind
of help.

7.8 The Post-Evaluation Prototype.
The Post-Evaluation Prototype was construed as a stable, robust version of SILA
2

which could be made generally available from a website • This meant that a number of
changes had to be made, most notably providing facilities for teachers to author the data
required by SILA to construct a summary. This, in turn, meant removing the hardwired
World Model in favour of a more flexible approach.

7.8.1. Requirements Analysis.
The main addition in the Post-Evaluation Prototype is the implementation of a
'teacher' menu which would allow a teacher to login using a password then access a
special area of SILA. This area would now include the open and close log menu options
as well as the ability (and associated instructions) to author the World Model. This
editing would then be carried out in the usual 'summary window', saved then consulted
on a future session. The storyboard in Figure 7.18 shows how this would work.

2 currently

www.synthQids.net (lS-Aug-03)
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7.8.2. Architeetural Specification.
The architecture for this version of SILA is identical to the previous prototype
version reported in Chapter 6, see Figure 6.11.

7.8.3. Detailed Specification.
The main functionality of ProSILA is identical to the Evaluation Prototype so
further pseudo code is unnecessary. The only significant addition of a file to hold the
summary data is described in the next section.

Figure 7.18. The Post-Evaluation Prototype Storyboard.

7.8.4. Implementation.
The implementation of the World Model or 'info file' was fairly straightforward,
consisting of simply providing the teacher with a common file dialogue to open the file
then reading each item sequentially into the previously static variables. Additionally, the
'info file' editing capability utilised the same editing facilities as used by students when
writing summaries, the only difference being that it is saved with a different extension

(.dat instead of .rtf). The format of the file is as follows:
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O. text filename or URL (the source of the summary to be produced)
1. number of phrases
2. phrase summary

3. summary justification

4. number of keywords (n)
5. keyword #1
6. keyword #n
7. relative importance
(where 2 to 7 are repeated for each phrase)
Additionally, a 'splash screen' was added to give the user a chance to load an
example default course notes page or point to an 'info file' and an option was added to
the help menu to open a browser pointing to a web-based support page3•
The overall result of the prototype development is, it is felt, a system which is
robust enough to be used in a real, everyday classroom environment. Although, there is
still room for improvement particularly in terms of the support provided to teachers to
author the 'info file', the kinds of improvements mentioned by students in the previous
section and those reported in the final chapter.

7.9 Conclusions of the SILA Evaluations.
Table 7.13 provides an overview of the conclusions based on the results
previously presented in this section. As can be seen (where more than one is given) data
sources are sometimes triangulated to arrive at particular conclusions, in line with the
research methodology discussed in section 1.4 of Chapter 1. As was the intention with
this chapter a number of metrics arose to measure the effectiveness of the SILA
software. These metrics were based on the final Research Aim and delineated at the
start of this

chapter. They consisted of Validation, Evaluation and Assessment. In terms

of Validation, as the system functionality is being compared to the WoZ experiment, the
final WoZ recommendations are each validated in turn in the conclusions with the

exception of the need for a 'processing' animation as this becomes irrelevant in the

3

currently hUp:/Iwww.synthoids.net/suPport.hbtl (lS-Aug"()3)
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current implementation (SILA does not take as long as an experimenter to think of a
summary addition). In terms of Evaluation, upon reflection the two objectives of
evaluating whether the affectations are motivating and believable and evaluating
evidence of the differences between characters become subsumed by the WoZ metrics.
Finally, in terms of Assessment a further metric is derived, notably whether SILA
provides reasonable summary note-~g support.

Each evaluation metric is listed in Table 7.11 then referenced in Table 7.13
together with a reference to the relevant result summarised in Table 7.12, the data
source it is derived from then finally the conclusion itself. The result is a list of 20
conclusions.
Overall students reported favourably on their experiences when summarising
with SILA, for instance being impressed by the condensation mechanism (as
highlighted above) although it was noted that the keywords must be carefully chosen so
that the resultant condensation is coherent. However, some students reported that they
would have liked more detail in their notes. Students also reported that SILA was
entertaining and were generally enthusiastic about the software. They also reported a
calming effect when using SILA, leading to less anxiety about the summarisation task.
Furthermore, the environment as a whole was well received although the 'organisation'
help was seldom utilised as students felt it was unnecessary for the short summary
produced during this evaluation. It may be though that it would gain more importance if
better integrated into the main dialogue model.

As for the characters themselves, it was clear that students perceiVed them to be
distinct in terms of the two extremes of personalities, citing the subtle expressivities of
language, voice, appearance and timing as the main distinguishing features. However, it
was reported that the speech output could be more natural. There was also evidence of a
preference for the positive Peedy character over the negative Genie character which was
seen as too domineering with students often switching from Genie to Peedy and staying
with Peedy as they became used to it. More research is needed into the learning and
personality styles of students and their preference for such characters but the notion that
students would be entertained or challenged by a fierce character was not wellsupported here.
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REF.
EMI
EM2
EM3
EM4

EVALUATION METRIC

dialo

EMS
EM6
EM7
EM8
EM9
EMIO

REF.
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A3
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A6
A7
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C6
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El
E2
F4
F7
F8
F9
FIO
Fll
FI2
FI3
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H2
H3
H4

I2
I3

rovision of reasonable summarisation note-takin
Table 7.11 SILA Evaluation Metrics.
RESULT 8UMMARY
;
SI, particularly SI 0, S4 OK with interaction, most require~dance
OK response ambiguous (S4) e.g. in response to 'me next' & 'look'
evidence of 'edutainment'
students don't find self-explanations easy, e.g. 86
students stay with current assistant because its easier/th~et used to it
students general!y enthusiastic about SILA
only SI read 'organisation' then improved SILA's & _..u.uar
Most happy with environment, S I talks about makin.K it adaptive
A few (particularly S5) required more involved, detailed notes
Most OK with instructions, S2 would like 'back' & S5: "a bitlluick"
Only 82 had a problem with condensation k~ words
83, S8 copy & paste sentences, most type, SI edits SILA's contribution
students delete unwanted notes: e.g. S3, "common sense"lS~
Condensation well received, e.g. S4, S7, SIO
condensation can result in addinB k~ords to unrelated text e~. S6
some students use 'chunking' to group similar material e.g. S6 & S8
most students didn't edit Summary (S6 is an exception)
S7 very positive + he actually waved!! !
A few reported 'calming effect' of using software, e~ SI, S6, S7
a few struggled with endinAPeedyalthough persevered e~ S8, S2
factors distinguishing Genie & Peedy: language,voice~earance,timinA
Genie can be domineering, e.g. SS
speech synthesis sounded like Stephen HawkinA(S7)
S8: ''personality in the sense that they have different characteristics"
Genie seen as negative/mediocre valence, Peed~ as positive
Genie's dominant affectation is 'macho', Peedy 'friendly
Both assistants seen as 'encouraginK, 'amenable', friendly', 'polite'
some students let SILA demonstrate summarisation (e.g. SSl
'with SILA' summary score range less andgualitatively better
'with SILA' summaries are more alike but less cut & pasted
conformist and non-conformist learning ~tyles are di~Jayed
explanation facility could explain Physics, e.g. S5, S9
more adaptive behaviour beneficial? e.g. change rate of interruption
Table 7.12 SILA Results References (Abridged).
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EVAL.
REF.
EMI

RES.
REF.
I3

DATA
REF.
6

EMI

A7

6

EMI
EMI

6
4

EMI

FIO
F12+
FI3
F1

EM2

12

6

EM3
EM3

F4
AI+
A3+
A6
C2+
Cs+
C6
A5+
A8+
El
E2

2
7+6

EM4

EMS

6

6+7

6

CONCLUSION
I. Providing true adaptive behaviour may prove
useful.
2. Students stay with a personality because they
get used to it.
3. Characteristics validate personality design.
4. Some similarities and some differences between
assistants are evident.
5. Subtle expressivities do distinguish assistants
effectively.
6. Interactional & propositional aspects of
'explanation facility' could be improved.
7. 'Stubbom' ending is not a good idea.
8. The dialogue model needs to be' learned by
students and could still be improved.
9. Generally condensation is well thought-of
although keywords need to be carefully chosen.
10. Students are generally
enthusiastic about SILA.

entertained

and

11. SILA calmed students so they were less
anxious about summarising.
7+6
12. A range of summary note-taking techniques
C3+
EM6
were utilised grouping into coriformist and nonDs+
conformist I
. styles.
H4
13. Assistance was not always appropriate for some
7+6
C6+
EM6
individuals.
C4
1+7
14. Help and hints are included in 'organisation'
BI+
EM7
but few students used it as they felt their
D6
~l1mntarV was sufficient.
15. Speech output could be less 'robotic'.
6
F9
EM8
6+4
16. Genie may be too domineering and is perceived
F8+
EM9
more negatively_than Peedy.
F11
17. Some students allow SILA to demonstrate
HI
6
EMI0
summarisation first.
18. Summaries with SILA are more alike but
H2+
3
EMI0
generally of a slightly better quality (and simple
H3
copying and
is eliminated).
happy with the SILA
6
19.
Most
students
are
82+
EMI0
environment.
B4
B3
7
20. Some students would like more detailed notes.
EMI0
Table 7.13 SILA Evaluation Conclusions.
(Key: Evaluation Metric Reference refers to Table 7.11,
Results Reference refers to results in section 7.5 and summarised in Table 7.12,
Data Source Reference refers to Table 7.3)
EMS

6

.

.
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There was evidence of students allowing SILA to take turns and explain moves
which indicated that there was scope for the student to learn from the agent. However,
there was room for improvement in terms of the interactional and propositional aspects
of the explanation facility. Additionally, the dialogue model had an associated
'overhead' in terms of students having to become accustomed to using it. Also, the
tendency of SILA to sometimes disallow a student 'end' move was not well received by
students. With a mean score of 68% for student's summarisation with SILA compared
to 6?OIO without SILA the quantitative assessment seems to indicate no increase in
overall summarisation performance (see the discussion in section 7.10 for possible
mitigating factors) although the associated qualitative improvement shows that the
summaries produced were of a generally higher standard although they were less
individualistic. Extreme forms of copying and pasting entire notes (no condensation)
were eliminated with SILA. There was some tendency from some students to passively
allow SILA to complete too much of the summary. In general we might have wished

that students were a little more questioning and a little less accepting of SILA' s
suggestions particularly at the condensation level. As pointed out this may be due to
their personality type and learning style or it may be due to the general "hassle" of
rejecting or undoing the changes made. Adding a loop to the condensation interaction
where the student could either accept or reject the change (as for example in
collaborative authoring using Micorsoft Word's track-changes facility) might reduce
both the sense of Genie being too dominant and result in students taking more control
over the condensation phase. This requires further investigation.

An important result was that students utilised a number of summary note-taking
techniques, again depending on their own learning style for instance. So that SILA
supports a number of approaches to note-taking the idea of providing different
personalities could be further developed in terms of creating adaptive assistants (also

suggested by students) which adjust in terms of behavioural as well as the personality
dimensions. In this way it is hoped that students will find that the assistance provided by
SILA is more appropriate.
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7.10 Discussion of the SILA Evaluations.
The 'cooperative evaluation' technique described above provided a humanistic
observational method for eliciting a student's decision-making processes as they
interacted with the system. This method also allows the student to feel less like the
object of study and more a collaborator in evaluating the system. Although, it is likely
that students still felt some degree of tension - initial concern that they were being
'tested' as evidenced by the reports of nervousness at the beginning - during the course
of the interaction students generally 'calmed down' and felt at ease. This in part is
likely to be through a growing understanding that the situation was one in which the
software and not the student was the real 'subject'. Additionally, the experimenter could
demonstrate an example interaction with SILA so that the student quickly gained
confidence in using the interaction mechanisms and was able to use the system unaided.

That is, instructions given to each student at the beginning of the study were elaborated
by concrete examples. Although, as reported it was important that the experimenter did
not lead the entire session.

The exchange analysis used to analyse the SILA logs does not capture the
individual subtle nuances of the interactions and instead gives an overall approximate
impression of the exchanges. That is, localised pockets of continued disagreement or
agreement fail to show up in the analysis as they are summed together for the overall
impression. Such local clustering could be indicative, for example, of an intolerance that
it would be wise to take heed of. However, the picture presented above does give an
easily accessible account of the overall impressions of exchanges that could be followed
up with a more detailed analysis in particularly interesting cases.

As well as potential problems due to clustering there were other problems with

coding the exchanges. Notably, sometimes a student may miss a 'no' response resulting
in a 'null' command being inserted into the log. Obviously the student's intention was
to respond 'no' to the system but due to mis-timing their intention was, in fact,
misrepresented. Again, it is these kind of subtleties that the above analysis fails to

capture. In addition a small number of particular episodes did not easily fit into the
derived categories thus resulting, again, in inaccurate portrayals of the interactions. For
example, if a student selects a 'no' command after SILA adds a phrase to the summary
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then this will not be coded by the scheme. This can be justified by way of SILA actually
not recognising this command in this context. However, the student's intent was
perfectly valid.

A further example would be when a student replies 'because' to a question from
SILA to explain a phrase addition but instead of giving a reason they actually enter 'I
don't know'. Sll..A would not recognise that this response from the student was not an
explanation and reflects the wider problem of checking student's understanding by
evaluating the quality of their explanations. This is clearly beyond the scope of the
current work requiring a knowledge rich approach and natural language understanding.
Unfortunately, this also means that in classifying data to arrive at an overall picture of
interactions we cannot tell whether the explanations offered by students were
meaningful without further analysis. However we can say that students were offering
something when asked for an explanation and such prompts have been found in other
contexts to improve performance.

Returning to the overall aims of the evaluation set out at the beginning of this
chapter SILA appears to give a reasonable approximation to the behaviour of the wizard
in the WoZ study and certainly addresses all of the recommendations of that study by
presenting affectations in the form of two characters which were perceived to be
distinctly different in the directions expected. In the case of Peedy at least the 'persona'
was motivating and believable and provided reasonable support for student's summary

note-taking resulting in summaries which were judged by tutors to be of a good quality.
As demonstrated, the summaries produced with SILA showed improvement over
previous attempts produced without the help of SILA.

One possible factor affecting the seemingly similar quantitative results of the

marks for the Evaluation summaries and the marks for the Summarisation Study was the
apparent inadequacies of the marking scheme. It transpired that the scheme did not
penalise students for simply cutting and pasting (most of) the original text. That is, a
student who selected all of the original material would gain marks for selecting all of
the "important material" but would not necessarily be penalised for selecting all of the
"unimportant material". Additionally, by copying the whole text the student could
achieve a high 'staging' mark as there is no distortion of the meaning, it is in the same
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order and usually the "relative importance" is signalled. Both markers commented on
these faults in the marking scheme. In retrospect the scheme could have taken account
of this copying strategy, penalising students appropriately. However, this action was not
anticipated and certainly Tawalbeh's scheme, upon which this scheme was based, did
not take this into account. The outcome is that the quantitative results should be used
only as a guide and it is suggested that the overall 'true' value of the mean result for
summarisation without SILA may be slightly lower indicating that SILA also showed a
quantitative improvement in summarisation performance. Obviously future studies
would need to revisit the marking scheme.
It is, however, clear that students who use SILA do not end up with a "cut and
paste" intact version of the original notes as the end product. As teachers in schools
increasingly face marking work students synthesise from web-based sources by cutting
and pasting, with all the inherent difficulties in terms of judging the extent to which
students are offering their own work (and the related problem of plagiarism faced in
Higher Education) any tool which can encourage students to learn to think more
critically about the material they select and how they condense and organise it to meet
the needs of a particular task will be welcomed.

Moreover, students engaged in

collaboratively summarising with SILA seemed to enjoy the experience more than the
summary task without SILA, making it more likely that they would complete the task
and produce a summary as an outcome when using such a tool.
Therefore, overall, the SILA software has been shown to meet the goal of
producing a limited proof-of-concept solution to the problem of providing assistance to
students during their VLE experiences although, of course, there is still room for
improvement These potential improvements will partly be the subject of the final
chapter which also discusses the overall aims of this research project, evaluates whether
or not these have been met and makes recommendations for further work. First though
the SILA system is presented in terms of a 'walkthrough'.
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Chapter 8: SILA Walkthrough.
8.1 Introduction.
The following walkthrough is intended to show how SILA will perfonn in a
typical session. The first section explains the SILA facilities then the subsequent two
sections provide two typical session scenarios intended to illustrate the software, one
showing a student's interactions and the other showing those of a teacher.

8.1 SILA Facilities.
The explanation of facilities are broken down into instructions for using the two

Windows, i.e. the web browser and the document editor then instructions for using the
various menu commands. Finally, interaction with the Agents themselves is explained.
Note that basic Windows familiarity is assumed. Additionally, the startup dialogue is
explained in 8.2.8 Teacher Menu, 'Test New Info File' option.

8.1.1. Web Browser.
This window provides full World Wide Web browser functionality based on MS
Internet Explorer technology. That is, any hyperlinks contained within a document
displayed in this window can be clicked upon to open up the page they point to and,
furthennore, any passwords required, such as those requested by WebCT, will be
handled as usual. Obviously, these do not work unless an Internet connection is mnning
on the local computer. In addition by right mouse clicking over the document the
student can use the normal editing facilities of cut, copy, paste, etc. Finally, the student
can enter any valid URL into the box above the window to force the browser to load any
web page. (N.B. see the later section 8.2.S, 'Browse Menu' for an explanation of the
remaining functionality.)

8.2.2. Document Editor.
This window contains the jointly constructed summary document. There are a
variety of formatting functions available including selecting the font size from the dropdown menu, changing the size of text by typing in a font size (this will either affect
subsequent text or currently selected text), using bullet points (click on the button to add
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bullets then again to remove them as indicated by the text on the button), use of

underlining (again either on subsequent text or selected text) and finally, it is possible to
increase indentation using the '+' button or decrease using the '-' button (note that this
will only work on one line at a time). Note that indentation shows the relative
importance of phrases, the more the indentation, the less the importance. SILA currently
automatically changes any indentation to reflect its opinion as to a phrases' importance.
The Key above the window and to the right indicates that red text has been 'seen' by
Sll..A, blue was written by Sn.A and magenta text indicates that phrases have been
condensed. Right mouse clicking over the window results in the display of a pop-up
editing menu consisting of cut, copy and paste.

8.1.3. File Menu.
The File Menu contains the following options which provide all file input/output
facilities:
•

nft' sUDUDary - clears the document window;

•

open summary - loads an existing document, the student is
presented with a common Windows file dialogue;

• save summary - saves the current document, again the student is
presented with a common Windows file dialogue;

•

print summary - prints the entire document or just the selected text,
the student is presented with a common Windows print dialogue;

•

eDt SILA - quits the SILA environment.

8.2.4. Edit Menu.
The Edit Menu simply provides cut, copy and paste facilities for the summary
document window only. Additionally, there is a 'clear' option which clears the summary
window.

8.2.5. Browse Menu.
The Browse Menu provides additional functionality for the Web Browser
window. The individual functions are explained below but should be mostly familiar to

browser users:
•

opea me - opens a common Windows file dialogue to load a file into
the browser window;
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•

stop - halts the current loading of a web page in the browser;

•

refresh - reloads the current page (pointed to by the URL) into the

browser;
•

baek - navigates backwards to display the previous page in the
history in the browser;

•

forward - navigates forwards to display the more recent page in the

history in the browser;
•

hOlDe - displays the current homepage in the browser (currently set
to www.timbarker.org);

•

seareh - displays a (MSN) search tool in the browser.

8.2.6. Assistant Menu.
The assistant menu simply allows the student to choose one of the two
Companions, Peedy or Genie. Once selected the appropriate menu item will have a tick
placed next to it and the other Companion will be deselected (appear greyed-out).

8.2.7. Tools Menu.
The Tools Menu contains additional facilities provided for the student as

detailed below:
•

sketehpad - this loads the 'jotter' facility onto the screen which
allows a student to make miscellaneous notes separate from the main
summary document. The edit menu can be chosen or right mouse
click selected to provide cut, copy, paste and clear editing facilities.
Clicking 'OK' at the bottom right of the sketchpad will exit and
return to the main SILA window.

•

orpaisatioa - this provides "help with organising the summary", for
example, providing help on what to do when "my summary is too
long" or "how do I show something is important in my summary 7".
It is a H1ML document so that links (underlined text) can be selected
to jump to other parts of the document. In addition one link in
particular, 'discourse markers', leads to a separate document
containing a table of words which can be used, for example, in
"collections and lists" and "similarities and differences". The usual
editing facilities can be selected by right mouse clicking, for instance
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enabling a word used for lists to be directly pasted into the summary
document. Finally, selecting OK at the bottom right of the window
will exit it.

8.1.8. Teacher Menu.
This menu provides administrative features which a teacher/experimenter may
wish to keep hidden from students.

•

Login - A teacher/experimenter must first log in to access the
fimctions provided by this menu. Currently the password is
"Eggplant" (note the use of upper case E). Select the 'Login' option

and enter the password in the pop-up dialogue. Once logged in the
following options appear.

•

Loput - Logout from the Teacher Menu and thus hide all options
apart from 'Login'.

•

OpeD

Loa -

will first present a dialogue requesting the student's

name then a common Windows file dialogue to assign a filename to
the log file. It will be greyed-out and ticked if a log is already open
(the nature of the log file is explained later in section 8.2.11).
•

Close Loa - this will close the log file but will be greyed-out if a log
is not open.

•

New SUllUDary - will first prompt you to load the default summary.
If you answer 'yes' then a default sample Physics page will load into
the web browser window. If you answer 'no' then you will be
presented with a common Windows file dialogue to point to an 'Info
File' which contains all of the information SILA requires to co-create
a new summary (more details below).

•

Edit Wo FOe -

the teacher/experimenter can author new

information SILA requires for a new summary co-creation scenario.
First instructions pop-up outlining the format of the 'Info File', as
follows, for each line in the Info File (note that all text must be in

quotes and that 3 to 7 are repeated for each phrase):
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1. the filename or the URL of a document to be
summarised;
2. the number of phrases in the summary to be created;
3. a phrase's snmmary;

4. a justification for summarising that phrase;
5. the number of keywords (to be used to recognise a

student's added phrase);

6. each keyword on a separate line;
7. the importance of that phrase relative to other phrases
(with 1 being the most important).
When this option is selected a tick will appear next to it indicating
that the Document Editor can be used to edit the 'Info File'. The
usual File Menu can thus be used to load, save, print, etc. the 'Info
File' in the normal way. Although note that the file extension is
different. The Edit Menu may also be used in the nonnal way.
Finally, the 'Info File' must be saved then by selecting Edit Info
File, again the tick will disappear and the Document Editor can once
again be used to co-create a summary document. (By way of

example, there is a sample infofile, "silainfo.dat", in the SILA install
dUectory).

• Wo IutruetioDI - will again display the instructions for editing the
'Info File' .

8.1.9. Help Menu.
The Help Menu provides brief instructions on the basic use of the system and

background information such as the version and authors, as follows:
•

iDltnctiou - Robby the Robot appears (another MS Agent

character) and explains the assistant menu, the differences between
Agents personalities, how to interact with them (including showing

them single phrases), indentation, speech input and the file and
browser menu functionality.
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•

about - this displays the version number of the current prototype, a
note that this forms part of a PhD research project and those who
were involved in the project.

•

SILA web - will open up a browser window pointing to the support
page at hUp:llwww.synthoids.netlsupport.htm where up-to-date
support is provided for SILA.

8.2.10. Interacting with GenielPeedy.
This section details the reasoning behind the SILA interaction style and how this
is achieved through the use of menu commands and speech.

8.2.10.1. Rationale.
It is important to stress that the Companions are there to be collaborated
with, that is, there is an expectation that students will interact with the Agents and either
not let the Companion do all of the work or not ignore it completely. The idea is to
share the task of constructing the summary.

8.2.10.2. Me,,1IS.
To interact with a Companion it is necessary to right mouse click over it,
i.e. place the cursor on the character then click (although see 'speech option' later in
section 8.2.10.4). The time to do this is when they have either their hand or wing, as
appropriate, to their right ear. A menu will then appear thus allowing an option to be
selected by dragging the mouse over it and left mouse clicking to select. The menu is
context-dependant which means that it will change depending on the nature of the
interaction required. The commands below the separator line are the ones to control the
dialogue interaction. The commands above the line will open or close the voice
commands window (see 8.2.10.4 Speech Option later) or hide the Companion.
However, it is preferable to use the 'end of session' command to hide the Agent as the
'hide' command could result in unforeseen outcomes. 'Advanced Character Options'
control such MS Agent aspects as which key represents the commencement of speech
input, etc.
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8.2.10.3. Turll-Takillg.
' igure 8.1 bows the turn-taking process in action. Genie bas his hand to his ear
o the tudent h

right mouse clicked over him to get the menu of commands then

navigate the m nu to the ' Why did you do that ?" option which will subsequently be left
m u e cH ked with the net effect of SILA offering an explanation for the recent
addition of a phrase in the summary.

6\Ph"..i~ .....-tint-. 1 1 hIm

Close ~oice Commands Window
Hide
~

did yoU do that ?

OK

Light Well done I
objec End of session.
respec
~e
0
through your binoculars.

.. ate from
0

The eye is a lens system and, unless we have a s'
image point on the retina of the eye and all these'
brains.

Figure 8.1 Interacting witb SILA.

8.2.10.4. Speech OptiOll,
ILA can recogni e speech input for each character. The student should press
the ' rollick' key unl s t.hi

has been changed in the 'Advanced Character

ption' when they want either Genie or Peedy to listen then speak clearly into the
microph ne. The microph n r quires careful calibration during a test run of the system
prior to allowing a student to use it. The level of the microphone needs to be carefully
adju t d u ing the Wind ws 'Volume Control' to obtain optimal performance of the
speech recognition system. A mentioned, a window can be displayed which shows the
ice c mmand that ILA recognises at any instance.

8.2.11. Logs.
ote that dle log obtained from selection in the Teacher Menu contain the time
of the interaction the command issued (e.g. 'condense', 'explain' etc.) and the Agent
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(human or artificial) issuing it and any supplementary information such as the phrase

added. It is intended that these be used during evaluation of the software but tutors may
find it useful to have a record of the student-SILA interactions which could be used for
reflective purposes in

cl~

etc. The log is a simple comma-delimited text file which

can be imported into standard packages like MS Excel for later analysis. An example is
shown in Figure 8.2.

Figure 8.2 Example Log FUe.

8.3 SILA Student Seenario.
This section describes the main student features to be found in the SILA software.
It is not a complete description of all the minutiae of features, rather it portrays the
essential elements in order to give a taste of what it is like to use the software as a
student The intention is to provide a walkthrough of the software as if using it in a

typical summarisation session. Note that this walkthrough is when using SILA1 with the
WebCT Physics course although it should also give a flavour of its use with any
material.
1. SWhng. To start the software the student must click on the icon on the desktop
identified as 'SILA' plus a version number. This should result in the main SILA

I

The screeasbots show development version 4.0, a previous version to Beta 1.0. All information is stiD

c:orrect.
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.. indo\'

di pia ing (elect no' to th default wnmary prompt in SILA Beta

1.0 . It i then nece ary to enter the URL of the CHALCS WebCT course into
the box provided that is enter: http://chaJc '. org.uk:89001 Assuming there is a
li

Intern t connecti n the myWebCT' window will be displayed in the top

wind w. If th
m W

tudent does not have a myWebCT global i.d. then 'create

T' will have to b

cho en and the procedure carried out a

ub equently de cribed on creen. If the student has a myWebCT account then
el ting I g

n to myW b T' will re ult in the Enter Network Pas word'

dialogue being displayed where obviously, the U ername and Password must be
nt r d. Figure 8.3

h w thi

dialogue with the myWebCT window in the

background.
2. HomeR ge. Ha ing gained entry to my Web T the student must navigate to the
Phy ics cour e. This i
myW b

achieved by selecting "CHALCS Physics' in the

page. The re ult hould be the 'A tronorny and Optics homepage

h wn in Figure 8.4. This page shows the tools available within WebCT as well
a th link t '

ur e

on tent' . Selecting thi link results in further link to the

vari u content available. Selecting 'Lenses' leads to the next step.

I~

/)' 1'1

.t

rrrtN bCT

rrrtNebCT
Enter Net .. ork P" .... ord

~ PIDose bope)lOO.ll'- nemo and pomod.
SO:

chalca.OIg.uk

A.-.n

BjiP_word

Use< N_ ITinBalkef
f~

J;;
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Save tlir pauwcxd in)lOO.ll pasSWOId ht

Figure 8.3 Starting WebCT.
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Figure 8.4 A tronomy And Optics Homepage.

3. Len

. Th

Len e

section of cour e content is the focus of this walk through.

tud nt ma want to el ct 'Hide navigation expand content" in the upper

Th

I ft corner of the creen which will result in greater space in which to display the
UT

nt nt. igure 8.5 hows what the creen will now look like. The table

conten

down the left hand side of the screen shows the Path through the

c ur . Th
a

tudent can either click on a page title or u e the Action Menu '

ve to navigate the course. Other option in this menu include: glos ary
imple inde '

de cribed in

r

arch of glo ary entrie ), take note (note-taking facility

hapt r 4) search (search the course), chat ('chat' in realtime),

di u ion bulletin b ard - thr aded di cus ion t 01) mail (integral email), links

RL ). The cour e notes are shown in the window entitled "Lenses ... "
th pr

IOU

tion in thi

hapter for a description of the SILA menus.
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Figure 8.5 'Lenses' Course Notes.

4. In tru lion. By electing 'In tructions' in the SILA 'Help' menu Robby the
R bot will appear and guide the student through the basics of using the system
including the differences between Peedy the Parrot and The Genie and how to
int raet with them. Robby is shown in Figure 8.6.
Select a character to help you
from the 'Assistant' menu.

Glossary Take Notes Search

Chat

Discussions

Figure 8.6 Robby's Instructions.

5.

fir t task for the User is to choose which assistant they

w uld like to u e by selecting the appropriate character from the 'assistant'
m nu.
tr ng'

identified throughout this thesis, Genie can be thought of as a
d minant character whereas Peedy is a 'friendly', 'more amenable'
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character. In Figure 8.7 Peedy has been chosen and, after an introduction, asks jf
he can start the summarisation task.
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Figure 8.7 Choosing an Assistant.
6. SILA' s Contribution. If the student answers 'yes' to a request to go next
(interaction by the use of the menus is expJained in the previous section) then
Gerue or Peedy will make a contribution to the summary. Figure 8.8 shows the
Genie gesturing towards a phrase that he has added in the summary document
window. The greater the indentation of a phrase, the less it's importance is to the
summary. All of SI LA's contributions will appear in blue text.
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Figure 8.8 SILAs Contribution.
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7. Ju. tifi ation. Th

tudent can a k SILA to justify the addition of a phrase by

electing 'why in response to the Assistant. Figure 8.9 shows Genie beginning
to fIeran e planation for the addition of the most recent phrase in the summary
d cument.

, (ou.

("onlrl\l ,

I... , I

• Wh~t is "lr n~ ?

ACTION MENU: Previous Next Conlents Retrace
Chat OIS uss lons Mall links
~

• 1 t. Whg~i!! a lens?
Il . ~gJi8b1

.J

1.3. Convex leom
1.3 1 Pos.tlVe lenses
1 4 Converging quesMn
I 41 Coqve!gmg answer

1.4,1.1. 01 AnsWer
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I j , Concave lenses
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Light wave!! can be considered w
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Figure 8.9 SILA's Explanation.

Can I go next please?

, I

IL

Refresh

...,....,.,..., ... Introductio
Figure 8.10 Requesting a Turn.
urn R gu ting. Genie or Peedy will request to take a turn - see Figure 8.] 0
that i

take control of the interaction and make a contribution, etc.). The

tudent can re pond no' to thi as well as 'yes'. The fomler response will result
in the next tep.
9.

ho ing
Peedy

ontribution. If the student does respond no' to Genie or

reque t for a turn then they may allow the User to go next. If so, then
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th

tud nt , h uld highlight their addition to the summary then ' show' it to the

A ' istant by electing ' look', see Figure 8.11 . The Assistants will subsequently

anal)'

th

ntributi n and it will change from black to red text if it is

rec gni cd. However, the characters may ask for an explanation, for instance if

it i

n id red unimp rtant. Alternatively, if it is a good contribution they may

prai

the tudent. If an explanation is called for then this will have to be entered

int a upplcmentary t xt box which will appear. The student will also have the
pti n f telling Peedy to go next or requesting the turn themselves after one
turn. H we

r. enie may take the initiative back and continue taking turns until

Open ~oice Commandt Window

Hide
ell can be considered
es from each object p
¥..2lWJu.tr.E%I:"-------m_~fwhich it is made
13 .1 PQslttvr lroses
type of the image. Remember
I 4 QpnvrriW& Qu£s\J.on
binoculars.
I 4 I COnnriID& !IIlswer
1411 Cl Answrr
The eye is a lens system and,
141 2 02 Answer
object point focuses to an .
15 Conc,ye lemps
.::J intell:J'ated and interpreted as a

End 01 $8uion

3

Size ~

No BuIet

I ___

Figure 8.11 Using 'Look'.
n. n occasion when SILA can condense one or more phrases it
1O.===='"'will d

n the turn of the Assistants. The results of the condensation will be

temp rarily highlighted as the process is executed. The resultant condensed
phr

will appear in magenta in the summary document window. The original

phrase will be deleted. Figure 8.12 shows this process as Peedy is condensing

fi u light from an object point to an image point" and combining it
with "object point focuses to image point and onto the retina".
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Figure 8.12 Condensation.
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Figure 8.13 Ending SI LA.

11. nding When !LA contributes the last clause it will end. The Assistants will

a1
• tub

en

if th Y are told to 'end' at any time although the Genie may be

rn' . igure 8.13 shows the Genie applauding at the end of the summary

h wn in the b tt m wind w. The assistant will then disappear and it will be the

re. pon ibility ofth student to organise' the summary.
12 . ~==o.:..

hi final tage employs one of the tools' available to the student in

th menu within !LA. On selection of the 'organise' tool a hypertext 'help

fil . \ ill

di play d offi ring advice on, for ex.ample, deleting redundant

information r the u e of bullet points, etc. The student would then need to close
the help til and edit the ummary document accordingly using cut, paste, copy,
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bullet poin

th

. rgaoi ti n' t

and indentati n, etc. a

required. Figure 8.1 4 shows the

1.

..... Help with organising your summary.

'

," 1!I1i) EJ

elp \Vith Organising Your summary.
Help

ontents

1
2

3
4

5
6

7.

1\11 Slulunary is too long 'IVhat should I delete?
• I thefe seontence or e. part of a sentence that is redundant because it says
the same thlng tWlce? If so you could just delete the repeateel infomlation - but
you need to think about which 1S best to keep anel where it should go?
• P rh ps thele are two sentences that. both have some infomlation the same
d some n HI lnformahon you want to keep, if so you might want to delete
1ht' bits that are repeated and make a new sentence by jOining the rest
togethel .
• IfUleJe iIlt no repetttions have a look at the exarnples and details you've
included and dwelt> if they are impoltant for you to understand the point.- if

OK

..::.J

I

Figure 8.14 Organising Your Summary.

m nu

then the re p n ibility of the student to save the summary (using the ' file'

It

j

ID

rich t • t fI rmat which can be subsequently imported into Microsoft Word, for

in tanc .

8.4 I A Teacher Scenario.
A well

the typical student scenario presented in the previous section it is

w rthwhil pr

iding an

are a nurn

feature

the general
followed.

r

tudent.

0

erview of a typical teacher interaction with SILA as there
pecifically designed for the classroom instructor rather than

tc it i as umed that steps 1 to 3 in section 8.3 have been
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I.

h' first t p for th tea her in oIves selecting 'login' in the 'teacher'
menu th n entering th pru word (currently set to 'Eggplant'). This is shown in

Chat

DiscussIOns

M<itl

Lenses have ddl'erem properties <iependiog on the materials of which they are
made (e & VIItlous types ofglass with different refractive indexes - remember the
I ll~ ShOWIIID the Jotroductory module). and the shape of theu- surfaces .
•f

......

4

t ,

Figure 8.15 Teacher LOgiD.
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Lenses have ddfereot properties depending on th.e materials of which th.ey are
made (11,& vanous types of glass with ddfereot refractive indexes· remember the
l.,hle shown m the inlroductory module). and the shape of their surfaces.

Figure 8.16 Opening a Log.
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c ·t th t '3 h r" ill be able to elect 'Open Log' as the full Teacher

2.

menu ,ill be di played

• cc Figure 8.16. This results in the Open Log dialogue

being dLplaycd wher' the teacher an elect the filename for the log - see
H urc .17.

ncc th file is selected another dialogue will appear prompting the
tudent.

.~.tl<t

• te<tloQ7.bet

.etNt~.txt

11

• 1MUoQ1 .t>t

• lestlog9.b<t

• 1..ctoqIO.b<t
ttllt!oQ2.b<t

• lestJooytse.txt

testlo98.txt

• hItIoQ3.txt

1liii094.

t.tIooS.
• t.tJoo6.

F..

I.....~

s_.~

rIL~--I·W~)--------------3~
·

:::1

igure 8.17 electing a Log Filename.

3. (

File. Th tea her an then go back to the 'Teacher' menu and select

. ·dit Jnfi ·i le'.

t that

pen Log has a tick next to it now and is greyed out

indi atin that the I g L op n. The Info File instructions will now appear which
• po 'iti n~d n the creen for infonnation. These instructions can be closed

can
' 1 an

h

8

tim b pr' ing' K'.

ee Figure 8.18. Note that 'Edit Info File' now

tick n xl t it indicating that SILA is in edit mode.
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igur 8.18 Opening an 'Info File'.
4.

t . Ne t the teacher should select 'New' from the File menu.

It!'lrs th • unun

I)' \

indow' which can now be used to edit the lnfo File.

I hu th' dt Cl r th Inft File can be entered following the fonnat given in the
.19 h ws thi taking place. When the Info File authoring is
cumpl

h'r h uld aye it u ing the File menu. This should be followed

I ,ting 'Edit lnfi

')

ilc' again the menu option will be unchecked) in the

return t n rmaJ ummary editing.

:l How do lenses controlligbt?
_)MI1ie.
- l.

L<uu ..... cWFetoto
~ Oft the ........ o1s ofwt.ch 1IIe7 an:
mode (.......... typot « .... WIll> cIoII"orm re&x\r.re .....,.., • mncmbct lilt
t
silo"" lithe ....oduc1my
and lilt aIIop. «~surface.

Fi ur 8.19 Entering 'Info File' Data.
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by Tlm Barker
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........t Ato..., t.Clh".'.ft

. .1....., .• '''••Mnen",
''t' (41) 1QiC1&.10D8: "'er..." c.".,.tbon
. .,.,.•.

Fi ure .20 Loading a newly created 'Info File'.

·c\\

1nl' -.!J.L Th h:a her can th n te t their newly authored Info File by
• ummary' in the Teacher menu which will result in the initial

• pI :h

-~Jl"n'

b ing di pIa d. el cting 'no when prompted to 'load default

.... ill

ult in a file dialogue being displayed. See Figure 8.20. By

n \ I -

r~aled

Info File then 'logging out' using the Teacher menu

• dy t 10gin to 'myWebCT', as detailed in the section 8.3.

I in' 11 . th tea h 'r h uld rem mb r to clo e the log when ready by using the
opti n in the I

ch r Menu.

n lu. in.
ught L illustrate the operation of SILA during typical

['his ch ptcr

mcd ut b

11

tud nt (i.e. during a typical summarisation task) and

h r (i. . perfonning typical administrative functions). To this
cnd lh functi

It

~ tl

fir t de cribed which should prove usefuJ to any user

f the s · ·t m. It is thu hoped that a well as completing the picture in the context of
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this thesis by illustrating the software developed during the research this walkthrough
will also persist beyond the lifetime of the software itself. particularly in its current
fonn. In fac~ the next chapter, as well as summarising the research and drawing
conclusions about the research programme. speculates on further possible versions of
SILA which future technologies may allow.
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Chapter 9: Summary.
9.1 Introduction.
This final Chapter summarises the research presented in this thesis. This will
involve a final evaluation of the outcomes of the research in relation to research goals
including:

•

A summary of the work completed;

•

An examination of the 'contributions' of this research to knowledge in the field;

•

An exploration of further work to extend and develop this research further;

•

A discussion of the relevance of this work in relation to other more recent
developments in the field outside the scope of this thesis but which may be
complementary to future development of the field.

•

Final conclusions.

9.2 Summary.
The Aims of this research were stated in Chapter 1. This section of this final

Chapter will now revisit each of these five aims with a view to summarising the
outcomes of the research project as a whole.

1. To design a pedagogical model to support both students and tutors working
within a Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) in line with Chan's Social Learning
System model - An argument was established in Chapter 2 to support the
introduction of Virtual Learning Environments in schools such as CHALCS
where there are few students studying specialised subjects so that, for example,
the possibility of finding a 'peer' at a distance is facilitated (akin to Social
Learning Systems). 'Collaborative Learning' was reviewed during the early days

of this research (as reported in Chapter 2), especially Computer Supported
Collaborative Learning. The arguments were based upon a historical account of
the origins of (Collaborative) Learning from Educational and Psychological
perspectives. Examination of this literature, together with observations at
CHALCS, led to the development of a Pedagogical Framework.
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2. To evaluate existing VLE design tools and to implement the pedagogical model
as far as possible with a particular selected VLE instantiated with materials and
tasks to support an area of the curriculum appropriate to CHALCS - To evaluate
the effectiveness of the Pedagogical Framework the exemplar Physics course was
developed in the Virtual Learning Environment WebCT (as reported in Chapter 3)
which was chosen based on a review of VLEs available at the time. This led to a
number of conclusions for the further development of the technological
infrastructure, as follows.

3. To evaluate the potential of this instantiated VLE for supporting the

development of key skills within this area of the curriculum - The study reported

in Chapter 4 was carried out in order to ascertain the nature of further support
required, if any, and the effectiveness of computer-based support for the
development of key skills. In addition key skills were examined in the context of
writing skills and summarisation for the purposes of this research. The main
outcome of this stage was the development of a process model of summarisation

based upon the empirical studies. Additionally, automatic summarisation by
computer was examined with a view to informing the possible design of suitable

software.
4. To consider key skills in this curriculum area which might benefit from the
addition of Agent-based support to the VLE and, focusing on one such skill;
develop an exemplar Learning Companion to support it - the conclusions drawn
(see Chapter 4) were that WebCT provided inadequate support for the
snmmarisation process as enacted by the CHALCS A Level Physics students and
thus the fundamental primary requirements of the pedagogical model, that of
Acquisition, were not sufficiently being met. Therefore a Learning Companion

was designed and developed (utilising a User-Centred methodology, see Chapters
S and 6) to aid students when summarising their course notes.

S. To trial the Learning Companion to suggest Agent design characteristics which
may prove motivating and effective in assisting students to learn from the VLE
materiDl - the prototype Summary Intelligent Learning Assistant (SILA) was
validated with sample students from CHALCS and a local school (see Chapter 1).
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In

additio~

the notion of 'Affectations' was proposed which sought to further

engage students in the summarisation tasks thus resulting in greater learning

gains. The result was a validation of certain implemented agent design
characteristics as well as recommendations for future characteristics.

9.3 Research Outcomes and Contributions.
1be main hypothesis at the centre of this research and behind the development
of the prototype SILA system was:

"The introduction of an Animated Pedagogical Agent displaying
appropriate 'Affectations' into a VLE can help students summarise webbased course notes and may result in a motivating. engaging and rewarding
experience. ••

The aim of the research was to realise Chan's (1996) vision of Virtual Learning
Companions at CHALCS where it was hoped disaffected students would be motivated
by the use of affective agents in VLEs employing deliverable technologies to help with
note-taking - a key study skill necessary for initial 'acquisition' of web-based notes. By
encouraging an active learning approach to note-taking through collaboration with the
agent, it was hoped that students would sustain attention sufficiently to produce a joint
product that they could use for revision purposes and, in the process of constructing this
joint product, they would think more reflectively about the processes of selecting and
condensing materials to form. a 'good' summary.

The following list of seven points expand upon this aim and suggest the main
contributions of the work.

1. Synthesising and partially evaluating an appropriate 'Pedagogical Framework'
for the successful execution of a web-based Virtual Learning Environment. The
pedagogical framework reported in Chapter 2 is the result of active research
alongside tutors in an authentic learning environment and as such it represents a
response to both student and tutor requirements. Important outcomes of this
work include observations related to the requirements of a ''my notes" facility.
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Results showed that the current WebCT version of this facility does not have the
necessary functionality to meet student needs and that, moreover, students

require additional interaction and stimulation (if they are to take adequate notes)
that would be costly for a human tutor to provide.

2. Implementing a Summarisation CBL system using the Wizard of Oz Prototyping
Methodology in Animated Pedagogical Agent design. The Wizard of Oz
prototyping method is gaining popularity and the technique has been used in the
design of intelligent help systems (Maulsby, 1993 and Breuker, 1990) and more
recently with Primary school children at the University of Edinburgh Robertson, 200 1). The application of the technique to the design of affectations
that motivate interaction has to the author's knowledge not been reported
elsewhere. This contribution is reported in Chapter 5 and has been shown to be
an effective technique for User-Centred system design.

3. Providing 'Affectations' of an Animated Pedagogical Agent (particularly as a
first step to "having" emotions). 'Affectations' are a central concept of the
Affective element of the Study Companions. Although there is no central model
of either the Agent's emotional state or that of the student, it is hypothesised
and, to a degree, justified by the results of the evaluation in Chapter 7, that these
Affectations portray convincing behaviours in the sense of being both believable
and engaging whilst being implemented using robust "off the shelf'
technologies.

4. Integrating research on (Automatic) Summarisation with collaborating,
personified Agents (or 'Learning Companions 1. The research on summarisation,

particularly automatic summarisation, together with elements of Tawalbeh's
model of swnmarisation which made use of the rhetorical structural properties of

text was reviewed in Chapter 2 and informed the implementation of the system

described in chapter 6 and 7 of the thesis. In particular, this previous research on
summarisation and the results of the empirical work on summarisation (as

reported in Chapter 4) led to a process model of summarlsation which when
combined with knowledge of text structure was used to inform the design of a
Learning Companion capable of collaborating with students to constnlct a
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summary. The agent was capable of suggesting moves at appropriate stages in
summary construction based on rules governing strategic content selection and

condensation (these rules are described in Chapter 6).
5. Investigating Usability of diametrically opposed characterisations of Animated
Pedagogical Agents as realised in multiple modalities. This claim is related to

the two distinct 'personality'

types

of the two Agents. Using the opposite

adjectives (as explained in Chapter 6) to typify the Agents, as realised in their
design utilising the five subtle expressivities, one was expected to be perceived
as 'dominant' and the other as 'passive'. Results of the evaluation showed that
the design was effective in creating the impression of two clearly distinct

'personae' based on ratings on opposite adjective scales. Subsequent analysis
allowed the usability of each Agent persona to be evaluated and it was possible
to show a distinct preference for one of the 'persona' by this means.

6. Investigating Summarisation processes and strategies in post-compulsory
Physics Education. As already mentioned, one outcome of the study of

snmmarisation in Chapter 4 was a process model of summarisation and the
demonstration of individual variance in approach. Findings reported in Chapter
4 were further supported by the evaluation study in chapter 7.

The

snmmarisation study, in addition to showing that some students were more serial
in their processing of text whilst others were more holistic (exploiting
hyperlinks), also showed that some students used a strategic approach based on
the knowledge of discourse structure - skipping to the end to read the summary

fust. These findings are interesting in their own right and also serve to suggest

the extent to which future agents may be improved by being able to flexibly
adapt to the style oftbe individual.

7. Making

recommendations

for

future

Animated

Pedagogical

Agent

(summarisation) systems based upon empirical evaluation. Chapter 7 and the

remainder of this chapter state a number of directions for future research in the
area of Personified Pedagogical Agents, particularly those related to the support

of students' study skills.
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9.4 Future Work.
This section on future work has been divided into work which could be carried
out on the Learning Companion and that which could be carried out on the
implementation of further domains. Additionally, it is expected that the studies reported
in the previous chapters (Chapter 3: The Development of a Web-Based Physics Course,
Chapter 4: The Summarisation Studies, Chapter 5: User-Centred Design of an Affective
Learning Companion: Utilising The Wizard of Oz Study and Chapter 7: Validation of

the Learning Companion) could benefit from being repeated with, for example, a larger
sample size than found possible within the context of this PhD research due to the
pressure on the schools' curriculum and the small and unstable population of A level
Physics students at CHALCS.

9.4.1. Further Learning Companion Development.
Further work could be carried out on the development of the final prototype
Sll..A relating to improvements in the environment, improvements to the Agents and
system-level improvements, as follows:

9.4.1.1. Illlprove,.. ", tile E"vlro"mellL
1. update tile orpnisation document - the HMTL help document designed to
give additional tutoring on snmmarisation techniques is by no means complete
or exhaustive and additional content support could be added. More ambitiously,
the organisation of a snmmary could be better integrated into the main dialogue
model by baving the agent refer to it, for instance at the end of the session. As it

stands the organisation content is static rather than dynamically created or
generated in response to a particular move on the part of the student.

For

example, another means of integrating it further would be to call up chunks of
the text in response to a student request for an explanation from SILA.
2. bap_eat litts - this would allow lists of points to be included in a summary
and subsequently understood by SILA (Le., both originated by the student and
SILA), an essential summarisation technique. Presently SILA recognises just

one phrase at a time.
3. bap_eat IinkI to WebCl' - if a student could embed hyperlinks within their
summary document to WebCT this would also tighten the coupling between the
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two systems. So, for example, if the student finds at revision that they have been

over selective in constructing their summary they can follow up more detailed
explanatio~

definitions and/or examples.

4. bIIplemeat ludo' - this would allow a student to undo a condensation, for
instance - this might help students reject some of saAs condensations more
easily rather than just "go with them" anyway because they are hard to reverse.
This could be handled through adaptation of the dialogue model to enable a
stage in which the student actively accepts or rejects the suggested change and

(optionally) provides SILA (and therefore the tutor looking at the record of the
interaction) with feedback as to why the change is liked or disliked. This could
also prove instructive in suggesting the maturity of the student's own
condensation skills.

9.4.1.2.1IllproveIMg to tile Agents.
5. Impte.eat
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ftalab' - currently this move is not implemented, it would

allow a student to direct SILA to complete the summary. [NB. this was not
improved as it may not be desirable since some students may use this facility as
a lazy way to auto-summarise - an alternative would be to give the tutor the
option of disabling this function to prevent students from using SaA as an autosummariser when the aim was for students to actively rather than vicariously
learn how to summarise for themselves].
6. Imp...eat .alUple predate recopitiOD - currently

saA only recognises

single phrases shown to it by the student therefore if the student has constructed
a number of phrases in their summary they must show each one to SaA in turn,
i.e. by highlighting each phrase and selecting 'look'.
7. bllpleaaeat

'.oocIa' - two kinds of 'moods' were envisaged for SaA in an

attempt to further personify the system. The first, 'temper' or 'sulk', would
involve the Companions quitting if disallowed a number of turns in sequence.
The second 'confidence' would ensure that they continue with their turns if

allowed a number of tmns sequentially. [Whether or not these prove helpful is
an open question which would need to be investigated].
8. Imp_eat ••deat seleetecl .u.mary detall - simply by including phrases of
different ranges of hierarchical level depending on student preferences different
levels of detail of summaries would be produced.
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9. add varied DlOVes Dd Dft' characten - vary choice of moves and add new
characters as assistants resulting in less repetitive and potentially demotivating

extended interactions.

'.4.1.3. Sysullf-Levd Illlprove,.1Its.
10. develop a lIIU'k-ap tool - it is envisaged that a future version of SILA will
include a tool to help tutors author the kind of information contained in the
curnmt 'info file' i.e. a phrase summary, justification, keywords and hierarchical
place. This tool could use statistical analysis, together with knowledge of

discourse markers, to automatically highlight keywords, for instance, which
could be accepted or rejected by tutors. In this way the process of mark-up
would be much streamlined.

11. diaIope Dlodel editor - a tool to edit the dialogue model. e.g. graphically,
could be implemented enabling a non-programmer to more easily alter the core
behaviour of Sn.A. For example, tailoring it to specific scenarios or varied
student groups.

12. adapadoll - adjusting the affective and snmmarisation ability of the agents and
hence personalising interactions would further work towards the goal of student
motivation, engagement and reward.

To conclude, the present system although leaving room for improvement
nevertheless suggests the potential utility of the approach, forming a solid foundation
for future development along the lines alluded to here.

9.4.2. Further DomainL
As reported in Chapter 3, the rationale for the development of an Advanced
Level Physics course was that it was a subject with which students most wanted help at
CHALCS. However, the development of a note-taking assistant has the potential to help
students in a wide range of subjects including the Humanities and Social Sciences as
well as subjects such as Biology and Chemistry. One of the original attractions of the
note-taking context was that the skill is not one which is highly domain specific and

potentially the approach is extendable to other domains.
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Additionally, there is a large number of younger students at CHALCS who study
a range of subjects. As study skills (or 'key skills') are seen as important at CHALCS it
may be beneficial to explicitly represent these as a further WebCT course to be used by
these younger pupils and their teachers both in face-to-face and distance learning
modes. In particular there is a long established 'Literacy' project at CHALCS with a
dedicated and well-motivated tutor who may also benefit from on-line learning
materials. Of course, before any further development takes place a feasibility study
would need to be conducted.

9.5 Discussion.
As mentioned, this section seeks to seed discussion of the more esoteric aspects

of the research where perhaps no hard answers are yet possible. From discussion of
concerns regarding Pedagogical issues to those based upon experiences of cultural
impact on the project and future developments in technology these issues are elaborated
and discussed. Finally, the question of appropriate methodology for this research is
discussed before the thesis is rounded oft' with a summary of the work.

9.5.1. Pedagogical Concerns.
A pedagogical concern for this research was the initial scepticism inherent in the
CHALCS tutors towards the development of their own WebCT course notes. As part of

the remit of this research was to deliver learning using ICT solutions it also became
clear that some exemplar course notes would have to be developed by the teams
mentioned in Chapter 3. This did, however, have the result of causing apprehension
amongst the CHALCS tutor and an unwillingness to accept responsibility first for their
use within the normal lessons and second for their subsequent updating to bring them
more into line with their own thoughts on the SUbject. Eventually, the tutor was

persuaded to utilise some of the material contained within the WebCT course and
consequently developed their own material to supplement that developed by the Physics
expert associated with this research.

These kind of issues have consequences for the development of content by
authors who are not the primary face-to-face tutors involved in the delivery of the

material. As content is authored by outside parties to the physical school system (the
model currently adopted by WebCn tutors based in that school may have problems
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accepting the material as their own leading to alienation and a decrease in motivation
amongst staff with obvious consequences for the education of the students. On the other
han~

it is not an easy task to train a tutor to enter their own notes within packages such

as WebCT as it presents them with an additional burden when already over-burdened.

The solution, perhaps, is to establish teams (perhaps at the level of Local Education
Authority) which involve the tutors at ground level in a tight consultation process,
something akin to the user-centred design philosophy espoused in this research. It is

then hoped that this will alleviate the feelings of lack of ownership of the developed
material and subsequently encourage tutors to take a more active role in the
development of ICT delivered courses.

Clearly in this context, the addition of intelligent agent-based support presents
similar problems. The extra burden of providing suitable mark-up to course notes to
enable the assistant to perfonn its help-role could be prohibitive. The requirement to
provide tools that would render this process as automatic as possible would be essential.

In addition the implementation of such agents would need to be sensitive. In this
research the decision was taken to implement the note-taking guide, in part, for tasks
normally considered to be tasks undertaken by students on their own and in part because
this would preserve the human tutor in the primary role of giving assistance within his
specialist domain such as help with problem-solving.

9.5.2. Cultural Concerns.
There is undoubtedly an issue of appropriate cultures with which to introduce
ICT-based models of learning. The culture at CHALCS is geared towards the
integration of leT into the cuniculum as it is central to the Aims (as stated in Chapter
I). This means that teaching practice already exists which accommodates leT into dayto-day lessons. Obviously, this means that CHALCS had an initial head start over the
feeder schools, particularly in regard to the provision of hardware, software and internet
access at the beginning of this project. It would be fair to say that the positions in this

regard have changed dramatically as a result of government initiatives to equip schools,
provide technical support and training. However, at the time the research was carried
out schools were not ready to respond. It can only be hypothesised that this was due to

them not seeing such work as a priority in an already stretched timetable. Although this
might seem to cast doubt on the general utility of the work for mainstream schools it is
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likely that as ICT literacy has become so much more central to the curriculum within
the state Educational system during the lifetime of this project (as evidenced by the
NGfL initiative, for instance) that were schools to be asked to trial a VLE today
considerably more interest would be generated. It is hoped that the studies which took
place at the CHALCS feeder school and also with the younger students from other
outlying schools (see Chapters 4, 5 and 7) will help lend credibility to the notion that
VLEs have a useful role to play in teaching and learning

9.5.3. Future TeehDologies.
A limiting fact with the design of SILA is the amount of 'understanding' involved

in recommending, for instance, phrases to include within a summary. As part of the
initial design investigations schemata were constructed which represented the
relationships between key concepts, properties or instruments, etc. These schemata
exposed the underlying relationships inherent in the semantic web of the course notes.
8emers-Lec and colleagues at the World Wide Web Consortium have proposed a
revolutionary vision for the next generation of web-enabled information which they are
calling the Semantic Web.

"The Semantic Web is the web of connections between different forms of
data that allow a machine to do something it wasn't able to do directly."
(Berners-Lee & Fischetti, 2000)

The consortium has proposed a Standard, Resource Description Framework
(RDF), for lepreseDting this kind of meta-data which will bring to light the relationships

between data such as those found in many of the relational databases driving the
statically-rendered HTML pages of the present day. RDF works by encoding meaning
in triples of things, properties and values which can be expressed in XML tags. The

hope, then, is that automatic reasoners or agents will begin sifting through the web of
meta-data using appropriately defined Ontologies. It is thus speculated that in the not-

UHlistant future SILA may be able to reason on and 'understand' the course notes
which will result in a much more 'knowledge-rich' based approach to snmmarisation
than is currently practically possible and which would overtake the need to develop
author mark-up tools along the lines described here.
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A further possibility which lies in the nearer future is the advent of affectively

aware computers. Such computers will use advanced affect recognition techniques, such
as voice and facial analysis (picard, 1997) to update their model of the affective state of
their User. In additio~ further, more intrusive, techniques such as psychophysiological
measurements (like heart and breathing rate) may allow a more complete picture to be

built of the affective state of an interlocutor. Over time an appropriately designed
computer-based system could build up a picture of a User, looking for patterns of moods
for

~

so that it could predictively adjust it's affective qualities which it knew

from experience will result in a productive interaction. Indeed some work in this area has
already taken place (Kapoor et al., 2(01).

The relevance to this work would be for SILA to adopt certain personality types

based not just on self-assessment of either affective predisposition or level of attainment

(as has been proposed) but also on its own assessment of the student's state during
prolonged and successive interactions. Of course, there are further research questions to
be answered here which will have a bearing on such developments, such as the

correlation between perceptions of affective states and the experience of those states.
These will require further empirical and theoretical investigation. Indeed Barker (2003)

proposes such further investigation to test the adDptation-performance hypothesis:
"adapting agent affect to affect student affect based on student prior performance will

affect student subsequent performance". That is, by basing the adaptivity of a Learning
Companion's interactional or 'social skills' aspects on a student's prior performance at a
domain task, e.g. summarisation, the student will better respond affectively to the

Companion resulting in an improvement in performance. This hypothesis is based on the
results expressed herein as well as a 'contagion assumption' which states that student
perception of aga'lt affect leads to a corresponding student affective response. These
experiments would ideally utilise typical control groups as well as performance pre and
post tests together with student self-reporting and psychophysiological measurements.
The wider vision, in line with other researchers, e.g (Johnson et al., 2003; Prendinger,

2(03), is to enable 'Social Computing' through provision of such socially responsive,

pmonalised educatiODal agents.
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Furthennore these varied personality types will require new technologies to
express them. By way of illustration Thomas and Jobnston provide four major rules used
at Disney for expressing dialogue. Of interest here is Rule 4:

"Dialogue must be written so the actor doing the voice can contribute
something. Without changing the meaning of the line, it is usually possible
to give it more life by rephrasing or adding a touch that gives the actor a

better chance. Often a chuckle, a sigh, a stutter, swallow, or gulp will reveal
more of the personality than the words themselves. Other times, the actor
may have an intimate knowledge of folk phrases from certain regions that
will help build a more interesting character."
(Thomas & Johnston, 1981)

In other words, there is a range of improvisational devices or indeed wellrehearsed techniques that an actor can bring to bear on dialogue to 'bring it to life'.
Such embellishments inevitably lead to the portrayal of a richer and subsequently more
convincing character. However, as Lewis Johson points out (Johnson, 2003) speech

synthesizers are not designed to produce a "chuckle, a sigh, a stutter, swallow or gulp".
Hence this technology and most likely others require further humanising if the goal of
effective character portrayal in personalised, social agents is to be achieved.

9.5.4. Metbodologieal Concerns.
Out of necessity a range of research techniques have been used from the use of
the semi-structured interview of students in the early summarlsation studies to the use of
the Wizard of Oz studies in the design of the SILA software. It can be seen that by
examining the array of results necessitated in such an elaborate enquiry that no one
technique. or indeed, methodology is entirely suitable for the task at hand. Instead, both
qualitative and quantitative data gathering and analysis lived side-by-side in an attempt

to form a more holistic picture of the object of study.
However, what was clear was that the classical notion of 'scientific enquiry'
with its associated control groups and dependant and independent variables were
entirely inappropriate for the kind of case-study research that was being undertaken.
That is, it would have been impossible, for instance, to randomly sample a group and
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assign them to separate studies (a) it would not have been allowed by CHALCS who

needed to retain control of group composition and (b) the groups being studied were
relatively small. lbis small sample size necessitated or enabled more in-depth study of

the phenomenon being studied and hence lent itself more to a qualitatively-based
analysis. On the other band analysis of the data provided by WebCT such as statistics
for page accesses or the results from the Affect Scale lend themselves to more
quantitative techniques. When both quantitative data and qualitative data are taken

together and triangulated the result is a rich description of the object of study revealing
more of the processes which students are engaged in during learning and this can help
generate research hypotheses which may be suitable for further investigation, such as
the adaptation-performance hypothesis proposed above.

9.6 FiDal CODclusioDS.
This research has taken place both at Chapeltown and Harehills Assisted
Learning Computer School and a CHALCS 'feeder' school, Notre Dame Sixth Form
College. It has sought to introduce an ICT-based solution to the problem of few tutors
and peers and consequently improve access through the development of an exemplar
course in Advanced Level Physics utilising WebCT.

Through careful evaluation of the WebCT Physics course at CHALCS and other
schools it was felt that the support provided which enabled students to create their own
notes was lacking. It was noted that it did nothing to aid the process of summary note-

taking as well as failing to provide basic editing facilities. Based on the literature,
summarisation was seen as an important element of active learning, facilitating
engagement with the material and deeper understanding, an important activity in the
initial 'acquisition' phase of the prescribed pedagogical model. It has also been
highlighted by Government initiatives as a key skill for students to acquire.

A solution to the problem of inadequate Sllmmarisation support was proposed in
the form of an Agent-based artificial Study Companion realised as deliverable computer
technologies and operating in the same WebCT environment as the student To this end
a user-centred design of such a companion was undertaken. It was further hypothesised

that to enhance students' experiences of interacting with such an Agent it should utilise
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appropriate •Affectations'. These Affectations can be thought of in terms of behaviour-

based Affective qualities of the Agent which, it was demonstrated, can help motivate
students and lead to engagement with subsequent learning gains.
The Companion was implemented in a prototype system and evaluated with

students mostly from CHALCS and Notre Dame. It was found that students, in the
~

preferred to interact with the character which they perceived showed the most

positive valence (Picard, 1997) in terms of its affective qualities. In addition, it was
generally found that students who performed the best and the worst on the
summarisation task (as evaluated by independent experts) perceived the most negative
valence of the cbaracters. In other words, the 'average' performing students perceived

the greatest positive affect in the Companions. It was hypothesised that this was due to
the more able students finding the character 'annoying' and 'interfering' whilst the less

able students found the character 'smart' and 'condescending'. These hypotheses
require further exploration since the prior ability or summarisation skill of the students

was not available for all students and the numbers of students involved was low.
However. the suggestion is that future agents should adapt affectively and in terms of
ability based upon an evaluation, at least, of student ability resulting in an increase in

student performance.
Finally. further work was proposed in terms of the Study Companion
development such as that possible due to future technologies. Further domains for the
application of the SILA system were also discussed beyond the Physics course

described here. It is hoped that a research programme will be established building on the

work reported here which will continue to take the research forward in the directions
outlined in this Chapter and elsewhere, i.e. towards a more socially-oriented style of
Human-Computer Interaction deemed particularly relevant to Computer Based
Learning.

It was stated at the beginning of this thesis that for a modern society to function
a host of complex knowledge sources must be available to its citizens. As more and
more constraints are placed upon these global citizens, in terms of time and distance
limitations, Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) may help to bridge the knowledge
divide. particularly between poorer and richer nations, by widening provision through
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flexible and life-long learning. However, VLEs by themselves are certainly no panacea
to the problems of these new styles of learning. VLEs need to be utilised by educators in

appropriate ways and furthennore require further technological development if they are
to solve some of the emerging problems. However, the utilisation of the kind of

techniques presented in this thesis used in conjunction with future developments such as
those discussed in this chapter could move us closer to the goal of an egalitarian
educational provision with resultant implications for the currently prevalent poverty to

be witnessed around the world.
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App nd> B: Leed Learning Network (www.leedslearning.net).

14. The Leeds Learning Network would be a private linking of school and authority
computers. It would be connected to the Internet but in such a way as to protect
all of the computers and users within it. The risks and threats of Internet use,
(offensive content and breaches of network security), would be managed at one
site instead of having to be controlled at over three hundred. The creation of this
Virtual Private Network (VPN) and Intranet offers Leeds many strategic
opportunities for the development of services to its schools. There is also the
potential to provide additional functions and to serve other users within the wider
community. The levels of physical security can be high - sufficient to satisfy the
managers of Leeds corporate systems that certain authorised users of the VPN
could have access to systems within the authority. The figure below
schematlcally represents the proposed network.

The Internet

Clvic Hd

Library

School

Figure 2 Sch matlc representation of the proposed VPN or Leeds Learning Network

15. Private content available on a Leeds Intranet can offer the wide learning
community of the city a very large and valuable collection of resources to aid its
work. Moreover, the concept promotes greater openness and employees at
every level can have access to better information to help them in their
responsibilities. Materials are not confined to the ownership of the person who
received the printed copy or become inaccessible because the document is lost
or out of print. A Leeds Intranet might ultimately become the key point of access
to most of the Authority's knowledge, information giving and policy initiatives thus
paralleling the approach being taken by government departments. The use of
leT can promote greater individual efficiency and effectiveness. It also offers a
route towards more open management and individual involvement.
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Appendix C: Tawalbeh's Summarisation Model (Tawalbeh, 1994).
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inlCII1MlIon)....s the ~fic U eil.her
gopiccI w.rbalim Of pamphruccl.

~

Q
Z I- Interpret

0
U

I-Delete-2
I-Delete-l

-Paraphrase

-Copy

Inl~ qoantiUdive data

within~ons
qualilaii
(to build a
Cmcnlonc
Delete information within
proposition lcavina it

t

When ~ l e IlUmbeu

Quantitative data it bdn, repllCCd

OI'~within

!?'
a ~t.tive quantiflel' Ii~
high.
low, .malL

When ~ l e modifYlna
01' comp\emcrUay phruca

Modifying or complementary
pbruca can be delded lcavina the
propocition cwcllcllcnJiICd..

propocitionr..

ovaphcnlil1llCl.

wiIhin a proposition.

Delete rcduncbnl and
trivial information within

• JIIOPOIilion.

When lhcte arc synonyms.
.djcc:tlva, 01' prepositional
phrucI wi1hiri • p.opodtion.

~~lion
"110& 0Chcr'

When i1 la not possible 10
1IPP1y any of IhC above

:

~propoailjon

When it is not possible 10
Ipplyany ItrIlCCY (laa

The who~tion CIft be
IqII'Odu
y oopying f1 vabaIi.m.

Synonyms, .ajCCliva and

~tional ~ can be dc:Icaed
•
afTcc:Iing the IG1SC of the

proposidOl'L

IlraIeCics.

The ~tioa can be ftPOduccd
wont.. Paraplintlinc
mi& help 10 Rducc the mmbcir 01
words.

JeIOIt).

Z

le And Link

e
0

~

If~tions have not

been joined t.ogethcr as a

resultorthe~

Whcn~~the
same
and grammatical

~tions (nl discounc mam:n
as the condensation ~
CII\

IlnIClUze.

be c:oordinaI.ed tnd/or IQ
•
od
10 vary the I1nIc:tUIe and length of
IaUrIccI. A~ cohesive lics
and disc:IourrC
tw-IO be
used 10 do this.

When IIeI1lenceI have bcm
tiJIbd and tiod already.

If possible, dilOOUl1C mutccrs or
..,y olber words apart from nouns
or pronouns &le moved to be at the
beginning of ICnIenccI ~ into
considcnlion the mcc:hlnl Md
p-ammllical constraints.

strIICCY,\hen tic Ind linIc
!hem lISina cohesive lics
and cIiscoiino marka1
appnJpriatc:ly,

t!)
~

o '-'Iary Opener

Use different lenience
openers IUch as
conjW1c:tion. modifying or
complcmCflUlr)' ~ 10

vary the conventional
IIlbjcct-verb sequence.
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Appendix D: OCC Emotion Model (Ortony, Clore, Collins, 1990).
VALENCED REACTION TO

I

I

CONSE~UENCES

ACTIONS

OF
EVENTS

OF
AGENTS

~.L !

I

approving
crlSapprolllng
etc.

displeased :
ele;.

I

FOCUSING ON

I

ASPECTS
OF
OBJECTS

I

fiklng
dlliillklng
etc.

FOCUSING ON

CONSEQUENCES
FOR SELF

CONSEQUENCES
FOR OTHER

SELF

OTHER

AGENT

AGENT

admiration
reproach

I
DESIRABLE UNDESIRABLE
FOR OTHER FOR OTHER

PROSPECTS
RELEVANT

PROSPECTS
IRRELEVANT

I
happy-for

gloating

joy

pride

resentment

pity

dIstress

liihame

FORTUNE~F~THERS

WELL·BEING

ATIRISUTION

hope

lear

CONFIRMED

DISCONFIRMED

satisfaction

rerte'

fears~nflrm.d

disappointment

gradlication
ramorr;e

gratitude
anger

WELL·BEINGlA TTRIBUTlON
PROSP,ECT-BASED

COMPOUNDS

love •
hate
ATIRACTION
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Appendix E: CHALCS Lesson Plan.
Lesson Title"Introducing the Virtual Classroom !"
Time Allocated: 1 hour
Learning Objectives:
1. Pupils should be able to log on, use Windows, Netscape and enter WebCT.
2. Pupils should be able to navigate WebCT, in particular using:
a) course notes
b) bulletin board
c) email
d) chat
Performance Measures:
Evidence of chat, email and bulletin board activity in logs indicating
familiarity with WebCT tools plus observation (teachers).
2.
Degree of 'on-task' dialogue, evidence of collaboration (logs or observed),
rating of resources collected and answer scores.
3.
Appropriate use of available tools (WebCT tracking statistics and teacher
observation) and adoption of new learning style (see 2).
4.
Answer scores, resource ratings, rating of quality of discussion.
1.

Resources Required:
1. Passwords (WebCT and WinNT), Internet connection.
2. 'Astronomy & Optics- Properties of Light' WebCT course.
Demonstration.
1. Quickly go over Email, Bulletin Board & Chat again.

Tasks.

I. Use the email to take a term from this topic of optics and light and prepare a brief
definition of the term for the glossary. Send it by private mail to 'Instructor
(physics)' .
2. Spend some time (not too much!) on the encyclopaedia looking under some of the
concepts of this topic on light and optics e.g. refraction, speed of light or chromatic
aberration. Use the bulletin board as a group to share and make any brief additional
notes but comment on the probable value of these sources and the best ways of
using them in your learning.
3. Use the chat to discuss answers to the question: "If we can only see visible light,
how are we able to see and use images from infra-red and X-ray photographs?"
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Appendix F: CHALCS Summarisation Study Example Summary (SI).

LENSESrPCI1 ... Introduction:
Lenses are the ha ic components of optical instruments such as microscopes and
telescopes. The e in truments give information about objects from the very small and
near (e.g. molecules and bacteria) to the very large and distant (e.g. stars and galaxies).
Also instruments uch as our eyes and spectacles, photocopiers and cameras use lenses
and the e are all part and parcel of our everyday life. lP 2)

What is a lens?
Light waves can be considered to originate from each point of an object and lenses
focus the light waves from each object point to form an image point. But the shape of
the len , the material of which it is made and its placing with respect to the object
control the size and type of the image. Remember what happen when you look the
"wrong way" through your binocuJars.
The eye is a lens system and unless we have a sight defect, we see each object clearly.
Each object point focuses to an image point on the retina of the eye and all these image
points are integrated and interpreted as a complete image by our brains. [PC3]

How do lenses control light?
Len es have different properties depending on the materials of which they are made
(e.g. variou type of glas with different refractive indexes and the shape of their
surfaces. fPC4]
Remember that the path of the light waves obeys the laws of refraction, so the greater
the angle ofincidence the greater the angle ofre{i-aclion, as summarised in SneU's law.

In a convex lens light waves come from a point on the object (shown as rays giving the
direction of the waves). Note that the outer rays have a larger angle of incidence and
hence a greater angl of refra ,ti 11, so this curvature of the lens brings rays from each
object point to an image point.

. '.

I

-

-::..

- - - .. .. --.J... L~

>

.".

=i.ll, 1q,13 Refraction of light by a simple lens
[pes]

As a converging lens is a positive lens the image will be focused at the principle focus
to the right of the lens. It would form a real image.
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The urface of the concave len are parts of a sphere. A concave lens produces a virtual
image, it diverges paral1el ray entering it .(PC6]

IConcave Lens I
Concave Lens

Ray Diagram
Diverging Lens

At the first face the light enters a denser medium and will bend towards the normal. It
will diverge. And at the second face it will diverge more because the light ray enters a
less dense medjum (air) and is refracted away from the nonnal as the light waves pickup speed. 0 the image will appear to come from behind the lens i.e. the same side as
the object (project the final ray back to where it crosses the axis) and so is a virtual
image.1PC1]

F

,
virtual Image

F Is a virtual principal focus
Fig 19.11 A diverging lens has a virtual
principal focus and a negative fooal length

Fig 19.12 All real objects viewed through
El

diverging lens form virtual Images

We cia sify lenses into convereine lenses (positive lenses) and diverging lenses
(lIegative tenses). By varying tbe curvature of tbe faces of the lens and its material,
converging and diverging lenses of different powers can be constructed. [pes] It
would be possible for us to make lenses for all electromagnetic waveS.rPC9]
Comments (S2).
[P 2] lots of unnecessary. obvious infonnation. you know what telescopes and
micro copes are u ed for also "part and parcel". not really saying anything. just
additional reading.
[PC3] just straight copied out, no own notes made *what does bappen when you look
through binoculars the wrong way? If you were going to include the question you
should have at least included the answer, otherwise it serves no purpose including it.
[PC4] This is the second time that this same sentence has been included, if you look
carefuUy it is already in paragraph two!!!!!
[peS] no explanation of what all the lines on the diagram are supposed to be showing,
the onJy useful part and you've left it out.
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[PC6] You' ve just started yacking on about concave lenses, you haven't told me what
they are, come to think of it you haven't even told me what convex lenses are yet. .. this
sentence has just been stuck in the middle of nowhere.
[pC7] good .... the only paragraph I've seen so far where all the information has been
useful.
[PCS] this is the third time you've said this
[PC9] this has got nothing to do with the rest of this paragraph, can you explain why it
is there?
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Appendix G:Notre Dame Summarisation Study Summaries (S3,S4,S7).
SUMMARY
Lenses Introduction

1. Len e are the basic components of optical instruments
2. Lenses are part and parcel of everyday life
3. Lenses focus light rays from an object to form an image
4.

hape, material and position of the lens control the properties of the image

5. The eye is a lens system. The image is focused on the retina and interpreted by
the brain
6. Len e have different properties depending on their material and shape
7. The greater the angle of incidence, the greater the angle of refraction, this is
neWs Law
8. With convex lenses, outer rays form a large angle of incidence and therefore a
large angle of refraction
9.

urvature of the lens converges the rays to an image point with the convex lens

This is my summary.
A light wave can be said to originate from each point of an object and lenses focus the
light to form an image point. The eye is a lens system and, unless we have a sight
defect, we see each object clearly. Each object point focuses to an image point on the
retina of the eye and all these image points are integrated and interpreted as a complete
image by our brains.
The path of light wave obey the laws of refraction, so the greater the angle of incidence
the greater the angle of refraction.

Suppose we have a convex lens shaped like this:

... and light waves come from a point on the object (shown as rays giving the
direction of the waves). Note that the outer rays have a larger angle of
incidence and hence a greater angle of refraction. so this curvature of the lens
brings rays from each object point to an image point.
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LENSES ... Introduction:
This is an important topic because lenses are the basic components of optical
instruments such as microscopes and telescopes. These instruments give
information about objects from the very small and near (e.g. molecules and
bacteria) to the very large and distant (e.g. stars and galaxies). Also instruments
such as our eyes and spectacles, photocopiers and cameras use lenses and
these are all part and parcel of our everyday life.
But what are the properties of lenses? How do they work and how are they
used to our advantage?

What is a lens?
Light waves can be considered to originate from each point of an object and
lenses focus the light waves from each object point to form an image point. But
the shape of the lens, the material of which it is made and its placing with
respect to the object control the size and type of the image. Remember what
happens when you look the "wrong way" through your binoculars.
The eye is a lens system and, unless we have a sight defect, we see each
object clearly. Each object point focuses to an image point on the retina of the
eye and all these image points are integrated and interpreted as a complete
image by our brains.

Suppose we have a convex lens shaped like this:
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~Curvature

a sphere

Actually the lens
will be thin
compared with
its diameter.

of a sphere

,.I

"-

END VIEW

"
FRONrYlEW

... and light waves come from a point on the object (shown as rays giving the
direction of the waves). Note that the outer rays have a larger angle of
incidence and hence a greater angle of refraction , so this curvature of the lens
brings rays from each object point to an image point.

---

..... ~

..... -"' 7 --

-

~.,.

--

:....

>

--- ~ ------~----------~-~
=ig I'.f.g Refraction of light by a simple lens
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Appendix H: Wizard of Oz Rhetorical Analysis.
Propositional Analysis of Lenses Section 1.1 "What is a Lens ?"

Pt Light waves can be considered to originate from each point of an object and P2
lenses focus the light waves from each object point to form an image point. But P3 the
shape of the lens, the material of which it is made and its placing with respect to the
object control the size and type of the image. P4 Remember what happens when you
look the "wrong way" through your binoculars.

PS The eye is a lens system and, P6 unless we have a sight defect, P7 we see each
object clearly. PS Each object point focuses to an image point on the retina of the eye
and P9 all these image points are integrated and interpreted as a complete image by our
brains.
Pt 0 The eye has some similarities in its components - and some differences - to a
camera. Can you think what these are?
PH How does a photocopier work? Pt2 How is it able to take a clear image of a whole
page of text and pictures? What do you think? Pt3 A whole array of cylindrical lenses
are responsible for imaging a portion of text/picture in sequence as it is illuminated.
Check it outl
Rhetorical Predicate Analysis of above (based on Meyer, 1975)
Problem
PO (what is, lens)
Solution
Manner
P 1 (originate, light waves, object point)
P2 (focus, object point, image point)
Attribution
I P3 (control, image size/type, shape, material, placing)
Evidence
I P4 (what happens, binoculars, "wrong way")
Analogy
P5 (is a, eye, lens)
Covariance
P6 (not have, sight defect)
P7 (see, object, clearly)
Evidence
pg (focus on retina, object point, image point)
P9 (interpreted, by brain, image points)
Adveljtive
PlO (differences, eye, camera)
Problem
P 11 (how work, photocopier)
~
IPl2 (take, clear image, whole page of text)

I

I
I
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Solution
I PI3 (responsible, lenses array, imaging)
Notes on Rhetorical Predicate Analysis 01/06/00
1. The thirteen propositions were decided by looking for verb, subject pairs, etc. adhoc.
2. RP suggested that most instructional texts are problem-solution types as the section
starts with PO "what is a lens ?" this was taken as the problem with the ensuing
section paragraphs forming the solution
3. Meyer's (1975) Rhetorical Predicates were used as quoted in Tawalbeh's (1994)
thesis p.59
4. PI & P2 describe how an event complex is performed ie. manner
5. P3 described attributes of lens & their role
6. P4 evidence supports manner
7. An analogy PS is made between eye & lens
8. If P6 then P7 ie. covariance (condition-consequence)
9. P8 & P9 support assertion of PS ie. evidence
10. PlO highlights differences between eye & camera ie. adversative
11. PII sets out another question ie. problem -solution plus P12 presents more specific
information on the questions
12. P13 present the solution to the PI} problem
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Appendix I: Sample Wizard of Oz Summary (S3).
•
•
•
•

•

Lenses focus the light waves.
The shape, material and the size of a lens controls the image.
The eye is a lens.
An object point focuses to an image point in the retina and all this points are
interpreted by the brain. The eye has some differences and similarities to a camera,
e.g. they both use lenses, the eye uses the brain to interpret the image.
A whole array of cylindrical lenses are responsible for imaging a portion of
text/picture in a photocopier.
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Appendix J: Affect Scale.
Either during or after the session please circle a number on the continuum
indicating your impressions of the characters' personalities. If you feel that neither
extreme is appropriate then please circle a zero. Thanks !

Genie
impatient

-5

-4

-3

-2

-I

0

2

3

4

5

patient

derisive -5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

2

3

4

5

encouraging

obstinate -5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

2

3

4

5

amenable

macho

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

2

3

4

5

wimpy

scary -5

-4

-3

-2

-I

0

2

3

4

5

friendly

curt -5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

2

4

5

laid-back

impolite -5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

2

4

5

polite

I3
I3

Peedy
impatient

I
I
I

-I

0

2

3

4

-1

0

2

3

4

-1

0

2

3

4

-2

-1

0

2

3

4

-3

-2

-1

0

2

3

4

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

2

3

4

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

2

3

4

-5

-4

-3

-2

derisive -5

-4

-3

-2

obstinate -5

-4

-3

-2

macho -5

-4

-3

scary -5

-4

curt -5
impolite -5

1

I5
I
I
I5

I

I
I

patient

.

5

encouragIng

5

amenable
wimpy

5

friendly

5

laid-back

5

polite

Please use the pace be OW o make any further comments regarding the
characters' personalities or anything in general.
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Appendix K: Example Evaluation Summary (SI).

Lenses
Light waves originate from each point of an object
eg binoculars (gets smaller when you look the other way)
Lens(;s focus light from an object pOint to an image point & onto the rettna & brain integrate Inlel pret
Size and type of image are controlled by a lenses shape, material & placing
The eye IS a lens system & similarities differences camera
If we have no sight defect each object is seen clearly
How's does a photocopier work ?
Take cleal image of whole page text then prints the information.

Cyllndncal lenses are responsible for texUpictures in photocopiers (The light which appears when you
photocopy)
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Appendix L: Log Exchange Analysis.
Agent Move
SI S2 S3 S4 SS S6
tme
SILA Ioext/start
I. agent turn ok+
student OK)
SILA look
12 8
6
9 7
7
2. agent_turn_
tme
SILA Ioext/start
ignore studentstudent Ino
SILA look
t2 0 0 0 0 0
tme
SILA next/start
3. agent denied+
student loo
SILA OK
I(student look)
1
3 6
6
10
~
4. student turn ok+ student Ime next
SILA OK
I(student look)
1
1 0
2
2
~
5. student pass turn+ student !you next
look/me
SILA finish
0
1
1
0
2
~
6. student end denial- student end
I(SILA loo)
0
0
0
0
1 Kl
student ~dded
7. student explain·
SILA why
student [because
1 0
1
1
1
0
added
SILA
8. SILA explain·
student why
SILA because
I
~
Kl 0 6 3
me
9.
agent deny_ student- student next/end
SILA no
0
1
0 0
0
~
10. student_explain_
deniedstudent added
SILA why
student no)
1
1
0
0
3
0
11.
student no explain+ student ~ded
SILA ok
I
2
3
0
1
~
12.SD..A no expJain+ SILA ~dded
OK/well
rstudent done)
10 8
5
8
7
7
Cate20ry

S7 S8

S9 S10 Total Mean S.D.

~

5

6

7

71

7.1

2.23

0

0

0

0

2

0.2

0.63

~

~

6

5

~8

4.8

2.44

3

~

3

3

19

1.9

0.99

~

0

4

0

14

lA

1.58

1

1

1

0

~

004

0.52

1

0

1

3

9

0.9

p.88

3

2

2

0

19

1.9

1.85

I

0

0

0

2

Kl.2

PA2

1

0

2

1

9

0.9

0.99

~

~

3

1

19

1.9

120

~

5

6

7

67

6.7

1.77
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Cate20ry
13. SILA end ok+

Agent Move
student end
SlLA hide

14. SfLA organise"

SILA

IS. SILA condensed" SILA
16. SILA finisb+

Total positive
collaboration+
Total negative
collaboration-

SI

S2

S3

S4

SS

S6

S7

S8

S9

S10 Total Mean ~D.

~

2

I

2

1

2

I

1

I

1

14

1.4

~52

11

7

5

7

12

8

7

6

9

6

78

7.8

~.25

3

2

1

3

3

3

3

1

3

~

24

~.4

~.84

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

~

2

~.2

~42

organised
condensed

SILA me finish
student ok

~9 ~6 \20 27 24 32 ~1 21 30 24 254 ~5.4 ~.12
60CX 68% 71% 71% 52% 64% 55% 68% 63% 67% 63%

2

1

0

0

0

1

~

1

1

0

8

0.8

~.79

~% 3% 0% 0% 0% 2% 5% 3% 2% 0% 2%

Total enquiry·
Total SILA act"
Overall Total
Exchanges
SILA added
student added
otal added
SILAadded %
additions per student
student added %
additions per student
SILA added % overall
total per student
student added %
overall total per
student
SILA explained %
overall total per
student
student explained %
overall total per
student

37 3.7 ~ .OO
3 ~
1
7
6
5 /2
5 ~
/2
6% 5% 7% 3% 15% 12% 13% ~% 10% 11% 9%
10 15 11 10 7
12 8
102 10.2 ~.90
14 9
6
26%
33%
@3%
25%
~2% ~6%
~5% ~2%
~9CX ~4% /21%
38 ~8
12CX ~fi 7%
12 9
5
3
~
14
14 12 9
~8

38 146 50 38
9% 11% 12% <)010
8
13 10 7
1 14
~
~
12 14 14 11

31 118 36
8% 12% <)010
7
8
7
14 6 5
11 14 12

1101 110.1 tl.58
86
8.6
37
3.7
123

tl.46
1.42

86CX 75% 56% 67% 93% 71% ~% 64% 57% 58% 70%
14~

25% 144% 33% 7% 29% 36% 36% 143% 142 % 30%

j25CX 24% 18% 121% 128% 20% 18% 123% 17% 19% 121% 12I-t'e ~)'O4

14% 8% 14% 11% 2% 8% 11% 13% 13% 14% <)010

10% ~.04

~% 3% 0% 0% 13% 6% 8% 6% ~% 0% 5%

4%

~.O4

~% 0% ~% 3% 12% 0% 3% ~% 2% 8% 2%

20/.

~.Ol
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Appendix M: Evaluation Affect Scale Results.
SI

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S9

S10

patience

-4

1

0

-2

-1

0

0

0

0

-6

-13

attitude

-1

3

0

3

2

0

0

0

4

11

24

likeability

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

7

16

demeanour

-2

-5

0

-3

-2

0

0

0

0

-12

-27

friendliness

-3

3

0

0

3

0

0

0

5

8

18

relaxation

-4

-1

0

0

-3

0

0

0

2

-6

-13

politeness

-5

2

0

3

-2

0

0

0

5

3

7

overall impression -16

3

0

1

-3

0

0

0

20

9%

0%

3%

-9%

0%

0%

0%

57%

affect affect%,

Genie

dominant/passive -46%
Peedy
patience

5

-3

-3

-1

2

-2

0

-1

0

-3

-7

attitude

2

1

2

4

2

2

4

3

4

24

53

li.keability

4

0

3

0

1

2

2

-1

4

15

33

demeanour

0

4

0

0

0

4

0

2

0

10

22

friendliness

3

3

3

4

5

4

5

4

5

36

80

relaxation

0

-3

0

0

4

-1

0

2

0

2

4

politeness

4

-5

-1

3

4

3

5

3

5

21

47

overall impression

18

-3

4

10

18

12

16

12

18

dominant/passive

51%

-9%,

11%

29%

51%

34%

46%

34%

51%
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Appendix N: WebCT API (www.webct.com).

SECTION ONE: OVERVIEW OF THE API
OVERVIEW

What is the WebeT API?
The WebCf Application Program Interface (AP!) is a tool that provides you with an alternative method of
maintaining the global user and student databascs. Most users have found this method to be faster, and the
API allows them to "automate" the process..
Using the API, you can modify or query both the WebCT global user and student databases directly,
without having to use the WebCf administrator or designer web interface. You could, for example, use the
API to synchronize WebCT student information with that in your Student Information System (818).
FW'thermore, you could configure the synchronization process so that any SIS changes arc immediately

reflected in WebCT. Instructors can benefit from this through a reduction in the time that they spend on
course administration.

How do you use the API?
You can use the API in two ways:
1.
2.

through a command line interface
through a Web forms-based interface (URL)

If you choose to use the URL interface, you can only perform operations on single records, and not
multiples. For example, through the connnand line interface you can add multiple student records from a
text file (using fileadd); you cannot do this with the URL
Two executable programs provide the API functionality: webctdb (used for the command line interface)
and serve_ webctdb (used for the URL interface). These programs allow you perform the following
actions on the WebCf global user or student database:

Command Una (webctdb)
add 8 group of users or students from a file
add a single user or student
deletc a single user or student

find and retrieve tbe record of 8 single user or
student
modify a group of user or student records from a

file
modify the record of a "inJ{\e U!ier or fltudent

URL (serve webctdb)
add a sinD:le user or student
delete a single user or student
find and retrieve the record of a single user or
student
modify the record of a single user or student
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Appendix 0: Tawalbeh Mark-Up (Tawalbeh, 1994).

<text type = contrast coUec = one, few, many> The Polar Regions<ltext>

= =

=

=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=

=

<prop pn 1 L 1 rp DIFF>The <topic T l>northem polar region <ltopie> and
<topic T = 2> southern polar region <Itopie>are different in <collec type = many>
many ways <Icollee> </prop>.
<prop pn 2 L 1 rp DIFF>The most imponant difference concerns the <header
h 1 significance most imp>dismbution of land and water<fheader><Iprop>.
<prop pn 3 L 2 rp ATIRm/ADV LINK Tl,hl>The <syu item = Tl>
northern Arctic regions</syn> are <value V 3/hl>ice covered-sea<lvalue><fprop>.
<prop pn 4 L 1 rp ATTRffi/ADV LINK Tl,hl>almost completely <value V
4/hl> surrounded by land</value><1prop>.
<prop pn 5 L 2 rp ATTRIB LINK Tl,hl> The pole itself is in deep water
<lprop>.
<prop po 6 L 2 rp = ATIRm LINK = T2,hl>In the south. <syn item T2>
Antarctica <fsyn> <fprop>
<prop pn 7 L 2 rp =ATIRIB/ADV LINK =TI,hl>Antarctica is a huge <value
V = 7/hl>continent <lvalue> <Iprop>
which is
<prop pn 8 L 2 rp ATIRmlADV LINK = r2,hl>surrounded by a great
<value V S!hl>ocean<lvalue><lprop>.
.
.
<prop PO"::' L 1 rp COV>Because of this basic difference <lprop>
<prop pn 10 L 1 rp COY> other differences occur<lprop> <arrow = hl:h2,
arrow = hl:h3 arrow::: hl:h4) <farrow>
<prop pn 11 L 2 rp ATTRIB~ADy LINK::: Tl,h2>The <syn item T1>
arctic<fsyn> has a <value V = ll1h2>vaned</value><header h
2>elimate<lheader> <lprop>.
while the
<prop pn 12 L 2 rp ATTRm/ADV LINK TI,h2>Antarctic <value V =
l2lh2>elimate varies little<lvalue><lprop>;
<prop pn 13 L 2 rp ATTRm/ADV LINK Tl,h3>the Arctic has <value V
13/h3>much <header h =3>plant life<lheader><Ivalue><Iheader> <fprop>
but
<prop pn 14 L = 1 rp = ATTRmlADV LINK = T2,h3>the Antarctic is <value V
14/h3>an empty desert<lvalue><Iprop>.
And whereas the
<prop pn 15 L 2 rp ATTRm/ADV LINK Tl,h4> Arctic has been <header h
4> <value V = lS/h4>exploited economically<lheader> for centuries<lvalue>
<Iprop>.
<prop pn 16 L = 2 rp ATTRIBIADV LINK = TI,h4> trade has never really
touched Antarctica <lprop>.

=

=

=
=
=
=
=

=

=

=

=

= =
= =

=

= = =
=
= =
= = =
= = =
=
=

=
=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=
=

=

=

Alternatively the noun phrase o/theftrst sentence can be marked like this:
The <Tl part = l>nortbem<lTl> and <T2>southem polar regions<1T2> <Tl part =
2> polar region <Tl>.
or synonyms can be used instead.
<syn item

=Tl> nonhern Arctic region <lfl>
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Appendix P: Instructions for Summary Markers.
Could you please mark the enclosed summaries which were written by students
at CHALCS and Notre Dame? Your marking should be based on Tawalbeh's Marking
Guide (enclosed) which requires that you are familiar with his Model of Summarisation
(also enclosed) and the rhetorical structure analysis of the original text (also enclosed).
Could you please break down your marking in terms of the four stages, ie. content,
staging, condensation and cohesion and stylel. You may find the following table
useful:
Name

content

staging

condensation

cohesion and style

Thanks for your help ! If you have any questions please ask !

I

"cohesion and style" is synonomous with and was later replaced by "organisation"

Comments

